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HOare logic's have been used to prove 
nessproperties of programs.. This thesis 
logic's can be extended to prove run-tim 
a logic should be sound and. complete (in 
it is also of interest whether it allows 
the usual informal algorithm analyses. 
partial and total correct-
investigates how Hoare 
properties as well. Such 
an appropriate sense) and 
a natural formalisation of 
Three different ideas of how to formulate such a logic are studied 
for a language of iterative programs. It should be stressed that 
neither system require the program to be modified by inserting 
explicit operations upon a clock. All three proof systems are sound 
and complete (in the appropriate sense). Based on a worked example 
we argue that especially one of the proof systems gives rise to 
proofs that are rather close to the informal analyses. 
This proo.f system is then extended to a language with nested 
declarations of recursive procedures with call-by-value parameters. 
The nesting of declarations of recursive procedures is not usually 
considered in Hoare logic's and motivates the introduction of an 
extra component into the formulas of the proof system. The proof 
system is shown to be sound and complete (in the appropriate sense). 
Example analyses substantiate the claim that this system allows a 
rather direct way of formalising the informal analyses of algorithms. 
These proof systems express properties of the run-time by general 
formulas of first order logic. One may restrict the formulas to be 
of the form "timeT" (for some term T) in order to obtain even more 
natural forinalisations of (some of) the informal analyses. Such a 
proof system is defined for the language of iterative programs and 
it is shown to be sound. It is not complete in the same sense as the 
previous proof systems although a completeness result can be obtained 
by defining a sufficiently strong expressiveness condition. Worked 
examples show that the formal proofs are very close to the informal 
analyses. 
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When designing an algorithm to solve a given problem, or when 
choosing between existing algorithms a number of issues are of 
importance. Some are vague and uriformalised, for example the 
algorithm should be easy to understand, implement and 'maintain. 
Others are more formalisable. Perhaps the most important aspect is 
correctness, that is, the algorithm indeed solves the problem at 
hand. 
In a world of limited resources it is also important that the 
algorithm works efficiently (or at least reasonably efficiently) 
when implemented on a computer. The efficiency of an algorithm 
can be measured in several ways; typical measures are the run-time 
and the storage-space requirements. Current practice, however, is 
to say that for an algorithm to be effective its run-time must be 
bounded by a polynomial in the size of its input (see for instance 
/Ta78/). 
A programmer will often ensure that his algorithm is correct by 
simply running it on a sample set of data and in each case check 
that the correct output is produced. For, larger programs a more 
systematic method is required. This has lead to the development of 
methods such as "structured programming" /DDI-172/ for constructing 
programs that are easy to understand and to verify, and new pro-
gramming languages have been introduced that make it easier to apply 
these methods (see for instance /Wi71/ and /LGH78/). 
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The, need to ensure program correctness has further lead to the 
introduction of logical frameworks where it actually can be proved 
that a program is correct. Naur /Na66/ and Floyd /F167/ introduced 
independently what has come to be called the invariant assertion 
method. According to this method a program is represented by a flow-. 
chart and to some points in it there are associated assertions 
expressing properties of the program variables (it is required that 
every cycle of the flowchart contains at least one such point). 
Correctness of the program is then proved by verifying for appropriate 
pairs of points that if the path between them is taken and the 
assertion at the one end holds then the assertion at the other end 
will also hold. 
In /Ho69/, Hoare showed how this method could, be modified to 
reflect the structure of the programs. Hoare's approach has since 
received much attention. It has been extended to prove termination 
as well as correctness of programs (see /MaPn74/) and it has been 
applied to a large variety of programming constructs (for a survey, 
see /Ap81/). Furthermore, the method has been used to specify the 
semantics of programming languages (see for instance /HoWi73/) and 
it has been used as a tool in program design, the idea being that 
the programmer proves that his program is correct at the same time 
as he constructs it (see for instance /AlAr78/ and /Di76/). 
The run-time efficiency of a program can-be measured empirically 
by running the program on a sample set of data and in each case 
measuring the execution time. Just as the empirical approach is 
unsatisfactory for ensuring correctness of programs it is also. 
unsatisfactory when analysing. its performance. If an informed choice 
has to be made between two algorithms solving the same problerñ we 
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need a much more systematic analysis, of their efficiency. 
Several techniques have been developed for determining upper 
bounds on the run-time of programs. The analysis of a recursive 
procedure program will, for instance, normally involve construction 
and solution of recurrence relations. A large number of programs 
solving fundamental problems have been analysed using these techniques' 
in such textbooks as "The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms" 
by Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman /AHU74/. 
There are many cases where these analyses are purely syntax-
directed (but there are also several important exceptions, for 
instance when applying the so-called book-keeping trick, see /AHU74/, 
/AHU82/). Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman consider in /AHU82/ a simple 
iterative programming language and give for each construct an informal 
rule for determining an upper bound on its run-time. But, as they 
remark, there are no fully comprehensive set of such rules. It might 
therefore be worthwhile to investigate to what extend the efficiency 
analyses found in these textbooks can be performed in a syntax-
directed manner. The reasons for prefering a 'syntax-directed approach 
are similar to those given by the proponents of structural programming. 
There will be a small number of constructs to consider and since the 
analyses will have to follow the structure of the programs there will 
automatically be some discipline in the style of the analyses. 
Enshrined in a logical formalism such as that suggested by Hoare 
in /Ho69/ for proving program correctness we even get a framework in 
which a meta-theory can be investigated. There are the logical 
properties of soundness and completeness: soundness intuitively 
expresses that what can be proved in the logical system does indeed 
M. 
hold, whereas completeness is concerned with the applicability of 
the system and thereby the underlying method for analysing programs. 
Furthermore, the logical framework gives a basis for comparing the 
power of different methods and it provides a formalism.with which to 
program automatic proof checkers. 
The idea is now to extend Hoare-like proof systems to prove run-
time properties and to investigate the soundness and completeness 
properties of such systems. However, we shall be especially interested 
in proof systems that give rise to proofs that, in some sense, are 
close to the traditional informal analyses. The reason for this is 
that we want to regard the informal proof as a formal proof (of the 
proof system) where we have not given all the details. At the 
"Workshop on Semantics of Programming Languages" in Göteborg Per 
Martin-Löf expresses it as follows (transcription of a discussion 
given in /G683 p145/): 
"One shouldn't look upon a completely formal proof as something 
very different from, or opposed to, an informal one. A completely 
formal proof, where eventually each step is a step according to 
one of the rules of logic ( ... ) , is nothing but the informal proof 
that you started from but analysed in complete detail. If at every 
step in an informal proof you start asking 'why are you sure that 
B follows from A' I either fill in more steps or come to the case 
where I say 'this is something you have to see immediately, I can-
not prove this in more detail for you'. We are then back to one of 
the primitive laws of logic, the informal proof has then become a 
formal one so there is no difference". 
We shall say that a proof system allows a.-natural formalisation of 
the traditional informal analyses if it is - possible to view the 
informal analyses as formal proofs in the proof system where we have 
omitted some of the details. This is a rather vague definition of a 
property of a proof system and consequently we shall only discuss it 
on the basis of examples (mainly chosen from /AHU74/ and /AHU82/). 
The main examples are: the bubble sorting algorithm, an algorithm 
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solving the union-find problem, the merge-sort algorithm and Dijkstra's 
graph algorithm. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 1.1. 
we review Hoare's method for proving program correctness. We illustrate 
the method for a simple iterative language and discuss informally the 
theoretical properties of soundness and completeness. The subject of 
Section 1.2 is run-time analysis. Here we review the general framework 
and give a set of informal rules for analysing the run-time of 
iterative programs. There has already been some attempts towards using 
formal systems in run-time analysis and in Section 1.2 we review some 
of them. Finally in Section 1.3 we give an overview off this thesis. 
The reader is assumed to be acquainted with the usual informal 
analysis of programs as presented in for instance /AHU82/. The general 
idea of a proof in a proof system (as for instance Hoare logic /Ho69/) 
should be known; the theoretical concepts will be explained when 
needed. 
.1.1 PROVING THE CORRECTNESS. OF PROGRAMS 
Hoare considers in /Ho69/ a simple iterative language and gives a 
proof system for reasoning about the correctness of its programs. The 
basic formulas of the proof system have the form P[c]Q (usually written 
( PJcQj) where c is a program and P and Q are formulas of some 
assertion language. The idea is that the formula P, called the pre-
condition, expresses a property of the initial values of the program 
variables of c, whereas the formula Q, called the post-condition, 
expresses a property of the final values. The formula Plc)Q  may be 
interpreted as saying that if P holds before c is executed then upon 
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termination Q will hold. For instance, we may write 
x=x 0[WHILE xy DO x:x-y (3q.x 0 qy+x)t,.x4.y 
to express that the program WHILE xy DO x:x-y computes the remainder 
of x upon division by y. 
For a simple language with the three constructs of assignment, 
composition and iteration, Hoare gives the following set X of axioms 
and rules /Ho69/: 
The proof system C: 
/ass-/ Pefx:=eP 
PEc ]Q, QEc 21R 
P(c 1 c 21R 
PAbfc]P 
/WHILE-3/ 
P[WHILE b DO cPA'b 
p -4p', 	P'fcjQ' , 
/cons-'f/ 
P(c3Q 
e Here P stands for the usual substitution of the expression e for all 
free occurrences of the variable x in P. 
We can, using this proof system, prove the formula 
x=x 0 [WHILE xy DO x:=x -y(3q.'x 0 qy+x)Axy 
Let P be the assertion 3q.x 0 qy+x. Then from'/ass-9/ we get 
=x-yJP 
and since PAxy->P 1 holds, that is (q.x 0=qy+x)x ~y-q.x0 cy+(x-y) 
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we get using /cons-/ a proof of 
PAxy(x: =x-yi P 
An application of /WHILE-/ now gives 
P[WHILE xy DO x:x -y3PA'1 (xy) 
and the required proof is obtained by using /cons-P/ with x=x 0 4P, 
that is, x=x 0-b3q.x 0 qy+x. 
The assertions are usually formulas of some first-order language 
built on top of the expression language of the programming language. 
The formula (3q.x 0=qy+x)x<y is a typical example of a formula in 
the assertion language. It contains both program variables (x and y) 
andso-called logical variables (x 0 and q). The formula x<y will also 
be in the expression language but 3q.x 0 qy+x will certainly not be. 
The rule of consequence /cons-/ shows that the assertion language 
is an integral part of the proof system. The usual approach is to 
restrict the use of the rule to cases where both P-)P' and Q'-PQ are 
true in a specific interpretation for the assertion language. This is 
also the approach we shall use. Another possibility would be to 
extend the proof system with axioms and rules for the assertion 
language; this approach . has been studied in for instance /BeTu80/ and 
/BeTu8l/. 
Above we saw how to prove the formula 
XrX 0[WHILE xy DO x: rx_y ]( q . X0 qy+X)AX(y 
in the proof system 3. The whole idea is now that we want to interpret 
this as: the program WHILE xky DO x:=x-y computes the remainder of x 
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upon division by y. The soundness of the proof system allows us to 
do that. 
Informally, soundness means that everything that can be proved 
using the axioms and rules of the proof system (and the true formulas 
of the assertion language) does indeed hold. Intuitively, the proof 
system above satisfies this. Given a rigorous definition of the 
semantics of the programming language it can be formally proved that 
the proof system is sound for every interpretation of the assertion 
language (see for instance /Co78/). 
The converse property to soundness is completeness and is about 
the applicability of the proof system: any property that holds for a 
program can also be proved to hold in the proof system. Wand shows 
in /Wa78/ that Hoare's proof system cannot be complete in that sense: 
for a given assertion language and a given interpretation for it he 
constructs a formula P[c]Q that indeed does hold but cannot be proved 
in the proof system. 
Intuitively, the reason is that the assertion language contains 
too few formulas to be able to express the required intermediate 
assertions in a proof. To overcome that problem, Cook introduces in 
/Co78/ an expressiveness condition on the assertion language and its 
interpretation, and he proves that when it is fulfilled the proof 
system is indeed complete. 
Cook's expressiveness condition requires that the strongest post"  
conditions are expressible in the assertion language, that is, for 
each program c and formula P there must be another formula Q that 
will hold for all and only those states that are reachable by 
execution of c from a state where P holds. This, rather technical 
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requirement, is satisfied by a largeclass of assertion languages 
and interpretations, for instance ordinary number theory with its 
standard model. 
Cook shows that expressiveness is a sufficient condition to 
ensure completeness of the proof system but, as Bergstra and Tucker 
show in /BeTu80/, it is not a necessary condition. The question of 
how restrictive the assumption is has been studied in several papers, 
for instance /Cl79/, /Li77/ and /BeTu80/. 
PROVING TERMINATION 
Hoare's proof system given above can be used to prove partial' 
correctness properties of programs: we can prove, that if the pre-
condition P .of the formula Pick holds when the execution of c is 
started and if the computation terminates then the post-condition Q 
will hold for the final values of the variables. One cannot argue 
about termination of the program within the formalism. 
Manna and Pnueli have in /MaPn74/ extended Hoare's method to 
prove total correctness of programs, that is, to prove termination as 
well as correctness. Other extensions have been suggested by 
Sokolowski /So77a/, Harel '/Ha79/ and Aczel /Ac82/ the main difference 
being concerned with how termination of the while loop is ensured. We 
shall not give the details here but merely note that they exist. In 
Chapter 2 we shall develope a proof system for total correctness using 
ideas from /MaPn74/, /Ha79/ and /Ac82/. 
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When analysing the run-time of an algorithm it will always be 
with respect to some mathematical model specifying the time require-
ments of the primitive operations. The Random Access Machine /AHU74/ 
is an example of a model that in many cases is an appropriate 
abstraction of the real computer. In some analyses one will focus 
upon certain critical operations; for instance, in sorting problems 
the comparison of data may be the overall most expensive operation 
and one may therefore employ a computational model where all other 
operations are free. 
The run-time of a program depends on its input. By the exact time 
complexity of a program c we shall understand the (partial) function 
T that to each input associates the corresponding run-time of c. 
Often one is interested in the worst-case time complexity of the 
program. It is defined to be the maximum, over all inputs on that give 
size, of the run-time on that given input, that is, it is a (partial) 
function Wc that to each size n of input associates the number 
max3T(s)Is is an input to c of size n 
Finally, one might be interested in the order of magnitude of the 
worst-case time complexity. If f is a function mapping natural numbers 
to-natural numbers then we say that W is of order of magnitude f if 
there are constants n 0 and k such that 
if nn 0 then W(n)kf(n) 
We write "W (n) is 	(f())It 
As an example consider again the program WHILE xy DO x:x-y. 
Assume that the test xy as well as the assignment x:=x-y requires 
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one unit of time. Then the exact time complexity of the program is 
21x/yj+1 (assuming y>O). If the size of input is given by the value 
of x then the worst-case time complexity is 2x+1 and it is of order 
of magnitude x. 
In the literature there are 'a lot of examples showing how to prove 
run-time properties of various algorithms but there are also a few 
suggestions of principles that enable these analyses to be performed 
more or less automatically. In the rest of this section we review 
some of these suggestions. First we list some informal rules for 
analysing the order of magnitude of the worst-case time complexity 
of simple iterative programs suggested by Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman 
in /AHU82/. Then we review some work on the so-called loop programs. 
Meyer and Ritchie have in /MeRi67/ studied the run-time of these 
programs and their work has been continued by Adachi, Kasai and 
Moriya in /KaAd8O/ and /AKM79/. Finally, we shall review two 
approaches based on a logical framework. The method of programmed 
counters has been suggested by several authors, for instance Wegbreit 
in /We76/ and Knuth in /Kn73/. A method using predicate transformers 
has been suggested by Shaw in /Sh79/. 
There have also been suggestions for formalising average-case 
analyses of run-time and the main references are here /We76/,. /Ra80/ 
and /Ko83/. In general average-case analyses tend to be mathematically 
more complicated than worst-case analyses and since weargue that a 
satisfactory formalisation of the latter has not yet been obtained 
we do not consider average-case analyses further in this thesis. 
II 
Analysing the run-time of a program can be a difficult mathematical 
problem but in many cases a few basic rules are sufficient. Aho, 
Hoperoft and Ullman give in /AHU82 p23/ the following set of rules 
for analysing the run-time requirements of the programs in the simple 
iterative language considered earlier; more precisely, the rules will 
give the - order of magnitude of the worst-case time complexity of the 
programs. 
Assignment: the run-time is (1), that is, it is bounded by a 
constant 
Composition: the run-time is, to within a constant factor, the 
largest of the run-times of the statements 
Iteration: 	the run-time of the loop is the sum, over all times 
round the loop, of the time to execute the body and 
the time for evaluating the condition (usually 
(1)). Often this time is, neglecting constant 
factors, the product of the number of times the 
loop is executed and the maximal run-time for the 
body of the loop. 
As an example consider again the program WHILE xy DO x:=x-y. 
According to the assignment rule the statement x:x-y requires time 
0(1). The body of the loop is executed Ix/yl times so the iteration 
rule gives that the runtime of the program is O(tx/yJ) (which in turn 
is 0(x)).. 
The language of loop programs is obtained from the simple iterative 
language considered earlier by replacing the while construct with a 
construct LOOP x DO c that resembles the for-loop of the programming 
language Fortran and special cases of the for-loop of Algol-like 
languages. Furthermore, the expressions of the loop language are very 
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restricted (only 0, x, x+1 and x-1 are allowed). The following is 
an example of a loop program that, semantically, corresponds to the 
program WHILE x'Zy DO x:x-y (if y>O): 
LOOP x DO (z:=x; LOOP y DO z:=z-1; LOOP z DO x:=z) 
In contrast to the simple iterative programs, a loop program will 
terminate on every input. The problem is now to find upper bounds 
on the run-time of every loop program. 
Meyer and Ritchie define in /MeRi67/ an infinite hierarchy 
L0CL 1CL2C... of loop programs: L is the set of loop programs with 
the maximal depth of loop nesting being n. For each program in L 
they can determine a function bounding its run-time. For a program 
in L2 (as.that given above) this bound is a k-fold exponential 
function - the const ant k is determined syntactically from the 
program. 
For programs as the above example this bound on the run-time seems 
to be rather high and therefore uninformative. Kasai and Machi show 
in /KaAd80/ how more precise upper bounds can be obtained for the 
so-called simple loop programs. Their idea is as follows. The 
variable x occurring in the statement LOOP x DO c is called a 
control variable. Each loop program c defines a relation < on the 
control variables occurring in it: 
x<y if and only if c contains a statement LOOP x DO c' 
where c'contains the statement y:y+l 
A simple loop program is now a loop program c where no chain 
Xl<X2 ... <X k  contains repetitions (that is x.x. for ijj). 




where k 1 and k 2 are constants, Xl...lXk are the control variables 
occurring in c and lc(c) is some constant defined from the syntax of 
c and called its loop complexity. For the example program mentioned 
earlier this approach gives an upper bound of k1 	
4 
(max(x,y,z}) +k 2 . 
This bound may also seem quite high but is certainly more informative 
than that of /MeRi67/. 
Adachi, Kasai and Moriya improve these results in /AKM80/. The 
idea is now to apply a certain algorithm to a transformed versionof 
the program. In the program there are inserted statements updating 
the time used so far the example program considered earlier is thus 
transformed into the following program 
time:0; LOOP x DO (z:=x; time:time+1 
LOOP y DO (z:=z-1 time:=time+1); 
LOOP z DO (x:=z time:=time+i)) 
The variable time is regarded as a control variable and for each 
control variable the algorithm will construct a term bounding its 
value. We shall not give the details of the rather complicated 
algorithm here but merely note that it can be used to prove an 
x (y+x+1) upper bound on the run-time of the loop program considered 
in the beginning of this subsection. 
The idea in this approach is to transform the program so that it 
counts the time used so far in a special variable and then use Hoare's 
proof system (see Section 1.1) to prove some property of the counter 
in the transformed program. This property will then hold for the run- 
Re 
time of the original program. For instance we can prove that 2x+1 
is an upper bound of the worst-case time complexity of the program 
WHILE x2:y DO x:=x-y by proving the formula 
xrx 0[time:O; 
WHILE xky DO (time:time+1; x:x-y; time:=time+.1)] 
time2 x 0+1 
using Hoare's proof system 2t given in Section 1.1. 
This approach has been suggested by Wegbreit in /We76/ and it also 
occurs in /Kn73/. The idea has been used by Luckham and Suzuki in 
/LuSu77/ when proving termination of programs. As we have seen the 
idea of proving a property of a program by transforming it to count 
the time used so far also occurs in the work of Adachi, Kasai and 
Moriya /AKM80/. 
As Shaw notes in /Sh79/ the program transformation employed in the 
above approach using programmed counters is mechanical but tedious 
and furthermore it is subject tohuman error. So she suggests extending 
the proof rules of the programming language to perform the accounting 
of time automatically. 
A pseudo variable time will count the time used so far in the 
execution of the program, and it will implicitly be incremented each 
time an operation has been performed. The variable will occur in 
formulas expressing run-time properties just as the program variables 
do. A predicate transformer for each of the constructs of the pro-
gramming language will increment the value of the variable time in 
addition to performing the transformation appropriate for the con- 
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struct. 
For each program c and formula R of the assertion language there 
is a formula cp(c,R) called the cost-precondition of c and R. The 
idea is that R expresses a property of the run-time for the part of 
the. program preceeding the program c and for c itself. The variable 
time stands for the time used so far, thus 
time+(time required for the computation following c) 
=(total time for the program) 
The formula cp(c,R) will then express a property of the time used 
before the execution of c is started, so, in some sense we are 
pulling the run-time information backwards through the program. 
For the iterative language considered earlier we have the following 
rules (simplified versions of those of /Sh79/) 
cp(x:=e,R)- e time+1 
R time 
cp(c 1 ;c 2 ,R) S cp(c 1 ,cp(c 2 ,R)) 
cp(WHILE b DO c, R) S V. 0 H. 
where H - 
:bAR time+1 
0 	time 




We have' here assumed that the evaluation of terms and boolean 
expressions takes one unit of time. 
Using these rules we can prove that the program WHILE xy DO x:x-y 
has worst-case time complexity 2x+1. More precisely, we prove that 
x=x 0 y)0...time04cp(WHILE xy 'DO x:x-y, time2x 0+1) 
Intuitively, the verification of this formula consists in propagating 
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the formula time2x 0+1 from the end of the program towards its 
beginning. 
We claim that the method of programmed counters (as well as those 
for loop programs) reviewed 'in the previous section is not ,a satis-
factory basis for the formalisation of the informal run-time analyses 
found in textbooks as for instance /AHU82/. The most obvious obstacle 
is the program transformation. Although it can easily be performed 
mechanically it is against the spirit Of the informal analyses of 
/AHU82/. Many of these follow the rules mentioned in Section 1.2, 
where the run-time requirement of a composite construct is given 
in terms of those for its components as they are actually written. 
The method based on predicate transformers avoids the program 
transformation by giving a set of rules especially .designed to handle 
run-time properties. But again, 'we claim that it is not appropriate 
as a basis for a formalisation of the informal analyses of /AHU82/. 
First, we note that in algorithm analysis it is implicitly assumed 
that the complexity of a program is expressed in terms of its input 
and such a discipline is not' imposed by this approach. Secondly, 
another problem can be illustrated by considering the composition 
construct of the programming language. The informal rule will inspect 
the run-time properties for the two components and then find a pro-
perty of the total run-time. The idea behind Shaw's rule is different. 
Here the assertion about the run-time is "pulled backwards" through 
the components and for instance a comparison of the run-time require-
ments of the two components seems more or less impossible. This will 
be discussed' further in Section 3.6. 
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The two logical approaches sketched in the previous section both 
have the idea of a global time and this seems to make it difficult 
to talk about the run-time. of a subprogram. However, the informal 
rules of /AHU82/ mentioned in Section 1.2 refer to the run-time of 
the components of composite constructs. Our first idea is therefore 
to avoid the global time count and in stead keep track of the run- 
time for each subprogram separately - or, put in another way, to keep 
a global clock but to allow one to talk about time differences. 
With this idea in mind we shall extend a Hoare-like proof system 
to prove run-time properties. In the rest of this section we shall 
describe in more detail how this is carried out and we shall motivate 
some of the important choices. The main body of this thesis consists 
of five chapters and they will be described in turn below. 
Chapter .2 is devoted to a presentation of a proof system for 
proving total correctness of while programs. The proof systems for 
run-time analysis developed in the remaining chapters will all be 
based upon this proof system. The proof system is chosen such that 
the run-time proof systems can be formulated as conviniently as 
possible. Let us motivate out choice. 
A property of the run-time of a program, say c, can be thought of 
as a relation between the values of its input variables and the 
corresponding-run-time. An example is an upper bound on the run-time: 
we shall write it as timeT where time is a (logical) variable 
denoting the run-time of c and T is a term where only the input 
variables of c occur free. 
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Let us now discuss what a proof rule for the composite construct 
c 1 ;c 2  should be. For the sake of simplicity assume that we have given 
upper bound properties time 1 T 1 and time 24T2 for the run-time of 
and c 2 , respectively. The run-time of c 1 c 2 is time +time but we 
cannot expect that T 1 +T 2 is an upper bound. The reason is simply that 
the references of the free variables of T 2 becomes wrong: time.T 2 
expresses a relation between the values of the input variables of c 2 
and the corresponding run-time, whereas a property of the run-time of 
c 1 ;c 2  has to be a relation between the initial values of the input 
variables for that program and the corresponding run-time. In many 
cases c 1 might be such that the variables occurring free in T 2 are 
not changed. (and then time  1 +time 2 T 1 +T 2 will indeed hold) but it is 
not the case in general. 
A solution to the problem is, of course, to keep track of how the 
values of the variables are modified by c 1 . This information can then 
be used to transform the term T 2 into another term 	with the 
property that when it is evaluated in the initial state of c 1 then it 
gives the same value as T 2 evaluated in the final state of c 1 (which 
is the initial state of c 2 ) . Then time 1 +time 2 T 1 +T2 will hold for the 
run-time of c 1 c 2 . 
Hoare's proof system for partial correctness properties (see 
Section 1.1) can easily be used to prove relations between initial 
and final values of variables. The idea is tO take a so-called snap-
shot of the initial values of the variables in the pre-condition, as 
for instance in the formula 
x=x 0 [WHILE x ~:y DO x:=x-y](q.x 0 qy+x)Ix<Y 
considered earlier. 
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Many applications of Hoare-like proof systems show that one quite 
often will express relationships between the initial and the final 
value:s of the variables - and this is not surprising since it is 
simply one way of describing the effect of executing a program. Manna 
and Pnueli suggest in ./MaPn74/ a version of I-bare's system where th 
post-condition of a formula always expresses a relation between the 
initial and the final values of the variables rather than just a 
property of their final values. The idea has also been taken up by 
Jones in /Jo80/. 
The proof system we shall develop', in Chapter 2 will have formulas 
where the post-conditions express relations between the initial and 
the final values of the variables. Pictorially, we express it as 
follows: 
relationship 
initial 	 final 
state state 
I 	 ) "time" 
execution of the program c 
The axioms and rules of the proof system will tell how these relation-
ships are defined in terms of each other for the various constructs. 
The rule for composition of two programs c 1 and c 2 will, for instance, 
act as follows. Given that we have the relationships for the programs 
and c 2 marked V 	and  - ,on the figure below we can conclude 




[execution execution of c 2 
 of c 1 
The proof system we shall construct will be a proof system for 
total correctness properties rather than partial correctness prop-
erties. This means that we in the later chapters will develop', proof 
systems that allow us to prove properties stating that the program 
will terminate and its run-time will satisfy such and such a. prop-
erty. An alternative would, of course, be to extend a proof system 
for partial correctness to prove run-time properties as well. However, 
the traditional informal analyses of for instance /AHU82/ do not 
consider this kind of properties. 
In Section 2.1 we present the language of while programs in detail, 
and we give a precise definition of its semantics using an operational 
approach. The proof system for total correctness is presented in 
Section 2.2 and it is proved to he sound (in Section 2.3) and complete 
In the sense of Cook (in Section 2.4). Finally, in Section 2.5 we 
compare the proof system with some of the existing ones. 
RuJJ-TIME ANALYSIS OF WHILE PROGRAMS 
In Chapter 3 'we shall extend the total correctness 'proof system to 
prove run-time properties as well. Before doing so it is important to 
decide what we mean by 'a property of the run-time of a program" and 
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thereby what sort of run-time properties we want to formalise by the 
proof system.' As mentioned earlier we shall view a property of the 
run-time of a program as a relation between the initial state and 
the corresponding run-time. An upper bound or lower bound of the run-• 
time can easily be viewed in that way and so can (an upper bound of). 
the worst-case time complexity of a program. (However, there are 
certain limitations-to this approach; for instance the expected time 
complexity cannot be viewed as a relation between a single state and 
the corresponding run-time.) 
Given this notion of a property of the run-time of a program we 
can extend the proof system for total correctness to prove run-time 
properties in several ways. In thedirect 
I style approach the idea is 
to extend each formula of the proof system to express a relation 
between the initial state and the corresponding run-time. Pictorially, 
we shall express it as follows: 
initial state/final state 
relationship between 	
relationship 
initial state and 
run-time 	 •.- run-time for c 
) "time" 
execution of the program c 
The axioms and rules of such a proof system will be extensions of 
those of the total correctness proof system. To illustrate this 
further let us again consider the rule for composition of two programs 
c 1  and c 2 .Given that we have the relationships marked and 
on the figure below between the initial states and the run-
times of c 1 and c 2 , respectively, we shall find a relationship between 
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the initial state of c 1 ;c 2 and the total run-time of c 1 ;c 2 . 
- 	 0 





execution of c 1 
The idea is to use the relationship between the initial and the final 
state of c 1 to get a relation between the run-time of c 2 and the 
initial state of c 1 (rather than c 2 ). On the figure below it is marked 
.y. A special "adding mechanism" will then put the relationships 
marked 'tand ,together and we obtain the required relation-





execution of c 1 
The main proof system developed in Chapter 3 is based upon these 
ideas. The proof system is proved to be both sound and complete in the 
appropriate senses so it has the desired theoretical properties. As 
mentioned earlier we shall be interested in the formalisation of the 
existing informal analyses of algorithms as proofs in the proof system 
and furthermore we want this formalisation to be "as natural as 
possible". We shall therefore consider a number of worked examples 
in this thesis and the first of these, the bubble sorting algorithm, 
,.. 	2 
is considered in Chapter 3. We give a formal proof of the V(n ) upper 
bound on the run-time of this algorithm and compare the proof with 
that of the traditional informal analysis. 
At the first glance it seems to be the case that we do a lot of 
extra work in the formal proof but, as in the formalisation of the 
informal correctness proofs, most of these deductions correspond to 
deductions in the informal analysis that are simply ignored because 
they are regarded as more or less "obvious". More importantly, the 
informal and the formal proof proceed in essentially the same way: 
given run-time properties for the constituents of a statement we 
find a run-time property of the complete statement. However, the way 
these run-time properties are obtained are different, especially for 
the while loops. In the informal analysis we are summing a series 
whereas in the formal proof it turns out that we have to find a formula 
satisfying certain properties. These properties will be satisfied by 
choosing the formula to express that the run-time is the sum of the 
series. In Chapter 6 we shall return to a discussion of these matters. 
The idea behind the approach of Shaw /Sh79/ described in Section 
1.2 is rather different from that presented above in that it views a 
program as a transformer of properties of the run-time "used so far". 
In Chapter 3 we shall also show how the total correctness proof 
system of Chapter 2 can be extended to prove run-time properties 
using these ideas. The resulting proof system turns out to be essentially 
as powerful as the direct style proof system, at least from a theoreti-
cal point of view. However, based on the bubble sorting algorithm we 
argue that it does not lead to natural formalisations of informal ana- 
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lyses. Furthermore, we shall exhibit a so-called continuation style 
proof system that in some sense, is dual to that of /Sh79/. Again we 
claim that the direct style proof system should be preferred. 
In Section 3.1 we extend the operational semantics of the while 
language given in Section 2.1 to specify the run-time requirements 
of the programs as well as their semantics. The proof system for run-
time analysis is presented in Section 3.2 and it is proved to be 
sound and complete (in the appropriate senses) in the sections 3.3 
and 3.4, respectively. Section 3.5 contains a worked example, the 
bubble sorting algorithm. Some alternative proof systems are dis-
cussed in Section 3.6 and finally, Section 3.7 contains some con-
cluding remarks. 
The proof system developed in Chapter 3 is far from sufficient 
if one wants to formalise the informal run-time analyses of a larger 
class of the algorithms considered in for instance /AHU82/. Maybe 
the most obvious weakness of the proof system is that it only applies 
to while programs. In the chapters 4 and 5 we shall extend the lan-
guage to contain some further interesting programming constructs. 
The language considered in Chapter 4 introduces three new state-
ments in the language for 
- declaration of local initialised variables 
- declaration of local (non-recursive) procedures with call-by-
value and call-by-variable parameters 
- call of procedures 
We shall extend the proof system of Chapter 3 to prove run-time pro- 
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perties of programs in this language and we shall prove soundness 
and completeness results that are similar to those obtained in 
Chapter .3. 
The informal analysis of run-time properties of programs in the 
non-recursive procedure language is fairly straightforward. Since the 
procedures cannot call each other recursively in a given, program they 
can be ordered so that each procedure can only call procedures pre-
ceding it in the ordering. The idea is then first to analyse the body 
of the procedure that makes no calls of other procedures, and then the 
body of. the succeeding one and so on. 
As an example of the use Of the proof system we shall analyse (one 
of) the algorithms solving the so-called union-find problem, see for 
instance /P.HU82/. The informal analysis gives that the run-time of the 
algorithm is O(nlog(n)). We have at least three strategies we may 
attempt in order to construct a proof of this result in the proof 
system. 
One, possibility is to proceed in a bottom-up manner and use the 
axioms and rules of the proof system to prove run-time properties of 
larger subprograms from those of the smaller ones. The hope is then 
that we will end up with a proof of a .knlog(n) upper bound on the 
run-time of the complete program (for some constant k) and we have then 
completed the proof. 
Another possibility will be to guess a constant k and then verify 
in a top-down manner that knlog(n) is an upper bound on the run-time 
of the program. This means that we use the rules of the proof system 
to split the problem of finding a proof for a run-time property of a 
composite program into smaller problems for' the various components. 
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The third possibility, and the one that is used for the union-find 
algorithm, is to forget everything about the O(nlog(n)) bound for a 
moment and then look for conditions on a term, say T(n), that will 
ensure that it is an upper bound 'on the run-time of the algorithm. 
More precisely, we shall construct a "proof" for the upper bound T(n) 
in the proof system without knowing exactly what T(n) is. However, in 
order to get that "proof" we have to make some assumptions about T(n) 
and if they are satisfied by some given term - for instance kn1og(n) 
for some constant k - then we will automatically have a proof showing 
that this term is an upper bound on the run-time of the, program. The 
construction of the "proof" will often be a mixture of top-down and 
bottom-up development and it may be useful to invent other "unknown 
terms" in order to get a smooth development. As we shall see in later 
examples this approach seems in many cases to lead to natural for-
malisations of informal analyses. 
In Section 4.1 we present the language of non-recursive procedure 
programs, its semantics and its run-time requirements. The proof 
system for proving run-time properties of programs in the language is 
given in Section 4.2 and its soundness and completeness properties are 
considered in the two sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Section 4.5 
shows how an algorithm solving the union-find problem can be analysed 
in the proof system.' In Section 4.6 we give some concluding remarks. 
Recursion is an important and very general technique for algorithm 
construction. Often an algorithm can be stated much simpler using 
recursion than without it. Furthermore, there exists programming stra-
tegies such as divide-and-conquer and dynamic programming that are 
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based on recursion and in many crises give efficient algorithms. ft 
Chapter 5 we. shall therefore consider a recursive variant of the 
language of Chapter 4 and we shall develop a sound and complete 
(in appropriate senses) proof system for analysing run-time pro-
perties of programs in this language. 
The (informal) run-time analysis of recursive programs is rather 
different from that of non-recursive programs and it normally con-
sists of construction and solution of recurrence relations. Given a 
recursive program the recurrence relation is obtained as follows: to 
each (recursive) procedure there is associated an unknown time-
function T(n) where n is the size of the argument to the procedure. 
Then the body of the procedure is analysed and this will give rise 
to an equation for T(n) in terms of T(k) for various values of k 
(corresponding to the recursive calls of the procedure). This equation 
can then be solved using various techniques (see for instance /AHU82/). 
As an example let us consider one of the standard divide-and-
conquer algorithms, the merge sort algorithm: 
PROC merge-sort(VAL i, VAL m) IS 
PROC merge(VAL i, VAL m) IS 
IN IF m=1 THEN m:=1 
ELSE (CALL merge-sort(i,m/2) 
CALL merge-sort(i+m/2,rn/2) 
CALL merge(i,m/2)) 
IN CALL merge-sort(1 ,length(l)) 
The procedure merge-sort will sort the part ii+i3,... ,ii+m3 of the 
array 1 by calling itself recursively on the two parts  
l[i+m/2) and lti+m/2+11 ,.. . ,ili+m). The procedure call CALL merge(i,m/2) 
will merge these two sorted sublists. 
Let now T(m) bean upper bound for the run-time of the procedure 
merge-sort. An informal analysis will then give rise to the following 
recurrence relation (see for instance /AHU82 p295/): 
Ic 	 if m=1 
() 	T(m) 4 
1 
t12T(m/2)2m 	if m)1 
Here c 1 represents the constant number of steps taken when the length 
of the list to be sorted is one. In the case where it contains more 
than one element the time requirements can be divided into two parts. 
First there are the two recursive calls of merge-sort to sort lists 
of length m/.2 each taking time T(m/2), thus we get the term 2T(m/2) 
in () . Secondly, time is required for the test m=1 in the procedure 
body and for the call of the procedure merge. The test requires con-
stant time and the procedure call requires time proportional to m. 
The constant c 2 is chosen such that c 2 m is an upper bound on the 
time required for these operations. This explains the form of the 
recurrence relation (s). Assuming that m is a power of two we get that 
T(m)(c 1 +c 2 )m1og(m)+c 1 
is a solution to (s). 
In Chapter 5 we develop a proof system that can be used to analyse 
the run-time requirements of a program as that above. Although the 
language of Chapter 5 can be viewed as a simple modification of that 
of Chapter 4 the proof system turns out to be considerably more com-
plicated. This is not only because the run-time analysis is more in-
volved but is mainly inherited from the underlying proof system for 
total correctness. 
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We prove that the proof system for run-time analysis of recursive 
procedure programs is both sound and complete (in the appropriate 
senses). As for the pragmatic issues,the interesting question is 
whether we obtain some sort of recurrence relation when analysing an 
algorithm in the formal system. An analysis of the merge sort 
algorithm above shows that this is indeed the case (at least if we 
adopt an appropriate proof strategy). 
In Section 5.1 we present the semantics and run-time requirements 
of the recursive procedure language. The proof system for proving run-
time properties of programs in this language is given in Section 5.2 
and it is proved to be sound and complete (in the appropriate senses) 
in the sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. A couple of example analyses 
are presented in Section 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6 we show how the 
proof system for run-time analysis specifies a proof system for total 
correctness. This proof system differs from other Hoare-like proof 
systems for total correctness in that it allows nested declarations of 
recursive procedures. Corollaries to the results of the sections 5.3 
and 5.4 show that also this proof system is sound and complete (in the 
appropriate senses) 
In the two chapters 4 and 5 we extend the-while language to contain 
some important programming constructs and we develop proof systems for 
proving run-time properties of programs in these languages. In Chapter 
6 we return to the language of while programs and the idea is now to 
improve the previous proof system given in Chapter 3 so that we can do 
a better job of formalising the informal run-time analyses of programs 
in this language. 
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As mentioned earlier we are mainly interested in analyses of the 
order of magnitude of the worst-case time complexity of the algorithms. 
These analyses will involve some notion of the size of input to a 
program as well as calculations with "orders of magnitudes". However, 
we are also left with problems that in some sense are more basic. The 
proof system of Chapter 3 does not give us the formalisation of the 
informal proof of the bubble sorting algorithm that we might want. The 
main problem is here to formalise the informal analysis of the (outer-
most) while loop in a satisfactory way. 
As a step towards a proof system for proving the order of magnitude 
of the worst-case time complexity of programs we develop in Chapter 6 
a proof system for proving upper bounds on the run-time of programs 
and we investigate its theoretical as well as its pragmatic properties. 
Formally, the proof system for upper bounds is derived from the 
proof system of Chapter 3 and this means that it is sound in (essen-
tially) the same sense. It turns out that the new proof system is not 
complete in exactly the same sense as the previous ones but under 
crude assumptions we can obtain a completeness result. 
Using the upper bound proof system we obtain a quite satisfactory 
formalisation of the informal analysis of the bubble sorting program. 
As mentioned earlier, the proof system of Chapter 3 requires us to find 
some property of the run-time of the (outer) while loop that satisfies 
certain conditions. The upper bound proof system requires that we find 
a term solving a simple recurrence relation. In fact, the recurrence 
relation is a straightforward reformulation of the summing series of 
the informal analysis. 
The informal analysis of the (outer) while loop in the bubble sorting 
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algorithm uses the first part of the informal rule stated in Section 
1.2: "the run-time of the loop is the sum, over all times round the 
loop, of the time to execute the body and the time for evaluating the 
condition". An example of an informal analysis where this rule is not 
applied is that of Dijkstra's algorithm for finding the shortest paths 
in a directed graph from a given vertex to every other vertex. If the 
adjacency matrix representation of the graph is used then the tradi-
tional informal analysis of the algorithm (see for instance /AHU82/) 
uses the second part of the informal rule stated in Section 1.2: 
"often the run-time of the loop is, neglecting constant factors, the 
product of the number of times the loop is executed and the maximal 
run-time for the body of the loop". If, on the other hand, the 
adjacency list representation of the graph is used, then the traditional 
informal analysis uses a book-keeping trick so neither of the informal 
rules of Section 1.2 are used. We shall in Chapter 6 discuss to what 
extent these two informal analyses of Dijkstra's graph algorithm can 
be formalised in the proof system for proving upper bounds on the run-
time of programs. 
In Section 6.1 we introduce the proof systhm for proving upper 
bounds on the run-time. We show that it is derived from the proof system 
of Chapter 3 and as an example of the use of the proof system we con-
sider the bubble sorting algorithm. In the sections 6.2 and 6.3 we 
prove a negative and a positive completeness result for the proof 
system. Dijks.tra's graph algorithm is analysed in Section 6.4 and 
Section 6.5 contains a discussion of how well the informal rules of 
Section 1.2 have been formalised in the proof system. 
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2 
 TOTAL CORRECTNESS OF 
WHILE PROGRAMS 
As mentioned in the previous chapter we shall base the development 
of proof systems for run-time properties on Hoare-like proof systems 
for total correctness. In this chapter we shall introduce a language 
of while programs and we shall construct a proof system for proving 
total correctness of its programs. The formulas of this proof system 
will have post-conditions that express relationships between initial 
and final states - very much as in Manna and Pnueli's approach in 
/MaPn74/. As we argued in Section 1.3 this will be important for the 
development presented in the next chapters. 	 V 
The language of while programs is defined in Section 2.1. It is 
parameterised on a data type and given a model for this we can define 
the semantics of the while programs rigourously. The proof system T 
for total correctness of while programs is given in Section 2.2. It 
is proved to be sound and complete (in the sense of Cook) in the 
sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Finally, we shall in Section 2.5 
give some concluding remarks. Among other things, we shall compare 
the proof system T with alternative ones presented in the literature. 
Algorithms are usually written in a high level programming language 
and operate on data structures of some collection of data types. These 
data structures can conveniently be described using an algebraic frame- 
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work , see for instance /GTW78/, /LiZi75/ or /GuHo78/. 
The definition of our programming language will be parameterised on 
a data type.' Syntactically, we shall specify the data type by a finite 
set K of sorts and a K-sorted' signature' . The set of sorts intuitively. 
represents the different sorts of objects of the data type. We shall 
assume that K always contains the element nat intended to be the sort 
of the natural numbers. 
The signature Z. specifies the operations that may be performed on 
the objects.' We shall distinguish between three types of operations. 
First, the signature may for each sort k of K specify certain constant' 
symbols, that is, it gives names to certain objects of the given sort. 
We shall assume that 2 always specifies the two constant symbols 0 and 
1 of sort nat'. Next, the signature may specify certain function sym-
bols and for each of these it will furthermore specify an arity, that 
is, a pair (k 1 '. . .k,k) ,with k 1 ,... ,k 	(m>0) and k being sorts from K. 
We shall assume that Z always specifies a function symbol + of arity 
(nat nat,nat) reflecting that + takes two arguments of sort nat and 
gives a result of sort nat.' Finally, the signature specifies certain 
relation symbols and for each of these it specifies an arity being a 
sequence k ...k 
m 
 of sorts from K (m)0). For each sort k of K we shall 
—1 — 	 - 
require that 	specifies a relation symbol 	(often abbreviated =) 
of arity k k. We shall require that the signature only specifies a 
countable number of symbols. 
Example 2.1-1. The data type of Peano Arithmetic can be specified as 
follows. We have just one sort, nat, and the (nati-sorted  signature 
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specifies the following symbols: 
- 0 and 1 are constant symbols of sort nat 
- + and 	are function symbols and they both have arity (nat nat,nat) 
- = and <. are relation symbols and they both have arity nat nat. 
Note, the syntax presented here for Peano Arithmetic differs 
slightly from the usual one in textbooks about mathematical logic. In 
/Sh67/, for instance, 0 is the only constant symbol and then there is 
a function symbol S (for successor) of arity (nat,nat).  
For our purposes it is convenient to specify the implementation of 
the data type by giving a model for it. The model will specify the 
objects of the various sorts and the meaning of the various symbols 
of the signature. To be more formal let us consider a data type 
specified by a K-sorted signature Z. A model Tfl for this data type will 
to each sort k of K associate a set k To each symbol of Z it will 
associate an interpretation as follows: 
- a constant symbol of sort k is interpreted as an element of 'llJk 
- a function symbol of arity (k 1 ...k,k) is interpreted as a total 
function of functionality 11 	1k 47lk 
- a relation symbol of arity k 1 .'..k is interpreted as a relation 
on 7?7 X••• Xli?k ; however, the symbol = k is interpreted as the k  
identity relation on tM 	for each sort k of K. 
Notationally, we shall not distinguish between a symbol of the signa-
ture and its interpretation in a given model. From the context it 
will always be clear whether we refer to the syntactic or the semantic 
entity. 
Note, that we here use a non-standard terminology. In a textbook 
on mathematical logic such as /Sh67/?Tl is called a structure (and a 
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model is something else). However, we shall later (in Chapter 3) extend' 
flJ to specify the run-time requirements of the operations as well. Using 
the traditional terminology from algorithm 'analysis (see for instance 
/AHU74/) we shall call this extension of 1M for a computational model. 
So it seems convinient to introduce 111 under the name of a model. 
Example 2.1-2. We shall now specify a model 17 for the data type ,of 
Peano Arithmetic introduced in Example 2.1-1. The set 71 	is the set 
nat 
of natural numbers 40,1,..j. The symbols 0 and 1 are interpreted as 
the natural numbers 0 and 1, respectively. The symbols + and 	are 
interpreted as ordinary addition and multiplication, respectively. 
The symbol <'is interpreted as the relation "less than" on the natural 
numbers. Using the terminology of mathematical logic (/Sh67/) we shall 
call )7 the standard model of Peano Arithmetic.'  
A data type specified by a K-sorted signature 	as above defines 
the terms and 'boolean expressions of our programming language. In the 
following let X be a K-sorted set of.program variables. For later use 
we shall require that X contains a countable infinite number of 
variables for each sort. 
The terms (over X) can be defined by 
- a variable of X of sort k is a term of the same sort k 
- a constant symbol of sort k is a term of the same sort k 
- if f is a function symbol of arity (k 1 ...k ,k) and if 
are terms of sorts kr... '-m' respectively then f(e 1 ,...,e) is 
a term of sort k. 
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The boolear expressions (over X) are defined as follows: 
- the symbols TRUE and FALSE are boolean expressions 
- if p is a relation symbol of arity k 1 ... k and if e l , ... ,e are 
terms (over X) of sorts k 1 ,. .. ,k, respectively, then 	,e) 
is a boolean expression 
- if band b' are boolean expressions then so are -sb, bb', bvb', 
b-+b'and bi#b'. 
In other words, the terms and booleari expressions are, respectively, 
the terms and quantifier free formulas of a first order language over 
(see /Sh67/). 
The language of while programs (over the K-sorted signature 2. and 
the K-sorted set X of program variables) is now defined by 
- if x is a variable and e is a term of the same sort as x then 
x:=e is a while program 
- if c and c' are while programs then so are IF b THEN c ELSE c', 
c;c' and WHILE b DO c (if b is a boolean expression). 
This definition ensures that all programs are "well-typed". 
We shall often be interested in the set of free variables occurring 
in a program c. It is denoted FV(c) and the definition in the evident 
one 
FV(x:e) = FV(e)U{X 
FV(IF bTHEN c ELSE c') .= FV(b)uFV(c)UFV(c') 
FV(c;c') = FV(c)UFV(c') 
FV(WHILE b DO c) = FV(b)UFV(c) 
where FV(e) and FV(b) are the sets of free variables of the term e and 
the boolean expression b, respectively. 
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Having defined the syntax of the while language we now turn to its 
semantics. Several formalisms, have been developed for the specifica-
tion of the semantIcsof programming languages. We. shall here use a 
variant of an operational approach, suggested by Plotkin in /P181/ 
(and /P182/). The traditional operational approaches are based on 
some kind of abstract machine and the meaning of a program is defined 
in terms of the actions of the machine. The Vienna Definition Language 
of /BjJo78/ is an example of such an approach. It has often been 
argued that these approaches are too inpiementation oriented. 
Plotkin's approach is more abstract and in facts axiomatises the 
behaviour of the possible machine models. 
In Plotkin's' method the meaning of a program is defined by a transi-
tion system axiomatising the single steps of the computation. We shall 
use a variant of this approach and axiomatise the whole computation. 
More precisely, given a data type and a model for it we shall specify 
an "initial state - final state" relation for each of the constructs 
of the language. 
Given a data type and a model 1TI for it we define a state as an 
assignment of values from the appropriate sets 
k 
 to the program 
variables of X. Given a state s the values of the terms and boolean 
expressions can be determined. If e is 'a term of sort k then we shall 
write e(s) for the element offlk  being the value of e in the state s. 
Similarly, b(s) denotes the truth value of the boolean expression b 
in the state s and we shall write h(s) to mean that b(s) is true. 
The "initial state - final state" relation for a program c will be 
written <c,s>*s', the intuitive meaning being that if the execution 
of c starts.in.the state s then it will terminate and the final state 
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is s'. The relation is specified by the sett 0 of axioms and rules 
given in the table below. 
Semantics of while programs: 
/ass- 0/ 	<x:e,s'> )s 
	
1b(s), 	(c,$)-''s' 
<IF b THEN c ELSE c ' , s>S ' 
-'b (s), 	4c',$).-4 s' 
<IF b.THEN c ELSE c' ,s> - s' 
<c, s'> 	<c',5"-'S". 
/ 
kb(s), <c,s'>-45', <WHILE b DO C,S')#S" 
<WHILE b DO c,s'>s" 
/WHILE$0/ 
<WHILE b DO c,$)-'s 
The axioms and rules of 	should be straightforward to understand. 
We use sv to denote the state that is as s except that the value of x 
is v. The formal system 	can also be found in /GrMe81/. 
Example 2.1-3. Consider the following program written in the language 
of while programs and Using the data type of Peano Arithmetic (Example 
2.1-1): 
WHILE y<x DO (y:=y+1; f ac: yfad) 
Given the standard model of Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-2) we. can 
deduce that 
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fac x y 	fac x y 




<y: =y-4-1; fac:=yfac,s 2 




<WHILE y<x DO (y:=y+l fac:=yfac),s 6 
	33 	6 	33 
 
tacxy facxy 
The first of these two formulas follows from 
<y:=y+1,s 2 






	33 	6 	33 
 fac x y fac x y 
(which follow from /ass-g0/) using /;-?,/. The second of the formulas 
above follows from /WHILE- / using that t'(y<x) (s 6. 3 3  0 	 facxy 
In this subsection we shall list a few properties of while programs 
that will be needed in later sections. We shall first introduce an 
equivalence relation on states. Given a finite set V of variables we 
define for two states s and 5', ss ' to mean that for every variable 
x of V 1 x(s)x(s'), that is, s and s' are equal on V. 
The first property expresses that a program c does not change the 
values of variables that does not occur in it: 
Lemma 2.1-1. If (c,s> - s' and VflFV(c)0 for a finite set V of variables 
then ss'. 
The proof of this result is straightforward by induction on the length 
of the proof of <c,$)-*s' in Is. . 
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The second lemma allows us to change the values of variables that. 
does not occur in the program: 
Lemma 2.1-2. If <c,$)-s' and s 0 for a finite set V of variables 
satisfying FV(c)c.V then <C,s 0)PS for some state s with 
Also the proof of this result is straightforward by induction on the 
length of the proof of c,$)-9s' in 
Finally, we shall need a result stating that the while language is 
deterministic: 
Lemma 2.1-3. If <c,$).- S ' and <c,s>+s" then s's".  
This result can be proved by induction on the length of the proof of 
<c,$)s in 	Given the last axiom or rule applied in that proof 
we can deduce that the same axiom or rule must be applied in the proof 
of <c,s> - s" since we have the same. program and the same initial state. 
We omit the details. 
Having defined the syntax and semantics of the while language we 
now turn to the development of a total correctness proof system called 
T. The formulas of this proof system have the form P<c)Q/V. Here V is 
a finite set of program variables, intuitively, it contains the 
variables we are interested in. We shall therefore require that the 
free variables of the program c are included in V. The pre-condition P 
expresses a property of the initial state of the computation whereas 
the post-conditionQ expresses a relation betweenthe initial and the 
final state. Both P and Q are formulas of the assertion language. The 
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set V is introduced as a component in the formulas of the proof system 
in order to be able to express the post-conditions as formulas in the 
assertion language. We shall discuss its importance in detail later. 
Before giving the a xioms and rules of the proof system T we shall need 
some preliminaries. 
In the previous section we defined the while language on top of a 
data type specified by a K-sorted signature £ and we introduced a K-
sorted set X of program variables. The assertion language will also 
be defined on top of this data type, however, we shall need an extended 
set X' of variables (including the set X). More precisely, the 
assertion language is the first' order language over the K-sorted sig-
nature £ using the variables of X'. So the formulas are defined by 
- any boolean expression, (over X') is a formula 
- if Q and Q' are formulas then so are -'Q, QQ', QvQ', Q-Q', Q4+Q', 
Vx.Q and 3x.Q where x is in V. 
As usually, we let FV(Q) denote the set of free variables of the 
formula Q. 
We shall now specify the set X' in more detail. In order to express 
the required post-conditions of the formulas P<c>Q/V we shall 
distinguish between the program variables and some other variables 
called shadow variables. For each program variable x we shall assume' 
that X' contains a distinct shadow variable x of the same sort as x. 
We let X denote the set of shadow variables corresponding to. the set 
X (of program variables) and we shall require that XXø and X'=XUX 
(slightly different conditions will be imposed in Chapter 3). 
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The correspondence between program variables and shadow variables 
is used in. the specification of the post-conditions. The formula Q 
of P<c>Q/V has to express a relation between the initial and the 
final state of the computation. Syntactically, this is accomplished 
by using the shadow variable x to refer to the value of the variable 
x in the initial state and let x itself refer to the value of x in 
the final state. A formula with both program and shadow variables as 
free variables will be called a relational formula (confer the concept 
of a relational predicate used by for instance /Ac82/). 
A pure formula is a formula with only program variables as free 
variables (confer the pure predicates of /Ac82/). The pre-condition P 
of a formula P<c)Q/V will be a pure formula. 
Given a model?? for the data type we defined in Section 2.1 a 
state as an association of values (of appropriate sorts) with the 
program variables, that is, the variables of the set X. The truth of a 
relational formula Q infl shailbe written as Q(s,s') where .s and 5' 
stand for the initial and the final state, respectively. Thus sands' 
can be viewed as the "shadow part" and the "program part", respectively, 
of an extended state that associates values with the variables of V. 
For a pure formula P we shall write VP(s) for the truth of P in IM 
Here s will be the "program part" of an extended state. Finally, we 
note that we in tQ(s,s') and P(s) omit a subscript 111 indicating that 
we have truth in ?fl. it will always be clear what model we refer to. 
Example 2.2-1. Given the data type of Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) 
the following is an example of a formula in the proof system: 
y1<WHILE y<x DO (y:=y+1 fac: yfac)>facfacX/X,Y,fac 
We have here written fac=facx! for the relational formula expressing 
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that the final value of fac is the product of the initial value of 
fac and the factorial of x. The formula can be expressed straight-
forwardly within the assertion language (for example by coding the 
sequence 1,2!,...,x! as a single natural number). I/I 
To simplify the notation used in the axioms and rules to be pre-
sented below we shall introduce some abbreviations. In the following 
let X be a vector of the program variables in the finite set V of 
variables and let Xbe the corresponding vector of shadow variables. 
For each pure formula P we define the relational formula P to be P. 
If FV(P)4V then P only contains shadow variables as free variables 
and for every pair (s,s') of states we have 
VP(s) if and only if P(s,s'). 
Similarly, for each term e of the expression language we shall write 
- 	x 
e for e. 
For two relational formulas Q and Q' we write QV as an abbreviation 
for the formula X'.QAQ' 	where X' is a vector of distinct new 
variables of the same length as X (and X) and of the appropriate sorts. 
Assume now that FV(Q)UFV(Q t )VUV where V is the set of shadow variables 
corresponding to the program variables of V. Then for every pair (s,s') 
of states we have 
QQ' (s,s') if and only if Q(s,s") and-Q' (s" s') for some s'. 
Finally, we shall use I as an abbreviation for the formula 
for all the (finitely many) variables x of V. For every 
pair (s,s') of states we have 
IV(sis) if and only if 
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As mentioned the formulas of the proof system-Tare going to have 
the form P<c')Q/V where c is a while program, P a pure formula, Q a 
relational formula and V a finite set of program variables. We shall 
impose a well-formedness condition on these formulas and, intuitively, 
it will ensure that the program variables we are interested in are 
included in the set V. Formally, P<c)Q/V is a well-formed formula of 
if 
- FV(c)V 
- Fv(P)cv and FV(Q)çVuV 
The validity of a well-formed formula (written P<c)Q/V) is now 
defined as follows for a given model 111 for the data type 
for every state s satisfying VP(s) there is a state s' such that 
<c,s>-'s' and Q(s,s') 
Note that this definition captures the idea that if P holds on the 
initial state then the program will terminate and Q will hold for the 
initial and the final state. 
The axioms and rules of the proof system are listed in the table 
below. 
We shall writeiIP(c>Q/V if the formula P<c)Q/V is provable from 
the axioms and rules of J, however, an axiom or rule can only be 
applied if the formulas of the assertion language appearing in the 
hypothesis of the rule are true and if the conclusion of the axiom 
or rule is a well-formed formula of 4. 
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The proof system  






P(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2>Q/V 
P<c 1 )P'AQ 1 /V, P'<c 2'>Q 2/V 





 -+Q, 	Q'Q+Q 
/WHILE-T/ -  
z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c>Q/V 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z3V 






We shall now give an informal explanation of the axioms and rules 
of T. In lass-TI the post-condition expresses that the values of all 
Variables except x are unchanged and x has got the value of e in the 
initial state. In /IF-T/ we assume that the two branches give rise to 
the same post-conditions (the rules /cons --T/-and /inv-T/ can be used 
to ensure that this is the case) 
In /;-T/ we assume that the post-condition of the first component 
has. been split into a pure part, P', and a relational part, Q 1 . 
As we shall see in Section 2.4 this will (under reasonable assumptions) 
always be possible. The second component c 2 gives rise to another 
• 
(('1 
post-condition Q 2 , and the composition of Q and Q describes the 
effect of executing the composite program. This is illustrated by 
the following figure: 
Q i • 2 
-30 "time" 
- 
execution of c 2 
texecution of 
In /WHILE-'T/ the idea is that the value of z bounds the number of 
unfoldings of the while loop. The post .-condition for the loop body c 
is split into two parts, a pure part expressing that now less un-
foldings are required and a relational part Q' describing the effect 
of executing the body once. The relational formula Q expresses the 
effect of executing the body a number of times. The following figure 
illustrates the connection between Q' and Q: 
	
Q 1 	 Q 1 	 Q V 
b 	b 	b 	n b 
t I 	 )"time" I 
1 1 	execution of c. I test onb 
The rules /cons-T/ and /inv-'T/ should be straightforward to under-
stand. 
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As an example of the use of the proof system  let us sketch a 
proof of the formula 
y1<WHILE y<x DO (y:y+1 fac:yfac)>facfacX/&X , Y , fac 
considered in Example 2.2-1. We shall use the data type of Peano 
Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) and its standard model (Example 2.1-2). 
In the following let V bean abbreviation for the set x,y,fac}. 
The proof will be'prèsented in a bottom-up manner. So we shall 
first construct a proof for the body of the loop. The invariant P(z) 
for the loop is chosen to be the formula 
(x=OzOAy1 )v(x>Oxy+z) 
From the axiom lass-TI we then get a proof of 
Using /inv-/ we then get 




It can easily be verified that 
P(z+1)ty<xiI 	 y=y+1 +P(z)I 	Ay=y+1 jx,fac,z 	 tx,facl 




Similarly, we can prove 
P(z)<fac:=yfac>P(z)AI 
iX 
 Yj Afac=yfac/V%.)tz 
These two proofs can now be put together using the rule /-'/ and we 
get a proof of 
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P(z+1)yx<y:=y+1; fac:=yfac> 
(IxfacAY=Y+1) (P(z)iI 	,.fac=y.fac)/Vutz 
It is straightforward to verify that 
(It x fac AY7+1)• 
P(z),facyfac,%xx/yy+1 
so using /cons-T/ we get the following proof for the body of the 
loop: 
P(z+1)Ay<x4(y:y+l; fac: =y fac>P( z )AfacyfaCFXXAyY+1 /VU lZ 
In order to get a proof for the while loop we shall use that 
IF P(0) - -i(y<x) 
P(z),,-(y<x)A I_*fac = fac x /y ! 
and 
We can then apply the rule /WHILE-/ and get a proof of. 
z.P(z)<WHILE y<x DO (y:=ry±l; fac: =yfac))facfacX/y/V 
In order to get the required proof we shall first apply /cons- Y with 
y=i -> 3z P (z) 
then /inv-T/ and finally /cons -T/ with 
Iy=1Afac=facx!/y .fac=facx! 
This completes the proof. 
We now turn to a discussion of the theoretical properties of 
soundness and completeness of the'proof system ' . The soundness pro-
perty says, intuitively, that anything that can be proved in the proof 
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system does indeed hold, that is, given a data type and a model for 
it then for every well-formed formula P<c>Q/V 
TIP(c>Q/V implies %P(c>Q/V 
This is the kind of soundness result that can be obtained for a 
proof system for partial correctness as that considered in Section 
1.1. However, this does not hold for a total, correctness proof system 
as ' . To see this consider the data type of Peano Arithmetic intro-
duced in Example 2.1-1. This data type has a (non-standard) model, 
say 'Ti?, with the same theorems as its standard model which we gave in 
Example 2.1-2. Consider now the formula 
TRUE<WHILE y<x DO y:y+1)TRUE/x,y} 
C- 
 It is straightforward to construct a proof of this formula in 	using 
only formulas of the assertion language that are true in Th (and thereby 
the standard model). However, the formula is not valid. The setlfl nat 
will contain a non-standard value, say v (that is,v is not a successor 
of 0). Let sbe a state with x(s)=v and y(s)O. Started from this 
state the program WHILE y<x DO y:=y+1 will never terminate so the 
formula cannot be valid. This proves that the proof system 'J cannot 
be sound in the sense that for any data type and any model for it 
provability of a formula P<c>Q/V iJTplies validity of the formula. 
The usual approach is therefore to use a weaker notion of soundness. 
Given a data type and a model Tfl for it we shall call Ifla numerical 
model if 
777 	is the set N of natural numbers 
nat 
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- the symbols 0-and 1 are interpreted as the natural numbers 0 
and 1, respectively, and the symbol + is interpreted as ordinary 
addition. 
The standard model of Peano Arithmetic given in Example 2.1-2 is an 
example of a numerical model. 
We have the following result: 
The Soundness Theorem forT 
Given a data type and a numerical model for it, then for every 
well-formed formula P<c)Q/V of 
'TI'P<c>Q/V implies 	P(c)Q/V 
To prove this result it is sufficient to prove that the axiom ofT 
is valid and that the rules of T preserve validity. Then the theorem 
follows by induction on the length of proofs in 
Case /ass-T/: We shall prove that 
P<x:e>Ii AXe/V 
holds. So assume that P(s) holds for some state s. From /ass-/ we 
have 
=e , >9 
e(s) 
and from the definition of I 	We easily get that 	- 	
(s,s 
V-(xJ 	 . x 
holds. It is also easy to see that xe(s,s
e(s)  ) holds and the required 
validity follows. 
Case /IF-T/:.We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 




We have to prove that 
P<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2)Q/V 
so assume that VP(s) holds for some state S. In the case where Pb(s) 
holds we get from (1) that 
(c 1 ,s>-s' and 17Q(s,s') 
for some state s'. Using /IF-./ we then get 
<IF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2 ,s> - S ' 
and the result follows. The case where 'b(s) holds is similar. 
Case 1; 23>': We assume that 
P(c 1>P'4Q 1 /V 
and 
P'<c 2 Q 2/V 
and we have to prove that 
P<c 1 ;c 2)Q 1 
So assume that VP(s) holds for some state 5. From (1) we get that 
<c 11 s>5' and P'AQ 1 (s,s') 
for some s'. Then PP' (s') and the assumption (2) gives 
c 2 ,s'> -?s" and tQ 2 (s
o  ,s") 
for some s'. But then /;- 0/gives 
<c1;c2is>9S" 	0 
and from Q 1 (s,s') and Q2 (s',.s") we get Q 1 Q 2 (s,s'). This proves 
the required validity. 	
0 
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where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z4V. We have to prove 
3z.P(z)< WHILE b. DO c>Q/V 
so assume that %z.P(z) (s) for some state s. Since the model is 
numerical this means that for some natural number n, tP(z) (s ' ). By 
induction on n we shall now prove that for some state St 
() 	WHILE b DO c,s>-Ps t and Q(s,s'). 
If n=O then P(0) (s) and (2) gives -b(s). Therefore /WHILE-/ 
gives 
<WHILE b DO c,s>s. 
Since FV(b)V we have PP()AlbAtv(s 	0) and from (3) we get 
Using that the conclusion of the rule /WHILE-T/ is well-formed we get 
Fv(Q)cvuv and thereby Q(s,$). This proves () for n0. 
Assume mow that () holds for n=n' and let us prove it for nn'+l. 
So assume that 1P(z) (5n+1)• II tib(s) holds. we proceed as above in 
the case nO so assume that tb(s) holds. Then P( z+ 1) Ab( sn ) holds 
(using that FV(b)cV) so from (1) we get that for some state s" 
• nt 
<c F, 	> - s " and 	P(z)AQ (s ' ,s"). 
From Lemma 2.1-1 we get z(s")n' since z4FV(c) (the well-formedness 
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of the conclusion of the rule /WHILE-'T/). Thus P(z) (s") so the 
induction hypothesis gives 
<WHILE b DO c,s">-Ps' and Q(s",s') 
for some state s'. Then /WHILE-/ gives 
<WHILE b DO c,s ' > - s'. 
Since 4FV(WHILE b DO c) (V) and 	we get from Lemma 2.1-2 that 
<WHILE b DO 
for some state so with s!,s ' . From )Q'(s
no , s") and Q(s",s') we get
no 
QI.Q(n) and €hus using (4) Q(s,s'). Since FV(Q)VuV we get 
Q(s,$). This completes the proof of M. 
Case /cons-T/: Straightforward and therefore omitted.  
Case /inv-T/: Straightforward and therefore omitted.  
This completes the proof of The Soundness Theorem for T. 
The completeness property is the converse of that of soundness. As 
mentioned in Chapter 1 Wand has proved that Hoare's proof system for 
partial correctness is not complete in that sense /Wa78/. Cook sug-
gested therefore to introduce an expressiveness condition on the 
assertion language relative to its model and the programming language 
/Co78/. Under the assumption that the expressiveness condition is 
fulfilled it can then be proved thatHoare's proof system is complete. 
We shall use a similar approach here and impose an expressiveness 
condition that will ensure that we get a completeness result for the 
proof system T. Harel seems to be the first to prove completeness of 
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a proof system for total correctness /Ha79/. His approach is slightly 
different from ours and we shall therefore close this section with a 
review of it. 
The expressiveness condition will ensure that the graphs of the 
programs are expressible as formulas of the assertion language. More 
precisely, given a data type and a numerical model for it we shall 
say that the expressiveness condition for 	is fulfilled if 
for every while program c there is a relational formula Gaci with 
FV(Gac])cFV(c)UFV(c) and satisfying that for every pair (s,s') of 
states 
Gc(s,s') 
if and only if 
<c,>-s" for some state s" with 
An example of a data type and arnodel satisfying this condition is 
Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) and its standard model (Example 
2.1-2). This follows from results proved later in this section (in 
fact from Lemma 2.4-1). 
The definition above is equivalent to the usual one that requires 
that the strongest post-conditions are definable, that is,given a 
(pure) formula P and a while program ç there is a (pure) formula 
SP(P,c) such that for every state s', SP(P,c)(s') if and only if 
<c,s>-s' and tP(s) hold for some states. In /0180/, Olderog has 
proved that this definition is equivalent to one requiring the weakest 
pre-conditions to be definable. Some alternative (and. weaker) 
expressiveness conditions have been suggested by Sieber in /Si83/. 
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Using this notion of expressiveness we have the following result 
The Completeness Theorem forT 
Given a data type and a numerical model for it, if the express-
iveness condition for 	is fulfilled then for every well-formed. 
formula P<c>Q/V 
P<c)Q/V implies TI-P<c)Q/V. 	 I/I 
The proof of this result is by structural induction on the program 
C . 
Case x:e: Assume that 
(1) 	IP<x:e>Q/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in '3. From /ass-T/ 
we get a proof of 
P<x:=e>I4iAXe/V 
so using /inv-'/ we get 
P<x : =e>PAJ 	Axrre/V, 




so using /cons-/ we get the required proof. - 
	
To prove (2) assume that 	 for some pair (s,s') 
of states. Then VP(s) holds so from (1) we get 
<x:e,s>5" and Q(s,s") 
. 	 / 	. 
for some state s
I, 
. From /ass-u / and Lemma 2.1-3 we get S
,, .e (s) 
S 	and 
fromI4Axe(ss') we have 	 Since Fv(Q)cvuv (P<x:=e)Q/V V-xj 
is well-formed) we get tQ(s,s'). 
Case IF b THEN c 1 ELSE C 2 : Assume now that 
(1) 	P(IFb THEN C 1 ELSE c 2'>Q/V 
and we shall construct a proof of the formula in T. " Using (1) it is 
straightforward to prove the validity of the two formulas 
PAb(c 1 >Q/V 
and 
PA1bc 2).Q/V 
and the induction hypothesis gives a proof of both of the formulas in 
T. The rule /IF-T/ then gives the required proof.  
Case c 1 ;c 2 : We shall now assume that 
(1) 	P<c 1 ;c 2>Q/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in T. In the 
following let Q 1 , Q 2 and P' denote the formulas GLc l t%IvFv l 
GaC2AIVFV() and X' .Gac 2 	X'. ' respectively (here X is a vector 
of the variables of FV(c 2 ), X is the corresponding vector of shadow 
variables and X' is a vector of distinct new variables of appropriate 
sorts and of the same length as X). The expressiveness assumption 
gives that these three formulas exist and furthermore that for every 
state 5 
() 	P' (s) if and only if <c 2 1s>s' for some s' 
and for every pair (s,s') of states (and for i=1 and i=2) 
if and only if <c.,$) - s" for some s" with 
Below we shall prove that the formulas 
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P<c 1>P'AQ 1 /V 
and 
P'<c 2)Q 2/V 
are valid and the induction hypothesis then gives that they are 
provable in 	Using 
/q3/ we then get a proof of 
P(c 1 ;c 2'>Q 1 
 Q 2 
 /V. 
Below we prove that 
P PA(Q 1 Q 2 )-PQ 
so using first /inv-T/ and then /cons-T/ with (4) we get the required 
proof. 
To prove that the formula (2) is valid assume that NP(s) holds for-
some state s. Then (1) gives that for some s" 
<c 1 c 2 ,$)Ps" and Q(s,s") 
and according to the semantic rule /;-/ this means that for some 
state s' 
and (c 2 ,s')'9's" 
From 	() and () we now get that 	(s,s') and this proves the 
validity of (2). 
It is straightforward to prove that the formula (3) is valid using 
() and (). 
To prove (4) assume that PA(Q 1 Q 2 ) (s,s") for some pair ( s , s !I) of 
states. Then P(s) and from (1) we get 
and 	Q(s,$) 
for some state s. From Q 1 Q 2 (s,s") we get that for some s' Q 1 (s,s') 
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andQ2 (s',s"). According to () this means that 
(c 1 ,s> 4s for some s 1 with ss' 
and 
<C 2 
 s'>-), s for some s" with s!s". 
Since sEs' and FV(c 2 )V we get from Lemma 2.1-2 
for some s with 
Now /;-/ gives that 
<c 1 ;c2,$)-*S if 
and from Lemma 2.1-3 we get s=s. Since FV(Q)cVUV, s": 1 s ' and 
Q(s,$) we get Q(s,s') as required.  
Case WHILE b DO C: Assume now that 
(1) 	PWHILE b DO c)Q/V 
and we shall construct 'a proof of the formula in i. We shall now define 
P' (z) to be a pure formula expressing - that the body of the loop is 
executed at most z times - here z is a new variable of sort nat. So 
define c' to be theprogram 
IF z0 THEN loop ELSE (c;z:z-1) 
where loop is a program that never terminates and z:=z-1 is a program 
that decrements the value of z by one; for instance 
loop WHILE TRUE DO z:=z 	 - 
and 
z:z-1 	z':O; WHILE z'+l(z DOz':z'+l; z:z' 
where z' 	has sort nat and z'3V)tzL It can then be proved that for 
every pair 	(s,s') of states 
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() 	if and only if 
<c,$)-s" for some s" with s " ,s ' , Z(s)>O and z(s')z(s)-l. 




where X is a vector of the variables of FV(WHILE b DO c') and X and 
X' are "as before". It can then be proved that for every state s 
P'(s) 
() if and only if 
&HILE b DO c' ,s> -*s' for some state 5'. 
In the proof below we shall also use the following property 
(WHILE b DO c,s>-S'. 
() implies that for some natural number n 
<WHILE b DO c',s ' 4s" for some 
Furthermore, we define the two relational formulas Q' and Q" by 
Q' 	GWHILE b DO cd%IVFV(WHILE b DO c) 
and 
Q" 	bAGtIclIIVFV . 
Using the expressiveness assumption this means that for every pair 
(s,s') of states 
rQ' (s,s') 
(E) 	if and only if 
<WHILE b DOc,$) -l's" for some s" with 
and 
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Q" (s, s' 
(EE) Jif and only if 
tb(s) and <,s> -+s " for some s". with 
Below we shall prOve that 
P'(z+1)Ab<c)P'(z)AQ"/VvtZ1, 
P' (0)- -'b, 
PP'(z)b P Iv + Q' 
and 
(5)_ 	Q" • Q'->Q'. 
Since (2) holds we can apply the induction hypothesis and get a proof 
in3 of that formula. So we can apply the rule /WHILE-/ and get a 
proof of 
z.P' (z)WHILE b DO c)Q'/V. 




so using first /cons-/ with (6) , then /inv-/ and finally /cons-T/ 
with (7) we get a proof ini of the required formula. 
To prove (2) assume that P' (z+1)I%b(s) holds for some state s. Then 
P' (z) 
(5) and from () we get 
WHILE b DO c',s 1 >s" 
for some state s. Since pb(s) we get from /WHILE-/ 
c' ' s 	and <WIIILE b DO c',s'>-5" 




where s!sI and 	
Z(S)+l =  z(s)=z(s'). Since SS we get from Lemma 2.1-2 
z.. 	V 
(9) 
where 	From (E.) we get Q"(s,$). From (8) and () we have 
tP'(z)(s'). We have z(s)=z(s) from.Lemma 2.1-1 and (9) so we get 
s 	s'. Since FV(P'(z))Vutzi we therefore getP'(z)(s'). This 
VuzI 1 	 . 1 
proves (2). 
To prove (3) assume that tP' (0) (s) and pb(s) for some state s. Then 
() gives. 
WHILE b DO 
for some s" and since 1- b(s) holds ./WHILE-/ gives 
and <WHILE b DO c',s'>>s" 
0 
for some s'. From ()we then get z(s)>O but this is a. contradiction. 
This proves (3). 
To prove (4) assume thatP' (z)AbAIv(s,s')  for some pair (s,s') 
of states. From /WHILE-/ we get 
<WHILE b DO c . ,s>>s 
and (E) gives Q' (s,$). Since FV(Q' )cVuV and s -- s' we get Q' (s,s') 
and this proves (4). 
To prove (5) assume that Q"Q' (s,s") for some pair (s,s") of 
states, that is, for some state s' we have Q"(s,s') and Q' (s' s") 
From (EE) and (E) we now get 
kb(s), <c,s> ->s'0 
 for some s'
0 
 satisfying s 
V 
a S' 
. 	 O 
and 
(WHILE b DO c,s'>-s for some s satisfying 
Lemma 2.1-2 now gives 
WHILE b DO 
for some s satisfying since ss'. From /WHILE-S0/ we get 
<WHILE b DO 
and thus Qt (s,$) follows from (E). We have s' 1 '=  V s " and FV(Q')cVQV 
so Q'(s,s") follows. This proves (5). 
To prove (6) assume that VP(s) holds for some state s. Then (1) 
gives 
(WHILE b DO c,$) - s' and 	Q(s,s') 
for some state s'. From () we now get that for some natural number 
n 
<WHILE b DO 	z 	
s11 
for some state s' and thus () gives P' (z) (s e ). Then  
and this proves (6). 
To prove (7) assume that PQ' (s,s") for some pair .  (s,s") of states. 
Since P(s) holds we get from (1) that for some state s' 
<WHILE b DO c,s>)s' and 	Q(s,s') 
Since Q' (s,5') holds we get from (E) that 
<WHILE b DO c,s>-)s 
for some s with From Lemma 2.1-3 we get that s'=s. From 
Q(s,s'), s's" and FV(Q)cVuV we get Q(s,s") as required. This proves 
This completes the proof of The Completeness Theorem for . 
Harel seems to be the first to prove completeness-of a proof 
system for total correctness /Ha79/ and because his approach is 
slightly different from ours we shall review it here. Furthermore, 
it gives a sufficient condition ensuring that the expressiveness 
condition for T is fulfilled by a data type and its model. 
Adata type containing Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) is a 
data type with 	as a function symbol of arity (nat nat,nat) arid < 
as a relation symbol of arity nat nat. A model ¶11 for such a data 
type is called an arithmetical model if the following.two conditions 
are fulfilled: 
- lflis a• numerical model where 	is interpreted as ordinary 
multiplication of natural numbers and < is interpreted as the 
relation "less than" on the natural numbers 
- for every sort k there is another sortand a formula 
(x has sort k, i sort nat and y sort R) such that for every 
finite sequence v i , ... ,v of elements offlk there is an element 
w of 	such that for every state s,8k (x,i,y)(S) and y(s)=w 
hold if and only if O<i(s)n and x(s)=v. ) . 
The last condition ensures that a finite sequence of elements of one 
sort (k) can be encoded as a single element of another sort (f). 
Trivially, the data type of Peario Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) is a 
data type containing Peano Arithmetic and its standard model (Example 
2.1-2) is an arithmetical model (the encoding of finite sequences of 
natural numbers as a single natural number can for instance be 
accomplished by Gbdel's beta function /Sh67/). 
Following Flarel /I-1a79/ we now define arithmetical completeness of 
the proof system 7 to mean that given a data type containing Peano 
Arithmetic and given an arithmetical model for it then for every 
well-formed formula P(c>Q/V, 'PCc>Q/V implies 	P(c>Q/V. On the 
other hand, if provability of the formula P(c)Q/V in T implies that 
it is valid then T is said to be arithmetical sound. We can prove 
that 
Corollary: The proof system T is arithmetical sound and complete./// 
Since any arithmetical model is numerical it follows directly from 
The Soundness Theorem for 7 that (5 is arithmetical sound. To prove 
that'T is arithmetical complete it is sufficient to prove the lemma 
below The Completeness. Theorem forT then gives the required result. 
Lemma 2.4-1: The expressiveness condition for 	is fulfilled for 
every data type containing Peano Arithmetic and every arithmetical 
model for it. 
Proof: Given a rogram c we shall construct a relational formula Gc 
satisfying that for every pair (s,s') of states 
~ Gjcj (s,s') 
if and only if 
<c,s> -)s for some state s" with 
Furthermore, FV(GC)cFV(C)UFV(C) has to hold. We shall define GRcj by 
structural induction on the program c. For the assignment, the condi-
tional and the composite statements we have 
GjIx:e 	IFV l'%X eI 
GulF b THEN c ELSE C  




The case of iteration is more complicated and uses the ability 
to encode finite sequences of finite parts of states. If the body of 
the loop is executed n times then it gives rise to n+1 states S,..., 
S 0 satisfying 
'b(s 0 ) 
b(s i+1 	 i+1 ) 
and <c,s 	'>'s. for Oi<n. 
The finite part of these states corresponding to the set 
FV(WHILE b DO c) can now be encoded as a single vector of elements. 
So define O(X,i,Y) to be the formula 
~jvfm ekR (x.,i,y.) 
where FV(WHILE b DO c)4x1,...,x 	(=V), x. has sort k. and sequences 
of elements of sort k. are encoded as elements of sort R.. Further- 
-J 
more, X is a vector of the variables of V and Y is a vector of 
distinct new variables y 1 ,... ,y m 	 —m 
of sorts 1 ,...,R , respectively. 
—1  
The formula GWHILE b DO cl is now defined as follows: 
3n.3Y. (e(X,n,Y)ie(X,0,Y)''bA 
X I 	 X" X' 
(Vi.Vxe.(i<n,..e(x h ,i+1,Y)) .$(clx".bx  , (GlclIVFV(C) ) X 
e(X" ,i,Y) ) ) ) 
It is straightforward but tedious to prove that with this defini-
tion of G lcll the expressiveness condition is fulfilled. We omit the 
details.  
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In this chapter we have presented a proof system for total correct-
ness of while programs. As we required in Chapter 1 the formulas 
P(c)Q/V of the proof system has post-conditions that express relation-
ships between initial and final states. When developing the proof 
system we have, to a large extent, used ideas from existing proof 
systems, especially from those suggested by Manna and Pnueli in 
/MaPri74/ and Harel in /Ha79/. We shall in this section discuss some 
of the important differences between our proof system and those pre-
sented in the literature. 
Manna and Pnueli seem to be the first to let post-conditions 
express relations between states /MaPn74/. The same idea has been 
used by Jones in /Jo80/. However, the rules of their proof systems 
seem rather heavy compared with for instance those of /Ha79/ where 
the post-conditions are predicates on (single)states. As an example 
consider the rule for the while loop. Here /MaPn74/ gives a general 
rule of the following form (using the notation of the previous sections) 
PAb<c>QA(,bvu>u), 	.Yx.Q!sb'P, 
VX YX VXQX A Q +Q, VX.PAIb-Q-
/MP/ 	
x 	 x 
P<WHILE b DO c>Q'b 	 . 
where u is a term whose value is in a. well-founded set and > is the 




3z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c)P(0) 
where z is a variable of sort nat. The rule given in /Jo80/ has a 
long list of assumptions (as that of /MaPn74/) and this seems to 
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motivate Jones's writing (/Jo80 p113/): 
A reservation about the use of post-conditions of state pairs 
is the greater length of the list of properties which must be 
proved about them. 
Aczel shows in /Ac82/ that by introducing appropriate abbreviatiopS 
the apparent complexity of the rules can be reduced. In Aczel's work 
pre- and post-conditions of the correctness formulas are not formulas 
of some assertion language but sets of states and relations between 
states, respectively. His rule for iteration has the form 
pb (c>P,Q 
P,/WHILE b DO c)Q'b 
where Q is a transitive (that is, sQs' and s'Qs" implies sQs") and 
well-founded (that is, if sots 1 	 1 
,... satisfies s. 
1
Qs. +1 then the state 
sequence is finite) relation. Furthermore, Q  is the reflexive closure 
of Q (that is, 5Qr5• if and only if either sQs' or ss'). 
To some exten+we have adopted Aczel's abbreviations. Since we 
have pre- and post-conditions to be formulas of some assertion 
language we have syntactic versions of his semantic abbreviations: 
for instance, 	is defined relative to a finite set V of variables 
and means Elx'.(Qix 
X1 
, Q 2 ) (for appropriate vectors •X, X and X') and 
it corresponds closely to the usual relational composition used in 
/Ac82/. 
So our conclusion is that compared with Harel's rule /H/ our rule 
/WHILE-/ may still seem clumsy hut it is much more readable than 
that suggested by Manna and Pnueli, IMP!. 
Let us now comment on-the role of the component V of the formulas 
Pc'>Q/V. It has been introduced in order to express the post-tondi 
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tions of the formulas sufficiently precisely. To illustrate the problem 
further consider the assignment statement x:=e. Only the value of x 
is changed by executing this statement and the state transformation 
performed by the statement is given by the relation 	 - 
e (s) 
{(s,s 	)IS is a stateL 
However, this cannot be expressed by a formula in our (first-order) 
assertion language (we have assumed that we have an infinite number of 
program variables). We have solved the problem by introducing the 
component V in the formulas and letting the post-condition of the 
assignment axiom express the following relation 
1(s,s')tx(s')e(s) and if yLV-x then y(s)=Y(s 1 )1. 
The completeness result of Section 2.4 shows that this is indeed 
sufficient. Another possibility, of course, would be to restrict ones 
attention to a (global) finite set of program variables, and then 
parameterise the proof system on that set. The states will then have 
finite domains and the expressibility problem above disappears. The 
problem does not receive any attention in /MaPn74t and is not relevant 
for /Ac82/ and /Jo80/ where post-conditions are relations. 
As for a general comparisonwith' other proof systems for total 
correctness we have already mentioned that our axioms and rules are 
motivated by those suggested by Manna and Pnueli in /MaPn74/ and 
Harel in /Ha79/. In fact, the rules /IF-1/, 	/cons-T/ and 
/inv-T/ are derived from the rules of /MaPn74/ and we shall not 
comment further on them,. 
The rule for the while loop, /WIIILE-T/, ensures termination or .the 
loop essentially as suggested by /Ha79/ (the rule /H/ above): 
intuitively, the variable z counts the (maximal) number of times the 
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body of the loop has to he executed yet. A variant of this rule was 
originally suggested by Knuth in /Kn73/ and the idea was to count the 
number of times the body already has - been executed and then bound this 
counter initially. The idea has later been used in for instance 
/So77a/ and /LuSu77/. 
Except for the way termination of the loop is ensured the rule 
/WHILE-/ has some resemblance with that of /MaPn74/ (/MP/) and that 
of /Ac82/ (/A/). In. /WHILE-/ we require that P(z) bIQ and 
Q'Q - Q hold (Q describes, the effect of executing the loop, Q' that 
of the body). So essentially, the relation specified by Q is the 
transitive reflexive closure of that specified by Q'. In the rule 
/MP/ the effects of executing the body and the loop are described by 
the same formula, that is Q  and Q' are equal and can be thought of 
as representing the transitive reflexive closure of the effect of 
executing the body of the loop. The rule /A/ expresses the relation-
ship more directly: Q is the transitive reflexive closure of Q'. 
Finally, let us discuss the soundness and completeness proofs of 
the sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. First, the soundness proof 
follows the same pattern as usually. On the other hand, the complete-
ness proof seems to be non-standard: we have proved that the proof 
system is complete in the sense of Cook. This is the usual approach 
for proof systems for partial correctness but for proof systems for 
total correctness one usually follows Harel '/Ha79/ and proves arith-
metical completeness. As we have seen the completeness result "in 
the sense of Cook" is strong enouyh to give the arithmetical com-
pleteness result as well but apart from this it is unclear whether 
anything has been gained, that is, whether there are any interesting 
data types with models that are not arithmetical but where th 
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expressiveness condition is fulfilled. Some work related to this has 
already been clone, especially in the context of proof systems for 
partial correctness (/BeTu80/, /Li77/). 
As mentioned in Section 2.4 we are using an expressiveness condi-
tion equivalent to the usual one requiring the strongest post-condi-
tions to be expressible. In the proof of the completeness result we 
have no need for additional variables except one (z) for the while 
loop. This is contrary to the cOmpleteness proof for the usual proof 
systems (for partial as well as total correctness) where in certain 
cases there are introduced new variables to take snapshots of the 
program variables. This •trick is not needed here and the reason seems 
to be that we always will have access to both the initial and the 
final values of the variables because of the distinction between 
shadow and program variables. 
In the completeness proof for the while loop we modify the body 
of the loop to count the number of unfoldings that are allowed. This 
"programming with the natural numbers" is not needed in the usual 
proof for arithmetical completeness (see for instance /Ha79/) where 
the termination condition P(z) is constructed using the ability to 
code finite sequences of elements as a single element - just as in 
our proof of Lemma 2.4-1. In fact, the proof of this lemma can also 
be found in /Ha79/. 
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3 
 RuN-TIME ANALYSIS OF 
WHILE PROGRAMS 
The aim of this chapter is to extend the proof system for total 
correctness of the previous chapter to prove run-time properties as 
well. We have already in Section 1.3 sketched how this will be done: 
the formulas P<c.>Q/V of the total correctness proof system are 
extended with a third formula R of the assertion language expressing 
a property of the run-time of the program c, and furthermore, the 
axioms and rules are extended with deductions about these time for- 
mulas. 
When analysing the run-time of a program it will always be on the 
basis of some computational model. In Section 3.1 we define a compu-
tational model for a data type and we show how it can be used to 
specify the semantics and the run-time requirements of the while pro-
grams. The actual proof system, called &, for proving run-time pro-
perties of while programs is presented in Section 3.2. As for the 
total correctness proof system of Chapter 2 we can., under certain 
assumptions, obtain soundness and completeness results for R. These 
results are presented in the sections 3.3and 3.4, respectively. Prag-
matically, we are interested in how naturally existing informal run-
time analyses can be formulated in the proof systern.To discuss this 
we shall in Section 3.5 consider the bubble sorting algorithm. In 
Section 1.2 we reviewed a couple of suggestions for how to formalise 
run-time analyses of programs within ,a logical formalism. We shall in 
Section 3.6 see how these ideas can be reformulated in our framework 
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and we shall argue that although they are at least as powerful as the 
proof system t from a theoretical point of view we shall prefer 
since it gives rise to more natural formalisations of the informal 
analyses. Finally., Section 3.7 contains, among others, a comparison 
with the approaches for analysing loop programs reviewed in Section 
1.2. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 the idea is that the algorithms operate 
on data structures specified by data types. The implementation of the 
data structures and the operations on them determine the run-time 
requirements of the algorithms. One aspect of the implementation has 
already been captured by the definition of a model for the data type 
in Section 2.1 namely that of the meaning of the operations. We shall 
now extend the model to specify the run-time requirements of the 
operations of the data type as well. 
Syntactically, a data type is specified by a set K of. sorts and a 
K-sorted signature . The semantics of the data type is specified by 
a model for the K-sorted signature (see Section 2.1). The semantics 
and the run-time requirements of the data type will now be specified 
by a computational model for it. 
A computational model for the data type is a model 'T for it 
extended with the following specifications of cost-functions: 
- for each sort k of K there is a total function 
+
(often abbrevi-
+ ated • ).of functionafl*N, 
,1J 
- for each function symbol f of arity (k 1 ...k,k) there is a total 
function f+ of functionallity to  X . . 3iThk#N, 
- for each relation symbol p of arity k 1 . . .k there is a total 
function p of functionallity?1 k x. . . x7fl-. 
The function 	specifies the time required to fetch an element of the 
set '?Vk. The cost-functions f and P associated with the function sym-
bol f and the relation symbol p, respectively, will specify the time 
required in order to perform the given operation on a given tuple of 
values. 
A numerical computational model. is a computational model with an 
underlying numerical model (see Section 2.3). An arithmetical compu-
tational model is a computational model with an underlying arith-
metical model (see Section 2.4). 
Example 3.1-1: As an example of a computational model we shall extend 
the standard model of Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-2) to specify a 
computational model. The cost-function 	associated with the sort mat 
will be the constant function 1, that is, n+1 for every natural num-
ber n. The cost-functions associated with the symbols +, , = and ( 
are all the constant function 1 1 so for instance (+)±(n,n)1 and 
(•)+(flflt)=1 for every pair (n,n') of natural numbers. 
This computational model is based on the so-called uniform cost 
criterion wherethe idea is that every operation (including that o 
fetching the data) requires one unit of time (see for instance /AHU74/). 
Therefore we shall call it the uniform computational model for Peano 
Arithmetic.  
Given a computational model for a data type and given a state s we 
can for each term e and boolean expression b determine the time 
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required to evaluate it in that state. The time e s (s) required to 
evaluate e.in s is given by the table 
e 	 e 
$ (s) 
X* 	 x(s) 
+ 
V 	 V 
$ 	 S. 	- 1- - 
I f(e 1 ,...,e) 	 e 1 (s)+...+e'(s)+t (e 1 (s),...,e(s)) 
The time b(s) required to evaluate b in s is given by the table 
0 
TRUE (resp. FALSE) 
p(e ,. . . l e —1 	m 
- b 
b 1 Ab2 (rësp. b 1vb2 , 
b 1 -b2 , b 1 -'b 2 ) 
b (s) 
0 
e(s)+...+e(s)+p(ei(s) , ... , em ( S )) 
b (s) 
b (s)+b(s) 
This shows that the logical connectives are free in the sense that 
they require no time to be evaluated. This reflects the idea that the 
important operations are those of the data type. If we are especially 
interested in the operations on the boolean values then we will have, 
to introduce a sort, say bool, in the data type and include symbols 
for the various logical connectives in the signature. 
To illustrate how this framework can be used we shall close this 
subsection with a coupleof examples that will be used in the worked 
examples to be presented later. 
Example 3.1-2: As the first example we shall extend the data type of  
Peano Arithmetic to specify constants corresponding to the natural 
numbers and to have some additional operations. So we have one sort, 
nat, and the !nat -sorted signature specifies the following symbols 
- for each natural number n there is a symbol (ambiguously written 
n) of sort nat, 
and / are function symbols of arity (natnat,nat), 
and 	arEe, relation symbols of arity nat nat. 
We shall call this data type the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic. 
The standard model of Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-2) can easily 
be extended to specify a model for the new data type called the stan-
dard model of Extended Peano Arithmetic. The symbol n is interpreted 
as the natural number n, the symbols - and / are interpreted as sub-
traction and division of natural numbers, respectively. (In order to 
avoid the extra complications that might arise by the introduction of 
an error element with the sort nat we shall assume that n-n'O for 
n')n and that n/00.) The new relation symbols are given their obvious 
implementations as the relations "less than or equal to", "greater 
than" and "greater than or equal to", respectively. 
The uniform computational model for the Extended Peano Arithmetic 
is the straightforward extension of that of Example 3.1-1 for Peano 
Arithmetic. The cost-function associated with the sort nat is the 
constant. function 1 and so are the cost-functions associated with the 
function symbols and the relation symbols.  
Example 3.1-3: The framework presented in Section 2.1 allows us to 
write while programs operating on a varietyof data structures. We 
shall in this example specify a data type of one-dimensional arrays. 
The syntax of the while language suggests that we regard an array as 
one-entity rather than a set of indexed entities but, as we shall see, 
this need not be reflected in a computational model for the data type. 
The data type of one-dimensional arrays have two sorts, nat and 
array. The tnat,arrayl-sorted signature specifies the following sym-
bols in addition to those of the data type of Extended Peano Arith-
metic (Example 3.1-2): 
- mit is a function symbol of arity (nat,array) , 
- E3 is a function symbol of arity (array nat,nat) 
- upd is a function symbol of arity (array nat nat,array ), 
- length is a function symbol of arity (array,nat) and 
- = is a relation symbol of arity array array. 
A simple example program is the composite statement 
x: r a [i) a:=upd(a,i,aj)) ; a:=upd(a,j,x) 
where a is a variable of sort array and x, i and j are variables of sort 
nat (the intention being that the values of the two entries i and j 
of the array a are swopped). 
We shall now extend the uniform computational model for the Extended 
Peano Arithmetic (Example 3.1-2) to specify a computational model, say 
Ti?, for the new data type. We shall let 11? 	be the set of finite array 
sequences of natural numbers. Fpr any such sequence w we define w+ to 
be the constant 0. The interpretations of the new,  symbols are as follows: 
	
- init(n) = O..O 	(n 0's), 
In. 	if 1im 
- n 1 ...n 	i1 
= 	1 - 
10 otherwise, 
n 	 if 1im 
- upd(n 1 ...n ,i,j) =ç 
m 	In ...n 	 otherwise 
- length(n 1*"* n   m ) 
- = is interpreted as the identity relation on array 	 V 
The time requirements of these operations are as follows: 
- mit 
+
(n) = n for n CTO nat 
- w[ij = 1 for w€.Q 	, i411 	, array 	nat 
- upd(w,i,j) = 2 for wflJ , array 	nat 
- length(w) = 2 for array ' 
- (_)+(wwI) = length(w)+length(w') for w,w'€m array 
The computational model reflects that we are thinking of an imple-
mentation of the data type where we have access to the individual 
elements of an array rather than the complete array. The statement 
a:=upd(a,i,j) will for instance correspOnd to the Pascal statement. 
a(i]:=j both semantically and with respect to the run-time requirements 
of some computational model based on the uniform cost criteria: the 
operation upd(a,i,j) requires two units of time because one unit is 
needed to find the i'th entry of the array .a and one unit is needed for 
the assignment. The assignment to a in a:upd(a,i,j) is free and in 
some sense this reflects that we have no access to the complete array. 
Given a model for the data type, the semantics of the while programs 
is given by an "initial state - finite state" relation <c,$)—)s'. We 
shall now extend it to specify the run-time as well, more precisely, 
given a computational modelfor the data type we shall define a rela- 
tion 
5' 
with the intuitive meaning that if the execution of the program c 
starts in the state s then it will terminate after exactly r time 
units and the final state will he s'. The setf of axioms and rules 
given in the table below is the appropriate extension of those of TO 
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in Section 2.1. 
Semantics and run-time of while programs: 
$+ e (s)+e(s) 	e(s) 
/ass4/ 	(x:=e,S) 	 ) S x 
r 
	
pb(s), 	<c, s) '+ s' 




-1b (s) 	Cc',s>'s' 
'S 	
,s,> IF b THEN c ELSE c' 	
b)+r 
r' 
s', 	<c' 	 " 
<c;c' 
pb(s), <c,s>S', 4WHILE b DO c,s> -*s" 
+r' 





WHILE b DO c,s> 
b (s) 
>5 
The assignment axiom /ass-/ reflects the assumption that the time 
taken to store a value is the same as that taken to fetch it. This 
might not be appropriate and then the computational model can easily 
be modified to specify costs for storing values of the various sorts. 
In the rule3 for the conditional /IF-T/ and for the iterative statement 
/WHILE-I/ we have ignored the possible time requirements for a jump 
following a test. Again the computational model can easily be modified 
to specify the costs of such. jumps and the rules of S changed accor- 
dingly. 
RV 
The formal system corresponds very closely to that, S , given in 
Section 2.1 for the specification of the semantics of the while pro-
grams. In fact, we have for every program c and pair (s,s') of states 
that 
<c,s> -4 s' 	(in 
if and only if 
<c,$)Ps' 	(ins) for some natural number r. 
So it is not surprising that we have the following three lemmas cor-
responding to those of Section 2.1 (and they are proved in the same way): 
Lemma 3.1-1 If c,sPs' and VAFV(c)0 for.a finite set V of variables 
then s!s'.  
Lemma 3.1-2: If <c,s>4s' and s.s0 for a finite set V.of variables 
satisfying FV(c)cV then (c,s 0)Ps for some state s with s;2- s ' . 
Lemma 3.1-3: If <c,$)Eps' and (c,$)-> s then s'=s" and r=r'. 
Having defined the computational models for the data types we shall 
now extend the proof system T of Chapter 2 to prove run-time properties 
of while programs. In order to express the - required properties of the 
run-time we shall introduce a new sort of formulas of the assertion 
language called time formulas. A time formula is a formula R of the 
assertion language that as free variable has the very special variable 
time and otherwise only program variables are allowed as free variables 
in R. (So we have the extended set X' of variables to be XuXuttimel, 
confer Section 2.2). The intuitive idea is that the variable time 
which has sort nat denotes the run-time of some program whereas the 
other variables refer to the initial state of the computation. Thus 
time will neither be a program nor a shadow variable. We shall write 
R(s,r) for the truth of R in the state s and with r being the value 
of thevariable time. 
The formulas of the proof system 	for run-time analysis of while 
programs are going to have the form P(c:R)Q/V where P, c, Q and V 
areas in the proof system 	for total correctness and R is a time 
formula. However, before presenting the axioms and rules of the proof 
system we shall need some preliminaries. 
When constructing the proof system for run-time analysis we shall 
need time formulas corresponding to the cost-functions of the compu-
tational model. We shall therefore impose a condition that ensures 
that these formulas exist. 
Given a data type specified by a set K of sorts and a K-sorted 
signature Z, and given a computational model ¶)1 for it, the time 
expressiveness condition is fulfilled if 
- for eachsort Ic of K there is a time formula E 
+
(x) with the free 
variable x of sort k and such that for..every pair (s,r) 
+ 	 + 
E ()(s,r) if and only if x(s) =r, 
- for each function symbol f o 	 —1 	ii 






 ,... ,x m ),with the free variables x 1 
 ,... ,x 
m 
 of sorts 
k 1 ,... ,k, respectively, and such that for every pair (s,r) 
PL f (x i ... ? X)(; I r) ii and only if 
- for each relation symbol p of arity k 1 ...k there is a time for- 
mula E 
p 
 (x ... ,x m ) with the free variables x 1 
 ,... ,x 
m 
 of sorts 
1 ,  
kr... ,k, respectively, and such that for every pair (s,r) 
E .(x1 ,... ,x ) (s,r) if and only if p 	1 
(x (s) ,... ,x 
m 
 (s))=r. 
p 	m  
It is important to note that the time expressiveness condition is a 
property of the data type and its computational model, and as such it 
is independent of the programming language defined on top of the data 
type. 
Example 3.2-1. It is easy to check that the following data types and 
computational models satisfy the time expressiveness condition: 
- the data type of Peano Arithmetic and its uniform computational 
model (Example 2.1-1 and Example 3.1-1), 
- the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and its uniform com-
putational model (Example 3.1-2), 
- the data type of one-dimensional arrays and its computational 
model (Example 3.1 -3). 
The time expressiveness condition ensures that we have time formulas 
expressing the exact time requirements of the terms and boolean ex-
pressions. Before showing how these formulas can be obtained we shall 
introduce the following abbreviation: Given two time formulas R and R' 
we shall write RER' for the formula 
• 	, -, 	 time' 	,time" time .time .tlnle=time'+tlme",% R 	AR - 	 time time 
Note that R(s,r) and R' (s,r') implies PRR' (s,r+r') and if RUR' (s,r) 
then rr'+r" for some r' and r" and furthermore R(s,r') and R' (s,r). 
FMA 
Using this notation we can define a time formula E(e) for each 
term .e. Intuitively, E(e) is a formula for the exact time required 
to evaluate e. 
e 	 E(e) 
x I + E (x) 
V 	 E (v) 
+ 
f(e ,...,e ) 	I E(e 	 )BE(e 1 ... 1 e m 
Furthermore, define. ES(e) to be the formula E(e)E+(e). Intuitively, 
ES(e) is a. formula for the exact time required to evaluate e and then 
store its value; For each boolean expression bwe get a time formula 
E(b) for the time required to evaluate it; 
b 
TRUE (resp. FALSE) 
p(e 1 , .... e) 
lb 




E(ei)®...  (DE  (em)GEp (ei ... 1em ) 
E(b) 
E(b) (DE (b') 
Note that FV(E(e))FV(e), FV(E5 (e))cFV(e) and FV(E(b))cFV(b). It is 
straightforward to prove the following result: 
Lemma 3.2-1. If the time expressiveness condition holds for the data 
type and its computational model then for every term e, boolean 
expression b and pair (s,r) of state and natural number .  
- E(e) (s,r) if and only if e(s)=r., 
5 - PE (e)(s,r) if and only if e(s)+e(s)r, 
- FE(h)(s,r) if and only if b(s)=r. 	 /// 
As mentioned earlier the formulas of the proof system'. have the 
form P<c:R)Q/V where P, c, Q and V are as in the proof system T of 
Chapter 2 and R is a time formula. As in Section 2.2 we shall impose 
a well-formedness-condition on the formulas in order to ensure that 
V contains the program variables we are interested in. So we say that 
the formula P<c:R>Q/V is 'a well-formed formula of 'if 
FV(c)cV, 
- FV(P)cV, FV(Q)cvuv and FV(R)cVuttimeL 
The validity of a well-formed formula (written Pc:R)Q/V) is now 
defined as follows 
for every state s satisfying PP(s) there is a state s' and a 
natural number r such that 
<c,$)s', 	Q(s,s') 	and 	R(s,r). 
That is, if the pre-condition P holds then the program will terminate, 
the initial state and the finalstate satisfy the post-condition Q and 
the run-time satisfies the time formula B. 
To simplify the notation used in the axioms and rules below we shall 
introduce yet another abbreviation. For a relational formulaQ and a. 
time formula R we shall write QR for the time formula 3X'.QA R, 
where X is 'a vector of the program variables of some finite set V (with 
FV(Q)cV)v and FV(R)cVu%.timej), X is the corresponding vector of shadow 
variables and X is a vector of distinct new variables of appropriate 
sorts and of the same length as X. ror any pair (s,r) of state and 
natural number we have 
QR(s,r) if and only if Q(s,s') and R(s',r) for some state s'. 
1J 
Assuming that the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled for 
the data type and its computational model we have the following, set 
of axioms and rules in the proof system'.. 
The proof system' 
S 	 - 
/ass-I/ 	P<x:f=e:E (e)>I v- 4 
xlxe/V 
PAbCc 1 
:R)Q/V, 	P,-'b<c 2 :R)Q/V 
P<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :E(b)R>Q/V 
P(c 1 :R 1 >P'iQ 1 /V, P'(c 2 :R2')Q 2/V 
Pc 1 ;c 2 :R 1 B(Q 1 R 2 ))Q 1 Q 2/V 
P(z+1)Ab<c:R I >P(z),%Q t /VutZl, P(0)lb, 
P(z) 1 b I I 4 Q , 
P(z),.-ib,.E(b)-R, 	E(b)R'(Q'R)+R 
/WHILE-/ 
3z.P(z)(WHILE b DO c:R)Q/V 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z4V 
P-)P', P'<c:R')Q'/V, Q t-+Q, R'-*R 
/cons-/ 
P(c: R)Q/V 
P<c : R>Q/V 
/inv-/ 
P<c:PAR)PQ/V 
We shall write -P<c:R'>Q/V if the formula P<c:R)Q/V is provable 
using the axioms and rules above with the constraint that all formulas 
of the assertion language must he true and all the formulas of 'R 
Must be well-formed. 
First note that the axioms and rules of Ik are extensions of those 
of T (see Section 2.2) ; in fact, we have just added informatibn about 
MCI 
the run-time requirement. In /ass-/ we have recorded that ES(e) 
describes the time required to evaluate and store the value of e. In 
/IF-/ we have given a time formula R holding for both branches of 
the construct and we simply "add" the time for the test, that is, 
E(b). That we have the same time formula for both branches is-no 
restriction, it can always be obtained by applying the rules /cons-3' 
and /inv-R/. 
The rule /;-/ is quite complicated. The formula R 2 holds for the 
run-time of c 2 relative to the initial state of c 2 . Since Q describes 
the effect of executing c 1 and since the final state of c 1 is the 
initial state of c 2 we get that 	is a property of the run-time 
of c 2 relative to the initial state of c 1 . The formula R 1 is a property 
of the run-time of c 1 relative to its initial state so R 1 (Q 1 R 2 ) is 




.. execution of 
In /WHILE-/ the time formula R is a sort of invariant. If the 
body of the loop is not executed at all then the assumption 
P(z)A-bAE(b)-R ensures that iholds. If the body of the loop is 
executed then the time for the test satisfies E(b), the time for the 
body R' and the run-time for the rest of the loop satisfies R (by the 
assumption that, it is a sort of invariant). As for the rule 	we 
get that the time requirements for the loop will satisfy 
E(b)R'(Q'R) since the effect of executing the body of the loop 
once is described by Q'. Since E(b)EDR'EB(Q'R)-PR holds by assumption 
we get that R holds for the loop. This is illustrated on the following 
figure: 
E(b)R'® 	 (i.e. R) 
?.'- I1--.---J 	
"time" 
I IL execution of c 
1 	 L 
 
test onb 
The rules /cons-/ and /inv-V should be straightforward to under-
stand. 
As an example of the use of the proof systemR let us sketch a proof 
of the formula 
y=14WHILE y(x DO (y:ry+1; fac:y fac) :.time(11 x+ 4>TRUE/x,y,fac1. 
We shall use the data type of Peano Arithmetic (Example 2.1-1) and 
its uniform computational model (Example 3.1-1). In the following let 
V be an abbreviation for the set {x,y,facL 
We shall present the proof in a bottom up manner. To a large extent 
the pattern of reasoning follows that of the example proof in the proof: 
system 	given in Section 2.2 where we construct a. proof of the for- 
mula 
y=1<WHILE yx DO (y:y+l; fac:=yfac)'>facfacx/V. 
So we shall mainly be concerned with the deductions about time for-
mulas. 
First we shall construct a proof for the body of the loop. The in-
variant P(z) for the loop is as in Section 2.2:. 
(x=Oi.z=OAyl)v(X>OAXy+Z). 
Since we consider the uniform computational model for the data type 
we can without loss of generality jassume that E 5 (y+1) is the formula 
time=4 and using /ass-j?/ we therefore get a proof of 
P(z+1)ay<x(y:=y+1 :time4>Itx.taczlAYY+1/VI)IZL 
It can easily be verified that 
P(z+1),y<x*I 	?y=y+1-4P(zYAI 	1 Ay=y+1 (x,f ac, z 	 {x,z 
and trivially we have 
% P (z+1 ),x<ytime4 4time4 
so using first /inv-V and then /cons-'/ we get a proof of 




These two proof can now be put together using the rule /;-/. We have 
(IAy=y+1) (P(z)A.I4 )P(Z).XXAyy+l 
and 
so using first /;-1/ and then /cons -R/ we get a proof of 
P(z+1),y<x(y.:y+1; fac:yfac: time=8>P(z) ,%x:x 4yy+ 1 /VtZJ. 
01 
In order to get a proof for the while loop we shall apply the rule 
/WHILE-/. We have 
P(0)-' -i(y(x).. 
The effect of executing the loop is chosen to be given by the formula 
TRUE. The time formula, R, being the time invariant for the loop is 
chosen to be the formula 
11 y+time<11 x+15. 
It is then straightforward to verify that 
% (x=x,y=y+1) TRUE -TRUE, 
P(z),-i(y<x)Atime3 4R 
and 
L (time=3)(time8)( (x=xty=y+1) R)->R. 
In the last two formulas we use that we, without loss of generallity, 
can choose E(y(x) to be the formula time=3. So using /WHILE-/ we get 
3z.P(z)<WHILE yx DO (y:y+l; fac:=y fac) :R)TRUE/V. 
To get the required proof we shall first apply the rule /cons-'L' with 
y=1 4 3z.P(z) 
and then the rule /inv-/. Since 
t y=iR4time11 x+4 
we get a proof of the required formula using /cons-'R/. 
We shall in this section and the next one discuss the theoretical 
properties of soundness and completeness for the proof system j The 
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proof system is constructed under the assumption that the time 
expressiveness condition is fulfilled and this is, of course, 
reflected in the results we obtain. As for soundness, we have the 
following result: 
The Soundness Theorem for 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula P(c:R)Q/V of 
1-P<c:R)Q/V implies P4c:0Q/V.  
So except for the addition of the time expressiveness condition 
the result is similar to that holding for the proof system T (see 
Section 2.3). The proof of the soundness result forrn. is an extension 
of that for soundness result for 1. We show that the axiom is valid 
and that the rules preserve validity. 
Case /ass-V: We shall prove that the axiom is valid, that is 
Px:e:E5 (e)>ISXe/V. 
So assume that FP(s) holds for some state s. From /ass-/ we have 
$ 	+ ,e (s)+e(s)4 
 s
e(s) 
and as in the validity proof for /ass-/ we have 
From Lemma 3.2-1 we get VE(e) (s,e(s)+e(S) )and the required result 
follows.  
Case /IF-Z/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 





P(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :E(h)DRQ/V 
assume that- P(s) holds for some state s. In the case where tb(s) holds 
we get from (1) that for some S' and r 
<c 	4s 	Q(s,s') and R(s,r-). 
Using /1F4/ we then get 
$ 
(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE 	
>b (s)+, 
and from Lemma 3.2-1 we have E(b) (s,b(s)) and thereby 
(E(b)R)(s,b(s)+r). - This proves the required result. The case where 
ib(s) holds is similar.  
Case /-/: We shall now assume that 
P<c 1 :R 1>P'AQ 1 /V 
and - 	 - 
P'(c 2 :R 2)Q 2/V 
and we have to prove that 
P(c1c2:R1(Q1R2)>Q1Q2/V. 	 - 	 - 
So assume that VP(s) holds for some state s. From (1) we get that 
(c 1 ,S>+S', 	P'AQ 1 (s,S') 	and R 1 (s,r) 
for some s' and r. Then P'(s') holds and (2) gives that 
r o 
(c 21 s'>->s", 	Q2 (s',s') 	and R2 (s t 1 r') 
for some s" and r'. From /;-/ we then get 
- -r+r' <C 1 C 2 1S> - 	,p.s , t 
As in the soundness proof for /;-T/ we get tQ 1 Q 2 (s,s"). From-Q1(s,s') 
andR2 (s',r') we get Q 1 .R 2 (s,r') 	and since 1AR 1
(s,r) we get 
R 1 (Q 1 R 2 )(s,r+r'). This proves the result.  






where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z3V. We have to prove 
z.P(z)(WHILE b DO c:R)Q/V. 
Analogue to the soundness proof for /WHILE -T/ it is sufficient to 
prove that if P(z) (sn) holds for some state s and natural number n 
then for some s' and r 
() 	<WHILE b DO c,$)4s', Q(s,s') and R(s,r). 
The proof is by induction on .n. 
If riO then P(0)(s) holds and thereby 	b(s). From /WHILE-/ we 
get 
b(' 
WHILE b DO c,s> 	s - S. 
As in the soundness proof for/WHILE -T/ we-,get 1Q(s,$). From Lemma 
3.2-1 we have E(b) (s,b(s)) and inceFV(E(b))cV we have 
P(Z)j1bAE(b)(S 0 pb(S)). So from (2) we get R(s 0 ,b(s)) and since 
Fv(R)cvutime (the conclusion of the, rule is well-formed) we get 
R(s,b(s)). This proves () in the case where n0. 
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Assume now that () holds for n=n' and we shall prove it for n=n'+l. 
So assume that P(z) (s n'+l ) holds, that is IFP(z+1) (s n'). If 	'b(s) 
	
Z. 	 z 
holds as well then we proceed as in the case n=O above. In the case 
where 1:b(s) holds we get from (1) that for some s" and r' 
c,s">E_4", PP( Z ),Q1( S n 	 n ,SU) 	and 	R,(s,rI). 
As in the soundness proof for /WHILE-7/ we get that P(z) (s") (re-
placing application of Lemma 2.1-1 by Lemma 3.1-1) so the induction 
hypothesis gives 
WHILE b DO c,s">s', 	Q(s",so) and PR(s",r) 
for some s' and r. Then /WHILE-'/ gives 
n o 
n' b$ (s ) ±r 1+r , WHILE b DO c,s > z 
Using Lemma 3.1-2 with z4FV(WHILE b DO c) and 	we get for some 






As in the soundness proof for /WHILE-'3/ we get )Q(s,$). Lemma 3.2-1 
gives E(b) (s,b(s)). We have R' (s,r') and furthermore 
Q' (s ' ,s") and R(s",r). So ailtogether we have 
n I 	$ n 
R) (s ,b (s 	)+r'+r) z z 
But thenR(s,b(s)+r'+r) follows from (3) and since Fv(R)cvutime} 
o 
holds we get R ( s, b$( s h1 ) + r I +r ) as required. This completes the proof 
of () and thereby the soundness of the rule /WHILE-/.  
Case /cons-/: Straightforward and therefore omitted.  
Case /inv-/: Srtaightforward and therefore omitted.  
This completes the proof of the soundness result for.. 
M. 
The completeness result for the proof system I' for total correct-
ness is obtained under an expressiveness condition ensuring essen-
tially that the effect of executing a program can be expressed by a 
relational formula of the assertion language (see Section 2.4). We 
shall now extend this condition and require that we for each program 
have a time formula expressing its run-time requirements. Under this 
assumption we obtain . a completeness result forl very similar to that 
holding for i. Furthermore, we shall show that for the data types 
with arithmetical computational models the time expressiveness con-
dition (of Section .32) will be sufficient to ensure that.. is corn-
plete. 
Given a data .type and a numerical computational model for it we 
shall say that the expressiveness condition for I is fulfilled if 
- the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled, 
- for every while program c there is a relational formula G(cg 
with FV(G[c)cFV(c)UFV(c) and satisfying that for every pair 
(s,s') of states 
G[c(s,s') 
if and only if 	 -- 
for some state s" with s ' 	s' and some 
FV(c) 
natural number 
- for every while program c there is a time formula Ejcj with 
FV(EIcI)cFV(c)UAtimeI and satisfying that for every pair (s,r) 
of state and natural number 
E ffc 13 (s , r) 
if and only if 
<C,S'> - S' for some state s'. 
Note that if the expressiveness condition for'lt is fulfilled then so 
isthe time expressiveness condition and the expressiveness condi-
tion for 7 (defined in Section 2.4). 
As we shall see later the expressiveness condition forR will he 
fulfilled by for instance the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic 
and its computational model (see Example 3.4-1 later). 
Using this notion of expressiveness we have the following result 
The Completeness Theorem for 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition for 	is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula P(c:R>Q/V of 
P(c:R>Q/V implies 	PP<c:R)Q/V.  
The proof of this result is by structural induction on the program 
c. The proof is an extension of that for The Completeness Theorem for 
Tgiven in Section 2.4. 
Case x:=e: We assume that 
(1) 	P<x:e:R>Q/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in'. From /ass-/ 
100 
we get a proof of 
P<x:e: ES ( e )>I 	,x=e/V 
V-(x 
so using /inv-V we get a proof of 
P< x: =e: PAES  (e> PMv 	Ax=e/V' 
As in the completeness proof for T,case x:=e, we have 
frPAIV-jx) Ax=e -+Q 
and below we shall prove that 
(2) 
So using the rule /cons-/ we get a proof of the required formula. 
To prove (2) assume that PP,sE5 (e) (s,r) holds for some pair (s,r) 
of state and natural number. From P(s) and (1) we get that 
(x:=e,s>-s', 	Q(s,s') and R(s,r') 	
S 
hold for some s' andr'. From /ass-/ and Lemma 3.1-3 we get that 
r1=e$(s)+e(s)+. From PE 5 (e) (s,r). and Lemma 3.2-1 we have 
so R(s,r) holds. This proves (2).  
Case IF b THEN c 1 ELSE C 2 : Assume that 
(1) 	PIF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2 :R>Q/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in 	Define R' 
to be the time formula 	
S 
(b4Egc 1 u)v('b , EDc 2 ). 
Using the expressiveness condition it is then straightforward to 
prove the validity of the two formulas 
:R')Q/V 
MIX 
P,b<c 2 : Rt> Q/V. 
The induction hypothesis can then be applied and we get proofs of the 
two formulas inR. Using the rule /IF-/ we then get a proof of 
P<IF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2 :E(b)R'>Q/V. 
Below we shall prove that 
(2) 	PA(E(b)R')-R 
so by applying first /inv-/ and then /cons-I/ we get the proof of the 
required formula. 
To prove (2) assume that PA(E(b)R') (s,r) holds for some pair 
(s,r) of state and natural number. From VP(s) and (1) we get that 
<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 ,s'>-+s', FQ(s,s') and R(s,r') 
for some s' and r'. We have two cases. If 1:b(s) holds then /IF-f/ 
gives that r'=b(s)+r" and 
< 1 i s 	> 5'. 
From VE (b)eR' (s, r) we get that r=r 0+r 1 , 1,E(b) (s,r 0 ) and R' (s,r 1 ) for 
some r 0 and r 1 . Using the expressiveness condition for' and the 
definition of R' this means that for some s" 
<C 1 	 -to 
Lemma 3.1-3 then gives that r"=r 1 (and s's"). From E(b)(s,r 0 ) and 
Lemma 3.2-1 we get that r 0=b(s) and thereby rr'. So R(s,r) holds. 
The case where -lb(s) holds is similar.  
Case c 1 c 2 : We shall now assume that 
(1). 	P<c 1 c 2 :R>Q/V 
and we shall construct a proof of the formula in T . As in the com-
pleteness proof for, case c 1 ;c 2 , we define the formulas Q 1 1 Q2 and 
owl 
P' to be 
Q 1 	Gc l AIVFV 
Q2 	Gc2flAIvFv(c) 
and 
- 	 X I X PI = 
3X'.GEtc 21j > . 
(where X, X and X' are "as usual"). Furthermore, define the two time 
formulas R and.R to be EIC 1I.and 	respectively. A straight- 
forward modification of the proofs of the similar results in the 
completeness proof for T, case c 1 ;c 2 , shows that the formulas 
P<c 1 :R 1>P'AQ 1 /V 
and 
p '<C :R 2 '~ Q  2  /V 
are valid. The induction hypothesis then gives that they are provable 
in R. So using the rule /;-R/ we get a proof of 
Pc 1 c 2 :R 1 e(Q 1 R2)>(Q 1 
As in the completeness proof for ., case c 1 ;c 2 , we have 
Below we shall prove that 
(2) 	IF PAR 1 (Q 1 R 2 )+R 
so using first /inv-/ and then /cons-'/ we get a proof of the required 
formula in R. 
To prove (2) as 
(s,r) of state and 
and r 2 and a state 
r=r 1 +r 2 . Using the 
4:i ,s>1-'s 
;ume thatPAR 1 ®(Q 1 R2 ) (s,r) holds for ome pair 
natural number. Then there are natural numbers 
s' such that 	R 1 (s,r 1 ) , IF Q (s,s') , 	R2 (s' ,r 2 ) and 
expressiveness öondition this means that 
for some s' 
Oi 
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for some s. with ss' and some r' 
and 
,s '>&2+s" for some 5", 
respectively. From Lemma 3.1-3 we get that s=s, and r 1 =r'. Since 




for some s and /;-/ gives 
L +r c 1 c 2 , s> 1-25 . 
From VP(s) and the assumption (1) we have that for some s and r" 
of 
<c 1 ;c 2 ,s>Ls, Q(s,$) and R(s,r"). 
Lemma 3.1-3 gives that r"=r 1 +r 2 (r) and thereby we get R(s,r) as 
required. This proves (2).  
Case WHILE b DO C: Assume now that 
(1) 	P<WHILE b DO c:R)Q/V 
holds and we shall constructa proof of the formula mR. As in the 
completeness proof for 3, case WHILE b DO c, we define P' (z) to be 
the formula 
3z'.X'.GWHILE b DO x  
where z', X, X, X' and c' are as before. The relational formulas Q' 
and Q". are defined by 	 - 
0-5 GWHILE b DOcAIVFV(WHILE b DO c) 
and 
bGc AIVFV . 
Finally, the time formulas R' and R" are defined to be E[WHILE b DO c] 
and EaCB, respectively. A straightforward modification of the- proof 
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of the similar result in the completeness proof for r1r, case 
WHILE b DO c, shows that the formula 
P'(z+1)Ab(c:R")P'(z)AQ" /Vu Z 
is valid and then, by the induction hypothesis, provable in. As in 
the completeness proof for 	we also have 
P' (0)-5 b, 
pI  (z)bIvQ' 
and 
Q" • Q' .4Q 1 




so we can apply the rule /WHILE-IS/ and get a proof of the formula 
3z.P'(z)<WHILE b DO c:R'>Q'/V. 
As in the completeness proof for'T,case WHILE b DO c, we have 
P - - 3z.P' (z) 
and 
P,Q'-?Q. 
We shall prove that 
PtR' - R 
so by applying first /cons-/, then /inv-/ and finally /cons-'.R/ we 
get a proof of the.required formula. 
To prove (2) assume that 	(P'(z)t'bAE(b))(s,r) for some pair (s, r) 
of state and natural number. Then Lemma 3.2-1 gives that r=bs) and 
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since 'b(s) holds we qet from /WHILE-/ 
<WHILE b DO c,s>E:, s. 
But then the expressiveness condition gives that R' (s,r) and this 
proves (2). 
To prove (3) assume that E(b)EDR"W(Q"R') (s,r) holds for some pair 
(s,r) of state and natural number. Then rr 1 +r 2 +r 3 for some r 1 , r 2 
and r 3 and furthermore for some s' , E(b) (s,r 1 ) , R" (s,r 2 ) , Q"(s,s') 
and P R'(s,r 3 ). Lemma 3.2-1 gives that r 1 rb(s) and the expressiveness 
assumption gives that 
for some 
<c,s2s 	for some s with s!s' and furthermore tb(s) 
and 
<WHILE b DO c,s'>E.3s" for some s". 
Lemma 3.1-3 gives that r 2 r and s 	From s 1 3s and 
FV(WHILE b DO c)V we get 
/,WHILE b DO 
for some s using Lemma 3.1-2. Now /WHILE-/ gives 
r + 





and thereby the expressiveness assumption gives that R' (s,r). This 
proves (3). 
To prove (4) assume that PAR' (s,r) holds for some pair (s..r) of 
state and natural number. From %P(s) and (1) we get that 
<WHILE b DO c,s>-)s', Q(s,s') and tR(s,r') 
for some s' and r'. From R' (s,r) and the expressivenes.S assumption 
we get that 
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WHILE b DO c,S>*S " 
for some s". Lemma 3.1-3 gives that r=r' and thereby R(s,r). This 
proves (4).  
This completes the proof of The Completeness Theorem for'. 
In Section 2.4 we proved that the proof system T for total correct-
ness is complete for every data type containing Peano Arithmetic and 
every arithmetical model for it. We shall now show that if, in adaition, 
the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled then the proof system' 
for run-time analysis is complete as well. This follows. From 
Lerniiia 3.4-1. Given a data type containing Peano Arithmetic and given 
an arithmetical computational model for it, if the time'expressive-
ness condition is fulfilled then so is the expressiveness condi- 
tion for 3?. 
Proof: We have to prove that we for each program c have a relational 
formula GILcB expressing the graph of c and a time formula E[clj express-
ing the exact run-time of c. From Lemma 2.4-1 we get that the formulas 
Gc•exist. Using the time expressiveness assumption we define the 
formulas E[cn by structural induction on c. The cases of assignment, 
conditional and composition are straightforward: 
Ex:e 	ES(e), 
EIF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 
and 
Ec 1 ;c 2 
The case of iteration is more complicated and uses the ability to 
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encode finite sequences of elements as a single element. More pre-
cisely, we shall encode finite parts (corresponding to FV(WHILE b DO c)) 
of finite sequences of states as a single vector just as in Section 
2.4 but furthermore we shall encode the corresponding sequences of 
run-times. So define e(x,x,i,Y,y) to be the formula 
A
1(m 
where FV(WHILE b DO c)=1x1  .... ,xl(=V), x has sort k., and 
ek 	(x.,i,y.) is as in Section 2.4. The formula EtWHILE b DO c1 
-j' -j 
is defined to be 
3n.3Y.3y. (e(X,time ,n,Y,y)A 
(\Ii.VX'.Vtime'.(i<nAe(X',  time' ,i+1,Y,Y)-7  
X 11 
I X" 	 XIX', xhI.3time.time1hl. bAGff.c 	X "'V-FVC X X A 
X" time '" 
time 
e(x " ,time'1 ,.i,Y,y) )A 
X'time' 
(yX 1 .YtimeI.e(X 1 ,  time' ,0,Y,y)_>bxAE(b)x time 
It is straightforward (but tedious) to prove that with these 
definitions we have 
Eacus,r) if and only if 4c,s'>s' for some s' 
for every pair. (s,r) of state and natural number. We omit the details. 
Example 3.4-1. From Lemma 3.4-1 it follows that the data type of 
Extended Peàno Arithmetic and its computational model (given in 
Example 3.1-2) satisfy the expressiveness condition fbr. Clearly, 
the data type contains Peano Arithmetic. The computational model is 
arithmetical: the encoding of a finite sequence of natural numbers 
as a single natural number can be accomplished by Gödel's beta 
function (/Sh67/). Example 3.2-1 gives that the time expressiveness 
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condition is fulfilled and then Lemma 3.4-1 gives that the 
expressiveness condition for 
l3  holds.  
From the soundness and completeness results proved in Section 3.3 
and above, respectively, it follows that the proof system essentially 
is. arithmetical sound and complete (as defined in Section 2.4) - 
however we have to restrict ourselves to the data types and computa-
tional models that satisfy the time expressiveness condition. 
We now turn to a discussion of the pragmatic issues concerning the 
applicability of the proof systemL As mentioned in •Chapter 1 it is 
important that the proof system allows natural formalisations of 
existing informal proofs of run-time properties, because this will 
ensure that we can view an informal proof as a formal proof of the 
proof system where we have omitted some of the details (confer the 
transcription of Per Martin Löf's comments given in Chapter 1. /G683/). 
We shall in this section consider the bubble sorting algorithm. 
We shall prove the &(n 2 ) bound on its run-time in the proof system.. 
and compare this proof with the usual informal analysis. We have 
chosen this example partly because it is a well-known algorithm and 
partly because its analysis is quite simple but, on the other hand, 
not too simple. 
Using the data type of one-dimensional arrays of Example 3.1-3 
the bubble sorting algorithm can he written as follows - note the 
variable 1 (of sort array) contains the array to be sorted. 
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i: =length (l) 
WHILE -i=O DO 
(m:=i; i:=O, j:=1; 
WHILE-'j=m DO 
IF i!j3>ij+1] THEN (x:=l(jj 
l:=upd(l,j,l[j+l]); 
l:=upd(l,j+1,x); 	inner 
i : j ; j:j+1) 
ELSE j:j+l) 
outer 
The aim of an infOrmal analysis of the bubble sorting algorithm 
will typically be to determine the order of magnitude of its worst-
case time complexity. Such an analysis can be described as follows 
/AHU82/: 
First consider the conditional. Each of the branches takes con-
stant run-time and so does the test. The whole construct therefore 
takes constant time, that is, it is &(i). The body of the inner loop 
is executed rn-i times, each time the run-time for both the test and 
the body is 0(1) so the total time for the inner loop is 
(m-1)&(1) = 6(rn-1). 
The body of the outer loop, is executed at most length(l) times and the 
value of the variable i is decremented each time. The run-time for the 
body is 0(i-l) and for the test it is constant. The total run-time for 
the outer loop and thereby the complete program is 
length(l) (length(l)-1) 
	
(Zleng th(1) (i-i)) = 	 2 
= 	(length (l) 2 ). 	 . 
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Ikuja,iw&.iiut! 
We shall now see how this result can be proved in the proof system 
I 'More precisely, we shall-prove that there are constants k and k' 
such that the formula 
TRUE<bubble-sorting: 	klength(l)length(l)+k'>TRUE/V 
(with Vrtl,i,j,m,xl) is provable in'. Clearly ; this means that the 
run-time of the algorithm is (length(l) 2 ). The pre- and post-
conditions of the formula are chosen to be the formula TRUE as we 
are mainly interested in the run-time property of the program. 
Before presenting the proof let us specify the two formulas that 
are going to be the invariants for the two while loops. We shall write 
P(z) for the formula iz and this will be the invariant of the outer 
loop. FOr the inner loop we shall use the formula O<m<z+1Az'+jm/ij 
as invariant; we shall write P' (z') for this formula. 
The analysis of the algorithm is presented in a bottom-up' manner 
and has, for the sake of readablity, been divided into three main 
parts: 
- the proof for the body of the inner loop, 
- the proof for the body of the, outer loop, and 
- the proof for the complete program. 
The prooffor the body of the inner loop - 
The body of the inner loop is a conditional. For the false branch 
we get, using the axiom /ass-'/ a proof of 
p'(z'+1)(j=m)A(lCj)>lLj+ 1 )j:j+ 1 :time 4 
I (vtz,z , )_ jI t% iJ 1 /vo(l } 
ME 
since we, without loss of generallity, can assume that E
S 
 (]+l) is 
the formula time -4. From 
PI(z1+1)(iH1)(lti3)itJ+13)AI(vUz,z,l)_jAiJ+1 > 
PI (Zt )m=mAz=zi%jj+1 
we get, using /inv-3?/ and /cons - R/, a proof of 
(1 	P'  
P'(z')Am=mAzzi%jj+l/VU(z,z'}. 
For the true branch of the conditional we have (using /ass-/) 
P'(z'+l)A -l(j=m)A (l(j)lj+1)<x:=1tj3:time3> 
I  
(Vu Iz, z' 	hx=ltji/Vulz,z'} )- x 
(since E S (lEjJ) can be chosen to be time=3), 
TRUE(1:upd(l,j,lj+1)) :time8> 
(since E (upd(l,J,ltJ+1)) can be chosen to be time8), 
TRUE(1:upd(1,j+1 ,x) :time5> 
(since ES(upd(1,j+1,x) can be chosen to be time=5), 
(Voi 
(since E
S  (3)can be chosen to be time2) and finally 
These five proofs can be put together using the rule /;-.R/. This gives 
rise to a rather complicated formula but the post-condition and the 
time formula can be simplified by using first /inv-/ and then /cons-/ 




41 lUPd(l,J1 ,x)) 





I(time =3 ) (I (V4 ZZ l3 )_ x) x3 I ') 





We thus have a proof of 
P'(z'+1),(j=m)ltjl(j+1<x=ltJi 1:=upd(1,j,1[j+13); 
l:=upd(l,j+1,x); i:=j 	j:=j+1: time22> 
P' (z' 
The rule /IF-W can now be applied to (1) and (2) and we get a proof 
of the formula 
P'(z'+1),-i(jm)<iflfler: 
since E (lji>ltj+1]) can be chosen to time7 and furthermore 
(time=7)(time22)-D time29. Thus we have a proof for the body of the 
inner loop. 
The proof for the body of the outer loop 
Given the proof of the formula (3) the next step is to apply the 
rule /WHILE-'/. We have 
'P' (0)-j=m, 





IF (m=mAz=zAj=j+l) (i(m,m=mAzz) -+ (i<m,m=mAz=z). 
The invariant for therun-time of the loop is specified by the time 
formula time32 (m-j)+3 and using that E(-(j=m)) can be chosen to be 




This means that we can apply the rule /WHILE-/ and we get a proof of 
3z'.P' (z' )(WHILE i(jm) DO inner: time32 (m-j)+3'> 
(i<m=rnzz)/VuZI. 
For the statement m:=i;i:=O;j:=l it is straightforward to construct 
a proof of the formula 
P(z+1)A,(i=O)<m:i;i:=O';j:l: 
We have 
so using the rules /inv-/ and /cons-W we get a proof of 
P(z+1)A,(i=0)<m:i;i:0;j:1: time6>z'.P(Z')PmiAj1ZZ/V'ZL 
Putting (6) and (7) together with /-/ and using that 
and 
hold we get.from /inv -V and /cons-/ that 
P(z+1),'(iO) (outer: time32 (i-1)+9'P(z)'i<i/VtRZJ. 
This proves a property of the body of the outer loop. 
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The proof for the complete progrwfl 
Given the proof (8) for the body of the outer loop the next step 
is to apply the rule /WHILE-,/. We have 
P(0) -" i=0 1  
P(z)Ai=OPIv...I? TRUE 
(i'.i) TRUETRUE. 
For the invariant for the run-time of the loop we use the formula 
time32ii+3. We then have 




since we can choose the time formula E(-iO) to be time3. So applying 
/WHILE-'/ we get a proof of 
z.P(z)WHILEi0 DO outer: time32ii+3>TRUE/V. 
Using /ass-R/ and /cons-3k/ we now get a proof of 
TRUEi:length(l):time2>3Z.P(Z)AileflYth(U/\1 
so using /;-/ and /cons-3/ with 
(time=2)(ilength(i))(time32ii+3) 
-.time32length(i)length(l)+5 
we get a proof of the required formula-. 
TRUE(bubble-sorting: time32length(i)leflgth(l)+5>TRUE/V. 
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Let us now compare: the two proofs, the informal one given in the 
beginning of this section and the formal one in the proof system 
given above. 
To a large exterrL the -two proofs proceed in the same way. In both 
analyses we have associated a run-time property with each piece of 
program and they are put together while we work from inside out to get 
a property of the run-time of the complete program. How the run-time 
properties actually are put together in the two analyses differ in 
several cases. Note for instance that the composition of statements 
receivesa great deal of attention in the formal proof whereas it is 
essential ignored in the informal analysis (see for instance the 
proof of the formula (2)). Perhaps the most obvious difference is the 
way the to while loops are handled. 
Consider for instance the outer loop of the program. The informal 
analysis follows the informal rule stated in Section 1.1 (and /AHtJ82/): 
"the run-time of a loop is the sum, over all times round the loop, of 
the time to execute the body and the time for evaluating the condition". 
The run-time of the body is (i-1), the run-time for the condition is 
constant and the body is executed for i being 1, 2, ..., length(l). 




In the formal proof the situation is different. The formula (8). 
gives us that the time formula time32(i-1)±9 holds for the body of 
the loop. In order to apply the rule /WHILE-/ we have to find a 
time formula R such that 
[P(z)Ai=Otime=3-R, and 
() 
hold. In the proof we have chosen R to be the formula timefl2ii+3 
and the formulas (9) and (0) show that the condition is fulfilled 
and we get that time(32Fi+3 holds for the loop. 
In some sense the-choice of R such that -() holds corresponds to 
summing the series of () but the correspondance is not so close as 
one might wish. However, we shall here note that by restricting R to 





where i(i'-T(i)<T(i'). We then have that T(i) corresponds to the sum 
of the first i elements of the series () in fact, finding a solution 
to () using the technique of summing series (/AHU82/) corresponds 
very closely to calculating the sum in (s). This will be discussed 
further in Chapter 6. 
The.proof system'. imposes a certain style on the proofs of run-time 
properties. The overall impression from the worked example of the 
previous section is that to a large exten' this style agrees with the 
one of the traditional informal analyses. An obvious question is how 
it compares with the alternative (logical) approaches reviewed in 
Section 1.2. We shall in this section try to answer this question by 
comparing both the "formal power" and the "styles of proofs" of the 
approaches. Furthermore, we shall consider an interesting variant of 
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Shaw's method (/Sh79/) where the "flow of run-time information" is 
backwards rather that forwards as in Shaw's approach. 
As mentioned in Section 1.2 the idea in this approach is to insert 
statements in the program thatupdate the.time used so far and then 
to use the proof system for total correctness to prove properties of 
these counter variables and thereby the run-time of the original pro-
gram. We shall now give a more formal description of the method and 
afterwards compare it with the proof system 
In order to perform the transformation of programs we must require 
that we have terms (rather than time formulas) in the assertion language 
for the run-time requirements of the basic operations of the data type. 
So we shall impose the following exact time term expressiveness condi-
tion on the data type and its computational model: 
- for each sort k of the data type there is a term U+(x) with the 
free variable 	of sort k and such that for every state S 
+ 	 + 
U (x) (s) = x(s) , 
- for each function symbol f of arity (k 1 .. .k,k) there is a term 
Uf (x 1  .... x ) with free variables x ... ,x of sorts k ,... 
-In m 	 1, 
	
m 	 —1 
respectively, and such that for every states 
U  (x 1 ,... ,x) (s) = f (x 1 (s) ,...,x.(s)), 
- for each relation symbol p of arity k . .k there is a term 
U (x ...,x ) with free variables x ,... ,x of sorts k ,... 
p1 	m 	 1 	m 	 —1 	-rn 




1'"' m x Hs) = p (x




Note that if this condition is (fulfilled then so is the time express-
iveness condition of Section 3.2. 
Assume now that the exact time term expressiveness condition is 
fulfilled. Then we have terms U(e) and U(b) for the time required to 
evaluate the term e and the boolean expression b, respectively. They 
can be defined as follows: 
e 	 U(e) 
+ 
x 	 U(x) 
V 	 U  
f(e 11 .. . ,e) 
• 	b 	 U(b) 
TRUE (resp. FALSE) 	0 
£(eil ... .le m ) 
U(b) 
b 1Ab2 	(resp. b 1vb 2 , 	•U(b 1 )+U(b2 ) 
b 1 -b2 , b 1  Arlo, b 2 ) 
Furthermore, define US (e) to be U ( e ) +U+ ( e ) .  Corresponding to Lemma 
3.2-1 we then have 
Lemma 3.6-1. If the exact time term expressiveness condition holds for 
a data type and its computational model then for every term e, 
boolean expression b and state s 
- U(e) (s) = e s (s), 
- uSes = 
- U(b) (s). = b(s).  
The transformation of programs can now be specified as follows (for 
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the sake of simplicity we shall here assume that the variable time 
is a program variable. (meaning that it can be used in programs) but 
that it does not occur in any of the original programs): 
+ 
c 
x:e 	 x:e; time:=time-i-U5 (e) 
IF b THENc 1 ELSE c 2 	IF.b THEN (time:=time+U(b)c 1 ) 
ELSE (time:=time+U(b)c 2 ) 
c1;c2 	 C1 
+ 
WHILE b DO c 	 WHILE b DO (time:=time+U(b)c ); 
• 	time:time+U(b) 
It is straightforward to prove (by induction on the formal proofs 
in ) that 
(C, 5>_b1 
() 4 if and only if 
,+ time 
0 	r' 	r 
c ,s . s' time for some r' 
The method of programmed counters can now be described as follows: 
transform the given program c into the program 
constructa proof of some formula of the form PtimeO<c+>Q/V 
in 'I (and with L- ime0V(0 )) 
conclude that if P holds for the initial state of .c then c 
terminates and Q holds for the run-time of c (and the initial 
and the final state). 
The "soundness" of the method follows from the soundness of the 
proof system 	and the relationship given by (s). 
Let us now compare this approach with that of the proof system R. 
It can be proved that if the exact time term expressiveness condition 
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is fulfilled then anything provable about the run-time of a program 
in R will also be provable using the method of programmed counters. 
Assume namely that we have a proof of the formula Pc:RQ/V inR. The 
Soundness Theorem for R (in Section 3.3) then gives that the, formula 
is valid and using () it can be proved that the formula 
PAtime=O<c>Q ,%R/Vuitime1 is valid' (where R 'is the formula obtained by 
replacing all free variables except time by the corresponding shadow 
variable). The Completeness Theorem forT (in Section 2.4) then gives 
that the formula is provable inT(assuming that the expressiveness 
condition for '3 is fulfilled). So if the property expressed by the 
formula P(c:R>Q/V is provable inR then the corresponding property 
QAR for the - run-time of c is provable using the method of 'programmed 
counters. 
In general, it is not the case that any property proved about the 
run-time of a program using the method of programmed 'counters can be 
proved in 	The - reason is simply that much more properties can be 
expressed (and proved) in the former method, for instance properties 
relating the run-time to the final values of the program variables 
rather than the initial ones. However, note'that if we restrict our 
attention to formulas of the form PAtime=O<c>QAR/V where FV(Q)SVuV 
and FV(R)cV4timeJ then provability of this formula in T will imply 
provability of the formula P(c:R>Q/V in 	- the arguments are similar 
to those given above for the inverse implication. 
The conclusion is therefore that the method of the programmed 
counters is theoretically more powerful than the proof system 	but 
the conjecture is that in practice it is not- the reason being that 
we really only are interested in relationships between the initial 
states and the corresponding run-times. The completeness result for 
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the proof system 'R in Section 3.4 suggests that 
#3 
is sufficiently 
powerful to prove that sort of properties and thereby that the extra 
strength of the method of programmed counters is not really necessary. 
As we already noted in Section 1.3 the method of programmed counters 
gives rise to run-time analyses that are rather different from the 
traditional informal analyses because of the program transformation 
that has to be performed. Sb from this more pragmatic point of view 
it is quite obvious that we should prefer the styles of proofs imposed 
by the proof system 3?. 
AMMING 
.The idea in Shaw's method is to count the time used so far in a 
pseudo variable time and then update its value indirectly by manipu-
lating the time formulas (see Section 1.2, /Sh79/). In order to com-
pare the method with that of the proof systemR we shall first re-
formulate it in our framework, that is, present it as a Hoare-like 
proof system. 
As mentioned in Section 1.2 Shaw's method is based on predicate 
transformers. Given a program c and a time formula R' there is another 
time formula cp(c,R') called the cost-precondition of c and R 1 . Corre-
sponding to this we shall extend the formulas of the total correctness 
proof system') with a new pair of pre- and, post-conditions for express-
ing run-time properties. The new formulas will be written P&Rc)Q&R'/V 
where P, c, Q and V are as before and R and R' are time formulas. 
Intuitively, R will correspond to the cost-precondition of c and R' 
(more precisely, R-*cp(c,R') will hold). Remember that R' is a property 
of the time spent until the execution of c is completed whereas R is a 
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property of the time used before the execution of c starts. This is 
illustrated on the figure below: 
"time" 
start 	 execution of'c 
We shall construct a proof system, called 7, with formulas of the 
form P&R<c')Q&R'/V. A well-forrnedness condition is imposed requirihg 
that 
- Fv(P)cv, FV(c)C'V, FV(Q)GVVV, and 
- FV(R)cV)itime1, FV(R')Vutime. 
The validity of the formula, denoted t:P&R(c)Q&R'/V is formally defined 
by 
for every state s, if VP(s) holds then for some state s' and natural 
number r 
<c,s>s', Q(s,s') and for every natural number r', IF R(s,r') 
implies R'(s',r'+r). 
Assuming that the exact time term expressiveness condition of the 
previous subsection is fulfilled the axioms and rules of the proof 
systems areas in the. table below. We shall write'P&R<c>Q&R'/V 
if the formula is provable using the axioms and rules of T (with the 
usual restriction on their applicability, see for instance Section 
3.2). 
The idea in the axioms and rules of 'T is that the time formulas are 
transformed backwards through the programming constructs and thus 
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The proof systemT 
/ass-/ 	PRe 
ti 
:: +Us  (e)< =e)Ix&R/v 
PAb&R(c 1)Q&R'/V, 	Pis.-ib&R<c 2')Q&R'/V 
pRtme(b)<IF b THEN c ELSE c )Q&R'/V 
time 	 1 	2 
P&R<c >P'AQ 1 &R"/V, P'&R"(c 2 ) 2 Q &R'/V  
P&R<c 1 ;c 2'>Q 1 Q 2 &1'/v 
P(0)-4-b, 
P(z)A -TbAI - Q, Q'Q-4Q, P(z)A -' bR-)R' 
/WHILE-Y/ 
b DO c>Q&R'/V T 
me 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z4v 
P-'P', PAR-4,R , P'&R<c>Q'&R'/V, Q'-)Q, R'—)R' 






/inv-)/ C-  
P&Pi%R<c)PiQ&R'/V 
reflecting that the run-time information goes forwards - exactly as 
it happens in the weakest preconditions given in Section 1.2. Only 
the rule /WHILE-T/ is different because we in a Hoare-like proof 
system must choose a formula of the assertion language to replace the 
infinite disjunction of the weakest precondition. The idea in /WHILE-T/ 
is that the time formula R is a property of- the run-time required from 
the beginning of the computation and until a test on b in the loop 





start 	 execution of c I-I.
______________- test on b 
The proof system can be proved to be sound in the following sense: 
The Soundness Theorem fork 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the exact time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled then 
for every well-formed formula P&R(c>Q&R'/V of 
'IP&R(c)Q&R'/V implies 	P&R<c)Q&R'/V.  
The proof of this result is a straightforward modification of that 
proving the soundness result for the proof system'T in Section 2.3 
so we omit the details here. 
	
We can also obtain a completeness result for 	The expressiveness 
condition for T is slightly different from that for in that it 
requires the existence of some weakest preconditions for the time 
formulas. More precisely, the expressiveness condition for  is ful- 
filled if 
- the exact time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled, 
- the expressiveness condition forl is fulfilled, 
- for every while program c and time formula R there is a time 
formula WPIc,R1 with FV(WP[c,R)cFV(c)UFV(R) and satisfying that 
for every pair (s,r) of state and natural number 
): WP [c, R (s , r) 
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if and only if 
s' and R(s',r+r') for some s' and r'. 
Using this expressiveness condition we can prove (see Appendix A): 
The Completeness Theorem for'3 
Given a data type anda numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition for' is fulfilled then for every 
formula P&R<c>Q&R'/V of ly  
P&R<c)Q&R'/V implies 	P&R(c>Q&R'/V. 	 I/I 
Let us now compare the formal power of the two proof systems. and 
97. We shall restrict our attention to data types containing Peano 
Arithmetic and their arithmetical computational models and furthermore 
we shall assume that the exact time term expressiveness condition is 
fulfilled. We can then prove that 	is at least as powerful as'R. To 
see this we shall first note that the expressiveness condition forT 
is fulfilled for the data types and computational models we consider 
(see Appendix A). Assume now that the formula R<c:R'>Q/V is provable 
inR. Then it is valid according to The Soundness Theorem for'R and 
it is easy to verify that then the formula PAXX'&timeO<&Q&R/VuV' 
(where X' is a vector of distinct new variables of the same length as 
X and of the appropriate sorts and V 1 is the set of these variables) 
is valid. But then The Completeness Theorem for' gives that the for-
mula is provable ml. 
Obviously, it is not the case that'l and I are equally powerful 
since we can express run-time properties in the formulas ofT that 
cannot be expressed in the formulas of 1 . As we argued for the method 
of programmed counters in the previous subsection this is not so 
important because we can express all the run-time properties e really 
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want to consider in the formulas oI'. 
In order to compare the style of proofs imposed by the two proof 
systems we shall consider the bubble sorting algorithm of Section 3.5 
once again. When using the proof system one is invited to look for 
time formulas expressing properties of the time used so far - this is 
simply the idea behind the proof system. So for instance when analysing 
the true-branch of the conditional of the bubble sorting algorithm we 
will look for a time formula for the run-time required to 
- execute the initial statements of the program, 
- execute the body of the outer loop a number of times, 
- execute the body of the inner loop a number of times, and 
- evaluate the test of the conditional. 
In the informal analysis one is not at all interested in the sum of 
these time requirements and from this it should be clear that the 
style of proof imposed by the proof system R should be preferred over 
that suggested by 7. Furthermore the proof system' does not force 
one to prove run-time properties that relate the run-time to the initial 
values of the program variables. Since we are only interested in that 
sort of properties of the run-time it will from a pragmatical point 
of view be regarded as a weakness of the proof system 1. So the con-
clusion is that the proof system R should be preferred overt. 
MINLYMA 
The idea in Shaw's method is to keep an implicit count of the time 
used so far. An alternative would be to keep track of the time needed 
for the rest of the computation. As we shall see below this gives rise 
to a proof system that in some respects are very similar to that of 
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the previous subsection but there are also important differences, for 
instance ., one will be forced to prove run-time properties relating 
the initial values of the program variables to the corresponding run-
time. 
We shall now construct a proof system called '3 based on the idea 
of keeping track of the time required for "the rest of the computa-
tion". The formulas of this proof system will have the form 
P&R(c)Q&R'/V as those of 	above but the interpretation is different. 
Here R' is a property of the time required for the part of the pro-
gram following c and R is a property of the time required to execute 
both c and what follows c. This is illustrated on the following figure: 
R R 1 
end of the computation 
'execution of c 
Formally the validity of the formula P&R<c>Q&R'/V (ambiguously 
written P&Rc>Q&R'/V) is defined as follows 
for every state s, if VP(s) holds then for some state s' and 
natural number r 
c,s>s', Q(s,s') and for every natural number r', R'(s',r') 
implies R(s,r+r'). 
Note that the "flow of run-time information" in the formula is back-
wards (that is, from right to left) in contrary to what is the case 
for the, formulas of 7 . Furthermore, note that P<c:R>Q/V holds if and 
only if tP&R<c)Q&time=O/V holds. 
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Assuming that the time expressiveness condition of Section 3.2 is 
fulfilled we have the following axioms and rules in the proof system 
The proof systems 
/ass-/ 
/IF-3!/ 
P&E S ( e )Re< x:e>I 	ix=e&R/V 
X 
pAb&R(c 1 >Q&R'/V, 	Pr'b&R<c 2> Q&R'/V 
P&E(b)R<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 .Q&R'/V 
P&R(c 1)P'AQ&R"/V, P'&R"(c )Q &R'/V 1 2 2 
P&R4c 1 ;c 2>Q 1 Q 2 &R'/V 
p(z+1)Ab&R(C>P(Z)%Q'&E(b)R/VO3Z, P(0)-b, 
P(z),'bFI - Q, Q'Q - Q, P(z)'b#R'#R 
/WHILE-/ 	
V 
3z.P(z)&E(b)RWHILE b DO c)Q&R'/V 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying zV 
P+P', R 1 -)R, P'&R 1 (c)Q'&R/V, Q' - ', Q, 
/cons-I/ 
P&Rc)Q&R' /V 
/ i nv 43/ 
P&R(c>Q&R'/V 
P&P,%R<c>PAQ&R'/V 
We shall write 	P&R4)Q&R'/V for provability of the formula 
P&Rc)Q&R'/V using the axioms and rules above (and with the usual 
restrictions on their applicability). 
Let us now explain the idea behind these axioms and rules. In the 
axiom /ass-/ R is a property of the run-time of the program that 
follows the assignment statement but relative to its final state. 
Therefore Re is a property of the same run-time but relative to. the 
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S 
initial state and by "adding" the run-time property E (e) for the 
assignment statement itself we get the required run-time property. 
In /IF-/ we assume that the run-time properties for the two branches 
have been unified just as in the rule /IF-/ considered earlier. The 
rule /;-'/ Is straightforward: the information about the run-time for 
"the rest of the computation" is updated by "pulling it backwards" 
through the statements, one at the time. This rule (as well as 
above) thus avoids the explicit transformation of time formulas that 
happens in the rule /;-'/. A similar simplification has happened in 
the rule /WHILE-l/. The time formula E(b)@R is an invariant for the 
run-time of a number of executions of the body of the loop. If the 
body is not executed at all (the test evaluates to false) then the 
hypothesis P(z)A-'bAR'-R ensures that the total run-time satisfies 
E(b)R. In the case where the body is executed it will also hold 
because of the hypothesis about the body. The idea is further illus-




I 	i I 	end of computation execution of c 
'- test on b 
The proof system *23 can be proved to be sound in the same sense as 
the proof system I: 
iMø] 
The Soundness Theorem !or 1. 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled then for. every 
well-formed formula P&R<c>Q&R'/V 
G'rP&R<c>Q&R'/V implies P&R<c)Q&R'/V. 	 I/I 
The proof of this result,is a straightforward modification of that 
for the soundness result of T in Section 2.3 so we omit the details 
here. 
As a consequence of the soundness result for 	we get that if 
formula of the form P&R<c>Q&timeO/V is provable inL then the corres-
ponding property P<c:R>Q/V is provable inR. To see this observe that 
The Soundness Theorem for 	gives that the formula P&R<cQ&timeO/V 
is valid and thereby that Pc:R)Q/V is valid. The Completeness Theorem 
form. then gives that this formula is provable in ' (assuming that the 
expressiveness condition for 7, is fulfilled). We also have the follow-
ing result that allows us to conclude that if the formula P<c:R>Q/V 
is provable in R, then the formula P&R<c)'Q&timeO/V is provable in Z: 
The Completeness Theorem for 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition for R is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula P&R<c>Q&time=O/V 
P&R(c)Q&timeO/V implies 	P&Rc>Q&timeO/V.  
We shall prove this result by showing how to transform a proof of 
the formula Pc:R>Q/V in5. into a proof of. the corresponding formula 
P&R<c>Q&time=O/V in l. Since, the proof system R is complete (see Section 
3.4) this is sufficient to prove the completeness result for 3b. 
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More precisely we shall now show how to transform a proof of the 
formula Pc:R>Q/V in R. into a proof of the formula P&R(QR')(C>Q&R'/V 
in S for any time formula R'. Depending on the last axiom or rule 
applied in the proof in 7, we proceed as follows:. 




From /ass-/ we obtain a proof 
P&E5 (e)R<x:e)I 	'Ax=e&R'/V 
x 	V1LX 
and using /cons-/ with IFE5 (e) (DR 1eES (e)®(IV_(X1Xe) R' we get 
%P&E5 (e)(IV.( X) 1 Xe ) 
as required.  
Case _/IF-/ : Assume now that we have obtained the proof 
P(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :E(b)R>Q/V 
by applying /IF-/ to the proofs. 
.PAb(c 1 :R'>Q/V 	 . 	. 	. 
and 
:R>Q/V. 
The induction hypothesis gives that the latter proofs can be trans-




Using /IF-%/ we then get the required proof 
P&E(b)GR(QR')(IF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2'Q&R'/V.  
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Case /;-/: We have now obtained the proof 
1kP<c 1 ;c 2 :R 1 e(Q 1  R 2 
 )>Q 1  *Q 2  /V 
from the proofs 
löP<c 1 :R> P'AQ 1 /V 
and 
Ri-p '<c 2 :R 2')'Q 2/V. 
Using the induction hypothesis these two proofs can be transformed 
into proofs 
p&R 1 ( (P 'A Q 1 ) * (R 2 Q 2 R I ) )< C 1 '> P'AQ 1 &R 2WQ2 R'/V 
and 
P'&R2WQ2 R' <c 2 >Q 2 &R'/V. 
So using first /;-/ and then /cons- 1 with 
R 1 ®('AQ 1 ) (R2 Q 2 R'))->R 1 ®Q 1 R2 (Q 1 Q 2 )R' 
we get the required proof 
p&R 1 WQ 1 R2 (Q 1 Q2 )R'<cc 2>Q 1 Q 2 &R'/V.  
Case /WHILE-/: We have now obtained the proof 
1I3z.P(z)WHILE b DO c:R>Q/V 
from the proof 
(1) 	1-P(z±1)Ab'(c:R)P(Z)AQ'/VU&Z} 
together with the facts IP(0)-'b, P(z)A1bAIvQ? tQ'•Q->Q, 
P(z)AbAE(b)-*R and E(b)R Q'R-R. Now define R 1 to be the time 
formula (P(z) biR')v(RQ'W(RQR')). The induction hypothesis gives 
that the proof (1) can be transformed into a proof 
Itcan be proved that PRe(P(z)'sQ')(E(b)(DR 1 )R1 sousing /cons-'I/ 
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we get the proof 
P(z+1),b&R 1 (c)P(Z)iQ 1 &E(b) (DR 1 /VZi. 
Since 	 holds we can apply /WHILE-/ and get 
'11- .3z.P(z)&E(b)@R 	b DO c)Q&R'/V. 
It can be proved that I?E(b)GR 1 -RGQR' so using /cons-/ we get the 
required proof 
13z.P(z)&RWQR'<WHILE b DO c>Q&R'/V. 	 I/I 
Case /cons-'/: Straightforward and therefore omitted.  
Case /inv-V: Straightforward and therefore omitted.  
This completes the specification of the transformation of a proof 
in R into one in 3S and thereby The Completeness Theorem for 	has 
been proved. 
This shows that the proof systemis at least as powerful as 5Z. As 
mentioned earlier we get from the soundness result for 	and the com- 
pleteness result forR that if some formula P&R<c)Q&timeO/V is 
provable in '1 then the corresponding formula P(c:R>Q/V is provable in 
'R.. It is not clear whether this result also can be proved directly by 
transformation of proofs as above. To illustrate the kind of problems 
that arise let us consider the general case where we have a proof 
-P&Rc>Q&R'/V and want a proof of the formula Pc:R">Q/V in where 
R" is some formula constructed from R and R'. 
A first suggestion might be to define R" such that R"(s,r) holds 
if and only if for every state 5t  and natural number r', 'FQ(s,s') and 
R' (s',r') implies R(s,r+r'). However, as the following example shows 
this will not work. Assume that we have a data type and a computational 
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model for it where the program x:=x/2 takes time x/2. A proof of the 
(valid) formula TRUE&time=x<x:x/2)TRUE&timeX/V in % should then give 
rise to a proof of the formula TRUEx:x/2:FALSE)TR1JE/V in3. since the 
formula constructed from the two (identical) time formulas time=x and 
the relational formula TRUE must be equivalent to FALSE. But the formula 
above is not valid so we cannot have a proof of it inK 
The formula Q thus seems to be too weak when 'combining the two 
formulas R and R' into R". So the next suggestion might be to use the 
strongest possible formula, namely PAGftclIAIVFV, and define R" 
such that 1R"(S,r) holds if and only if for every state s' and natural 
number r', P,G1LdDAI V-FV(c) (s,s') and R'(s',r') implies R(s,r+r'). 
This would for instance ensure that we have a proof of the formula 
TRUEx:=x/2:timex/2)TRUE/V in1. But still the transformation of 
proofs does not work. To see why, consider the composition rule and 
assume that we from the proofs 
-TRUE&time=x(x: =x/2>TRtJE&timex/V 
and (for some program C) 
TRUE&time=xc>TRUE&timeO/V 
have obtained a proof 
-TRUE&time=x(x: =x/2 c)TRUE&timeO/V 
using /;-/. The idea will then be that we from the transformed proofs 
R-TRUE(x:=x/2:timex/2)TRUE/V ' 
and 
-TRUE<c : time=x)TRUE/V 
should obtain a proof of the formula 
TRUEx :x/2 ;c : time=x)TRUE/V. 
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But this is not possible since we cannot deduce that time=x holds 
from (time=x/2)TRUE(timex). So we shall also need stronger post-' 
conditions in the formulas. However, if we are going to change the 
post-conditions of the formulas we can hardly say that we give . a 
direct transformation of the 'proofs in 	into proofs in ?.. 
In order to compare the styles of proofs imposed by the two proof 
systems L and R we shall once again consider the bubble sorting pro-
gram. We shall discuss the choice of time formula that should hold 
just before the execution of the true branch of the'conditional of 
the program is started. The idea behind the proof system % is that 
the time formulas express properties for the run-time of the rest 
of the computation. In our case this is the time required in order 
to 
- execute the true branch of the conditional, 
- execute the body of the inner' loop a number of times, and 
- execute the body of the outer loop a number of times. 
In the informal analysis (see Section 3.. 5) .we do not at all 'consider 
the run-time for this part of the execution of the program so from a 
prãgmatic"point of view we shall prefer the proof system 'A over 1. 
The proof systeml seems not to give rise to natural formalisations 
of the existing informal analyses. 
We have in this chapter shown' how the proof system for total correct-
ness presented in Chapter '2 can be extended in various ways to prove 
run-time properties of while programs. We have mainly considered an 
approach based on the idea that in order to prove a property of the 
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run-time of a composite program we must first prove some properties 
of the run-time of its constituents and then this information is put 
together to obtain a property of the total run-time for the program. 
The knowledge of the run-time requirements of the basic operations 
of the language is given by a computational model for the data type. 
The computational models, as introduced in Section 3.1, are slightly 
more general than the algebras with norms and resource charge func- 
tions introduced by Aseld and Tucker in /AsTu82/. Their idea is to 
introduce a norm on the algebra (essentially a model in our terminology) 
being a mapping from the set of data elements to the set of natural 
numbers. The resource charge functions correspond to our cost-func-
tioris except that they are defined from some numerical functions 
giving the resource requirements for the operations in terms of the 
norm of their arguments rather than the arguments themselves. For 
practical purposes this seems quite realistic and the development of 
the previous sections can easily be modified to use such a notion of 
computational model. 
Intuitively, the idea is that a model for a data type specifies an 
implementation of it and a computational model will furthermore 
specify the run-time requirements of the various operations. However, 
it is well-known that not every model is computable, that is, is a 
realistic specification of an implementation of the data type. Further-
more, a computational model with an underlying computable model need 
not be a realistic specification of an implementation - there is, for 
instance, no requirements ensuring that axioms corresponding to Blum's 
axioms for a complexity measure are fulfilled (see /HoUl79/). Asveld 
and Tucker discuss a related topic in /AsTu82/ where they introduce the 
polynomial time implementable data types. However more research is 
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needed and especially, it will be interesting to investigate the 
fulfillment of the expressiveness conditions for these realistic 
specifications of implementations of data types. Work in this area 
has already been presented by Bergstra and Tucker in /BeTu80/ where 
they consider the expressibility of the strongest post-conditions 
in the case of computable models. 
The proof in 	formalising the informal analysis of the bubble 
sorting algorithm in Section 3.5 is approximately five times as 
long as the informal analysis (but, of course, almost any factor can 
be obtained by including or omiting details in the proof). In itslf 
it is not surprising that the formal proof is longer than the in-
formal one, a similar effect can for instance be observed for correct-
ness proofs. What may be interesting to know is whether an extra 
factor is added because we are proving run-time properties and not 
just total correctness. Measured by the number of applications of 
axioms and rules in the two proof systems 'R and T, a proof of P<c:R>Q/V 
inR and one of P<c>Q/V mT will have approximately the same length. 
There may be situations where we will apply one of the general rules 
of R. but not the corresponding one in. One reason for this is that 
we may perform extra deductions about the run-time properties but it 
may also be needed in order to perform deductions about the post-
conditions as they may be more complicated in the proof in'31 that in 
that of T (they are used to transform time-formulas and may for that 
reason contain more information). 
The actual formulation of the proof system'3 is to some extenk a 
matter of taste. We can, of course, change the syntax of the formulas 
P'c:R)Q/V without problems but it is also possible to separate 
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the proof system into two parts, the one being as •T and the other 
being concerned with run-time properties alone. The formulas will 
thus have two different forms, for instance PCc>Q/V and Ptc4 R/V 
where the meaning of the latter is' that if P holds then c terminates 
and R holds for the run-time (relative to the initial state). It is 
straightforward to reformulate the axioms and rules of the proof 
system 2; the rule /-R/ will, for instance, give rise to the follow-
ing two rules: 
P(c 1)P'i.Q 1 /V, P'<c2)Q2/V 0 
P(c 1 c 2 Q 1 Q 2/V 
and 
Pc 1 R 1 /V, Pc 1> P '.Q 1 /V, P'tc 2'R2/V 
Pc 1 ;c 2 R 1 (Q 1 R2 )/V 
Note that the first of these rules is /-T/. 
The idea of splitting the proof system into parts concerned with 
different parts of properties can, be pursued even further. The proof 
system '7 for total correctness can be used to prove correctness and 
termination of programs, and it can be split into two parts, the one 
being a proof system for partial correctness and the other being 
concerned with termination assertions. Such a separation of concerns 
is not common in Hoare-like proof systems and we have therefore 
followed the usual practice and have extended the axioms and rules 
of the total correctness proof system to include deductions about the 
run-time properties. 
In Chapter 1 we reviewed some alternative approaches to proving 
run-time properties of simple while programs. Two of these approaches, 
that of programmed counters and Shaw's method', have been considered in 
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Section 3.6, and we shall now briefly comment on the approaches for 
loop programs. Meyer and Ritchie's approach /MeRi67/ is mainly inter-
ested in the structure of the nesting of loops and is thus quite 
different from the ideas behind It. Kasai and Adachi present a more 
refined method for the simple loop programs in /KaAd8O/ but also here 
the structure of the nesting of loops is the important factor. The 
third method, that of Adachi, Kasai and Moriya /AKM80/, uses a program 
transformation similar to that of the method of programmed counters 
and then an algorithm will be used to bound the values of the socalled 
control variables. The application of this algorithm can be compared 
with a proof in the total correctness proof system with the restriction 
that only upper bound properties can be expressed in the pre- and post-
conditions. So the drawbacks of this approach are similar to those of 
the method of programmed counters (see Section 3.6). 
In ordinary programming languages one will often find variants of 
the programming constructs of the while language considered here, for 
example IF b THEN C, REPEAT c UNTIL b and FOR x=e 1 TO e 2 DO c. We 
shall conclude this chapter by suggesting an extension of the proof 
system'R with rules for these constructs. 
The semantics and run-time requirements of the one-armed conditional 
IF b THEN c can easily be specified by extending the language with 
another construct SKIP that does nothing and requires no time. Then 
IF b THEN c will be equivalent to the statement IF b THEN c ELSE SKIP. 
It is easy to verify that an extension of'3 with the axiom 
P(SKIP: time=O>I ç/V 
will be sound and complete as before. We will then have the following 
derived rule 
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PAb<c :R>Q/V, PhbAIvQ, PA-1b,time=O -)R 
P<IF b THEN c:E(b)R'>Q/V 
The semantics and run-time requirements of the construct 
REPEAT c UNTIL b are equivalent to those of the program cWHILE 	DO C. 
We shall therefore suggest the following rule 
P(z+1)<c:R')P(z)AQ'/VuZL P(0)-b, Q'Ab-)Q, 
Q'Q9Q, R'(Q',b)E(b)'R, R'Q'(E(b)(DR)4R 
3z.P(z+1)<REPEAT cUNTIL b:RQ/V 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying z+V. 
As in the rule for the while construct the idea is that the value of 
z bounds the number of times the loop is executed. Initially, the 
body is executed at least once and this is expressed by the pre-
condition z.P(z+1) of the conclusion of the rule. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider a variant of the FOR-
loop FOR x=e 1 TO e 2 DO c where the value of x cannot be changed by c. 
We can then assume that the semantics and run-time requirements of the 
construct are equivalent to those of the program 
x:=e 1 ; y:=e 2 ; WHILE x<y DO (c x:=x+1) 	 (yFV(c)u-x)). 
Based on this we shall suggest the following rule for the run-time 
analysis of the FOR-loop: 
x<yd\P(x)<c:R'>P(x+1)4Q'/VJy1, 	(x<y)AI v _) Q1 
,(x<y),E(x(y)_1>R, E(x<y)RtQ1(ES(X+1)(DR).*R 
P(e 1 ) 2<FOR x=e 1 TO e 2 DO c: ES ( ei )GES ( e2 )GR l2>Q l2/V 
where x4FV(c) and y has sort nat and satisfies y4v. 
The idea is here that ,the pre-condition P expresses that we already 
have considered the interval from e 1 to the current value of . 
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4  RUN-TIME ANALYSIS OF NON-RECURSIVE. PROCEDURE PROGRAMS 
The proof system R developed for the while language in the previous 
chapter is far from sufficient if one wants to formalise a larger 
class of the algorithm analyses found in textbooks such as /AHU74/ and 
/AHU82/. There are several reasons for this and the purpose of this 
chapter and the remaining ones is to obtain a more satisfactory proof 
system. 
Maybe the most obvious weakness of the proof system R is that it 
only applies to while programs. Many of the interesting algorithms 
tend also to use interesting programming constructs such as recursive 
procedures. In this chapter we shall extend the while language with 
constructs for procedure declaration and calls. We shall allow pro-
cedures-to have call-by-value and call-by-reference parameters. In 
the case of call-by-value a formal parameter of a procedure is treated 
as a local variable initialised to the value of the actual parameter. 
This parameter mechanism can be found in programming languages such as 
Pascal and Algo160. In the case of call-by-reference we shall assume 
that the actual parameter is . a variable and we shall bind the formal 
parameter directly to it. This version of the call-by-reference para-
meter mechanism can be found in for instance Pascal and is here called 
call-by-variable.-For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that each 
procedure has exactly two parameters, the one is call-by-value and 
the other is call-by-reference. Furthermore, we shall in this chapter 
restrict our attention to non-recursive procedures; a recursive version 
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of the language is considered in Chapter 5. 
The run-time analysis of programs with non-recursive procedures 
is usually quite straightforward. Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman describe 
it as follows in /AHU82 p24/: 
"If we have a program with procedures, none of which is recursive, 
then, we can Oompute the running time of the various procedures one 
at a time, starting with those procedures that make no calls to 
other procedures (...). There must at least be one such procedure, 
else at least one procedure is recursive. We can then evaluate the 
running time of procedures that call only procedures that make no 
calls, using the already-evaluated running times of the called 
procedures. We continue this process, evaluating the running times 
of each procedure after the running times of all procedures it 
calls have been evaluated." 
In the .case of recursive procedures the analysis is more complicated 
and usually involves construction and solution of recurrence relations. 
As mentioned we shall in this chapter restrict our attention to 
programs with non-recursive procedures the more interesting case of 
recursive procedures is left for the next chapter. Thereby we post-
pone a couple of problems for a while. First, as in,the previous 
chapter, we shall extend a proof system for total correctness to prove 
run-time properties. In the case of non-recursive procedures such a 
proof system can easily be constructed but it is well-known that if 
recursion is allowed it will be much more complicated. Secondly, as 
mentioned above, the run-time analysis can be expected to be more ' 
complicated for, recursive procedure programs, than for the non-recur-
sive ones. 
The syntax and semantics of the new language is presented in 
Section 4.1 together, with its run-time requirements. The proof system 
for analysis of run-time properties of programs in the language is 
developed in Section 4.2 and in the sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, 
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we prove soundness and completeness properties for it. Then, in Sec-
tion 4.5., we shall consider a worked example: we shall analyse an 
algorithm solving the union-find problem. Finally, Section 4.6 con-
tains some concluding remarks, among others.a review of three differ-
ent strategies for proving run-time properties in a proof system as 
Formally, the procedure language will be parameterised on a data 
type specified by a K-sorted signature Z (just as the while language 
in Chapter 2). 'As in the previous chapters we shall assume that we 
have given a K-sorted set X of program variables and that X contains 
a countable infinite number of variables of each sort k. Furthermore, 
we shall assume that we have a set tj of procedure names. For later 
use we shall assume that II is a countable infinite set. 
The syntax of the language of procedure programs is as follows 
- x:=e is a procedure program 
- if c and c' are procedure programs then so are IF b THEN c ELSE C', 
cc', WHILE ,b DO c, LET x=e IN cand PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c IN & 
- CALL p(e,y) is a procedure program. 
As in the previous chapters, x and y are variables, e is a term and 
b is a boolean expression. Furthermore, p is a procedure name. A 
typical procedure program will be denoted c. 
The set of free variables of 3 procedure program c is denoted FV(c) 
and for the new constructs it is defined as follows: ' 
FV(LET x=e IN c) = FV(e)u(FV(c)-x3) 
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FV(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C IN C') = ( FV(c)-x,y)uFV(c') 
FV(CALL p(e,y)) = FV(e)uy). 
For the remaining constructs the definition is as in Section 2.1. 
The set of free procedure names of a procedure program c is denoted 
FP(c). The interesting clauses of its definition are 
FP(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c IN C') = FP(c)(FP(c')-tp1) 
FP(CALL p(e,y))= 4pl. 
Note, it is reflected that procedores are supposed to be non-recursive. 
A procedure program is well-formed if it is well-typed and if balls 
of procedures only happen within the scope of their declaration. In 
order to define this more precisely, we shall introduce a predicate 
WF(env,c); the intuition being that this predicate holds on env and . c 
if the procedure program c is well-formed in the environment env. 
An environment env is a finite mapping of procedure names to 
closures. Since the semantics is given operationally we shall define 
a closure to be a triple of the form (x,y,c) where x and y are the 
two variables being the formal parameters of the procedure and c is 
its body. We shall write DOM(env) for the domain of the mapping env, 
that is, DOM(env)c 'iT'. The environment with empty domain is denoted 
() and we write env(p=(x,y,c)) for the environment that is as env 
except that the procedure name p now have associated the closure 
(x,y,c). The closure associated with p in env is denoted env(p). 
Define the relation c on DOM(env) by 
qp if and only if env(p)(x,y,c) and qEFP(c)-p3. 
We shall say that env is a reasonable environment if there are no 
sequence 1,•• 'k of procedure names from DOM(env) satisfying 
for 1i<k and furthermore This means that we can find 
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a linear ordering on the procedure names of DOM(env) satisfying 
that each procedure can only call procedures occurring before it in 
the ordering or itself. 
The predicate WF(env,c) is defined by the following set of axioms 
and rules which should be straightforward to understand. 
The predicate WF(env,c) 
WF(env,x:=e) 	if x and e have the same sort and env is 
- 	 reasonable 
WF(env,c 1 ), WF(env,c 2 ) 
WF(env,IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 ) 
WF(eriv,c 1 ), WF(env,c 2 ) 
WF(env,c 1 ;c 2 ) 
WF(eriv,c) 
WF(env,WHILE b DO c) 
WF(env, c) 
if x and e have the same sort 
WF(env,LET x=e IN c) 
WF(env,c 1 ), WF(env(p=(x,y,c 1 )),c 2 ) 
WF(env,PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2 ) 
WF(env,CALL p(e,y)) 	if env(p)=(x',y',c) where x' and e have 
the same sort and y' and y have the same 
sort, env is. reasonable 
Note, the rule for procedure declaration reflects that procedures 
are non-recursive. 
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The semantics and run-time requirements of the procedure language 
will be defined operationally by extending the relation (c,$)s' 
introduced in Section 3.1 for the while language. We shall now con-
sider the new constructs of the language and motivate the necessary 
extensions. 
The construct LET x=e IN c declares an initialised local variable 
x and its scope. The idea is that the value of a global variable with 
the same name x will not be changed by this statement. This effect 
can be described formally by introducing locations as is usually done 
in denotational semantics (see for instance /S07/). Another possibil-
ity is to rename the declared variable and in this way distinguish it 
from the global one. This is the approach we shall take and, as we 
shall see later, one of the advantages will be that the rule defining. 
the semantics and run-time requirements for the construct will have 
some resemblance with the proof rule we are inventing for it. The 
idea of choosing the semantic description of a programming construct 
to be very similar to a proof rule for it also occurs in /C179/ and 
/ApdB7 7/. 
Given a procedure program c let c ' be the program obtained from c 
by substituting y for every free occurrence of the variable x and, at 
the same time, rename bound variables to avoid name clashes. We shall 
here require that the variables x and y have the same sort. The exact 
definition of the substitution is very similar to that used in lambda 
calculus (see for instance /HLS72/ or /St77/). We shall not give the 
complete definition here but merely mention a few of the interesting 
clauses: 
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(LET x=e IN c) ' LET x=e ' IN C x 	x 
(LET x'=e IN c) ' LET xe ' INc 1 
	
if xx' and either x'ty 
or yFV(c) 
(LET y=e IN c) ' LET y'e ' IN (c ' .) ' 
	
if xfy and yLFV(c) here 
y' is a variable of the same sort as 
y satisfying y'4FV(e)OFV(c). 
In order to perform an appropriate renaming of the declared variable 
in the LET-construct we shall extend the relation (c,ss' of Section 
3.1 to specify a finite setV of program variables whose scope might 
include the program c, that is, we will have FV(c)cV. We shall write 
VI_4c,s5r 
AP s, for the new relation. The semantics and run-time require-
ments of the LET-construct can now be specified by the following rule: 
x 	e(s) 
V$x'-<c ,S, 
V<LET xe IN c,sY (s)+e(s)++r) 
where x' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying 
Note that we use the set V when choosing a new variable for the re-
naming of the declared variable. The renaming will always be possible 
since we have assumed that we have a countable infinite set of 
variables of each sort. In the computational model we have neglected 
the time that might be required to allocate space for the new variable 
but the rule can easily be modified to reflect more refined definitions 
of computational models. 
The construct PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2 declares a local pro-
cedure p with body c 1 and scope c 2 . The problem of possible name 
clashes can, as in the case of variable declarations, be solved by 
renaming the declared procedure. As before, one of the benefits of 
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solving the problem in this way is that the rule defining the seman-
tics and run-time requirements of the construct resembles the proof 
rule to be developed later. 
For a procedure program c we define c to be the program that is as 
c except that all free occurrences of calls of the procedure p are 
replaced by calls of q and the bound procedure names are renamed if 
necessary. The formal definition Of c is very similar to that of c 
above with the interesting clauses being 
(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN 
PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 	IN c 2 , 
(PROC p' (VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN 
PROC p' (VAL x,VAR y) IS c 	 IN c 2 
if pip' and either pq or qFP(c 2 ), 
(PROC q(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN 
PROC q' (VAL x,VAR y) IS C 	 IN (c q1 
if pq and qtFP(c 2 ); here q' is a procedure name 
satisfying q'FP(c 1 )UFP(c 2 ), 
(CALL p(,y))5 CALL q(e,y), 
(CALL p'(e,y))CALL p'(e,y) 	if pip'. 
In order to define the semantics and run-time requirements of the 
procedure declaration and the procedure call-statements we shall 
extend the relation V%-(c,s>'s' to specify the current environment 
env. The new relation will be written (V,env)_<c,$).E$s 1 . The role of 
the component env is twofold. First, it is used to keep a record of 
the procedures declared so far, this is important for the handling of 
procedure calls. Furthermore, its domain DOM(env) is used in connec-
tion with the renaming of declared procedures, exactly asthe set V 
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is used for renaming declared variables. 
For the procedure declaration statement we have the following rule 
defining its semantics and run-time requirements: 
q 	r 
(V, env (q=(x,y,c 1 ))%<c 2 ,S>—S' 
(V,env)-(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN 
where q is a procedure name satisfying q4DOM(env). 
This rule reflects that procedures are non-recursive: a call of p in 
Will refer to a previously declared procedure named p and thus the 
call of p should not be replaced by a call of q. Since we have a 
countable infinite set of procedure names the renaming will always be 
possible. In the definition of a computational model we have not 
accounted for the time it may take to record the declaration of a new 
procedure but the rule above can easily be modified to reflect more 
refined models. 
In the environment env the statement CALL p(e,y) is, intuitively, 
equivalent to the composite statement LET x'=e IN c, .where env(p)= 
(x' ,y' ,c) - remember that the first •parameter is call-by-value and 
the second is call-by-variable. Using this observation we shall define 
the semantics and run-time requirements of the procedure call by the. 
following rule 
x y 	e(s) r 
(Vu4xLenv)_(c, y S 	>_*S' x 
+ 
(V,env)I(CALL p(e,y),$)e(s)+e(s) +r  . 	_s' 
where env(p)(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same sort as 
x' satisfying x4Vu(y 1 1. 
The definition of the computational model ignores the time that might 
be required for, for instance, transfer of control in 'a procedure call 
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but again, the rule can easily be modified to reflect other choices. 
This completes the description of the semantics and run-time require-
ments of the new constructs. The complete set 
,N of axioms and rules 
defining the semantics and run-time requirements of the non-recursive 
procedure language is listed below: 




- 	(V,env)I-<x:e,s> 	 > s X 
- Ib(s),(V,env).<c 1 1s>*5!  
$ 
(V,env)f<IF b THEN c ELSE c 2 
s> b (s)+r 1 
-'b(s), 	(V,env)-<c 2 ,s>-)S'  




(V,env)t-<c 1 ;c 21 s 	s" 
1b(s), (V,env)j-<c,$)'s', (V,env)t<WHILE b DO 
(V,env)<WHILE b DO c,$)b5s,1 
/WHILE-/ 
'b(s) 
(V,env)WHILE b DO c,s>b(5s 
x' 	e(s) 
(VAx'1,env)c , s  XX_______ 
/LET-/ 	 $ 	+ ( 
(V,env)1<LET x=e IN c,$) e (s)+e s) +r - 









	 1 	2p 
(V,env)-PROC .p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2 ,s')')s' 
where - q is a procedure name satisfying q4DOM(env) 
X y e (s) r (V ,1 xL env )I_ c,  
/CALL-f/  
(V,env)<CALL p(e,y),s>e (s)+e(s)++r 
where eriv(p)=(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same 
sort as x' satisfying x4vuy']. 
As in the previous chapters we shall list some lemmas about the 
semantics and run-time requirements of the language. The first two 
lemmas are extensions of the lemmas 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 in Chapter 3: 
Lemma 4.1-1. If (V,env)%-C,S'>S', V'C(FV(c)UFV(env))=ø and V'V 
then S,S'. 
Lemma 4.1-2. If (VuV',env)<C,S)S', V'fl(FV(c)UFV(env))ø and 
then where ss' and the two proofs in 
have the same lengths. 
Here, FV( env )UFV(c)X,Y1tP 0M(env) and env(p)(X,Y,c)L Both 
lemmas can straightforwardly be proved by induction on the length of 
the proofs in u .. We omit the details. 
In the soundness proof in Section 4.3 we shall use a lemma that 
allows us to extend the V-part of a formula (V,env)-c,$)s': 
Lemma 4.1-3. If (V,env)c,s'>Es' and V'tVø then for some S I' 
(VvV' ,env) -(c,.$)s" where s" 7s' and s',.s'.  
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In Order to prove this result we need a result about substitution of. 
variables. For an environment env and two variables x and y of the same 
sort. and satisfying yFV(env) we define env as follows 
O y S O, 
env(p=(x',y',C)) 	envy  (P=(X',Y',C)) 	if x{x',y' 1 
X x 
if x,y4x 1 ,y'1, 
env(p=(x',y',c))'efl?'(P(x" 	
X 	
' 1 f x41x ' ,y, yx',y'l 
x 	x 	 y' x  
and x" and y" are distinct variables of the 
same sorts as x' and y', respectively, and 
x",y"FV(c)uFV(env). 
Then we have 
Lemma 4.1-4. Assume that 	 and that x and y have 
the same sorts and satisfy x€.V but y4V. Then for some s" 
where s" 	
5 ,x(s) x(s') and the two 
x 	x 	 Vuiyj x 	y 
proofs in 
IN
have the same lengths.  
Thus the lemma allows us to rename a variable in a program c. Intu-
itively, the substitution of y for x in the environment is needed 
because we have implemented static scope by dynamic scope in the 
semantics. The proofs of the. two lemmas 4.1-3 and 4.1-4 can be found 
in Appendix B. 
In the completeness proof of Section 4.4-we shall use the following 
lemma expressing that the language is deterministic: 
Lemma 4.1-5. If (V,env)(c,S)S' and (V,env)%-<c,s-S" then s'- V s  
and rr'. 
The proof of this result is by induction on the length of theproofs 
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in S N..In order to prove the result in the case of a procedure 
declaration we shall need a lemma allowing us to rename procedures. - 
For an environment env and two procedure names p and q with qDOM(env) 
we define env as follows 
p 
env(p=(x,y,c)) 
q 	 q 	-L 
if pP'. 
Then we have the following result 
Lemma 4.1-6. Assume that (V,env)-<c,$)s', pDOM(env) and q4DOM(env). 
Then 	 and the two proofs in 	have the same 
lengths. 
The proof of this lemma as well as that of Lemma-4.1-5 can be found 
in Appendix B. 
4.2 THEPROOF SYSTEMqJ IN 
Having defined the semantics and run-time requirements of the 
procedure language we now turn to the development of a proof system 
called 	for analysis of run-time properties of programs in the 
language. The formulas of the proof system have the form P(c:R)Q/(V,env) 
where c is a procedure program and as in the previous proofsystem 
P, Q  and B are a pure formula, a relational formula and a time formula, 
respectively. The component Vis a finite set Of program variables as 
before whereas env is an environment. The role of the component V is 
twofold. First, it is used in the specification of the post-condition 
Q exactly as in the proof systems T and T. Secondly, we shall use V 
in connection with a renaming of the declared variables that is very 
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similar to the one performed in the semantic rules of Section 4.1. 
The environment env is intended ta be the current one. It keeps a 
record of the declared procedures and is used in connection with 
procedure calls - to get hold of the appropriate procedure bodies, 
just as -in the semantic rules of Section 4.1. Furthermore, its 
domain is used when renaming declared procedures, again this is very 
much as in the semantic rules. 
We shall impose a well-formedness condition on. the formulas. A 
formula P<c:R)Q/(V,env) is a well-formed formula of 	if 
FV(c)cV and FP(c)cDOM(env), 
- FV(P)cV, FV(Q)cVuv and FV(R)cVutimeJ, 
- FV(env)V and FP(env.)cDOM(env). 
Here we use FV(env) as an abbreviation for 
UOM() {FV(c)-x,y\env(p)(x,y,c)j 
and FP(env) stands for 
UpéDOM(env) 4FP(c)1env(p)=(x,y,c)L 
Intuitively, the well-formedness condition ensures that the program 
variables that might be referenced when executing c in the environ-
ment env are included in the set V - there might of cource be locally 
declared variables and procedures beside those of V and env, respec-
tively. 
Given a computational model for the data type we define the validity 
of awell-formed formula P.c:R)Q/(V,env), written P<j:R)Q/(V,env), as 
follows 
for every state s satisfying. VP(s) there is a state s' and a natural 
number r such that 
(V, env) <c,s'>*s', 	Q(s,s') and 17eR(s,r). 
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The axioms and rules of the proof system1 can easily be extended 
to record the current environment. They are listed below together 
with the axioms and rules for the new constructs of the language - 
the latter are explained afterwards. 
The proof system RN 
/ass-/ 	P<x:e:E(e)>Ivi AXe/(V,enV) 
PAb(c 1 :R)Q/(V,env), Pt-ib<c 2 :R)Q/(V,env) 
/IF-/ 
P(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :E(b)R'>Q/(V,env) 
Pc:R>P' , Q 1 /(V, env) , P'(c :R'>Q /(V,env) 
/ N/ 	1 1 	 2 2 2 
P<c 1 c 2 :R 1 (Q 1 R2 )>Q 1 Q2/(V , env) 
P(z+1)Ab<c:R'P(z)AQ'/ (Vu Z1, env) , P(0)-'ib, 
P(z)A1bAI-Q, 	Q  Q..Q 
N 
/WHILE-'R/ 
P (z)F.bAE (b) -R, E(b)R'®(Q' R) ->R 
z.P(z)<WHILE bDOc:RQ/(V,env) 
where z has sort nat and satisfies 4V 
N 	
Piy=e<c ' :R)Q/(Vu ty3 ,env) 
/LET-/ 
x . 	 - 
PLET x=e IN c:E 5.(e)R5Q/(V , env) 







P<PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) ISc 1 IN c 2 :R)Q/(V,env), 
where q is a procedure name satisfying q4DOM(env) 
(cont.) 
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The proof system .. (cant.) 
PAx=e(c, ', :R'>Q/(Vu4x1 ,env) 
/CALL-/ 
P<CALL p(e,y) :ES(e)®RQ/(V,env) 
where env(p)=(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same 
sort as x' satisfying. x4VuFV(Q)ui.y'j 







We shall write ' -P<c:R>Q/(V,env) if the formula P<c:R>Q/(V,env) 
is provable using the axioms and rules above (using only the true 
formulas from the assertion language). 
The rule /LET-1/ for variable declaration resembles the semantic 
rule /LET-?1/ of Section 4.1. The local variable x is renamed and this 
makes it possible to distinguish between occurrences of x in the body 
c ofthe construct and possible freeoccurrences of x in the formulas 
P, Q  and R - these occurrences will refer to the non-local variable x. 
Note that the condition y4FV(Q) is not needed if the post-condition 
of the rule is replaced by the formula 3y.Q. The rule /PROC-'/ is 
the obvious one, it merely records the new environment. The rule 
/CALL_.RN/ reflects that the statement CALL-p(e,y) is equivalent with 
the program LET xt=e IN c, where env(p)(x',y',c). In fact, usifl 
the rule./LET-I&/ to verify that from a proof of the formula 	\ 
PAx=e<c, 1 ,:R)Q/(Vux),env) 
we can obtain a proof of the formula / 
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PLET x' =e IN cY,:ES(e) (DR )Q/(V,env) 
y y 
(assuming that x4VuFV(Q)uy'1). 
EXAMPLE 
As an example of the use of the proof system RN let us consider the 
following program computing the n first Fibonacci numbers. The program 
uses the data type of one-dimensional arrays (Example 3.1 -3). 
PROC next(VAL x,VAR a) 
IS IF x=Ovx1 THEN a:=upd(a,x,1) 
ELSE a:=upd(a,x,ax - 1]+a[X23) 
IN LET x0 
IN WHILE x(n DO (CALL next(x,fib); x:x+1). 
Here x and n are variables of sort nat and fib and a are variables of 
sort array. Using the computational model of Example 3.1-3 we shall 
below sketch a proof of the formula 
length(fib)rn(Fibonacci: time27n+5>TRUE/(fib,fl3,O). 
First we shall use the rules ofRN to prove that it is sufficient 
to construct a proof for the while loop of the formula 
length(fib)ni.xOWHILE x<n DO (...): time27n+3>TRUE/ 
(4 fib,n,x3,env) 
where env is the environment (next=(x,a,IFxQvxl THEN ... ELSE ...)). 
To see this we shall first apply the rule /LET-/ to (2). Without loss 
of generality we can assume tIat ES(0) is the formula time=2 so we get 
a proof of 
lenqth(fib)n(LET x=O IN WHILE ... DO ... : ( tirne2)®(e< 27 n+3 )> 
TRUE/(fib,n,  env) . 
Using /PROC_.IN/ we then get a proof of 
Since (time=2)(time27fl+3)-*time<2 7 fl+ 5  we have the required proof 
of (1). 
Let us now construct the proof for the while loop. The invariant 
P(z) is chosen to be the formula n=z+xMength(fib)=n. For a moment 
assume that we have a proof of the following property of the proce- 
dure call: 
(3) 	P(z+1)x<n<CALL next(x,fib):time<20>P(Z+1)XXAfln/(V,e) 
where V=fib,n,x,z. It is then straightforward to construct a proof 
of the formula 
P(z+1)is.x<n<CALL next(x,fib); x:x+1: time24>P(Z)1XX+1Fnfl/ 
(V,env) 
(using that ES(x+1) can be chosen to be time4). It is easy to verify 
that 	 i(x<n), P(z)i.-(x(n)AIj fib,n,x 
.1 -TRUE and 
(x=x±1Anfl)TRUETRUE. The time invariant R for the loop is chosen to 
be the formula time+27x<27n+3. Since E(x<n) can be chosen to be the 
formulatime3 we have P(z)A1(x<n)AE(X<n)R and 
So the rule /WHILE-/ can be 
applied and we get a proof of 
3z.P(z)<WHILE x<n DO ... :R>TRtJE/(fib;fl,XLenv). 
We have 1ength(fib)n - 3Z.P(Z) and length (fib)flAXOARtime<27fl+3 
so using the general rules we get the required proof of (2). 
We now turn to a proof for the procedure call, more precisely, a 
proof of (3). It is here sufficient to prove the formula 
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(4) 	P(z+1)Ax<nAx'=x(IF x'=OVx'=l THEN fib:=upd(fib,x',l) 
ELSE fib:=upd(fib,x',fibLx'-1+fibLX'23) 
time (1 8)x=x,n=niz=z/ (Vvxt  ,env). 
To see this we first observe that ES (x)can be chosen to be time=2 
and that (tjme=2)W(time(1S) ' 1-time(20. Furthermore, 
p(z±1)Ax4nAx=xAnnAz=z-)P(z+1)AXxAfl=fl. The formal parameter x of 
the procedure has been renamed to x' since we already have a variable 
named x. with these things in mind it is straightforward to verify 
that (3) follows from (4) using the rule /CALL-/ and the general 
rules. The proof of (4) is straightforward and is therefore omitted. 
In this section and the next one we shall consider the theoretical 
properties of the proof system RN. The soundness result which ensures 
that anything that is provable in3kN does indeed hold is as follows: 
The Soundness Theorem for .BN 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula P<c:R>Q/(V,env) of 
N .p<c :R>Q/(V, e nv ) implies 	P<c:R)Q/(V,env). 	/// 
In order to prove this result it is sufficient to prove that the 
axiom of 	is valid and that the rules of.R.N preserve validity. It 
is straightforward to extend the proof in Section 3.3 showing that 
the axiom /ass-/ is valid to prove that /ass-j'/ is valid so we omit 
the details here. The proofs showing that the rules /IF-j'/,  
/cons-j"/ and /inv-/ preserve validity are straightforward extensions 
of those in Section 3.3 for the corresponding rules ofR so also here 
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we shall omit the details. A complication arises in the proof for the 
rule /WHILE-i' / compared with that for /WHILE-./.in Section 3.3 
because the component V of the formulas now has two roles so we shall 
sketch the proof for this rule below. Furthermore, we shall give the 
proofs for the new rules /LET-i'/, /PROC-/ and /CALL-/. 
Case /WHILE-/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity 
so assume that 
 
and furthermore that P(0)-ib, P(z)A.ibFIv.4Qi Q'Q -Q, 
IP(z)A'bAE(b)R and E(b)EDRI®(QR)_l,R, where z is a variable of 
sort nat satisfying z+V. We shall prove that 
z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c:B>Q/(V,env) 
so assume that tz.P(z) (s) holds for some state s, that is, P(z) (5n) 
for some natural number n. By induction on n we shall prove that for 
some state s' and natural number r 
() 	(V,env)-(WHILE b DO c,s>s', Qs,s') and R(s,r). 
The case where n=O is a straightforward modification of the similar 
case in the proof showing that /WHILE-1?/ preserves validity (see Sec-
tion 3.3). We omit the details here. For the induction step assume that 
() holds for n=n' and we shall prove it for nrn'+l. The case where 
-tb(s)holds is similar to the case where n=O and is therefore omitted. 
So assume that we in addition to P(z) 
(5fl)  have pb(s). Since Z4FV(b) 
we have tP(z+1)Ab(s) and from (1) we get that for some s' and r' 
(Vu4z1,env)c,s> 5 ' ,  
From 4FV(c)UFV(env) and Lemma 4.1-1 we get z(s')n' so we have 
P(Z) (S'). The induction hypothesis then gives 
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(3) 	(V,env)-<WHILE b DO c,s '- S " , Q(',s") and R(s',r") 
for some 	and.r". Since z4FV(c)UFV(eflv) we can apply Lemma 4.1-2 
to (2) and get 
(V,env)<c,s>s 	where ss' 
- no since ss . Lemma 4.1-2 applied to (3) gives 
(V,env)}-<WHILEb DO c,$))S 	where ss " 
since ss'. So /WHILE-/ gives 
(V,env)<WHILE b DO c s)b(s)+r 
The proofs showing that Q(s,$) and R(s,b(s)+r'+r") hold are 
essentially as in the proof showing that /WHILE-R/ preserves validity 
(see Section 3.3) so we omit the details.  
Case /LET-/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 
(1) 	PAy=ec:R>Q/(Vv 1 YLenV) 
where y is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying y4VvFV(Q). To 
prove 
PLET x=e IN c:ES(e)Re>Q/(V,env) 
assume that VP(s) holds for some state s. Since yV and FV(P)cV we 
have 	 so from (1) we get that for some state s' and 
natural number r 
(Vuy1,env)<cY,se)>SI, Q(Se(s),so) and R(s e(s) ,r). 
The semantic rule /LET-#/ now gives 
+ 
(V,env)-(LET x=e IN c,$) e (s)+e(s) +r  
From Q(s,S') we get kQ(s,s'). The time expressiveness condition 
together with Lemma 3.2-1 gives that E5(e) (s,e$(s)+e(s)+) holds. 
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From R(s,r) we get VRC(s,r) and thereby,ES(e) (DR  e(s,e$(s)+e(s)++.r) 
as required. This proves the result.  
Case /PROC/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 
(1) 
holds for qDOM(env). To prove 
PPROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN c 2 :R>Q/(V,env) 
assume that - .P(s) holds for some state s. From (1) we then get 
and %R(s,r) 
1 	2p 
for some state s' and natural number r. The semantic rule /PROC- / 
now gives 
(V,env)I-<PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c IN C 21 5) -9 5' 
and since Q(s,s') and LR(s,r) hold the result follows immediately. 
Case /CALL-/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 
(1) 	%Pix=e<c > , 17 ,:R>Q/(Vu44env) 
where env(p)=(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same sort as 
satisfying x4V uFV(Q)uy t1. To prove 
P<CALL p(e, y) :ES  (e) (DR °>Q/(V,env) x x 
assume that UP(s) holds for some state s. Then 1PAx=e(s) holds 
since FV(P)cV. and x4V so from (1) we get that for some state s' and 
natural number r 
•y 	e(s) r 	e(s) 	 e(s) 
(Vtx,env)-<c '< , ,,s 	>->s , 	Q(s 	,s') and %R (s 	,r). x x x 
Now the semantic rule /CALL-/ gives 
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From- 	 we getQ(s,s'). The time expressiveness assump- 
tion together with Lemma 3.2-1 gives ES(e)(s,e$(s)+e(s)+). From 
R(s,r) we get Re(s,r) and thereby tES(e)Re(s,e$(s)+e(s).++r) 
as required.  
This proves the soundness result for..N. 
4. 4. THE COMPLETENESS. THEOREM F .ORN, 
The completenessresult for the proof system'R in Chapter 3 is 
obtained under the assumption that the input/output relation as well 
as the input/run-time relation for every while program is expressible 
by a formula of the assertion language. This assumption will now be 
modified such that it holds for every procedure program'and we shall 
in this section show that if this expressiveness condition is fulfilled 
then we obtain a completeness result for the proof system .N. 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it we 
say that the expressiveness condition for 2L is fulfilled if 
- the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled, 
- for every procedure program c, every finite set V of program 
variables and every reasonable environment env with 
FV(c)uFV(env)cV and FP(c)uFP(env)cDOM(env) there exists a rela- 
tional formula Genv.c with FV(G 	I.cUc.Vuv and satisfying 
that for every pair (s,s') of states 
Gc111(s ,s') 
if and only if 
(V,env) - <c,$) 9 s" for some state s with s'- V s ' and some 
natural number r 
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and there exists a time formula E 	ticli with FV(E 	1c) (=' V,env 	 V,env 
VutLjEe j and satisfying that for every pair (s,r) of state and 
natural number 
V,env Sl 
if and only if 
(V,env)I(c,s>L)sI for some state s'. 
In the expressiveness condition for R defined in Section 3.4 we 
require that the formulas Gflclj and EUc  exist for every while program 
C. Since the effect of executing a program in the procedure language 
depends on the environment it is necessary to let the formulas depend: 
on this as well. It is not really necessary to let the formulas 
depend on the set V of variables. In the definitions of G 	1c11 and V,env 
Evenvacli. above we can, without problems, replace V by the set 
FV(c)UFV(env). The two sets of definitions will be equivalent and since 
the one given above is the most convenient one in the proofs below we 
shall prefer it. 
1011906  WE 	 MIS 
Using this notion of expressiveness we have the following result 
The Completeness Theorem for 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition for 	is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula Pc:R)Q/(V,env) of: 
Pc:R>Q/(V,env) implies 	P<c:R>Q/(V,env).  
The proof of this result is slightly complicated. A simple struc-
tural induction on the program c similar to that used in the 
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completeness proof forR in Chapter 3 will not work here because of 
the possibility of several procedures calling each other. We shall 
therefore extend the structural induction with an induction on the 
depth of these calls. Since the procedures are not allowed to call 
each other recursively we can bound the maximal depth of procedure 
calls statically. 
Given a. reasonable environment env we shall define a mapping 	i 
that to each procedure name p of DOM(env) associates a natural.number 
denoted 	p) bounding the depth of procedure calls that might be 
invoced when the body of the procedure p is executed in the environ-
ment env. Without loss of generality 'we can assume that env has the 
form ()(p i =(x i ,y i , c i ))  ... (pm(XmYmcm)) where p.p. implies ij 
(remember, the ordering 	on DOM(env) .exists because env is reason- 
able). We shall now define env by 
- () 3 () 
-- 







where depth(c.,env') is a natural number defined structurally on the 
program c as specified by the following table 
I 	 _ 
c . 	 I depth(c,env) 
x: =e 0 
IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 maxdepth(c 1 ,env),dePth(c 2 ,env)X 
c 1 ;c 2 maxdepth(c 1 ,i),dePth(c 2 ,env) 
WHILE b DO c depth(c,env) 
LET x=e IN.c 	. depth(c,env) 
PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) 
—.1 
clepth(c 2 ,env(qdepth(c 1 ,eflV))) 
IS c 1 	IN c2 . where q4DOM() 
CALL p(e,y) 	. env(p)+l - 
flu- Ili 
By induction on k, a natural number, we shall then prove 
Ifor  every well-formed formula Pc:R)Q/(V,env) with depth (c,env)k 
($) 
P<c:R)Q/(V,env) implies Y%'P<c:R'>Q/(V,enV). 
The completeness result then follows since depth(c,') is defined 
for every (well-formed) program c and reasonable environment env. 
BASIS 
We shall first prove that ($) holds for k=O. The proof is by struc-
tural induction on the program c. The cases where c is one of x:e, 
IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c and c 1 ;c 2 are very much as in the completeness 
proof forl in Section 3.4 and are therefore omitted. In the case 
WHILE b DO c some extra complications arise compared with the corre-
sponding proof in Section.3.4 so we shall sketch the proof below. We 
also sketch the proofs for the cases LET x=e IN ,c and 
PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2 . The case CALL p(e,y) cannot arise 
since depth(c,) is assumed to be zero. 
Case WHILE  DO c: Assume that 
P<WHILE b DO c:R>Q/(V,env) 
N 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in 	. Let z he 
a new variable of sort nat and define c' to be the program 
IF z=O THEN loop ELSE (c;z:=z-1) 
as in Section 3.4 and let loop be the program WHILE TRUE DO z:=z 
and z:z-1be LET z'=O IN ((WHILE z'+l(z DO z':z'+l);z:z') where 
z' has sort nat and zz'. Corresponding to (E) in the completeness 
proof for T, case WHILE b DO c, we have 
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(Vv z1,env)-(C' ,3> -DS' 
if and only if 
r' (V u 4 z }, env )Ic,s>._)Su 
for some s" and r' where s"s'i z(sYO and z(s')z(s)-l. 
We now define.P'(z) to express termination.of WHILE b DO C': 
WHILE b DO c' IX' 
 X 
Vu4zLenv 	 X x 
where X is a vector of the variables of Vu ~ zj and X and X' are vectors 
of shadow variables and new variables as before. We then have 
P' (z) (s) 
(EE) if and only if 
(Vu{zLenv) - <WHILE b DO c',$)
r 
- s' for some s' and r 
and 
(V,env)WHILE b DO c,s>s' 
(EEE) implies that for some natural number n 
(Vu.zLenv)t-<WHILE b DO c,s1)1*s  for some s" and r'. 
Here (SE) follows from the expressiveness assumption .  To prove (EEE) 
assume that 
(V,env)I-4WHILE bDO c,s>s'. 
Since zV we can apply Lemma 4.1-3 and get 
(Vuz) ,env) WHILE b DO 
for some state s" with s" =- s' and z(s")z(s'). The proof showing that 
for some natural number n 
(VuzLenv)I- <WHILE b DO c,,sr5*sI 
for some s'" is now straightforward by induction on proofs in 
Furthermore define the two relational formulas Q' and Q" to be 
G 	IIWHILE b DO ci and bAG 	ICU, respectively. Let R' and R" be 
V,env 	 V,env 
the time formulas EV,env ffYJHILE b DO c 	V,env 
and E 	cfl, respectively. 
The rest of the proof is essentially as in the completeness proof for 
?,, - case WHILE b DO c, and is therefore omitted here. 
Case LET x=e IN c: Assume now that 
P<LET x=e IN c:B>Q/(V,env) 
and we shall construct a proof of the formula in 	Below we prove 
that 
tPiy=e<c ' :R'>Q'/(Vuy3,env) 
holds where y  is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying y.V and 
where Q' and P are the two formulasY•G [cY B and VUtYI env  
Evyenv t1c iL respectively. The induction hypothesis then gives us 
a proof of 
Piy=e4c ' :R'>Q'/(V0y1,env) 
in 
A N . Since y4VuFV(Q') we can apply /LET-.c/ and get a proof of 
P<LET x=e IN c:ES(e)®Re>Q,2/(V,env). 




so using first /inv-i/ and then /cons-'/ we get the required proof 
inP. 
To prove (2). assume that PAy=e(s) holds for some state s. Then 
we get from (1) that for some s' and r - 
(V,env)%<LETxe INc,$)'s', 	Q(s6s') and R(s,r). 
am 
The semantic rule /LET -?/ gives that for some s with s Y(S)= 
e(s) 	r' 
(VuJy,  env) I-<c,s 	>—> s 
y 
where e$(s)+e(s++rtr. From y=6(s) we get s=s. From the express-
iveness assumption it follows that 1G 	 tc ' 1S(s,s') and 
VAy1,env x 	0 
EvuyienvUc•1I(sr'). But then Q' (s,$) and R' (s,r') hold and (2) 
follows. 
To prove (3) assume that PAQ'(s,s") holds for some pair (s,s " ) 
of states. ThenP(s) holds and from (1) we get (5). From Q'(s,s") we 
get Q' (se 	,s " ) and thus for some value 
The expressiveness assumption then gives that 
(VuyLenv)<c ,s e(s) r' >—> sit  
X y 
for some r' and sit satisfying s0_,s • The semantic rule /LET-/ 
now gives, 
(V,env)(LET. x=e IN 
and from Lemma 4.1-5 and (5) we get 	But then 
and since FV(Q)cVUV we get from (5) that Q(s,s") 
holds. This proves (3). 
To prove (4) assume that PA(E 5 (e)®R')(s,r') for some pair (s,r ' ) 
of state and natural number. Since 1P(s) holds we get from (1) that 
(5) holds. From ES(e)R1e(s,rI) we get that r=r 1 +r 2 for some r 1 and 
r
2 
 where kE5 (e) (s,r 1 ) and Rte(s,r2) hold. The time expressiveness 
assumption together with Lemma 3.2-1 gives that r1e$(s)+e(5)+. From 
l R Ie( s,r2 	 ' ) we get R' (s 	,r 2 ) and the expressiveness condition gives 
(Vuly',env) - c y,s 
e(s)  >E-2­,  s' 
for some state s". The semantic ruie./LET-/ now gives 
(V,env)ET x=e IN c , s>e 	 2s , ' 
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$ 	+ 
and from Lemma 4.1-5 and (5) we now get r=e (s)+e(s) +r-, that is, 
r=r'. From (5) we have r-R(s,r) and (4) now follows. 
Case PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN C 2 : Assume now that 
P<PROC p(VAL.x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN c 2 :R)Q/(V,env) 




where q is a procedure name satisfying q4DOM(env). The induction 
hypothesis can be applied and gives us a proof of the formula 
p<2 )Q/ (V,eflv ( q= ( X,y,c1 ))) 
inR ' . Using /PROC-/ we then obtain the required proof of 
PPROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c, IN c 2 :R>Q/(V,env). 
To prove. (2) assume that P(s) holds for some state s. From (1) 
we then get that for some s t and r 
(V,env)F- <PROC p(VAL x,VARy) IS C 1 IN c 2 ,s>s', Q(s,s') and 
lr- R(S,r). 
The semantic rule /PROC-/ then, gives 
(V, env (q(x,y,c 1 ) )(c,s>>s' 
and since Q(s,s') and R(s,r) hold we get that (2) follows.  
This completes the proof of ($.) in the case k0. 
THE INDUCTION STEP 
Assume nOw that ($) holds for kk 0 and we shall prove it for k=k 0 +1. 
Again we proceed by structural induction on the programs. All cases 
except the procedure call CALL p(e,y) are exactly as above in the 
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basis case and are therefore omitted here. 
Case CALL p(e,y): Assume now that 
PCALL p(e,y):R>Q/(V,env) 
and that depth(CALL p(e,y),7)k 0+1. We shall construct a proof of 
the formula in. Below we shall prove that 
IPAx=ec, 	, :R'>Q'/(VuxLeflV) 
where env(p)=(x',y',c), x is a variable of the same sort as x' satis-
fying that x4V and Q' and R' are the formulas :' 
and E 	 Rc Y ,  x 11 respectively. From the definition of 
env depth(CALL p(e,y).,) it follows that d epth( cX , 	 so the 
X. 
induction hypothesis can be applied and we get a proof of the formula 
PAx=e(c'1 Xi:RI>QI/(Vu(xl,er1v) 
yx 
i n RN 	 '. Since x4FV(Q') we can apply the rule /CALL-/ and get a proof.  
of 
P<CALL p(e,y) : E5 (e)eR)Q!/(V,eflV). 
x x 




so using first /inv-'1/ and then /cons-/ we get a proof of the 
required formula 
To prove (2) assume that P,.x=e(s) holds for some state s. Then 
P(s) holds and from (1) we get that for some s' and r 
(V,env)<CALL p(e,y),s>>s', Q(s,s') and tR(s,r). 
The semantic rule /CALL-/ then gives that for some s with 
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ye(s) r' 
(Vux), env) .-'(c, yIIsx' 	
_J> 
where e $( s ) +e ( s ) ++r t r. Since tx=e(s) we have 5=5e(s) The expressive-
ness assumption gives Q'(s,s') and tR'(s,r'). This proves (2). 
To prove (3) assume that PAQ(s,S') for some pair (s,s') of states. 
From frP(s) and (1) we then get that for some s" and r 
(5) 	(V,env)1-<CALL p(e,y),s>stI, .Q(s,s") and R(s,r). 
From lQ'(s,s') we get Q' (s,s ' ) and thereby for some value v 
rY .x-n e(s) 	v 
1G 	iic , 	,(s 	,s ' ). The expressiveness assumption then gives Vo4x',envu y x x x 
X 	e(s) 
(VuxLenv) - <c ' . 
for some s with s 	 The semantic rule /CALL-/ now gives 
$ 	+e ( s ) ++r t 
(V,env)-<CALL p(e,y),s>e (s) 
Using Lemma 4.1-5 we then get s"s 
x(S) and thus 	From 
FV(Q)c.Vuv and Q(s,s") we get Q(s,s'). This proves (3). 
To prove ' (4) assume that PA (E S ( e )R1 e )( s , r I) for some pair (s,r') 
of state' and natural number. FromP(s) and (1) we get that (5) holds. 
FromES(e)R1e(s,r,) we get that r'=r 1 +r 2 for some r 1 and r 2 where 
E5 (e) (s,r1) andR1e(s,r2) hold. The time expressiveness assumption 
together with Lemma 3.2-1 gives that r 1 =e(s)+e(s)t From 
we getR'(s,r 2 ) and thereby, using the expressiveness assumption, 
(V.,(x}1env)-<c y . 
 x 
xhlSx 
e(s) >- r 
21s' 
for some s". Then the semantic rule /CALL-/ gives 
$+ .e (s)+e(s) 
(V,env)I<CALL p(e,y) ,s, 
From Lemma 4.1-5 and (5) we get r=e $(s)+e(s)++r2 and thereby r=r'. 
From R(s,r) we then get the result tR(s,r'). This proves (4). 
This prOves the completeness result for RN. 
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In order to discuss the pragmatic properties of the proof system 
Jil  we shall in this section consider the union-find problem, also 
known as the equivalence problem. It can be described as follows: We 
have given n distinct elements denoted by the numbers 1, 2,...,n and 
we have given ndisjoint sets A l . A2, ... ,A; for the sake of simplic-
ity we shall assume that A i =
Iil for iin. We have two operations 
- UNION(A,B): forms the union of the two sets A and B and calls 
the resulting set A, 
- FIND(x) : finds the set containing the element x. 
The problem is now to execute a sequence of n-i UNION-operations 
intermixed with n FIND-operations in such a way that each operation 
is completed before the next one is known. 
The problem has received a great deal of attention in the litera-
ture. Galler and Fischer suggested in /GaFi64/ an algorithm solving 
the problem based on tree. structures. The idea is to arrange the 
elements of each set in. a tree and for each element (except the root) 
we have a pointer to its father. The FIND-operation is accomplished 
by successively following the father pointers up the path from the 
given node of the tree. The UNION-operation is performed by letting 
the root of the one tree be the father of the root of the second one 
and mark the latter node to indicate that it is not the root of a 
tree any longer. 
With this implementation the worst-case time complexity of the 
algorithm is (n 2 ): the time for a FIND-operation will be(Nn) since 
the maximal length of the path from the node to the root of the tree 
is n. The time required for the UNION-operation is constant. 
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The algorithm ca be improved by imposing a weighting rule (see 
for instance /AHU82/). Each time a UNION-operation is performed an 
attempt is made to keep the trees balanced by .always attaching the 
tree with the smaller number of nodes to the root of that with the 
larger number. The height of 	tree will then be at most log(n) and 
thus the time for a FIND-operation becomes (1og(n)). The roots of 
the trees are extended with information about the cardinallities of 
of the sets they represent so the-UNION-operation will still require 
constant time. The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm will 
therefore be &(nlog(n)). 
Using the technique of path-compression the algorithm can be 
improved even further. The idea is that each time a FIND-operation 
is performed, each node on the path from the given node to the root 
of the tree is made a direct son of the root. The time for the sub-
sequent FIND-operations may in this way be speeded up. Fischer 
proves in /Fi72/ an 6)(n1og(log(n))) upper bound on the algorithm. 
Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman show in /AHU74/ how the analysis can be 
improved to prove an Q(nlog(n)) upper bound where log(n) is 
1 	 0 	 i+1 
defined to be min{ilog (n)(1 	(and log (n)=n, log 	(n)=log(log (n))). 
This result has been further improved by Tarjan in /Ta75/. He proves 
an (no((n)) upper bound where cc(n) is the inverse of Ackerman's 
function. Since this function increases very slowly this shows that 
the algorithm is "almost" linear. 
Although the algorithm with path-compression is quite simple and 
easy to understand its analysis is very complicated. We shall in this 
section see how the algorithm without path-compression (but with the 
weighting rule) can be analysed in the proof system ..N. 
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As mentioned 'above we shall represent each set by a tree and let 
the nodes of the trees represent the elements of the sets. We shall, 
Use an array, father, to represent the trees and the idea, is that 
fatherti3 is the father of the node representing the element i. So, 
for instance, the sets 
(2,3,41 and '5,6,7,83 
may be represented by the trees 
• (1) 	" • (2) 	 • (5) 
I . 
. (3) 	• (4) , 
• (7) 	• (8) 
which, in turn, are represented in the array father as follows 
father: 1 0 10 12 12 to 1 5 16 1 61 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the sets are given 
names being natural numbers between 1 and n. An array, set, is used to 
keep track of the names of the sets, their roots (in the array father) 
and theirtcardiflaiitieS.\ So setCilis a record with three fields, name, 
root and card. More precisely, the idea is that settij.name is the name 
of the set with root i, settil.root is the root of the set named i and 
set(ij.card is the cardinality 	the set named i. If therefore the 
sets ii), 12,3,41 and 45,6,7,8J above are'named 1, 3 and 6, respective-
ly, then the array set is as follows: 
3 0 0 6 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 0 1 0 5 0 0 Li 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 






The input to the program is a sequence of instructions of the 
forms (UNION,i,j) and (FIND,i) intermixed with each other. We shall 
not specify this in details but merely assume that we have a sort 
input and operations to read on the input. 
Formally, the data type has four sorts, nat, array, array3 and 
input. In addition to the operations of the data type of one-dimen-
sional arrays (Example 3.1-3) we have the following operations: 
- CLname, ' t1.root and [.card are function symbols of 
arity (array3 nat,nat), 
- upd-name, upd-root and upd-card are function symbols of arity 
(array3 nat nat,array3), 
- length is a function symbol of arity (array3,riat), and 
- = is a relation symbol of arity array3 array3. 
Furthermore we have the following operations on "input": 
- more-op and op-is-FIND are relation symbols of arity input, 
- fst-par and snd-par are function symbols of arity (input,nat), 
- tail is a function symbol of arity (input,input) , and 
- 	is a relation symbol of arity input input. 
Having defined the data type we can.now specify the algorithm in 
detail. In the following father is a variable of sort array, set is 
a variable of sort array3, i, j, k, large, and small are variables of 




PROC union (VAL j,VAL k) 
IS LET largeO 
IN LET small=O 
IN (IF setfj.card<set(k1.card 
THEN (sma1l:=set(jj.root large:=set[kj.root) 
ELSE (small:=set(k.root; large:=setfj.root); 
father: =update (father ,small ,large); 
set:=upd-name(upd-name(Set,large,i) ,small,.0) 
set:=upd_root(upd_roOt(Set,i,large) , k , O) 
set: =upd-card (upd-card (set,large, 
set(small.card+set[largej.card) ,small,O)) 
IN 
PROC find(VAL i) 
IS. WHILE , (fathertiO) DO i:=fatherCi3 
IN 
WHILE more-op(inp) 
DO (IF op-is-FIND(inp) 
THEN CALL find (fst-par(inp)) 
ELSE CALL union(fst-par(inp) ,snd-par(inp)) 
irip:=tail(inp)) 
THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 	 - 
The computational model ?r for the data type introduced above is an 
extension of that considered in Example 3.1-3 for the data type of 
one-dimensional arrays. We have the following sets associated with the 
various sorts of the data type 
- 71 at is the set of natural numbers, n 
-?flarray is the set of finite sequences of natural numbers, 
-977 	is the set of finite sequences of triples of natural array3 
numbers, and 
-'777. 	is the set of finite sequences of elements of the forms input 
(UNION,n,ri) and (F1ND,n) where n and n are natural numbers. 
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For n in lfl 	we let n + = 	 array  1, for w ifl?fl 	fl 	or nat nat 	array3 	input 
we let w =0. 
In the following let w=(h 1 
 ,i
1  ,j 1 
 )...(h m,i m m ,j ) be an element of 
'17) rray3. . The operations involving elements of sort array3 are then 
interpreted as follows in 
jhl if 1lm 
- w[lj.name= 
otherwise 
11 if 1]4m 
- wLll.root= 10 otherwise 
Ii if 1lm 
- w[lj.ca-rd=  
1 
10 otherwise 
- 	 { 111 	
)...(hm fim rj 	
if 11m 











Finally, = is interpreted as the identity relation on TO 	. The array3 
time requirements of the operations t1.name, - [ -].root and 
C].card are 2 (one unit for looking up in the array and one for 
choosing the appropriate field). The operations upd-name, upd-root 
and upd-card require - 3 time units each (two for selecting the 
correct location and one for updating it). The operation length 
takes one unit of time whereas the operation = requires time propor-
tional to the length of its arguments. 
The operations having arguments of sort input are interpreted as 
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follows in M. 
- more-op(inp) holds if and only if inp is :not the empty string, 
- op-is-FIND(inp) holds if and only if inp has the form (FIND,n)inp' 
where inP'flnput 
• 	 fn if inp=(FIND,n)inp' 






imp' if inp=(FIND,n)inp' or inp=(UNION,n,n')inp' 
- tail(inp) 
otherwise (J\.. is the empty string). 
Finally, = is interpreted as the identity relation on 	All input 
these operations are free (the reason being that we are not inter-
ested in the operations on input at all). This completes the speci-
fication' of the computational model M. 
Our goal will be to prove that the run-time of the union-find 
algorithm is bounded by knlog(n) for some constant k. More precisely,. 
we shall prove a formula of the following form 
($) 	INIT(n)('program:timekfllOg(fl)>TRUE/(V,O) 
where V=FV(program)un and INIT(n) is a pure formula of the asser-
tion language satisfying that for any state s 
I NIT (n). (s) 
if and only if 
n>1, father(s)0...0 (n 0's), set(s)(1,1,i) ... (n,n,l), and 
inp(s) is a sequence of n-i triples (UNION,n'n") andn pairs 
(FIND,n') intermixed between each others (and with 1n',n'n). 
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That is, the data structure is initialised to represent the n sets 
named 1,...,n, respectively. 
We have at least three strategies we might attempt in order to 
get a proof of ($). One possibility is to proceed in a bottom-up 
manner and (hopefully) end up with a knlog(n) upper bound for some 
k. Alternatively, we could guess some value for k and then try to 
Verify that it is correct using a top-down approach. A third possi-
bility, and the one we shall use here, is to look for conditions on 
a term, say T(n), that will ensure that we have a proof of the for-
mula 
INIT(n)(program:timeT(n)>TRUE/(V,O). 
More precisely, we shall construct a "proof" for this formula 
without knowing exactly what term T(n) denotes. In such a "proof" we 
have to make some deductions about time formulas and we shall there-
fore impose some conditions that have to be satisfied by T(n). So, 
in other words, we are producing a set of verification conditions 
that has to be satisfied by the term kn1og(n) (for some k) in order 
to turn a "proof" of (1.) into a proof of ($) inRN. 
The plan for the proof 
We shall first consider the main program and show that in order 
to prove (1) it is sufficient to prove two formulas of the form 
P(z+1)Aop-is-FIND(inp)CALL find( ...):1)P(z+1)1Q/(VUZLenv) 
and 
P(z+1)Aiop-is-FIND(inp)(CALL union( ... ):R>P(z+1)PQ/(VuzLenv). 
Here P(z) is the invariant of the while loop of the main program and 
Q is a relational formula expressing that the input has not been 
it:ii 
changed by the procedure calls, that is, Q is the formula inp=inp. 
The time formula R is not known yet; however we shall have a few 
conditions relating R and T(n) and thus ensuring that we from proofs 
of (2) and (3) really can get a proof of (1). 
This first part of. the proof is mainly performed in a top-down 
manner. The rest of the analysis will be bottom-up. We shall analyse 
the bodies of the two procedures and find time formulas RF  and  R 
such that the formulas 
(2 1 ) 	P(z+1)Aop-is-FIND(inp)CALL find( ... ):RF')P(z+1)i%Q/(Vvzenv) 
and 
(3') 	P(z+1)A-%op-is-FIND(inp)<CALL union( ... ):'RP(z+1)AQ/(VUZ1,env) 
are provable in. 
We can now, add two new conditions to the previous ones, namely 
RF#R and R.?'R. The analysis of the algorithm is completed by 
showing that the conditions can be fulfilled for T(n) being knlog(n) 
(for some k). 
Before giving the details let us introduce two pure formulas 
INP(u,f) and PATH(i,j,1). We shall not give the exact specifications 
as formulas of the assertion language but rather describe their intu-
itive meanings as this will be sufficient for the presentation of the 
formal proof. 
- INP(u,f) expresses that the value of inp is a sequence of u 
UNION-bperations intermixed with f FIND-operations, 
- PATH(i,j,1) expresses that the data structure is such that 
there' is a path from i to setjLroot (in the array father) 
and it has length 1. 
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We have already introduced the formula INIT(n): 
- INIT(n) expresses that the data structure represents the n sets 
named 1, ... ,n, respectively, and that n>1. 
Proof for the main program. 
Let us now see how to prove the formula (1) in.RN. It is sufficient 
to prove the formula 
(4) 	iNIT(n)WHILE more-op(inp) DO ... :timeT(n)>TRUE/(V,env) 
where env is the environment containing the declarations of the proce-
dures union and find. This follows by applying appropriate versions of 
the rule /PROC-/ to (4). As invariant, P(z), for the while loop we 
shall use the following formula 
3u.f. (z=u+f,INP.(u,f))A(? 1 settjl.card=n)A 
Vi.j.1.(PATH(i,j,l)Afather[i1OlO)A 
(fatherEi]O'l>OAPATH (father ti1,j,11)))P 
i.Vj.V1.(PATH(i,j,1)-.11og(setLj].card)). 
This formula expresses that there are z operations left on input, U 
UNION-operations and f FIND-operations. Furthermore, the sum of the 
cardinallities of the n sets is equal to n. Each element will be on 
the path to the root of some set and its distance from the root will 
be larger that that for its 
[pre 
 decessor on the path (if any). 
Finally, the formula expresses that the trees are balanced: the 
iength.of the path from a given node to the. rootof a tree is bounded 
by, the logarithm of the cardinality jof the set represented by the 
tree. 
From the informal definition of the formula INIT(n) we get 
IINIT(n)-3z.P(z). 
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If therefore the time formula R' is such that 
INIT(n),R'- time<T(n) 
then we can get a proof of (4) by applying /cons-/ to a proof of 
the following formula 
(4 1 ) 	 z.P(z)WHILE more-op(inp) DO ...':R'>TRUE/.(V,env).. 
In order to prove (4') we shall construct a proof of the formula 
(5) 	P(z+1)Amore-op(inp)<IF op-is-FIND(inp) THEN ... ELSE,... ..:R> 
P(z)AQ'/(VJzLenv) 
for some time formula R satisfying certain conditions. To see that 
this is sufficient let Q' be the relational formula 
Yu.Vf.INP(u,f)—*(INP(u-1,f)vINP(u,f-1)) 
expressing that the execution of the body of the loop will remove 
either a UNION- or a FIND-operation from the input. Clearly, we have 
P(z)A%more_op(inp)AI_*TRUE and Q' TRUE -PTRUE. Assuming that the 




we can apply /WHILE- 	to a proof. of (5) and get a proof of (4') in 
Remember that the operations on input are free so E(more-op(inp)) 
can be chosen to be the formula time=O. 
Assume now that we have the proofs of the formulas (2) and (3) and 
we shall construct a proof of (5). Since E(op-is-FIND(inp)) can be 
chosen to be the formula timeO we get, using /IF-/ and /cons-/, 
a proof of the formula 
P(z+1)<IF op-is-FIND(inp) THEN ... ELSE ... :R>P(z+1)AQ/(VulzI,env). 
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From /ass-J( / we get a proof of 
since ES(ta il(i np)) can be chosen to time=O. We have 
Vu41 z1 -l1 ip} 
Ainp=tail(inp))-3'P(Z)4\Q' 
(follows from INP(u,f)Ainp=tail(inp)+INP(U1,f)VINP(U,f1), that is, 
removing one element from the sequenceinp will mean that either the 
number of UNION-operations or the number of FIND-operations have been 
reduced by one). Furthermore, P(z+1),more-op(iflP)>P(Z+1) so using 
first /_1/ and then /cons_RN/We get a proof of (5). 
This completes the first part of the proof. We have shown that we 
from proofs of the formulas (2) and (3) can get a proof of the for-
mula (1) provided that there exists a time formula R' satisfying 
P(z)A-%more-op(inp)/timeO -R', 
(time=O)R®(Q' R' ) -R', 
and 
INIT(n)AR' -#time.(T(n). 
Proof for the procedure find 
Let us now see how to construct a proof for the formula (2') for 
the procedure find. The invariant,. P' (y) , for the while loop of the 
body of the procedure is chosen to be 
P(z+1)Aj. PATH (i,j,y), 
that is, it expresses that the length of the path from the - element i 
to the root of the tree inwhich it occurs is y. Using the axiom 




since ES(father til) can be chosen to be time=3. We have 
1 P' (y+1 )*ifather Ei3 =0 AIVUi Z ' , yl , 
i=father(i ]- 
P'(y)A-iiOAifatherfi]AP(Z+l)AQ 
because PATH(1,j,y+1),si=father[f1 - PATH(i,J,Y) follows from the defini-
tion of P(z) and Q is defined to be inpinp. So using /inv-/ and 
/cons-. / we get a proof of 
PI( y+ 1) A,fatheri1Q4:father1i1.time3)P 1 (y)iOfatherl1]i 
P(z+1),Q/(Vu{z,y,iLenv). 
The next step is now to apply the rule /WHILE-/. We have 




Let now the run-time of the while loop be given by the time formula 
defined by 
'c'l.Vj. PATH(i,j,l)-, time=7 * 1+4. 
Then we have 
P' (y)fatherCi)0Atime4*R, 
because PATH(i,j,l),fatherti r091=O follows from the definition of 
P(z). Furthermore, 
holds because PATH (i,j,l) i=0i=fatherC1)l)0,PATH(1,J,l1) follows 
from the definition of P(). Since E(-tfather[i]0) can be chosen to be 
time4 we get from /WHILE-/ a proof of 
y.P'(y)<WHILE-fatherCiO DO ...:R,)P(z+1)i\Q/.(VUZ,i),eflV). 
We have 	 (y) because 
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-3y.3j.PATH(i,j,y) follows from the definition.of P(z). So using 
/cons-/ we get a proof of 
p(z+1)Aop_is_FIND(inp)Ai=fst-par(inP)<WH1LE ,fathertij=O DO...: 
R>P(z+ 1 )AQ/(VJz , i3 , env ) . 
We shall now apply a version of the rule /CALL-'R / where the procedure 
has a single call-by-value parameter. We then get a proof of 
P(z+1)iop-is-FIND<CPLL find(fst-par(inp)): (time=1)R fst-par (inP)> 
P(z+1),%Q/(Vutz ,env) 
since E5 (fst-par(inp)) can be chosen to be time=1. We shall now choose 
R  to be the time formula 
time7 (log(n)+1). 
Then we have 
P(z+1)op-is-FIND(inp)(time1)eR, 
because we from the definition of P(z) get that PATH(fst-par(inp),j,1) 
holds for some j and 1 and furthermore, that 11og(setj1.card) and 
that set(j1.cardn. Since time=71+4+1 follows from the definition of 
we therefore have time7(log(n)+1), that is R  holds. So using 
/inv-/ and then /cons_1N/ we get a proof of (2') as required. 
Proof for the procedure union 
Let us now turn to the proof of the formula (3') for the procedure 
union. It is straightforward but tedious to—prove the following formula 
(3") 	P(z+1)op_isFIND(inp)jfst_par(inP)AkSfld_Par(inP)Alar9eO1\ 
small=O<IF setCjl.carcl(settki.card THEN ... ELSE ... 
time=55>P(z+1)Q/(VAz,j,k, large, Small,  env) . 
We shall omit the details since they do not give further insight. 
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Given the proof of (3") we can now apply the rule /LET-/ twice 
(and then /cons-'! 
N 
 /) and we get a proof of 
P(z+1)A-sop-is-FIND(inp)Aj=fst-par (inp)Aksnd-par (inp) 
<LET large=O IN ... :time=59>P(z+1)Q/(Vuz,j,k3,env). 
We shall now use a variant of.the procedure call rule /CALL-/ where 
the procedure has two call-by-value parameters and no call-by-
variable parameters,. We then get a proof of (3') for A being the 
time formula time=61. 
Completion of the proof for ($) 
We have now obtained a proof of (1) for every term T(n') satisfying 
the following five conditions for some time formulas .R and R': 
time7(log(n)±1)>R, 
time=61 --> R, 
P ( .z),,more_op(inp)AjrO-)R', 
and 
INIT(n),.R' -4time<T(n). 
The two first formulas are satisfied for R being the time formula 
time-,(61 (log (n) +1). We now choose R' to be the time formula 
Vu.Vf . (INP (u, f) -3o time61(u+f 	(log (n)+1)). 
It is easy to verify that both thet:hird and the fourth condition now 
will be satisfied. Finally, for T(n) being 122nlog(n) we have also 
satisfied the last condition. This completes the proof of ($). 
COMPARISON 
The informal analysis of the union-find algorithm given earlier in 
this chapter is quite simple: Given the data structure one strts by 
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Observing that the trees are kept balanced by the body of the union 
procedure (and the find procedure).Since a tree will contain at most n 
nodes this means that the find procedure will have to search through a 
path of maximal length log(n) and thus its run-time requirements will 
be of order of magnitude-log(n). The union procedure, on the other 
hand, will require constant time. The input to the complete algorithm 
consists of n-i UNION-operations and n FIND-operations so the run-
time requirements of the algorithm will be of order.of magnitude 
n log (n). 
The important question is now whether the formal proof is a "natu-
ral formalisation" of the informal one. First we note that the overall 
structure of the two analyses is the same. We are in both cases looking 
for a term bounding the run-time of the algorithm. The two procedure 
bodies are analysed independently of each other (and. of the main pro-
gram) , and the information obtained in this way is used in the analysis 
of the main program. In the formal proof we have presented the analysis 
of the main program before those of the procedures (in order to illu-
strate the use of "unknown't time formulas) but we could as well have 
reversed the order as in the informal analysis. 
Let us now consider some of the details. In the informal proof we 
start by "observing that the trees are kept balanced by the body of 
the union procedure (and the find procedure)". The property that the 
trees are balanced is expressed by the subformula 
yi.Yj.Y1.(PATH(i,j,l - 11og(setti7.card)) 
of P(z). The proofs showing that P(z) is kept invariant by the proce-
dure calls formalise the "observation that the trees are kept balan-
ced". So there is a rather close correspondrce between the phrase of 
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the informal proof and what has actually been proved in the formal 
proof. 
The next phrase of the informal analysis states that "since a tree 
will contain at most n nodes this means that the find procedure will 
have to search through a path of maximal length log(n)". This corre-
sponds essentially to the formal proof for the procedure find. The 
invariant P'(1) of the loop of the procedure body expresses that the 
path from the current node (i) to the root of the tree has length 1. 
We then prove that the run-time requirements of the loop satisfy the 
time formula (Y:  
Vl.P' (l)-* time=7 * 1+4 
that is, if the length of the path is 1. then 7*1+4 time units are 
required. Finally, we remark that the formula 
P(+1)(t ime=l )(Vl .P 1(l)_)ti me 7l+4) . 5t P ( 
1 
—)time7(loq(n)+1) 
of the assertion language is true. To see this we note that P(z+1) 
is chosen such that it both will imply that (1)fstPar(1nP) holds 
for some 1 and that 1 is bounded by log(n). So we get that the run-
time is bounded by V (log(n)+1) and this, expresses exactly that the 
run-time is of order of 'magnitude log(n). 
This substantiates the claim that it is possible to view the formal 
proof as a formalisation of the informal analysis: given a phrase of 
the informal proof we can point out the various parts of the formal 
proof where the corresponding formal deduction is performed. 
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We have in this chapter seen how the proof systeml of 'Chapter 3 
can be extended to apply to programs in a language with non-recursive 
procedures. The new proof system 	has been proved to be both sound 
and complete in (essentially) the same sense as .2, so it has the 
desired theoretical properties. In order to discuss its pragmatic pro-
perties we have considered an algorithm solving the union-find problem 
and we have proved an (nlog(n)) upper bound for it in the proof 
system. Based on a comparison with the usual informal analysis we 
argue that we have obtained a natural formalisation of it in the proof 
system 
The proof system' of Section 4.2 specifies indirectly a proof 
system for total correctness of non-recursive procedure programs. 
The formulas of this proof system, called TN, have the form 
P(c>Q/(V,env); well-formedness and validity of these formulas are 
defined as expected. The axioms and rules of the proof system are the 
appropriate extensions of those of the proof system 4T of Chapter 2 
together with the following three rules that easily are derived from 
N 
the corresponding ones in the proof system 
N 	
PAy=e<c'>Q/(VAy},env) 
/LET-7 / - 
P<LET x=e IN c)Q/(V,env) 
where y is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying 
4VuFV(Q) 	' 
/PROC- N / ' 	
' 	p 
P(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2)Q/(V,env) 







/ 	x y 
P<CALL p(e,y)>Q/(V,env) 
where env(p)(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same 
sort as x'satisfying x4Vu4y'uFV(Q). 
The soundness and completeness results for the proof system 	in 
the sections 4.3 and-4.4 also show that the proof system eT is sound 
and complete (in the same sense as the proof system T in Chapter 2). 
A comparison with proof systems in the literature shows that the 
three rules above are "the usual ones". A version of the rule /LET-J/ 
for declaration of uninitialised variables can be found in /Ho71/ and 
/Ap81/ among others. The rule /PROC-/ is similar to a rule suggested 
in /Co78/ (except that we have an explicit handling of the environ-
ment) and one in /C179/. The rule /CALL-'/ for. procedure call can 
easily be derived from the corresponding rule suggested in for instance 
/Ap81/ and reflecting directly that the semantics of the construct 
CALL p(e ; y) is equivalent to that of LET x=e IN c 
X1 
	 (where env(p) 
(x' ,y' ,c) and x is new) 
P<LET x=e IN cX,T,Q/(V,env) 
P<CALL p(e,y))Q/(V,env) 
• 	where env(p)(x',y',c), and x has the same sort as x' 
and satisfies xVuy')UFV(Q). 
In the literature one often considers dynamic scope rather than 
static scope. The development of this chapter can easily be modified 
to reflect dynamic scope rules. We shall briefly sketch how this can 
be accomplished. In the specification of the semantics and run-time 
requirements of the procedure language we obtain dynamic scope by 
renaming the "old" variable x rather than the "new" one in the. case 
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of name clashes. So we will replace the two rules /LET -?' / and 
/CALL-?/ of Section 4.1 by 
, (Vv4x 1 ,env)I- c,s 





e (s)+e(s) +r 	x'(s) 
(V,env)%-<IET x=e IN c,s> x 
where x' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying 
x1v. 
(Vu4xLenv) 	
x. 1 (s) e 
x 	x  
/CALL-9/ 	 e(s)+e(s) +r ) ,x(  
W') 
(V,env)-<CALL p(e,y),s 
where env(p)=(x',y',c) and x is avariable-of the same 
sort as x' and satisfying x4v. 
As an example consider the program 
PROC p(VAL y,VAR y') IS x:=x+2 IN LET x=O IN CALL p(0,x) 
Here x occurs globally as well as locally. According to the rules of 
Section 4.1 we shall rename the local variable and (using a computa-
tional model where every operation is free) we get for instance 
10 30 0 
(.x},env)I- <LET x=O IN CALL p(O,x),s -.'s 
	
X 	X 1.  
because 
(x,x'I,env)-(CALL p(0,x'),s 1 0 0 3 0 01 
(/LET-?/) which in turn follows from 
(Jx,x I ,y1,env)_<x:x+ 2, s 
10 xx 0 0 30 0 
y 	xx'y• 
using /CALL-1 
N / and with env being the environment (p(y,y 1 ,x:x+2)). 
Using the rules above for dynamic scope we get 
(x), env) <LET x=0 IN CALL p(0,X),S1>9->S11 0 
X 	x" x y 
because 
(x,x"J,env)<CALL p(0,x),s1 




(/LET-/) which in turn follows from 
1000 1 	20 
(x,xhh,yLenv)(x:=x+2,S,, 	 x y 
using /CALL-/. 
The difference between the two sets of semantic rules of cource 
gives rise to a new set of proof rules. We suggest to replace the 
two rules /LET-/ and /CALL-:R / by 





P<LET x=e IN C: ES(e)Re 
X e x x 
)Q- - 	/(V,eriv.) 
where y is a variable of the same sort as x with y4v 





PCALL p(e,y):E (e)Re, .>Qt 	/(V,env) 
where env(p)=(x',y',c), x has, the same sort as x' and 
satisfies AV, and x t4FV(Q). 
Note the substitutions of variables in these two rules are very 
similar to those occurring in the semantic rules above. 
In Section 4.5 we distinguish between three different proof 
strategies for using a.proof system asle to analyse the run-time of 
a given algorithm. The first two are the traditional ones 
We can analyse the algorithm in . a bottom-up.manner: the axioms 
of the proof system are used to prove properties of the basic 
statements of the algorithm and then the rules are used to 
obtain proofs of properties for larger and larger subprograms 
and eventually we get a proof of some property holding for the 
complete program. 
We may attempt to prove some given property of the algorithm in 
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a top-down manner: using the rules of the proof system we show 
that a proof of a property for a composite program can be 
obtained from proofs of certain properties of its constituents 
and eventually we use the axioms to check that the required pro-
perties for the basic statements can be-proved. 
III: We can use a combination of the bottom-up and top-down approaches 
together with the introduction of "unknown"- time formulas. Thus 
we construct a "proof" of some property of the algorithm together 
with a list of conditions on the "unknown" time formulas for 
every set of time formulas fulfilling these conditions we wfll 
have a proof of the property expressed by the formula of the. 
proof system. 	 - - 	 - 
Of course, the three approaches can also be mixed in various ways. 
The examples of the sections 3.2 and 3.5 use mainly the bottom-up 
approach, the example of Section 4.2 uses a combination of the top-
down and the bottom-up approach and the example of Section 4.5 uses 
the third approach of "unknown" time formulas. 
As mentionedearlier, one of our goals is to obtain natural for-
malisations of the traditional informal analyses of algorithms. The 
purpose of the informal analyses is in most cases to find some pro-
perty holding for the run-time of a program and usually its exact form 
is not known initially. So it seems most likely that the bottom-up 
approach and/or the approach with the "unknown" time formulas will 
turn out to be successful when formalising the informal analyses.. 
However, more experience is needed to clarify this further. 
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5  RUN-TIME ANALYSIS OF RECURSIVE PROCEDURE PROGRAMS 
In this chapter we shall consider a variant of the programming 
language of the previous chapter in that we shall allow procedures 
to be recursively defined. We shall be interested in obtaining a 
proof system for analysing run-time properties of programs in this 
language and as in the earlier chapters we are interested in its 
theoretical as well as its pragmatical properties. 
The proof system 	of Chapter 4 will not work properly for the 
recursive language. The most apparent reason is that the rule /PROC-/ 
for procedure declaration will not be sound: if we have a declaration 
PROC p(VAL x, VAR y) IS c IN c 2 then a call of p in c 1 .will now be a 
recursive call of the procedure declared by this statement and this 
is (of course) not reflected inthe rule. However, we can easily 
replace /PROC-i/ with another rule 
2p 	 p 
P<PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN c 2 :RQ/(V,env) 
where q is a procedure name satisfying qDOM(env). 
The resulting proof system will he sound but not complete. Suppose, 
for instance that we want to prove a formula of the form. 
P<CALL p(e,y) R'>Q/(V,env). 
The rule /CALL-/ gives that it is sufficient to prove a formula 
of the form 	 . 	. 	 . 
P'c, X ,: R1)Q/(V u1 xr , enV ) 	 . 	. 
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where env(p)=(x',y',c) and x4V. Now, c may contain . a (recursive) call 
of pso when attempting to prove (2) we may be forced to prove a for-
mula of the form (1) and soon. This problem is inherent from the fact 
that procedures may be recursively defined.andlet us therefore re-
view what has been done to solve the problem for proof systems for 
partial and total correctness. 
In /Ho71/, Hoare introduces the so-called proofs from assumptions 
to deal with the recursive procedure calls. In the following let 
PEc]Q mean that the program. c is partially correct with respect to 
the pre-condition P and the post-condition Q (just as in Section 1.1). 
In the case of a single declaration of a procedure p without para-
meters and with the body c, Hoare's rule for procedure call is as 
follows: 	 . 
PCALL plQI- PCcIQ 
PtCALL pjQ 
Intuitively, the rule says that if the property Pc3Q can be proved 
from the assumption that PCALL pQ holds for all the (recursive) 
calls of p in c then we can conclude that Pt.CALL plQ does indeed hold 
for all calls of p. 
However, the resulting proof system is not a proof system in .the 
usual sense of first order logic. The idea is therefore to formalise 
the notion "proofs from assumptions" and simply let the "assumptions" 
be part of the formulas of the proof system. A proof system based on 
these ideas is given by for instance deBakker in /dB79/ and by Harel, 
Pnueli and Stavi in /HPS77/. . . 
The formulas of such a proof system will have the form &_.0 
m . 
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where 4,... ,4) and 4) are the usual partial correctness formulas, 
that is, they have the form PEc1Q. The idea is that 4)&.,. . & 	is a 
possible empty list of assumptions and 4) is the conclusion. Using this 
notation Hoare's rule above can be replaced by .a rule of the form 
&4) &P [CALL pQ -  P[cjQ 
1 	m 
4) &.. .&4).m - PtCJLL p]Q 1  
The remaining axioms and rules of the usual proof system for partial 
correctness can easily be extended to record these "lists of assump-
tions". 
Let us now briefly discuss a proof system for total correctness 
of recursive procedure programs. Sokolowski suggests in /So77b/ a 
rule of (essentially) the form. 
-.P(0), P(z)<CALL p)Q-P(z+1)(c>Q 
3Z.P(Z)<CALL P>Q 
where z ranges over the natural numbers. 
The idea is that z bounds the depth of the recursion so P(z)(CALL p>Q 
can be interpreted as saying that if initially P(z) holds then the 
execution of CALL p will terminate in a state satisfying Q and at any 
moment at most z calls of p will be active. The assumption -iP(0) 
ensures that this holds for z0 and the assumption P(z)<CALL p)Q'-
P(z+1)(c)Q says that if the interpretation is correct for z then 
it will also be correct for z+1. 
A formalisation of the "proofs from assumptions" similar to that 
sketched above for partial correctness proof systems but for the total 
correctness proof system will be presented in : Section 5.2. 
So far we have discussed some of the problems encountered when 
iI1;] 
constructing aproof system for (partial or total) correctness of 
recursive procedures. However, also the run-time analysis of recursive 
programs tend- to be more complicated and usually involve construction 
and solution of recurrence relations. Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman explain 
it as follows in /AHU82 p24/: 
"If there are recursive procedures-we cannot find an ordering of 
all procedures so that each calls only previously evaluated 
procedures. What we must now do is associate with each recursive 
procedure an unknown time function T(n) , where n measures the size 
of the arguments to the procedure. We can then get -a recurrence 
for T(n), that is, an equation for T(n) in terms of T(k) for 
various values of k." 	 - 
The informal analysis of the merge sort algorithm presented in Section 
1.3 uses this idea. When discussing the pragmatic value of the proof 
system for analysing run-time properties of recursive procedures it 
is important to study to which extent we obtain the usual recurrence 
relations. This will be investigated in Section 5.5 where we consider 
a couple of worked examples. 
- Finally, let us give an overview of the rest of this chapter. In 
Section 5.1 we modify the semantics and run-time requirements of the 
procedure language of Chapter 4 to reflect that procedures now might 
be recursively defined. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict 
ourselves to the case where only call-by-value parameters are allowed. 
The proof system 	for run-time analysis of programs in this lan- 
guage is presented in Section 5.2 and its soundness and completeness 
properties are investigated in the sections5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 
In Section 5.5 we show how the run-time of the merge sort algorithm 
can-be analysed in the proof system 	. Finally, in Section 5.6 we 
shall consider the underlying proof system for total correctness. 
This proof system, of course, applies to programs in a language with 
nested declarations of recursive procedures whereas in the literature 
•1 
one usually restrict ones attention to programs with either a single 
recursive procedure or a set of mutual recursive procedures. 
As mentioned we shall consider a variant of the language of the 
previous chapter where procedures are allowed to be recursively 
defined but for the sake of simplicity they are only allowed to have 
a single call-by-value parameter. More precisely, the syntax of the 
language we shall consider is as follows: 
- x:=e is a procedure program, 
- if .c and c' are procedure programs then so are IF b THEN C ELSE c', 
c;c', WHILE b DO c, LET x=e IN c and PROC p(VAL x) IS c IN 
- CALL p(e) is a procedure program. 
As in Section 4.1 we shall let FV(c) and FP(c) denote the set of 
variables occurring free in the program c and the set of procedure 
names occurring free in c, respectively. The definitions of the two 
sets are essentially as in Section 4.1; however, note that 
FP(PROC p(VAL x) IS c IN C') = ( FP(c)OFP(c'))-p 
reflecting that procedures are recursively defined. 
An environment env is defined as in Section 4.1 except that it 
now associates a closure of the form (x,c) with each procedure name 
of its domain and thus reflects that procedures only have one para-
meter. 
The well-formedness condition imposed on the procedure programs in 
this chapter is slightly different from that of the previous one 
because we allow recursion. This is reflected in the followinj rule 
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defining the predicate WF(env,c) in the case of procedure declaration: 
WF(env(p=(x,c)),c), WF(env(p(x,c)),c') 
WF(env,PROC p(VAL x) IS c IN C') 
The remaining axioms and rules defining the predicate WF(c,env) are 
essentially as in Section 4.1 and are therefore omitted here. 
The semantics and run-time requirements of the recursive procedure 
language can be described by a slightly modified version of the 
axiomatic system 	presented in Section 4.1. However, for the develop- 
ment later in this chapter it is very important to keep track of the 
depth of the recursive calls of the various procedures at any point of 
time. Therefore we shall extend the relation (V,env)t-(c,s>s' of the 
previous formal system 	with a new component recording this informa- 
tion. The component will be a mapping d that to each procedure name 
pof DOM(env) associates a natural number denoted d(p) which is the 
maximal depth of recursive calls of p that has occurred in the computa-
tion specified by the formula (V,env)(c,$)L)s 1 . The new relation will 
be written 
(v,env)F.<c,s's'. 
The mapping d will be called a depth counter or simply a counter. We 
shall write d(p=n) for the counter 'that is as d except that the proce-
dure name p has associated the value n. 
The set 
S R of axioms and rules' defining the new relation is obtained 
as a straightforward modification of the previous set 
SN . given in Sec-
tion 4.1. It is as follows: 
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where d(p)0 for pDOM(env) 
kb (s) 	(V, env) 	 c 11 s)E. s' I (V,env)<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 21 s b(s)+r 
/IF-?/ 
-tb(s), 	(V,env)-.<c 21 s>1 s' 
[v,env 	b THEN c 1 ELSE s' 
(s)+r 






where d"(p)=max{d(p),d' ()J for ptDOM(env) 
rr 
rb(s), (V,env)1-<c,$)s', (V,env) -WHILE bDOc,s'>',"l 
$ (V,env)WHILE b DO c,s>b+r+rI >dhl 5" 




(V,env)tWHILE b DO c,b (s 
where d(p)0 for pDOM(env) 
e(s) r 
(Vvx') ,env)-<c' ,s • 	s' 
/LET-?/ 	 $ + e (s)+e(S) +r 
(V,env)j-(LET x=e IN c,s> 	 s' 




/PROC-/ 	 r 
(V,env)-(PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 21 s-,s' 
where q is aprocedure name satisfying qDOM(env) and 





Semantics and run-time of recursive procedure programs: 	(cont.) 
(VxI},  env ) cX , 
/CALL- / 	 $-i s)+e(s) +r + e  
(V,env)<CALL p(e),s> 	 s' 
where env(p)(x,c), x' is a variable of the same sort 
as x satisfying x'4V and d'rrd(p=d(p)+l). 
In the rest of this section we shall mention some results about 
the semantics and run-time requirements of the recursive procedure 
programs that will be needed in the later proofs. However, first we 
shall define FP(c,env) to be the set of procedure names from 
DOM.(env) that may be called during an execution of the program c in 
the environment env. Formally, FP(c,env) is defined to be the set 
FP k(clenv) where k is the[cardiflalitYof the set DOM(env) and.- - - - __ __ ___ - ) 
FP 0 (c, env) =FP (c) 1 	 . 
FP .1 ( c , env )U{FP(C 1 )tenV(Pt)(X,c) for some p'. in FP.(c,env)}. 
Note that if env is a reasonable environment then so is 
envTFP(c,env), the restriction of env to the domain FP'(c,env). 
Corresponding to the two lemmas 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 of Chapter 4 (and 
the lemmas 3.1-1 and 3.1-2, and 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 of the chapters. 2 and 
3, respectively) we have 
Lemma 5.1-1: If (V,env)<c,S 	5', VIfl(FV(c)UFV(envTFP(c,eflV)))ø 
and V'V. then  
Lemma 5.1-2: If (VuV' ,env)<c,s>S', V'fl(FV(c)UFV(envrFP 0 (c,enV))) 0 
and then (V,env)-<c,s 0> sc where and the two proofs 
is y
R have the same length. 
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130th lemmas can be proved by induction on the length of the proofs 'in 
qR The proofs are straightforward so we omit the details. 
In the proof of the soundness result in Section 5.3 we shall need 
results that tells us how to extend the (V,env)-part of a formula 
(V,env)}-<c,s -  s' to contain further variables or procedure declara-
tions. More precisely, we shall be interested in how the components 
5', d and r are affected. We have the.following two results: 
r r Lemma 5.1-3: If (V,env)kc,s'>s' and VfV'=ø then (VV',env)-(c,$)S" 
where s " s ' and and the two proofs in 	have the same. 
lengths.  
Lemma 5.1-4: If (V,env)-<c,s> 	5, q4.DOM(env), FV(c')V.Ax and 
FP(c')CDOM(env)u4q1 then (V,env(q=(x,c')))4,s>' , S' where 
d'=d(q=O).  
Lemma 5.1-3 corresponds very closely to Lemma 4.1-3 in Chapter 4 
and is proved in essentially the same way. The lemma follows from a 
result about renaming of variables: 
Lemma 5.1-5: Assume that (V,env) 	 s' where x andy have the 
same sort, x€V but y.V. Then (Vuy,env ' )\ c ' ,s> 	s" where 
s" 	 x(s') and the two proofs in 	have the same length. VuyJ x 	y 
The lemma corresponds to Lemma 4.1-5 and its-proof is a straightforward 
modification of that for Lemma 4.1-5 as well. Remember that env ' is 
X 
the environment that is as env except that all free occurrences of x 
in the procedure bodies are replaced by y. Intuitively, the renaming 
of 'x to y in the environment, is needed because we implement 'static 
scope by dynamic scope in the semantics. 
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Using Lemma 5.1-5 we can now obtain a proof of Lemma 5.1-3 by a 
straightforward modification of the proof of Lemma 4.1-4. We omit the 
details. 
This proves the first of the results about the extension of the 
(V,env) -part of a formula (V,env)<c,s>S'. In order to prove the 
second of the results, Lemma 5.1-4, we shall need a result that allows 
us to rename procedures: 
Lemma -5.1-6: Assume that (V,env)-<c,s> 	5', p6DOM(env) and q3DOM(env). 
Then 	 where d' (p')=d(p') for p'DOM(env)-p} 
and d'(q)=d(p). Furthermore, the two proofs in TR have the same 
length. 
This result corresponds to that of Lemma 4.1-6 in Chapter 4 and its 
proof is a straightforward modification of that of Lemma 4.1-6 as well. 
Remember that env is the environment that is as env except that the 
p 
name of the procedure p is changed to q and all calls of p occurring 
in the procedure bodies of env are replaced by calls of q. The proof 
of Lemma 5.1-4 is given in Appendix C. 
In the proofs of the soundness and completeness results of the 
sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively, we shall need results that allow 
us to replace one actual (call-by-value) parameter with another one 
in certain situations.. We have 
Lemma 5.1-7: Assume that a.V_FV( envrFP*(CALL p(a),env)) and FV(e)V. 
If (V,env)F<CALL p(a),s 	
$ c(s) 	e(s) + 




" for some for some r' and (V,env)-<CfLL p(e),s>  
state s' satisfying sh's'. 
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Lemma 5.1-8: Assume that aV_FV(envrFP*(CALL p(e),env)). If 
• (V,env)-<CALL p(e),s>s' then r =e $( s )+e ( s )+r I for some r' and 
e(s)>j.4,1 for r" =a$ e(s) 	e(s) + and a (s 	)+a(s 	) (V,env)f<CALL p(a),s a 	d 	 a a 
for some s" satisfying S'tvlS'. 	 I/I 
The proofs of these results are sketched in Appendix C. 
Finally, in the completeness proof in Section 5.4 we shall need the 
following lemma expressing that the procedure language is determini-
stic: 
Lemma 5.1-9: If (V,env)<c,s>s' and (V,env)Kc,$),S" then s's", 
r=r' and d=d'.  
The lemma can be proved by induction on the length of the proofs in 
r. Since the details essentially are as in the proof of Lemma 4.1-5 
they are omitted here. 
The formulas of the proof system 	for proving run-time properties 
of programs in the recursive procedure language have the form 
P l <c l :R l>Q l &...&P k<c k :Rk>Qk 4 P O<C O :R Q)QO/(VleflvlL) 
(where k.0), Here c0,c11... Ick are procedure programs (as defined in 
Section 5.1) and P., Q.  and R. (for 04i(k) are pure formulas, rela- 
1 	- 1 	1 
tional and time formulas, respectively, of-the assertion language. As 
in the proof system RN of Chapter 4,V is a finite set of program 
variables and env is an environment. The role of the pair (V,env) is 
exactly as in the system RN and it applies to each of the formulas 
P.(C.:R)Q. (Oik) rather than just one of them. The component L is 
a finite set of pairs of procedure names from DOM(env) and piogram 
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variables of sort nat from V. Intuitively, the idea is that if (p,z) 
is in L then the value of z bounds the depth of the recursive calls 
of p. This gives a variable as z a special status and this is reflected 
both when we below impose a well-formedness condition on the formulas 
and when we later define their validity. 
A formula P(c:R'Q/(V,env) is well-formed relative to 	if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
- VAR(L)cV, PROC(L)cDOM(env) and if (p,z)&L and (p,z')L then 
zz ' and if furthermore (p',z)L then 
- FV(env)V-VAR(L) and FP(env)cDOM(env), 
- FV(c)cV-VAR(L) and FP(c)DOM(env), 
- FP(P)cV, FV(Q)VUV and. FV(R)cVutimeL 
Here VAR(L) = z(p,z)L and PROC(L) = 1pI(p,z)6LL Note that the 
well-formedness condition restricts the use of the variables of L 
such that they only can occur in the formulas of the assertion language 
(P, Q and R) and not in the programs (c). 
As mentioned earlier the idea is that P l (c l :R l>Q l &...&P k<ck:Rk>Qk 
is a list of assumptions and we shall impose the restriction that if,  
one of the assumptions may involve calls of a procedure p then p must 
be in PROC(L), that is., it must be defined in envl'PROC(L), the restric-
tion of the environment env to the domain PROC(L). We say that. the 
formula P 1 c 1 :R 1)Q 1 &.. .&Pk<ck:Rk)QkPc:R>Q/(VlenvIL) is well-formed 
if 
- P.(c.:R>Q./(V,envrPROC(L)) is well-formed relative to L. for 
1 1 1 1 
1ik, and 
- P<c:R'>Q/(V,env) is well-formed relative to L. 
Assume now that we have given a computational model for the data 
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type. The validity definition for the formulas is slightly compli-
cated because of the association of procedure names and variables in 
the set L. As mentioned the idea is that if (p,z) is in L then the 
value of z bounds the depth of the recursive calls of.p. The exact 
depth of recursive calls is given by the depth counter d of the for-. 
mulas (V,envW(c,s'>s' specified in Section 5.1. Given a state s we 
now define 5Ld  to mean that for every pair (p, z) of L z(s)d(p). 
Similarly, we define sLd  and  s=Ld. 
Given a counter d and a set L we define the d:L-validity of a 
formula P<c:R)Q/(V,env) that is well-formed relative to L to mean 
that 
for every state 5 if, sLd  and NP(s) hold then for some state s', 
natural number r and depth counter d' 
(V,env)<c,s>,s', 	 ~ Q(s,s'), 	R(s,r) and sLd'. 
We shall write d:LP<c:R)Q/(V,env) for the d:L-validity of the formula 
P<c:R)Q/(V, env)  . 
The idea is that d bounds the depth of the recursive calls of the 
procedures of PROC(L). The conditions sLd  and 	ensure that this 
is the case since d(p)z(s)d' (p) will hold for every (p,z) of L. Note 
that the conditions also ensure that the values of the variables of 
VAR(L) in s are upper bounds on the recursion depth of the various 
procedures. 
The globallity of d in the cl:L-validity definition is important 
when defining the validity of the general formulas because it allows 
us to bound' the recursion depth of 'the procedures globally. A well- 
formed formula P,l(cl:Rl)Ql& ... &Pk<Ck:Rk>Qk>P(c:R)Q/(V,env,L) is 
valid if for every depthcounter d (with domain DOM(env)) we have 
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if c1:LP.(c. :R,'Q./(V,env) holds for 1ik 
then d:LP(c:R)Q/(V,eflV) holds as well. 
We shall write 	 for this 
validity. 
The definition captures the idea that Pl(cl:Rl)Ql& ... &Pk(Ck:Rk'>Qk 
is a list of assumptions and when they are fulfilled for some counter 
d then so is the formula P(c:R>Q. In the following we shall write 
for 'a list of the form Pl(cl:Rl>Ql&...&Pk<ck:Rk)Qk (k.0). A member 
of the list will be denoted 4,, thus 4 is a formula of the form 
Pc:R>Q. Finally, we shall write i\_ for the empty list 
Most of the axioms and rules of the proof system? are simple 
extensions of those of the previous proof system 	obtained by 
"adding" lists of assumptions and procedure name/variable associations 
to the various formulas. However, we shall need a couple of new axioms 
and rules in order to cope properly with the procedure calls. We shall 
list the complete set of axioms and rules below and they will be 
explained afterwards. 
The proof systemf 
P<x:=e:E 5 (e)>IV ) X e/ (V,eflV l L) 
7PAb4,c 1 :R>Q/(V,env,L),'>P.-%b(c 2 :R>Q/(V,env,L) 
/IF-/ 	
P<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :E5 (e)®R)Q/(V,enV,L) 
/;-/ 
	'4Pc 1 :R 1 >P'PsQ 1 /(V,enV,L), 	'bP'(c 2 :R2)Q2/(V,env,L) 
(cont.) 
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The proof system  
)P(z+1)Ab<c:R'>P(z)AQ'/(Vu4ZL.  env, L), P(0)-ib, 
P(z)A-i bAIvQ 
P(z)A1bAE(b)-' R, 
Q t • Q -I.Q, 
E(b)R'(Q' r) -DR 
/WHILE- 	
Jz.P(z)<WHILE bDO c:R>Q/(V,env,L) 





'P(LET x=e IN c:E (e)E9Re,>Q,/(V, env,  L) 
wherex' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying 
x'4VOFV(Q) 
/PROC-3/ 
I-OP<PROC p(VAL x) IS C 1 IN c 2 :R'>Q/(V,env,L) 
where q is a procedure name satisfying q4DOM(env) 
&P(z)<CALL p.(a):ES(a)Q4P(Z+1)(Ca:R>Q/.(VUa},eflV,L), 
-,P(0) 	 I 
/CALL-/ - 	 - 	 I 
P(z)CALL p(e) :ES(e)Re>Q/(V,eflV,L) 	 I a 	 a a 
where env(p)(x,c), (p,z)L and z is a variable of sort 
nat satisfying z4FV(R) and z4FV(Q) a is a variable of 
the same sort as x satisfying aVUFV(Q) 
/se l_RR/ 	Pc:RQ/(V,env,L) 
where P<c:R'>Q is in 
R 	
p(a):E5(a)(BR)Q/(V,enV.,L) 
/par-R/ - 	 - 









where L'flLø, VAR(L')flV=ø and VAR(L')=1z 1 ,... F z  
jt;1P<CALL p(e) :R>Q/(V,env,L) 
/ext-/ 
P<CALL p(e) :R>QAI,/(V,eflv,L) 
where VV-FV(env)PROC(L)) 
P-P t , 	P'(c:R')Q'/(V,eflv,L), Q' -4Q, R'-4R 
/cons-. / - 
P 4 c:R>Q/(V, env, L) 
>P(c:RQ/(V,env,L) 
/inv_ .R/ 	 - 
We shall write-P<c:R>Q/(V,eflV,L) if the formula 
P(c:R'>Q/(V,env,L) is provable using the axioms and rules above 
with the restriction that 'an axiom or rule only can be applied if it 
yields a well-formed formula and if the formulas from the assertion 
language that are used all are true in the given computational model. 
The axiom /ass-.T / and the rules /IF-/, /-/, /WHILE-/ and 
/LET-/ are straightforward extensions of the corresponding ones in 
the proof system 	(see Section 4.2). The rule /PROC_R/ is the 
obvious extension of the previous rule /PROC'/ reflecting that 
procedures are recursively defined. 
The previous rule /CALL-/ for procedure call have been replaced 
by four new rules, /CALL-'K /, /par/, /elim-/ and /extR' / and 
one axiom, /sel-/. The rules /CALL-'/ and /elim-/ are usually 
used in situations where the assumption list does not contain .informa- 
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tion about the procedure call at hand whereas the axiom /sel-/ and 
the rules /par-1/ and /ex.t-!/ are used when the assumption list 
contains the required information.. 
The hypothesis of the rule /CALL-/ extends the list of assumptions 
with some property of a call of the procedure pand states that a 
similar property can be obtained for the procedure body. The variable 
a, represents the value of the call-by-value parameter and it is also 
used when replacing the formal parameter x of the procedure with a new 
variable. We could as well have introduced a new variable x' and re-
placed the hypothesis of the rule by 
I&P  
This would be more in the style of the rule /CALL'Y?/ of Section 4.2 
but the distinction between x' and a is unnecessary. The formula R 
expresses a property of the run-time of the procedure body. It does not 
take the run-time for evaluating the parameter into account. The 
formula ES(a)R expresses a property of the run-time for a call of p 
with the actual parameter a and when we in the conclusion have the 
actual parameter e we get that E.S(e)Re holds for the run-time. 
The variable z counts the maximal depth of recursive calls of the 
procedure p and this association of p with z is reflected by the 
assumption of /CALL-/ that (p,z) is in L. The rule /elim-/ is 
used to add such pairs to the set L. 
The axiom /sel-!/ should be straightforward to understand. The 
parameter substitution performed in the rule /par-R/ is very similar 
to that performed in the rule /CALL-/ and should not need further 
explanation. Also the rule /ext-/ should be straightforward to 
understand: it simply records that certain variables cannot be changed 
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by executing the procedure call. 
• Finally, we have the two general rules /cons/ and /inv-R/ and 
they are the straightforward extensions of the corresponding ones of 
the previous proof systems. 
To illustrate the use of the proof system 	we shall now consider 
the following recursive version of the factorial program: 
PROC fac(VAL x) 
IS IF x=O THEN res:=1 ELSE (CALL fac(x-1); res:=xres) 
IN CALL fac(n) 
Using the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and its uniform com-
putational model (Example 3.1 -3) we shall construct a p.roof of the 
formula 
(1) J\.TRUE<factorial:time1rn+7>TRUE/(kn,res1,o,ø) 
in R'. We shall present the proof in a combined top-down and bottom-
up manner. 
We shall first consider the proof for the main program. From 
/PROC-'R' / we get that in order to prove (1) it is sufficient to prove 
the formula 
A-'TRtJE<CALL fac(n):time= 11 n+7>TRUE/(n,res3,env,ø) 
where env is the environment defining the procedure fac. The invariant 
P(z) for the procedure call is now chosen to be the formula O(z=a+1 
where a is the variable that will be used to hold the value of the 
call-by-value parameter - confer the rules for the procedure call in 
the proof systemJ. We then have TRUE-)3z.P(z) so using /cons-/ 
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we get that it is sufficient to construct a proof of the formula 
Jz.P(z)<CALL fac(n):time=iin+7>TRUE/(n,reSI,eflVsø). 
A proof of this formula can be obtained by applying the rule /elim-/ 
to a proof of 
JL )P( z ) n <CALL fac(n):timeiin+7>TRtJE/(fl,reS,Z1,eflV,(fac , Z)l). 
Since the time formula timeiln+7 holds if and only if the formula 
(ime=2)(time11a+5) holds and since furthermore ES(n) is equivalent 
to time2 and P(0) holds we get from /CALL-/ that it is sufficient 
to prove the formula 
P(z)<CALL fac(a):(time2)(time11Th+5)>TRUE => 
P(z+1)IF a0 THEN res:=i ELSE (CALL fac(a-i);res:areS): 
time=i1a+5)TRUE/((n,re5,Z,a3,env,(fac,Z)3). 
The proof of this result for the procedure body will now be pre-
sented in a bottom-up manner. In the following let 4 be an abbreviation 
for the formula P(z)<CALL fac(a) : (time 2)(time11a+5)>TRUE. For the 
true branch of the conditional it is straightforward to prove that 
 
using /ass- 	•/inv-3k / and /cons-J / (and 	
S 
that we for E (1) can 
choose time =2). For the false branch we shall first apply the axiom 




Using the rule /par-. / we can then replace the formal parameter a 
by a-i and we thus get a proof of 
)p(z): i <CALLfac(a_1):(time=4)(time=1ia+s) a >TRuE/ 
(n,res,z,a11env,j(fac , Z)3) 
21.4 
since ES(a_l) is equivalent to time=4. It is straightforward to prove 
that 
(fac,z)1) 







we get a proof of 
(4) 	4P(z+1)t.-ia=O<CALL fac(a-1)res:=areS:time=iia+2>TRUE/ 
((n,res,z,aLenv,{(fac,z)). 
Applying the rule /IF-1' / to (3) and (4) gives us the required proof 
of (2) since E(a=O) can be chosen to be the formula time3. This com-
pletes the proof of (1). 
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter the idea is to use 
lists of assumptions to formalise Hoare's proofs from assumptions. We 
are mainly interested in formulas that can be proved without assump-
tions about other programs, that is, in formulas of the form 
JLP<c:R>Q/(V,env,L). When the assumption list is empty the association 
of procedure names with program variables in L seems unnecessary so 
we shall mainly be concerned with formulas of the form 
A?P<c:itQ/(V, env, ø). 
For these formulas we obtain soundness and completeness results 
similar to those df the previous chapters. We shall in this section 
consider the soundness property; that of completeness will be handled 
in the next section. 
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We have the following result: 
The-Soundness Theorem foriR 
Given a data type anda numerical computational model for it, 
if the time expressiveness condition if fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula A4P4c:R>Q/(V,env,ø) of .RR 
R..k.p< c :R>Q/(V,env i ø) implies J\.'°P(c:R)Q/(V,env,ø). 
We shall prove the more general result stating that if the formula 
P<c:R'>Q/(V,env.,L) is a well-fomed formula ofRR then 
($) 	'4P<c:R>Q/(V,env,L) implies 	Pc:R)Q/(V,eflv,L). 
In the proof of this result we shall need a few lemmas in addition to 
those mentioned in Section 5.1. 
Below we shall prove four lemmas expressing properties of formulas 
of the form Pc:R)Q/(V,enV) that are well-formed relative to some set 
L of procedure name/variable associations. The first two lemmas allow 
one to extend the (V,env)- part of a d:L-valid formula to contain 
further variables and further procedure declarations and this in such 
a way that the validityproperty is preserved. 
Lemma 5.3-1: If d:LPc:R)Q/(V,eflV.) and V'(%Vø then 
d:LP<c:R>Q/(VuV' ,env). 
Lemma 5.3-2: If d:LP<c:R>Q/(V,enV), q4DOM(env), FV(c')XU(V-VAR(L)) 
and FP(c')cqUDOM(enV) then d(q=n):LP(c:R>Q/(V,eflv(q(X,C'))) 
for every natural number 1. 
The proofs of these two lemmas are straightforward using the lemmas 
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5.1-3 and 5.1-4, respectively. 
The next lemma expresses that if some formula is valid for a maximal 
recursion depth. of n+1 for a procedure p then it is also valid when 
the maximal recursion depth for p is n: 
Lemma 5.3-3: Ifd:LPc:R)Q/(V,eflv) and d(p)=n+1 then 
d(p=n) :LP<c:R)Q/(V,eflV). 
The proof.of this result is straightforward from the definitions. 
so we omit the details. Finally, we have the following result: 
Lemma 5.3-4: If d:LP<c:R>Q/(V,eflv), p6DOM(env)-PROC(L), and z4V 
then d(p=n):Lu(p,z)P(C:R>Q/(VU(Z1,env) holds for every natural 
number n provided that the formula P<c:RQ/(V,envrPROC(L)) is 
well-formed relative to L. 
Intuitively, this lemma says that if p s never called when 
executing c in the environment env then we can make any restriction 
on the depth of the recursive calls of P. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3-4: In order to prove the lemma we shall first 
establish two minor properties. First we have 
lif  P(c:RQ/(V,env?PROC(L)) is well-formed relative to L. 
(E) 
then FP'(c,env)PROC(L). 
To see this we first observe that the well-fomedness condition ensures 
that FP(c)PROC(L) and FP(envTPROC(L))PROC(L). It is then straight-
forward to prove that FP.(c,env)PROC(L) for every i.O and thus that 
(E) holds (remember FP (c,env) =U. 0FP.(c,env)). 
Secondly, we have the following result 
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r j (V,env) c,s,s' and pDOM(env) but pFP*(c,env) 
(SE) 
(then d' (p)O. 
The proof of this result' is by induction on the length of the proof 
of (V,env) c,s>,S' in 
SR.  The proof is straightforward so we omit 
the details. 
In order to prove Lemma 5.3-4 we must show that 
(1) 	d(p=n) :Lu(p,z)P(C:R>Q/(VUhIZLenV) 
holds so assume that s Lu (p, z)1 
d(pn) and VP(s) hold for some 
state 5. Then s,4Ld since pPROC(L) and from the assumption of the. 
lemma we get that for some state s', natural number r and counter d' 
(V, env )I c , s > , Sh,Q(S,St), 	R(s,r) and s_Ld. 
Lemma 5.1-3 then gives 
(VuzLenv) - <c,s>,S 
for some s where s=-s' since W— From FV(Q)VuV and Q(s,s') we 
getPQ(s,s.). We have to prove that s L  (pz)l.d holds in order to 
complete the proof of (1). Since P(c:R>Q/(V,envrPROC(L)) is well-
formed relative to L we get from (E) that pFP*(c,env) and .(E) then 
gives d'(p)=O. So from s)! L 
 d' we can conclude that s Lu&(pz)d as 
required. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3-3.  
We now turn to the proof for The Soundness Theorem forRR, more 
precisely, the proof of the property ($). We shall prove that the 
axioms are valid and that the rules preserve validity. The proof 
showing that the axiom /ass*/ is valid is a straightforward exten-
sion of that showing that /ass-2/ is valid in Section.3.3 so we omit 
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the details. Similarly, the - proofs showing that the rules /IF-3/, 
R /cons- R / and /inv-'R / preserve validity are straightforward extensions 
of those showing' that /IF-/, /cons-/ and /inv-ZR/,respectively, pre- 
serve validity (see Section 3.3). Also here we omit the details. Some 
RR 
extra complications arise for the ru1es'/;/, /WHILE'/, /LET--AR/. 
and /PROC-'/ compared with the proofs for the corresponding rules 
of the proof system'l given in Chapter 4 so we shall sketch the 
proofs below together with those for the new axioms and rules. 
Case 1 ;-S, R /: We have to prove that the rule preserves validity 
so assum that 
(1) 	)P<c 1 :R 1'>P',\Q 1 /(V, env, L) 
and 
(2) P'(c2:RI Q2/(V,env,L). 
To prove that 
4P<c 1 ;c 2 :R 1 e(Q 1 R 2 )>Q 1 Q 2/(V, env,  L) 
assume that we for some depth counter d have 
d:L4/(V,env) 
for every 4 of I . Furthermore, assume that s..Ld and tP(s) holds' for 
some state s. From (1) we then get for some S', r and d' 
(V,env)-(c 1 ,s> 1 s', 	P'AQ 1 (s,s'), 	R1 (s,r) and .sLd'. 
Since VAR(L)fl(FV(c)UFV(env))0 we get from Lemma 5.1-1 that 
and thereby s',4Ld. Since P' (s') holds we can apply assumption (2) 
and get that for some s", r' and d" 
	
Q 2 (s',s"), 	R2(sI,rs ) and s'Ld". 
The' semantic rule 1;-SRI then gives 
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(V, env) }-c1 C2S 
r+r 	
'>dS" 
where d(p)=max1dI (p),d(p) for peDOM(env). Since s~LdI, s21Ld ot  
and SVAR(L)S' we get S>-LdO. It is straightforward to prove that 
QQ2 (s,s") and R 1 (Q 1 R2 )(s,r+r'). This proves the result.  
R 
Case /WHILE-j /: We have to prove that the rule preserves validity 
so assume that 
P(z+1)fr'.b(c:R'>P(z)'Q'/(Vkz1,env,L) 
and furthermore, that P(0)—' - b, 
P(z),-'bt..E(b)--R and 	 where z is a variable of 
sort nat satisfying z4V. We have to prove that 
z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c:RQ/(V,env,L) 
so assume that for some depth counter d 
d:L4/(V,env) 
holds for every 4 of . By induction on the natural number n we shall 
prove that if sLd and P(z) 
(5fl)  hold for some state s then for some 
s', r and d' 
($) 	(V,env)}- <WHILE b DO c,s-,s', IQ(s,s'), 	R(s,r) and s'Ld'. 
Only the induction step is interesting so assume that ($) holds for 
n = n' and that P(z) (shl+l)  and jb(s) hold. Since z4FV(b) (V) we 
have P(z+1)Ab(s ) and furthermore sLd  since z4VAR(L) and sLd. 
From (2) and Lemma 5.3-1 we get 
d : L4/ (Vu * zt ,env) 
for every 	of I  and we can apply (1) and get that for some s', 
and 
n' 
(Vuz3 ,env)<c,s z 	d 1 )1s' 
, 	 P(z) 
n' 
 Q' (s 	,s'), 	R' (S 	r 1 
> and s 	d 
z L 1 
Ls] 
Since (z.uVAR(L))(\(FV(c)uFV(eflV))ø we can apply Lemma 5.1-1 and 
get sn lUVAR(L) s and thereby s'Ld and P(z)(s'). We can then 
apply the induction hypothesis. The rest of the proof is now a 
straightforward modification of the proof in Section 4.3 showing 
that the rule /WHILE-'K7 preserves validity so we omit the details. 
Case /LET---a R /: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity so 
assume that 
(1) 	PAxI=e<cX:R>Q/(VuxJ,env,L) 
where x' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying that x'4VuFV(Q). 
To prove 
PLET x=e IN c:Es(e)eRe,>Q2,/(V,enV,L) 
assume that for some depth counter d 
d:L/(V,env) 
holds for every 	of 1. From Lemma 5.3-1 we then get 
d:L-/(Vutx' I ,env) 
and we can now apply the assumption (1) and get 
d :LPx I e ( cX : R)Q/(V U1 X t,  env) . 
x 
The proof showing that 
d:LP<LET x=e IN c:ES(e)Re,>  Q,/(V,env) 
holds is a straightforward modification of that proving that /LET-/ 
preserves validity (see Section 4.3) so we omit the details.  
Case /PROC-1/: We have to prove that the rule preserves validity 
so assume-that 
(1))P<c 2'1 :R>Q/(V,env(qz(x,c 1 )),L) 
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where q is a procedure name satisfying qDOM(env). To prove 
4'P(PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 :R)Q/(V,env,L) 
assume that for some counter d 
(2) 	d:L/(V,env) 
holds for every è of 	and that s Ld and VP(s) hold for some state s. 
• 	Since q.DOM(env), 	 and FP(c 1 ' )ckqUDOM(env) we 
• 	can apply Lemma 5.3-2 and get from (2) that 
d(q=O) :L/(V,env(q(x,c 1 ))). 
Since qPflOC(L) (DOM(env)) we get from s,( L d that sd(qO). Using 
the assumption (1) we therefore get 
IP 	2p 	"21 	
%Q(s,s'), R(s,r) and s>.- d'  
for some s', r and d'. The semantic rule /PROC-/ then gives 
(V,env)V<PROC p(VAL x) IS C 1  IN c2,$)-à,S' 
where d"(p')=d'(p') for p'DOM(env). Clearly, we have sLd"  and 
since both 1Q(s,s') and R(s,r) hold we have proved the required 
result. 
Case /CALL--K /: We have to prove that the rule preserves validity 




where env(p)=(x,c) , (p,z)L, a is a variable of the same sort as x 
satisfying a0iFV(Q) and z is a variable of sort nat satisfying 
z4FV(R) and z4FV(Q). We shall prove that 
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e 	 S 	e 
(3) 	 a 
P(z)CALL p(e):E (e)R '>Q 
a 
 /(V,env,L). 
By induction on the natural number n we shall prove that if d(p)=n 
then 
I if d:L/(V,env) holds for every 	of 	then 
I. d:LP(z)<CALL p(a):E (a)R>Q/(Vuaj,ehv). 
4 
First we assume that n=O and that sLd and tP(z) (s) hold for some 
state s. Then z(s)=O must hold and thereby P(0) (s). This is a. contra-
diction with the assumption (2). so ($) holds vacuously if d(p)0. 
For the induction step assume that ($) holds for n=n' and we shall 
prove it fornn'+l. Assume now that 
d:L4/ (V,env) 
holds for every 4 of 	and that d(p)n'+1. From Lemma 5.3-3 we then get 
d(p=n') :L/(V,env) 
and the induction hypothesis gives that 
d(p=n'):LP(z)<CALL p(a):E 5 (a)R)Q/(Vua,env). 
From the assumption (1) we then get 
d(p=n'):LP(z+1)c:R)Q/(Vua,enV). 
To prove 
d:LP(z)<CALL p(a):E 5 (a)P>Q/(Vuka1,env) 
assume that sLd and P(z)Cs) hold for some state s. Then z(s)n'+1 
and since z(s)=O cannot occur (contradicts the assumption (2)) we 
have z(s)=n"+l for some natural number n". We have P(z+1) (sn 
nil 
and since n"n' we also have sd(LDn'). Therefore we get from (5) 
that for some s', r and d' 
(Voa ,env)k(ca,sn >>,S, , •
Q(5n 
,51), 	R ( sn ,r ) and s? d'. . . 	z 	L 
-'7 
Let now a' be a new variable of the same sort as x and a, that is, 
a'Vu4a1. Define s to be the state 
a(s) 
 Then s 	s0)E 	s 	and 
	
0 	 a 	 Oa Vk )t al z 
since zFV 
(ca  ) u FV(env) (follows from the well-formedness of the 
formula (1)) we get from Lemma 5.1-2 that 
a'(s 
(Vua\,env)(c a ,s 	
0 r 
x Oa 
where 	Because a'VoaT we can rename a to a' and get using 
Lemma 5.1-5 that 
a)<a a' 	r (Vuta,a' ,env 
a 	x a 
where 	Since a4FV(env) (cV) this means that 
at 	a(s) r 
(Vua, a l l enV)\-c ' s a t ' d 3 
Thesemantic rule /CALL-/ then gives 
$ 	+ 
(VAa1,env)-<CALL p(a) 5>a (s)+a(s) +r
> 
d" 3 
where d"=d' (p=d' (p)+l). 
In order to complete the proof of (6) we have to prove that 
Q ( s,$ ) , ES ( a )eR( s , a $( s )+a ( s )+r ) and 5 _L d. We have 
Fv(Q!)c(vuv)(d 
n,, 	-  and since Q(s ,s ,  ) and s 	we get \Q(s,$). We have 
and since R(sn,r) holds we get R(s,r). 
The time expressiveness assumption together with Lemma 3.2-1 gives 
that ES( a )( s , a ( s )+a ( s ) + ) holds and thereby ES(a)R(s,a$(s)+a(S)++r). 
We have s_Ld and since d"(p)d'(p)+1n"+1Z(s) we get s)Ld". This 
proves (6) and thereby ($). - 
Finally, we shall prove that (3) holds. So assume that we for some 
counter d have 
(7) 	d:L4/(V,env) 
for every 	of 4. Furthermore assume sLd  and cP(z)e(s) hold for some 
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state s. Then P(z) (s) and since aV we have sLd. From ($) 
and (7) we therefore get that for some s', r and d' 
(V&aLenv)-<CALLp(a),Se(s) >
r 	 e(s)
1 1 s', Q(s 	,s'), 
S 	e(s) 	 e(s) E (a)R(s 	,r) and $ 	d '. a a L 
Now we can apply Lemma 5.1-7 and get that 	
$ r=a (s
e(s) 	e(s) + 
)+a(s 	) +r' a a 
for some r' and 
$ 	 + 
(Va,env)<CALL p(e),s>e (s)+e(s) +r' 
where s:-:vs'. We can then apply Lemma 5.1-2 and get 
e 
$ 	+e ( s ) ++r 
(V,env)-<CALL p(e),s> (s) 
where sEvs. Since \Q(s,s'), FV(Q2 )cVuV and s 	we get 
Q(s 1 sp. From r=a(s 	)+a(s)+r' and 	 we get 
,r') using the time expressiveness assumption and Lemma 3.2-1. 
So we have Re(s,r1). From the time expressiveness assumption and 
Lemma 3.2-1 we also have tES(e) (s,e$(s)+e(S)+) and thereby 
Es( e )eRe( s , e $( s )+e ( S )+r 1). We have 5:Ld' and since aVAR(L) 
this implies that s ~-'Ld'. This proves (3) and thereby that the rule 
/CALL-'X / preserves validity.  
Case /se1-/: It is straightforward to prove that the axiom is 
valid, that is, that 
)P<c:R)Q/(V,env,L) 
where P(c:R>Q is in .' We omit the details.  
Case /par-/: We have to prove that the rule preserves validity 
so assumt that 
(1) 	P<CALL p(a):E5 (a)R>Q/(V,env , L) 
where aV-(FV(env)uFV(Q)). To prove 
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,Pe (CALL p(e) :ES(e)Re>Q2/(VenV,L) 
a 	 a a 
assume that for some counter d 
(2) 	d:L/(V,env) 
holds for every 	of . Furthermore, assume that ss<Ld  and P.e(S) hold 
for some state s. Then .P(s) holds and since aVAR(L). (follows 
from the well-formedness of. (1)) we have s S Ld. So from.(1) we 




r -s', 	e(s),s'), ES(a)eR (se 
	 ,r) 
and s e(s)>  d'. 
a 	L 
From Lemma 5.1-7 we get that r=a, $ (s e(s) 	e(s))++, for some r'  a a 
and 
	
$ 	+ ' (V,env)CALL p(e),s>e (s)+e(s) +r  
e (s) 
where 	 From Q(s 	,s') and FV(Q 2 )VuV we get 
r) an r 	(s 	) ,+a (s 	) +r' we get R(s From ES(a)R(se 	d a , 	
$ e(s) 	e(s) + 	 e 
a a a 
using the time expressiveness assumption together with Lemma 3.2-1. 
Thus we have Re(s,r1). From the time expressiveness assumption and 
Lemma 3.2-1 we also have E5 (s,e(s)+e(s)) and thereby we get 
ES( e )®Re( s , e $( s )+e ( s ) ++ r 1). We haves e(s) Ld 1 and since atVAR(L) this 
implies that sLd'. This proves the required validity.  
Case /e1im-/: We shall prove that the rule preserves validity 




where L('L'ø, VAR(L')flVø and VAR(LI)zl,...,zk. We shall prove 
that 
3z1....3 zk.P<c:R'>Q/(Vlenv ,L) 
so assume that for some counter d 
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(3) 	d:Lt/(V,env) 
holds for every 4 of . Furthermore, assume that sLd  and 
H3z1. .. .zk.P) (s) hold for somestate s. Then there are natural 
numbers n ,... ,n such that P(s ) holds for s being s 
1 	k 	 0 	 0 
Define d 0 to be the counter with 
	
In. 	if (p,z.)6L' for some i, 1ik 
d 0 (p) = 	
1 
(d(p) otherwise. 
Since LrL'=ø and s4 dwe have sd . From Lemma 5.3-4 and (3) we get 
L 	 OLO 
that 
d 0 :LuL'4/(VuVAR(L') ,env) 
holds for every 4) of. 4... Then the assumption (1) gives that for some 
s', r and d' 
(VuVAR(L'),env)<c,s 0 ,S',Q(S 0 ,S'), R(s 01 r) and 
Using Lemma 5.1-2 with s0Es we get 
(V,env)-<c , s> 	s" 
for some s" with s tI s t . Since FV(Q)cVuV and Q(s 01 s') we get Q(s,s"). 
Since FV(R)5;Vtime3 and R(s 01 r) we get R(s,r). Finally, from 
sO... L L, 	 > d we get sLd1. This completes the proof of (2) and thereby 
that the rule /elim-3/ preserves validity.  
Case /ext-/: To prove that the rule preserves validity assume that 
(1) 	P4CALL p(e):1Q/(V,env,L) 
and that for some counter d 
d:Lt/(V,env) 
for every of I. We shall prove that 
d:LLP<CALL p(e):R>Q A.I,/(V , enV) 
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for V'cV-FV(envl'PROC(L)). Furthermore assume that sLd  arid that P(s) 
hold for some state s. From (1) we get 
(V, env) -4CALLp(e),s>,s', Q(s,s'), R(s,r) and 5_Ld 
for some s', r and d'. From the semantic rule /CALL-/ we get that 




where eriv(p)=(x,c), x' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying 
x4V and d"=d'(p=d' (p)-l). Since V'fl(FV(c)UFV(envrPROC(L))=ø follows 
from V'flFV(envYPROC(L.))=ø and v'cv we can apply Lemma 5.1-1 and get 
and thereby 	(s,s'). This proves the required result. 
This completes the proof of The Soundness Theorem for 
5. THE COMPLETENESS THEOREM FOR 'R 
We now turn to the proof of a completeness result for the proof 
system 'RR for analysing the run-time of recursive procedure programs. 
The expressiveness concept used when proving a completeness result 
for 
3,R  is essentially as that used in the completeness result for N  
see Section 4.4. So given a data type and a numerical computational 
model for it we say that the expressiveness condition for 	is ful- 
filled if the time expressiveness condition is and furthermore, for 
every procedure program c, every finite set V of program variables 
and every environment env with FV(c)tiFV(env)V and FP(c)uFP(env) 
DOM(env) 
- there exists a relational formula Gc1\with FV(G V,env 	 V,env EAK 
VV satisfying that for. each pair (s,s') of states 
VG 
V, env ff.dU(s,s') 
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if and only. if 
(V,env)-c,$)s" for some s " , r and d with 
and 
- there exists a time formula E 	Id1 with FV(E 	c\1)cVutime1 V,env 	 V,env 
satisfying that for every pair (s,r) of state and natural number 
VE V, env acu(s,r) 
if and only if 
(V,env)-<c,s>s' for some s' and d. 
Using this expressiveness concept we shall prove the following 
result: 
The Completeness theorem for ' 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition forl is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula 	P<c:RQ/(V,env,ø) of 
Ap(c:R)Q/(v,env,ø) implies''k>P<c:R)Q/(V,env,ø). 
In the completeness proof for'R7 given in Section 4.4 we proceed 
by induction on the possible depth of procedure calls. This approach 
does not work here because procedures might call each other recursively. 
However, the assumption lists can be used to hold information proce-
dures that are called recursively and this will be used in the proof 
below. 
To get an idea of how the assumption lists can be used inaproof 
in the proof syptem -1 and thereby in the proof of the completeness 
result we shall consider a program of the following form: 
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PROC p( ... ) IS 




CALL p( ... ) 	- - - - - - - - - - -© 
IN 





CALL r( ... ) 
Initially, we assume that the environment is empty and furthermore 
that the assumption list is empty. 
Let us first consider the three non-recursive calls of the proce-
dure p, that is, the calls at the program points C, D and E above. 
At the program point C the environment will only contain the declara-
tion of p. Using the rule /CALL-R' / we will add a formula, say 	(.z), 
to the assumption list and we will start the analysis of the body of 
P; here z is the variable that counts the recursion depth for the 
procedure p. When the analysis of the body of p is completed the rule. 
/CALL-/ ensures that 4(z). is removed from the assumption list. 
At the program point E we have extended the environment so it con-
tains both, the declaration of p and r. Using the rule /CALL-3/ we 
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we will again add the formula 4(z) to the assumption list and it 
will be removed when the analysis of the body of p has been completed. 
At the program point F we call the procedure r. Since r may call p 
(at the point D) we want to bound the recursion depth for any proce-
dure of the environment that might be called. We shall therefore add 
a formula, say 4r(ZplZr)1 to the assumption list. It expresses a 
property of a call of r but takes into account both the recursion 
depth z of p and that of r, z. 
When analysing the body of the procedure r we thus have the assump-
tion list r  plZr) At the program point D.we call the procedure p 
and we shall here add the formula 4 p P (z ) to the assumption list. The 
body of the procedure pis then analysed with the assumption list 
4r (ZpZr)&p(Zp)• 
At the program point B we have an environment that contains the 
declaration of all the three procedures p, q and r (allthough we are 
not within r's scope). At the point B we shall apply the rule /CALL-3/ 
and add.a formula 4 q (Z p Zq) to the assumption list. This formula 
expresses a property of a call of the procedure q and since q may call 
p as well as q it will take into account both the recursion depth z 
of.p and that of q, z. The procedure r cannot be called so it is 
ignored. 
Finally, at the program point A we call the procedure p. The assump-
tion list will now have the form 4 (z ,z )&4 (z )&4 (z ,z ) so it 
r pr 	pp q p q 
contains information about p and we can apply the selection axiom and 
complete the proof. 
This example analysis has illustrated some important properties of 
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the assumption lists. At any point in the proof the assumption list 
corresponds very closely to the dynamic link in a stack implementation 
of recursive procedures (however, with the important difference that 
recursive calls do not cause extra information to be added to the 
assumption list in the implementation a new activation record is 
pushed on the top of the stack for each call). When we add a formula 
4 expressing a property of the procedure p to the assumption list 
we require that 4 takes into account the recursion depth of all 
(known) procedures that may be called by p. This is exactly the pro-
cedures on the static link in the stack implementation mentioned above. 
Consider now a (reasonable) environment env and let 4 be the rela-
tion on DOM(env) defined by 
pq if and only if q€FP(c) where env(p)(x,c). 
That is, p(q holds if p may call q. Any sequence p1,... 'k of proce-
dure names satisfying (for 14i< k) will represent a possible 
dynamic link. We shall especially be interested in the lists that do 
not contain repetitions as they, according to the discussing above, 
correspond closely to the assumption lists. So we define: 
A trace list over the environment env is a sequence P1 	k of 
procedure names from DOM(env) satisfying 
- f<i+i 
for 
-if p.p. then i=j (for 1i,jk). 
Note that if 1 is a trace list over the environment env then it will 
also be a trace list over any extension of env. 
Given a (non-empty) trace list 1 we shall construct another list 
I of procedure names that corresponds to the static link of 1: I is 
the list of 'procedure names obtained from 1 by removing all procedure 
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names q from 1 that does not satisfy qc
* 
 p where p is the right-most 
procedure name occurring in the list l.. Remember, q is the ordering 
on DOM(env). defined by 
qcp if and only if env(p)=(x,c) and q€FP(c)-p 
and 	is the transitive reflexive closure of c. 
Example 5.4-1: Let us for a moment return to the program sketched 
earlier in this section. During the execution of this program we may 
reach .the program point A with the trace list rpq (reflecting that a 
call of r, a call of p and a call of q are active at that point of 
time). The environment contains the declaration of the three procedures 
p, q and r and the relation . is given by pcq and pçr. The "static 
link" corresponding to the trace list rpq is therefore pq.  
In the completeness proof we shall construct the assumption lists 
from the trace lists and the formulas that are added to the assump-
tion list during the proof will also be defined on the basis of the 
trace lists.. Let us explain this further. 
Consider an environment env and a set V of variables satisfying 
FV(env)cV. To each procedure name p of DOM(env) we associate two 
distinct variables z and a ; z has sort nat and a 
p 
 has the same 
sort as the formal parameter of p in the declaration of p specified 
by env. We shall require that z 
p p 	 p 
,a V. The idea is that z counts 
the recursion depth for the procedure p whereas a. stands for the 
actual value of the call-by-value parameter of the procedure in a 
given call. Given a trace list 1 with p as the right-most procedure 
name we shall define a formula 	of the form 




 (z 	R1 and 	are formulas of the assertion language. We 
shall in the following see how they are defined. 
Intuitively, P 1 (z) ensures that -the program CALL p(a) terminates 
in such a way that the recursion depth of the procedures named in the 
list I are bounded by the values of their respective z-variables. So 
especially, z bounds the recursion depth of the calls of p. To 
define P 1 (z) formally we shall usea trick similar to that used in 
the completeness proof of Chapter 2 for the while construct. We shall 
transform the body of each procedure p' of I, say c', into a program, 
c', that keeps track of the depth,of the recursive calls of p' and 
loops if it becomes tco great. We define c', to be the program 
IF O(z , THEN (z ,:z • 
	 p 	p 
,-1; c'; z 1 :z 1 +1) ELSE loop 
p —p ----p — 
where we define z ,:=z -1 and loop to be the two programs 
LET z=O IN (WHILE z+1(z 	DO z:=z+1; z,:z) (where zz 1 ) and 
WHILE TRUE DO z 1 :=z,, respectively. Clearly, c', is a procedure 
program. 
Given the trace list 1 we now define a new environment env1 by I (xl,c' p ,) . if p' is in I and 
env1(p') =env(p') 
	otherwise. 
This means that the procedures mentioned in I keep track of their 
recursion depth in env 1* Define now the two sets L 1 and V1 by 
L1 = {(p',z 1 )(p' is in 11 
and 
V1 = Vu{a 1 1p' is in lu{z ,p' is in iL 
The formulas P1 (z), Q1 and R1 of l 
 are now defined as follows 
P (z
1 P 	Vi 
 )E 3X' .G . ffCALL p(a 	
X I X 
p 
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where x is a vector of the variables of V1 , x is the corresponding 
vector of shadow variables and X' is a vector of new distinct variables 
of appropriate sorts and of .the same length as X. Furthermore, 
3a.G V -VAR (L ) , ,env A 	
.p (a) 
and 
R1E Ev_vAR(L),env  ~C x 
where env(p)=(x,c). Note that a-FV(Q 1 ) and if zeVAR(L1 ) . then 
z,z4.FV(Q1) as well as zFV(R 1 ). 
We shall now prove that for any depth counter d defined on the 
domain of the environment env we have d:L 1/(V1 ,env). However, in 
order to do that we shall first prove a few lemmas. First we have 
Lemma 5.4-1: If (V1 ,env)<c',ss' for some program c' and environ-
ment env with z4FV(c')uFV(env) and where z(s)d(p) then for some 
s " and r 	(V11env(p=(x,c)))<c',s-5" and 
z(s")=z(s) and the two proofs in 	have the same lengths. I/I 
The proof of this result is sketched in Appendix C. As a corollary 
we have the following result 
Lemma 5.4-2: If. (V 1 ,env)-<c,s>s' for some program c with FV(c)ç 
r l 
V1 -VAR(L1 ) and if s?.Ld  then (V1 ,env 1 )Vc,s> - s" for some s" 
and r'. 	 I/I 
This result tells us how to replace an environment env by env 1 . 
The following lemma will show how to replace env 1 by env: 
Lemma 5.4-3: If (V11  env 1 )-<c,s>s' for some program with FV(c) 
V1-VAR(L1 ) arid FP(c)PROC(L1 ) then 	d, d(p')=O for p'4PROC(L 1 ) 
I 	 1 	 . 
and (Vl ,enV)<c,$)L ,d s u for some s" and r' whereS "-= -VAR(L 
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The proof of this result is sketched in Appendix C. It is straight-
forward to verify that the following lemma holds 
Lemma 5.4-4: If l=l'ql" then the formula 4 11q/(V1 envrPROC(L1 )) is 
well-formed relative to L 1 . 
Furthermore, we have 
Lemma 5.4-5: If l=l'ql" then for any counter d, d:L 1h 1iq/(V1 env). 
Proof: Assume that s4 d and tPl q  (z  q ) (s) hold for some state s. The 
definition of P 1ig (Zg) and the expressiveness assumption then give 
that for some s', d' and r 
(V1 ., q env1tq )I••<CALL q(a),s> - ,s'. 




(1) 	(V1uq env)}<CALL 
for some r' and s. Since l=l'ql" we have V11 c.V1 and from Lemma 5.1-3 
we get that for some s 
r o 
(V i 1énv)(CALL q(a),s,s 
where s 	s. 
1 q 
We have to prove that 	 ES (a )R1q (srt) and 
hold and the proof of the lemma will then be completed. First, from 
and Lemma 5.1-2 we get that 
(V1iq VAR(L1i ) ,env) 	CLLi q(a) 





iveness assumption together with the.definition of Q 	 gives thatliq 
Q1 (SS) holds. •Since 3 	
s' and FV(Q 
V1iq VAR(L1tq ) 2 	. l' 
q 	 q 
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(V1qkiV1iq)(VAR(L1iq )UVAR(Ljiq)) we g etQ1q (s i s) as required. 
From (2) and the semantic rule /CALL-/ we get that for some r" 
given by r'=a q (s)+aq (s) ..+r" we have 
a(s) to 
,s 	)-,s 
where d'=d"(q=&(q)+l), env(q)=(x,c) and x' is a variable of the same 
sort as x satisfying X'4V1iqVAR(L1sq)•. Since aq4FV(c)UFV(env) 




X 	 d" 4 
Then Lemma 5.1-5 can be used to rename x' to a and we get q 
a 	x' a 	r ot )St 
	
l'q 	
1 ,jux'Lenv )-<c 	
q _ ((V 	-VAR(L x 	x x'' S 	d" 5 
for some s. Since x'4V and FV(env)cV we get from Lemma 5.1-2 that 
a 
(V 	-VAR  (L , ),env)b<c 	lS>It6 1 T 	lq 	x 
for some s. The expressiveness assumption together with the definition 
of R1iq now gives that R1ig (s i r"). Since the time expressiveness 
assumption is fulfilled we get from Lemma 3.2-1 that 
5 (a q ) (s i a q (s)+a q (s) ) and thereby that E 5 E 	 (aq)R1q (sr') as 
required. 
It is easy to see that SL d' holds since 5L 	
d' and d'(p')O for 
1 	 l'q 
P'R01 1tq 	This proves the lemma.  
RK 061=91=920 1. 0 a 10114211 
In order to prove The Completeness Theoem for J we shall prove 
that for any trace list 1. and assumption list l of the form 
4 	&c 	&.. 	 (where 1 is p1. ••k we have 
P i  pp2 
p...p 
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if 1 >P<c:R>Q/(V1 ,  env, L1 ) is a well -Jbrmedformula satisfying 
that if p is in FP(c) then either p is in 1 or ip is a trace 
list and furthermore 
($) 
then 
1 P<c:R)Q/(V1 ,env,L1 ). 
For a moment assume that 1 is the empty list. Then k1 is-A, v1 is 
V and L1 is 0. Since any list .of procedure names of length one is a 
trace, list we see that The Completeness Theorem for' follows from 
($). 
The proof of ($) will be by induction on the "negative" length of 
1 and the structure of c. In order to define the "negative" length of 
a trace list 1 we shall consider the set EXT(l,env) of possible exten-
sions of 1 within env: 
EXT(l,env) = {i'ii' is a trace list over env]. 
This set will be finite since there are only a finite number of trace 
lists over a given environment - remember there are no repetitions of 
procedure names in the trace lists. The maximal length of a list in 
EXT(l,env) will be the maximal extension of 1 but only if no other 
procedures are declared. The "negative" length of 1 is going to be a 
measure' for how 'much 1 can be extended. We shall therefore try to 
estimate the number of procedures that may be known.'at any point 
during the execution of a program. 	 ' 
For a program c we 'define depth(c), the depth of procedure declara-




IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 
c 1 ;c 2 
WHILE b DO c 
LET xe IN 




max(depth (c 1 ) ,depth (c 2 )1 
max(depth(c 1 ) ,depth (c 2 ) 
depth (c) 
depth (c) 
1 +depth (c 1 ) +depth (c 2 ) 
	
CALL p(e) 	 I 0 
The definition of depth(PROC p(VAL x). IS c 1 IN c 2 ) reflects that we 
during an execution of such a. program may have information about both 
theprocedures declared in c 1 and in c 2 . Note that this is not the 
case for a program as c 1 ;c 2 . 
A list 	of EXT(l,env) can at most give rise to an extension 
of 1 of length len(p1'...p k ) where 
len(pl...Pk) = depth(c 1 )+.. .+depth(c 2 )+k 
where env(p.)(x.,c.) for 1ik. Therefore, a trace list 1 can at most 
1 	•1 	1 
be extended by a list of length neg(l,env) where 
neg(l,env) = maxlen(l')kl' is in EXT(l,env). 
The "negative" length of 1 is thus defined to be the natural number 
neg(l,env). We shall adopt the convention that max 0 = 0. 
• We shall say that the formula 1 >P<c:R)Q/(V 1 ,env,L1 ) satisfies 
the predicate BOUND(j) if it is well-formed and 
- FP(c)cEXT(l,env)upIp is in l 
- depth (c)+neg(l,env)i. 
The last condition reflects that the program c might declare some 
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procedures that also can be added to the trace list. 
We shall first prove that ($) holds for formulas satisfying the 
predicate BOUND(0). Next we prove that if it holds for those satis-
fying BOUND(j) then it also holds for those satisfying BOUND(j+1). 
Since for any formula 1 >P<c:R>Q/(V1 ,env,L1 ) there is a j such that 
BOUND(j) holds we get that this will prove ($). 
BASIS 
Assume now that 11 'PKc:R)Q/(V11 env,L 1 ) is a valid formula and that 
BOUND(0) holds. By structural induction on the program c we shall con-
struct a proof of the formula inR 1 . The cases of x:=e, 
IF b THEN C 1 ELSE C 2 , c 1 ;c 2 , WHILE b DO c and LET x=e IN 	are modifi- 
cations of those of the corresponding proofs in the completeness proof 
for the proof system f in Section 4.4. The modifications are all due 
to the fact that we have added the assumption lists and are essentially 
the same for the five cases. We shall therefore only redo the proof 
for one of the cases, that of variable declaration. The case of proce-
dure declaration cannot occur since we have assumed that BOUND(0) 
holds. So below we present the proofs for the cases LET x=e IN C 
and CALL p(e). 
Case LET x=e IN c: Assume now that we have 
(1) 	1 )P<LET x=e IN c:R)Q/(V 1 ,env,L1 ) 	- 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in RR.  We proceed 
as in the completeness proof for 3, case LET x=e IN c, in Section 4.4 
and define Q' 'and R' to be the formulas y.G Jc Y B and V1 y,env x 
E,ienvllcU respectively, where y is a variable of the same sort 
as x satisfying yV 1 . Below we shall prove that the formula 
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PAy=ec:R')Q'/(V1oy, env, L1 ) 
is valid. Since BOUND(0) holds for (1) it obviously alsO holds for (2) 
and we can apply the induction hypothesis and get a proof of • (2) in 
We can then apply the rule /LET-/ and get a proof of 
1 )P<LET x=e IN c:ES(e)Rte)Q1!/(V1,env,L1). 




So using first /inv'/ and then /cons-/ 
with the formulas (3) and (4) we get the proof of the required formula 
(1). 
To prove that (2) is valid assume that for some counter d 
d:L111 /(V1AyLenv) 
holds for every prefix 1' of 1. We shall prove that 
d:LP, yre<c 1 :R'>Q'/(V1tAYj,eflV). 
From Lemma 5.4-5 we have 
d:L1 4 1  4 /(V11 env) 
for every prefix 1' of 1 (FV(env)cV). If therefore s 	d and 
1 
PAy=e(s) hold for some state s then the assumption (1) gives that 
(V1 ,env)<LET x=e IN c,s>,s' and s> d' 
1 
for some s', r and d'. This means, according to the semantic rule 
/LET-/, that for some r' 
' 	
e(s) r' 
(V1uy' ,envfl-<c ,s, 
where y' is a variable of the same sort as x •satisfying y'tV1 . 
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Without loss of generality we can assume that yy (if it is not the 
case then the lemmas 5.1-2 and 5.1-5 can be used to perform the necess-
ary renaming). Since y=e(s) holds we have 5 	=s. The definitions of 
Q' and R' together with the expressiveness assumption give directly 
that Q'(s,s')andRt(S,r') hold and thevalidity of (2) follows. 
To prove (3) assume that P AQ( s , s t) holds for some pair 
(s,s') of states. This means that VP(s) holds. We can now define 
the depth counter d by 
i z I (p) 	if O 	otherwise. 
We then have s,4 d. 
L1 
From Lemma 5.4-5 we have that d:L 11 /(V1 ,env) holds for every prefix 
1' of 1. So from (1) we get that for some r, d' and s" 
(V11 env)-4ET x=e IN c,s '> 1 S" and Q(s ,s") 
since s < d holds. 	The rest of the proof showing that Q(s,s') 
1 
holds is as in the completeness proof for 	in the case LETx=e IN c 	- 
and is therefore omitted here. 
The proof showing that(4) holds is a modification of the proof for 
the similar result in Section 4.4 along the same lines as above. We 
omit the details.  
Case CALL p(): Assume that 
(1) 	P CALL p(e):R)Q/(V1 ,enVrL 1 ) 
- 1 
and that BOUND(0) holds. We shall construct a proof of the formula in 
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Since BOUND(0) holds it must be the case that EXT(i,cnv)=ø. But 
we also have pEXT(l,env)up'Ip' is in l}so we get that p is in 1. 
Assume now that l=l'pl". The first step in the proof of (1) in 
is to apply the rule /sel-/ and we get a proof of 
(z )<CALL p(a ):ES(a )R 
P p 	 p 	p 
Using Lemma 5.4-4 it is straightforward to verify that this formula 
is well-formed and thereby that the application of the axiom is 
possible. 
The rule /par-'I / can then be applied to replace the actual paxa-
meter aof the call by the required term e. The formula Q l , is con- 
structed such that a +.FV(Q , p 	 p 	 p 
) and since a FV(env) (V) and a 6V 
p 	i 1 
we get a proof of 
P l'p p 
(z 
)e
a  <CALL P(e):E(e)(Ri , p ) a )(Ql , p)/(VleflV Ll ) . 1  
The formula Q if 
 expresses a property of the variables of V 11 VAR(L11 ). 
We shall now extent the post-condition to express a property of all 
the variables of v1-VAR(L1 ). So define A={a 1 \p' is in p1". Then 
AcV1-(FV(env)OVAR(L1 )) and we can apply the rule /ext-/ and get a 
proof of 
(z ) e <CALLp(e):E S (e)(Rl ,) e )(Ql ,)IA/(Vl ,enV,Ll ). 
p p a 	
p 
 
Below we shall prove that 
P-)P11(z)e, 
. tPA ( Ql, )_AIAQ, 
and 
PAE5 (e)(R 11 ) 4 R 
So using first /cons-/ with (2), then 
/inv1R/ and finally /cons-'/ with (3) and (4) we get the required - 
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proof of (1) in 
To prove (2) assume that VP(s) holds for some state s. We define 
the counter dsuch that 
Z' (s) if (p',z' )GL 1 
d(p') = 
[0 	otherwise. 
From Lemrña 5.4-5 we get that 
d:L1 4 1 / (Vi 1 env) 
holds for every prefix 10 of 1. From the assumption (1) we therefore 
get that 
d:L 1 P<CALL p(e):R)Q/(V1 ,env) 
holds. Since' L 
 d and VP(s) hold this means that for some 5', r and d' 
1 
(V1 ,env)- <CALL p(e),s'>,s' and s_Ld. 
Since aEV1-FV(env) we can apply Lemma 5.1-9 and replace the actual 
parameter e by a: 
(V1 ,env)<CALL p(a),$),S 
for some r' and s. The next step is to reduce the set V 1 to V1 , 
We have (V _V1, )(\(FV(env)OFV(CALL p(a )))=ø since a V i'p and 
1 lp 	 p 
Lemma 5.1-2 then gives 
(V1 ,,env)<cALL p(a.) 
for some s'. Above. 	have s> 	so therefore e(s)> 
	d' and we 
2 	 L a 	L, 
	
1 p ip 
can apply Lemma 5.4-2 and replace env by env 11 : 
0 	) (V111env11)<CAL p(a),$),S 
for some s and r". The expressiveness assumption together with the 
• 	definition of P1, p ( z  p ) gives that Pi, p (z P. Hs a 	




(s) holds and we have completed the proof of (2). 
p 
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We now turn to the proof of (3) so assume that for some pair (s,s') 
of states 	(P A.(Ql, 	(s,s'). Let us first see what can be 
deduced from I(Q l , ),IA(sls'). The definition of.Q 1 ,  and . the express-
iveness assumption give that 
e(s) r 
(V 1 -VAR(L1 , ),env)FKC.ALL p(a ),s 	> 
) 51t 
1 
p a d 
for some s", r andd satisfying that 	-VAR(L 	
) S• Using Lemma 
l'p 	l'p 
5.1-3 we can extend the set,V11 -VAR(L11 ) to V1-VAR(L1 ) and thus we 
have 
(V1 -  VAR (L1),env)-CALL 	 stf  
e(e) 
for some s 1 satisfying s1 	-vAR(L 	




p 	lp 	 p p 
(V1-VAR(L1 ))-(V11 -VAR(L11 ).) = A-a}. From 11A(s,$)  and 
-VAR(L 	
) 5 we get 
l'p 	l'p 
s" 	 s' 
1 V1-VAR(L1 ) 	 . 	. 
From the other assumption P(s,s') we get that P(s) holds. . 
Furthermore we shall define a counter d 0 as follows 
	
io
z'( s) 	if (p',z').L
d0(p') = 
	 otherwise. 
From Lemma 5.4-5 we have that 
,env) 
0. 
holds for every prefix 10  of 1. So from the assumption (1) we get 
d 0 :L11 P<CALL p(e) :R>Q/(V1 ,env). 
Since s 	d and t-P(s ) hold we get that L 
1 0 
	 . 
' 	 , (V i 1 envW 	 s i —><CALL p(e), 	d'
s 0 and \-Q(s S;) 
for some .s, r' and d'. Since a€V 1-FV(eriv) we can apply Lemma 5.1-8 
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(Vi 1 env)-<CALL p(a ),s p 	a 
where S;jaS.' We shall now replace the set V1 by V1-VA1(L1 ). 
We have VAR(L1 )fl(FV(env)IJFV(CALL p(a ).)')=Ø and since FV(e)CVAR(L1 ).=ø 
es, 
	
/ 	 e(s 
we also have 
5 
s 	so Lemma 5.1-2 gives 
a V-VAR(L). a 
p 	1 	1 p 
(8) 	(V1 -VAR (L 1 ),  env) <ALL p.(a),s5)>r1,s 
for some s satisfying sEvVAR(L)S. 
From (5) and (8) we now get that SVVAR(L)S  since the language 
is deterministic (Lemma 5.1-9). From above we have 
and (6) gives that s" 	 s' so s'E 	 s'. We shall 1 V -VAR(L ) 	 V -VAR(L )-a 	0 1 	1 1 1 	p 
below prove that 'a (s') = a (s') and thereby that s' 
p 0 	p 	 V1-VAR(L1)50 
Since Q(s ,$) and FV(Q)(V1-VAR(L1 ))U(V1 -VAR(L1 )) ((1) is well-formed) 
we then get that Q(s,s') as required. 
To prove that a(s) = a(s') consider the formula (7). Let x' be, 
a new variable of the same •sort as a, that is x'V1 . The semantic 
rule /CALL-/ gives that 
e(s 




where env(p)=(x,c) and for some r" and d". Since a 4v we have 
e(s) 




From t1 (s, s') and a GA we get a (s)=a (s') so a (s')a (s'). This 
p0 
completes the proof of (3). 
Finally, we have to prove that (4) holds. So assume that for some 
pair (s,r) ol state and natural number 
Thus we have t'P(s) and as above we shall define the depth counter 
such that 	d0 . From the assumption (1) we then get 
1 	 -- 
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(V11  env) <CALL p(e),s',S' and R(s,r') 
for some 5', r' and d'. The semantic rule /CALL- ?' / then gives that 
r' = e. (s )+e(s )++r,; for some r, and that 
e(s) 
(V1u1,xh1,env).(cx , 
X 	 do 
for some d" and for x' being a new variable (that is, x'tV1) of the 
same sort as x. We shall now replace the variable x' by a 
p
. Since 
a FV.(cX)UFV(env) we can remove a from the set v1ukx'}. Define s 
P 	x e(s ) 	R (s i ) 	 e(s 
p 
to be the state s 	. Then S 	
p 	 s 	and 
a 	 1 x' (V1 x')-a 	x 
Lemma 5.1-2 gives 
a (5 
, 1 ((V1u{x' ) -&a3 ,env)cX 
for some s. Using Lemma 5.1:-5 we then get 
	
a 	x ' a 
s ' (V xLenv 1 ')E - c 	 d" 2 
for some s. We can get rid of the variable x' by applying Lemma 
5.1-2 and since (tx'UVAR(L 1 	x 
))-(FV(c )FV(env))ø and 
e (s) 
S1V -VAR (L )Sa 	we get 
1 	p . a 
' 
(9) 	(Vi_VAR(Li),env)_<cx,Sa 
e(s) > r 
-1s 
p 
for some s. 
We also have that (ES(e)(R11)e (s,r). Using the , time express-
ivenessassumption together with Lemma 3.2-1 we get that this means 
that r= e$(s)+e(s)++rlt for some r" satisfying IrR11  (S 5) , r u). The 
expressiveness assumptiOn together with the definition, of R 1 , give 
us that 
a 
p e(s).>rhI>s (V 
 -VAR 	),env) - <c ,s 
l'p 	it x 	a 	dig 
p 
for some s" and d" 	 )V . Since V1 -VAR(L11 	1
-VAR (L 1 ) we can apply 







for some s. Combining this result with that of (9) gives us that 
rt 1 =r since the language is deterministic (Lemma 5.1-9). But then 
r=r' and from R(s 0 ,r'), FV(R)c(\-VAR(L 1 ))utimeJ 	((1) is well- 
formed) and 50v1VAR(L1)5 we get R(s,r) as required. This com- 
pletes the proof of (4) and thereby the basis step in the induction 
proving ($). 
THE INDUCTION STEP 
Assume now that ($) holds for any formu1a. 1 )P<c:R)Q/(V1 ,eflv,T 1 ) 
satisfying the predicate BOUND(j) and we shall prove that it hold 
for the formulas satisfying BOUND(j+1). 
The proof is by structural induction on the program c. The cases 
of x:=e, IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 , c 1 ;c 2 , WHILE b DO c and LET x=e IN c 
are exactly as above in the basis case so we omit the details here. 
The cases of PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN C 2 and CALL p(e) are considered 
below. 
Case PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 : Assume that 
'P<PROCp(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 :R>Q/(V1 ,env , L1 ) 
and that BOUND(j+1) holds. We shall construct a proof of the formula. 
in 1 . Let q be a new procedure name (that is, qDOM(env)) and. define 
env' to be the environment env(q(x,c q)) Then 1 is a trace list over 
ip 
env' and below we shall prove that the formula 
1P<c2:R)Q/(V11envI,L) 
is valid. Below we shall also prove that the predicate BOtJND(j+1) holds 
for the formula. The induction hypothesis can then be applied and we 
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get a proof of (2) in'3k' . But then the rule /PROC_RR/  can be applied 
and we get a proof of 
1 )P<PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN.c 2 :RQ/(V1 ,env,L1 ) 
as required. 
We have to prove that the formula (2) is valid. First we have to 
verify that the formula is well-formed. The sets L 1 and V1 which are 
defined frii the environment env are the same as those defined from 
the environment env'. Therefore Lemma 5.4-4 gives that 
4 11 /(V1 ,env'rPROC(L1 )) is well-formed relative to L 1 for any prefix 
1' of 1. From the well-formedness of the formula (1) it is straight-
forward to get that 	 is well-formed relative to 
L1 . This proves the well-formedness of, (2). To prove that (2) is 
valid assume now that for some counter d (over env') 
d:L 	11 /(V1 ,en7') 
holds for every prefix 1' of 1. We have to prove that 
 1 	2p 
Let now d 3 be the restriction of d to DOM(env). Lemma 5.4-5 gives 
that 
d 0 :L1 4 11 /(V11 env) 
holds for every prefix lt of 1. So from (1) we get 
d 0 :L1 P<PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 :R>Q/(V1 ,env). 
To prove (3) assume now that s 	d and VP(s) hold for some state s. 
1 
Then sL , d 0 and from (4) we get 
1 
(V11 envfl<PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 21 s>,s', Q(s,s'), R(s,r) 
and S 	d L  
1 
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for some 5', r and d. The semantic rule /PROC-/' then gives that 
(5) 	
1P 	2p 	d 
for some procedure name q' satisfying q'd.DOM(env) and where d' is 
some extension of d, that is, 
qq we shall rename q' to q u 
generallity we can assume that 
qPROC(L1 ) we get S?L d'. This 
1 
d'(p')=d(p') for p'DOM(env). If 
sing Lemma 5.1-6 so without loss of 
q'q in (5). We have 	and since 
1 
proves (3) and thereby (2). 
We have to prove that BOUND(j+1) holds for, the formula (2) in 
order to apply the induction hypothesis. As we have seen above th 
formula is well-formed. Since BOIJND(j+1) holds for (1) we have 
FP(PROC p(VAL'x) IS c, IN c 2 )EXT(1,env)utp'lp' is in lJ. If p.FP(c 2 ) 
we get 
p(2)ç quFP(PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 ) 
quEXT(l,env)up'p' is in l 
is in l. 
ip 
The same inclusion holds if p4.FP(c 2 ). Since BOtJND(j+1) holds for (1) 
we have depth(PROC p(VAL x) IS c 1 IN c 2 )+neg(l,env)j+1. Let now 
j 1 =ptl(c 1 ) and j 2 =depth(c 2 ) then j 1 +j 2+1j+1. For any 1' of 
EXT(l,env) we have 1en(l')(j+1)-(j 1 +j 2 +1). If 1" is in EXT(1,env') 
then either 1" is in EXT(l,env) or, 1" "with q erased" will be in 
EXT(1,env). Therefore len(1")((j+1)-'(j 1 +j 2 +1))+j 1 +1 (=j-j 2+1). We 
thus get 
= j+1. 
This proves that BOUND(j+1) holds and thereby we have completed the, 
proof in the case of procedure declarations.  
Case CALL p(e): Assume now that we have 
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t 1 )Pc:R)Q/(V 11 env,L1 ) 
and furthermore that BOUND(j+1) holds. We shall construct a proof of 
the formula in 	We have two cases depending on whether or not p is 
in the trace list 1. 
In the case where p is in 1 we proceed exactly as in the basis 
step of the induction proving ($), case CALL p(e). (In that proof we 
only use the assumption that 1 cannot be extended to conclude that p 
is in 1 so the proof can be adopted directly.) 
• Assume now that p is not in 1. Then FP(CALL p(e))EXT(l,env) so 
we get that ip is a trace list. Below we shall prove that the follow-
ing formula is valid 
 
where env(p)(x,c). It is straightforward to verify that it is a well-
formed formula using Lemma 5.4-4. By construction of EXT(lp,env) we 
have FP( c P)cEXT(lp, env ) u pt p' is in lpj. Since BOUND(j+1) holds for 
(1) we have depth(CALL p(e))+neg(l,env).j+1. This means that 
a 
1(r1'-1 for every ol' of EXT(1.env). Let now i'=depth(c P) Then - 	-----•"- 	--- 	•.. 	 - 	- 	x 
len(1')j -j for every 1' of EXT(lp,env) 	pl"EEXT(l,env)j 	So 
we have 
depth(cP).+neg(lpefljt+(i_it) (j). 
This proves that BOUND(j) - holds for (2) and the induction hypothesis 
gives us a proof of (2) 	Below we prove that 
L-P1 (0)'-
holds-. We can then apply the rule /CALL-/ and get a proof of 
) 1P1(z 
)e  <CALL p(e):E5(e)(R )e >(Q ) 	 L lp pa 	 lpa 	ipa 
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(note that aFV(Q1 )). 
We now have two cases. If p€PROC(L ) then L=L and V -{a \ 
1 	ip 1 	ip p 







P PAE5(e)(R )eR 
lo a 
P 
Using the rules /cons-/ and /inv-Y/ 
we. therefore get a. proof of the required formula (1). 
If, on the other hand, pPROC(L1 ) we proöeed as follows. Assume 
that Ll=((pl,zl),...,(pk,Zk)} and L l Llut(Pk+l .lZ k+l )•••f(P k+m Zk+ ) L 
We then
. 
 have V -1a I =V Uiz 	 We shall apply the rule 
/elim-/ to the proof of (4) and get a proof of 
P(e):E(e)G(Rip ) a ) ( Qip ) / 
(Vi , env, L1 ). 
In order for this to be a valid application of the rule /elim-/ 
the conclusion of the rule must be well-formed but this is straight-
forward to verify using Lemma 5.4-4 and that V1 -VAR(L1 )=V1u(aL 
Below we shall prove that 
t P-(z....z 	.P 	(z 
)C 
k-H 	k+m lp p a 
so using therules /cons-/ and /inv-/ together with (8), (6) and 
(7) we get the required proof of (1) inR1 . 
We have to prove that the formula (2) is valid. So let d be a 












 p 	x 	ip 
+1)<c :R '>Q ip /(V11env). 
• 	So assume that s 	d and P (z +1) (s) hold for some state s. Then 
z (S)+I p 	
ip p 
1P1 (z) (s 	) and from the expressiveness assumption and the 
definition of P ip p 
( z ) we get 
•  
z (s)+1 
(V1  env 1 )1<CALL P(a) i S 
	
p 	 z (s)+1 




(V1 ,env)F<CALL p(a) ,s 
for some 	and r'. Since zjFV(CP.LL p(a))oFV(env) we can first apply 
Lemma 5.1-2 and then Lemma 5.1-3 and get 
(V1 ,env)-<CALL p(a),$) — ,s 
for some s. Using the semantic rule /CALL-/ we get that for some 
r" and d" 
a (s) 
(V ux' ,env)<cX. ,s  
" 2 lp 	 x 	 ci 
where x' is a variable of the same sort as x satisfying x'.V1 and 
d"=d.' (p=d' (p)-l). We can now rename x ' to a as follows. First we use 
Lemma 5.1-2 to remove a from the set V 
p 	 lp 
a •(s) 
((V1 ux') - a1 ,env)l-<c > , S 
where s'E V 	a 	2 
s'. Then Lemma 5.1-5 gives 
3 	-  lp a 	x'a 
(V ux'1,  env )<c
5. 
ip 	 x 	x x 	ci 4 
where s 	-a 	
And using Lemma 5.1-2 we now get 
lp P a 




To complete the proof of (2) we have to prove that 
and 	d". Since VAR(L 1 )fl(FV(CALL p(a))DFV(env))=ø 
ip 
we get from (9) and Lemma 5.1-2 that 
r' 
(V -VAR(L ),env)I-<CALL p(a  
	
ip. 	ip 	 p 
for some s satisfying sE -VAR(L ) s 2 .From the deductions above 
ip 	lp 
we have Sf1 	 The expressiveness assumption ip-(VAR(L ip 
	p 
together with the definition of Q 	therefore gives \Q 1 (s,$). 
The expressiveness assumption and the definition of R 1 give that 
R1 (s,r " ) holds since Lemma 5.1-2 applied to (10) gives 
(V1 -VAR(L1 ) env)<c,s>S' 
z (s)+1 
for some s. As we have seen above s 	L d' and d"d' (pd' (p)-l) 
p 1 I 
so we get directly that 	d". This completes the proof of the 
ip 
validity of (2). 
We now turn to the proof of (3), 1P 1 (0). Assume that for some 
state s, P 1 (0) (s) holds. Then P 1 (z) (s ° ) holds and the express-
iveness assumption gives that 
(V1 ,env 1 )<CALL p(a) 
for some s', r and d. The semantic rule /CALL-/ then gives (for 
some x ' , x'V1 ) 
0 a (s) 
(V1 ux',env ) - <c 	,S 	P 	
)r 	t 
p 	lp 	p 	z x' 
P 
for some r' and d'. Remember now that c is the program 
IF 0<z THEN (z :z -1; c; z :z +1) ELSE loop. 
p 	—p----p--- 	p p 
So the semantic rule /IF-/ gives that 
0 	a(s) 
(V Ux',env )-<loop,s 
p 	Y-> 
lp 	ip ---- z x' 
P 
for some r".. But this is a contradiction since the program loop never 
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terminates. So it cannot be the case thatP 1 (0) (s) holds for some 
state s. This proves (3). 
The proof of (5),P -P l ( Z) s is essentially as that proving the 
similar result in the proof of the basis of the induction proving ($), 
case CALL p(e). So we shall omit the details here. 
We now turn to the proof of the formula (6): P ,'(Q1 ) -'Q. The 
p 
proof is a simplification of the proof of the similar result in the 
basis case above, case CALL p(e) , where we prove 
PA(Q ),I 4 Q. 
lp 	A 
We omit the details. 
The proof showing that the formula (7):(P 
holds is a simple modification of the proof of a similar result in 
the basis,case CALL p(e). Againwe omit the details. 
Finally, we have to prove that (8), 
holds. The proof of this is a simple modification of that proving that 
(5) holds so we omit the details. This completes the proof in the 
case CALL p(e). 
This completes the proof of the induction step in the proof of ($) 
and thereby The Completeness Theorem for 
5.5 EXAMPLES:, FACTORIAL AND . ERGE SO . R.TTNG 
In order to discuss the pragmatic issues concerning the proof 
system 	we shall in this section consider two worked examples. As 
for the proof systems of the previous chapters the important question 
is how naturally we can formalise the traditional informal analyses. 
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For programs involving recursive procedures it is especially inter-
esting to see how close we can come to the recurrence relations of 
the informal analyses. 
In Chapter 4 we distinguished between three different proof strat-
egies for applying a proof system as-f to analyse the run-time of 
programs. The two of the strategies are the traditional ones: we can 
construct the proof in a bottom-up manner or in a top-down manner. 
In the third approach the idea is to introduce "unknown" time formulas 
and construct a "proof" of some property of the run-time of the program 
together with a list of conditions on the "unknown time formulas". It 
seems that especially this proof strategy is useful when formalising 
the informal analysis of recursive procedure programs. We shall illu-
strate this by the recursive factorial program that we already have 
considered in Section 5.2. 
The second example of-this section is the well-known merge sort 
algorithm and we shall demonstrate how we can obtain a rather close 
formalisation of the traditional informal analysis of this algorithm. 
In Section 5.2 we considered the following recursive versionof 
the factorial program: 
PROC fac(VAL x) 
IS 	IF x=O THEN res:=1 ELSE (CALL fac(x-1); res:xreS) 
IN 	CALL fac(n) 
Using the proof system 	we proved that the run-time of this algo- 
rithm is 11Th+7. A combined bottom-up/top-down strategy was used in 
the proof. 
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This formal analysis differs from the traditional one in that we 
(apparently) do not construct a recurrence relation. The informal 
analysis will give rise to the recurrence relation 
T(0) = 6 
($) 	< 
T(x+1) = 11+T(x) 	for xO 
where T(x). is the time required for the call CALL fac(x) (except 
that we must add the time required to evaluate the actual parameter 
X). A solution to ($) is T(x) = 11x+6. 
Although the formal proof of Section 5.2 does not give rise toa 
recurrence relation as ($) there are, never the less, deductions that 
vaguely resemble checking that some form'ula is a solution to some 
recurrence relation. When analysing the branches of the conditional 
we use that 
(1)P(z+1)aOtime2-?time11a+2 
and 
(2) 	(time=4)(time11a+5) 1  (TRUE (time4)) 	time11a+2. 
This can be viewed as expressing that 11'a+2 is a solution to the 
recurrence relation 
2 
TI(a) = 11+T'(a-1) 	for a1. 
We shall now show that by imposing another proof strategy we can 
make this more explicit in the formal proof. 
REDOING THE FORMAL PROOF 
We shall look for conditions on an unknown term F(n) that will 
ensure that we have 'a proof ofthe formula 
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($$) 	TRUE(program:time=F(fl)+1>TRUE/(fl,faC,O,ø). 
Intuitively, F(n) is a term (with n as the only free variable) for 
the run-time of the call CALL fac(n) when the parameter n has been 
evaluated, that is, F(n) corresponds to T(n) in the informal analysis. 
The proof of ($$) proceeds very much as in Section 5.2. So for the 
main program we get that it is sufficient to prove the formula 
P(z)CALL fac(n):time . F(n)+ 1>TRUE/(.n , reS , Z} , eflv , i(fac , Z ) 1 )  
where env is the environment containing the declaration of the proce-
dure fac and P(z) is the formula O<z=a+1. The assumption list is then 
extended to contain the formula 
P(z)'CALL fac(a):(time2)(timeF(a)1)>TRUE 
(abbreviated 4) and we shall construct a proof of the formula 
j' >P(z+1)<IF a=O THEN res:1 ELSE (CALL fac(a-1);res:areS): 
time=F(a)_.1>TRUE/(tn,reS,Z,aLenv, [(fac,z) ). 
To prove this formula for the procedure body it is sufficient to 
prove the two formulas 




(since E(a=O) can be chosen to be timé=3). We can easily get a proof 
of the first of thee formulas if the condition 
(3) 	P(z+1)ha=Ot.time=2.timeF(a)4 
is fulfilled. The second formula can be proved if the condition 
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(4) 	P(z+1)a=OA((time=4)(time=F(a)-1) 1 )G(TRUE(tim4)) 
-time=F(a)-4 
is fulfilled. 
The two conditions (3) and (4) specify some sort of recurrence 
relation. It is easy to see that it is sufficient to find a term F(a) 
satisfying 
F(0) = 6 
and 
F(a) = 11+F(a-1) 	for a)O. 
But this is exactly the recurrence relation ($) from the informal 
analysis. 
This suggests that the proof strategy using "unknown time formulas" 
should be'j preferred when analysing recursive procedures. This is _nAot 
surprising since it is also one of, the ideas behind the informal ana-
lysis of recursive procedures: "What we must now do is to associate 
with each recursive procedure an unknown time function T(n) . .." 
(/AHU82 p24/).. 
We shall now show how the run-time of the merge sort algorithm can 
be analysed in the proof system Using the data type of one-dimen-
sional arrays of Example 3.1-2 the algorithm canbe written as follows 
- note the variable 1 of sort array contains, the array to be sorted. 
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PROC merge-sort (VAL i,VAL m) 
IS PROC merge (VAL i,VAL m) 
• IS:LET copy=init(2m) 
:IN LET h=1 
IN WHILE h(2m 
DO (copy:=upd(copy,h,li+h) h:=h+1); 
h:=1 
• 	: 	LET k=m+1 
IN WHILE h(m+1 
DO (i:=i+1; 
IF copyh1 ( copy,kl 
THEN (l:=upd(l,i,copy,h); h:h+1) 
ELSE (l:=upd(l,i,cOpytkl); 
IF k<2m+1 THEN k:k+1 ELSE k:=m)) 
• 	IN:IF m=1 
-THEN m:=1 
ELSE (CALL merge-sort(i,m/2); 
CALL merge-sort(i+m/2,m/2) 
CALL merge(i,m/2)) 
IN CALL merge-sort(1,lenqth(l)) 
The idea in the algorithm is that in order to sort the sublist 
of the array 1 it is sufficient to sort the two 
sublists 1\.i+11,... ,lti+m/23 and lti+m/2+11,..., 1[ - i+ml and then 
merge these two sorted sublists. The procedure merge will do that by 
first copying the m elements into another array, copy, and then put 
them back into 1 in the correct order. 
THE INFORMAL RUN-TIME ANALYSIS 
An informal analysis of the algorithm was presented already in 
Section 1.3. At that time we had no fixed idea of the exact cost of 
the various operations, so we shall here repeat the arguments using 
the uniform computational model for the data type given in Example 
3.1-3. 
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The term T(m) is going to be an upper bound on the run-time of a 
call of the procedure merge-sort with the parameters i and m -, it is 
convinient to assume that they already have been evaluated. We shall 
now explain how we arrive at the recurrence relation 
IT(1) =5 
($) < IT(m) 
	2T(m/2)+50(m+1) 	for m'>l. 
Consider first the true branch of the conditional of the body of the 
procedure merge. The test m=1 requires three units of time and the 
assignment m:=1 two units so we get T(1)=5. For the false branch we 
still get three time units from the test m1. By assumption each of 
the two recursive calls requires at most T(m/2) time units, however, 
we have to account separately for the evaluation of the parameters: 
the first call requires six time units and the second ten. We now 
have to argue that the procedure merge requires at most 50m+31 
time units. First we note that the evaluation of the parameters take 
six units and since the procedure is called with the parameter m/2 
it is sufficient to argue that the body of the procedure requires 
less than 100m+25 time units. A careful checking (which we shall 
omit) shows that this is indeed the case. 
RUN-TIME ANALYSIS INR 
We shall now turn to a formal analysis of the algorithm in the 
proof system. We shall use the proof strategy with the unknown 
time formulas as it was successful. when analysing the factorialpro-
gram earlier. So we shall look for conditions on the term N(n) that 
will give us a proof of the fOrmu.l.a 
(1) 	A0n,length(l)n(program:timeM(fl)+6>TRUE/(U,nI'O,ø) 
in3..1 . As in the informal analysis the idea is that M(m) is the time 
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required for a call of the procedure merye-sort when its parameters 
have been evaluated. 
Let us first consider a proof for the main program. From the rule 
/PROC-'/ we get that in order to prove (1) it is sufficient to prove 
O<nlength(l)n<CALL merge-sort(1,1ength(l)):timeM(n)+6> 
TRUE/(1,n),env,ø) 
where env is the environment declaring the procedure merge-sort. We 
shall now choose the invariant, P(z), for the procedure merge-sort to 
be the formula O CzA 2Z 1<<22 Then we have 
length (1) 
	
O(nAlength(l) =n 	P(z) m 
/inv-'/ we get that it is sufficient to prove so using /cohs-le/ and  
that 
(2) 	J)3z.P(z) length 
	 CALL merge-sort(1,length(l)): 
m 
(time<M(m) 6m 
where L=((merge-sort,z). Let now 4 be an abbreviation for the formula 
P(z)CALL merge-sort(i,m):(time4)(time,<M(m))>TRUE. 
This reflects that E5 (i)E5 (rn) is equivalent to time=4 and that M(m) 
is meant to be an upper bound on the run-time requirements of the 
procedure when the parameters have been evaluated. Since -t(0) holds, 
ES(l) is equivalent to time2 and E 5 (length(l)) is equivalent to 
time -_6 we can get a proof of (2) by applying (an appropriate version 
o the rule /CALL-R' / to a proof of the formula 
4')P(z+1)<'PROC merge(...) IS ... IN ... :time,M(m))TRUE/(V,env,L) 
where V=l,n,z,i ,mL 
We now turn to a proof of this property for the procedure merge. 
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Let env' be the extension of the environment env that lilSo decilires the 
procedure merge. Using the rules /PROC_.IR/ and /IF_.IR/ we get that 
it is sufficient to prove the-following two formulas inR: 
(3.) 
and 
(4) 	P(z+1)A-m=1<CALLmerge-sOrt(i,m/2) CALL merge-sort(i+m/2,m/2) 
CALL merge(i,m/2):timeM(m) -3>TRUE/(V,eflV' ,L). 
We have here used that E(m1) can be chosen to be time3. 
Using /ass_RR/, /inv - !/ and /cons-/ it is straightforward to 
construct a proof of (3) provided that M(m) satisfies 
P(z+1)m=1Atime2—)timeM(m)3 
(remember, ES(l) is equivalent to time=2). 
The proof of (4) is more complicated. From the axiom /sel-R[ 
we get a proof of the formula 
4P(z)CALL merge_sort(i,m):(time4)(timeM(m))>TRUE/ 
(V,env' ,L). 
Using the rule /par-'R, R / we can replace the actual parameter m of the 
call by m/2 and wethus have a proof of 
)P ( Z )mh/' 2 CALL merge_sort(i,m/2):(time6)ED(timeM(m/2))> 
TIUJE/(V,env' ,L) 
since ES(i)ES ( m/2) is equivalent to time6. Because m4FV(env') we 
can apply /ext- 1 / and get a proof of 
P ( Z )m/' 2 CALL merge-sort(i,m/2) :(time6)(time M(m/2))> 
m=rnAz=z/(V,env' ,L) 
We can now use that 
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P( z ) m/ 2Am=mAz = z  ._,> P( z ) m2 Mn=m 
so the rules /cons_R/ and tinv- / give a proof of 
)P(z+1)F -'m=1<CALL merge-sort(i,m/2):timeM(m/2)+6> 
m/2 - 
P(Z)m Amm/(V, env' ,L). 
In a similar way we can construct a proof of the formula 
P(z)m/'2<CALL merge-sort(i+m/2,m/2) :timeM(m/2)+1O> 
m=m/(V,env' ,L). 
Assume for a moment that we have a proof of the formula 
TRUECALL merge(i,rn/2) :time5Om+31>TRUE/(V,env',L). 
We can now put the proofs of (5) , (6) and (7) together using /;R'/ 
and we get a proof of the formula 
4P(z+1) -'m=1<CALL merge-ort(i,m/2); CALL merge-sort(i+m/2,m/2) 
• 	 CALL merge (i,m/2) : (timeM(m/2)+6)G(mm) 
((timeM(m/2)+1O) ®(mm) (time50m+31))> 
• 	(m=rn) (mrn) TRUE/(V,env',L). 
We have 
(timeM(m/2)+6)B(mrfl) ( (tirneM(m/2)+1O)G(mfl1) (time,(50in+3 1 )) 
—> time2M(m/2)+50m+47. 
Provided that 
P(z+1)Am=1time2M(m/2)+5Orn+47 -)time(M(m) 3 
holds we therefore get a proof of (4) using /inv-/ and /cons_R/. 
In order to complete the proof of (4) we have to construct a proof 
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of the formula (7) in 	The proof is fairly straightforward and 
since it does not provide further insight we shall omit the details 
here. 
To summarise, we have obtained a proof of.the upper bound M(n)+6 
on the run-time of the merge sort algorithm provided that the two 
conditions 
P(z+1 )Am=1'time=2 -#timeM(m)-3 
and 
P(z+1)A -srn=1fttime2M(m/2)+5Om+47 -- time M(m)-3 
are fulfilled. These conditions are fulfilled if and only if M(n) 
satisfies the conditions 
M(m)2M(m/2)+50(m+1) 	for m>1. 
Except for the requirement M(1)5 (rather than M(1)5) this is exactly 
the recurrence relation of the informal analysis. 
56 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have in this chapter seen how the proof system for run-time 
analysis of non-recursive procedure programs can be modified such that 
it also applies to programs with recursive procedures. The new proof 
system 	has been proved to be sound and complete in the same sense as 
the previous proof system. Based on worked examples we argue that we 
can obtain natural formalisations of the traditional informal analyses 
in that we obtain recurrence relations in the formal proofs that are 
close to those of the informal analyses. 
The idea of counting the recursion depth in the specificatipn of 
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the semantics of the recursive procedure language in Section 5.1 occurs 
in several papers constructing proof systems for recursive procedures. 
In for instance /Ap81/ it is accomplished by defining successive approxi-
mations to programs involving recursive procedure calls. The approxi-
mating programs are obtained by syntactic substitutions and for a 
procedure p with the formal parameter xand the body c /Ap81/ will 
define the approximating programs c0 , c 11 ... by 
	
:
loop 	(a program that never terminates), 
+ 	CP 
C. 
where c 	is the program obtainedby replacing the calls of p, CALL p(e), 
by the statement LET x=e IN c.. It is then straightforward to verify 
that if (V,(p=(x,c)))l-<c,s'>-S' then d(p)i. We note that /Ap81/ 
only consider the case where a single procedure is declared whereas 
we consider the more general case with nested declarations of proce-
dures. This also explains why we use the more complicated structure 
of a depth counter rather than a single natural number. 
The proof system 	of Section 5.2 defines (indirectly) a proof 
system 91 for proving total correctness of programs in the recursive 
procedure language. The formulas ofT have the form 
... &Pk<ck)QkPO<cQQQ/(VenvsL) 
where P., c., Q., V, env and L are as in Section 5.2 (for Oik). The 
axioms and rules of the proof system ' are obtained from those of 
by removing the deductions about time formulas. The axioms and rules of 
gR are thus the straightforward extensions of those of the proof 
system 5' ( except /CALL_JN/) considered in Section 4.6 together with 
the following axioms and rules (4 is now a possible empty sequence of 
formulas of the form P(c)Q):  
'I. 




where env(p)(x,c) , (p,z.)&L, z is a variable of sort 
nat satisfying z.FV(Q) and a is a variable of the same 
sort as x satisfying a4VoFV(Q) 
/sel_TR/ 	'P(c>Q/(V, env, L) 





P<c>Q/(Vz ...,z 	,env,LuL') 
/elim- / 
3 z l .... zk. P<c) Q/ (V lenv L) 






From the soundness and completeness results holding for the proof 
system RR  (see the sections 5.3 and 5.4) we get that essentially the 
same results hold for the proof system 
In the rest of this section we shall compare the proof system jR 
with various proof systems from the literature that can be used to 
prove total correctness of recursive procedure programs. 
A proof system for total correctness of a language with recursive 
procedures is suggested by Sokolowski in /So77b/ and essentially the 





where z is a new variable ranging over the natural 
numbers. 
This rule turn out to be sufficient if we restrict our attention to 
programs with at most one recursively defined procedure. Harel proves 
in /Ha79/ that a version of the proof system formulated within the 
framework of dynamic logic is arithmetical sound and complete - the 
same result is proved in /I\p81/ within the framework of Hoare's logic. 
Harel shows in /Ha79/ that (essentially) the rule /S/ above can be 
extended to cope with mutual recursive procedures. In the extended 
rule he only uses one counter although a number of procedures may be 
invoced. Intuitively, it is not necessary to have a counter for each 
procedure (as we have in J ) because the procedures are declared at 
the same time and in a sense they behave as if there just was a single 
procedure (defined with a large case-statement) 
In the case where procedure declarations are allowed to be nested 
it is, intuitively, not sufficient to have a single counter. When we 
enter the scope of a newly declared procedure we must be prepared to 
keep track of the number of recursive calls of it and when we leave 
its scope we do not bother further about it. Later in the proof we 
may meet the same procedure declaration again but in another context 
and then it has to be treated as a completely new procedure and as 
such it has nothing to do with the counter of the previous version of 
the procedure This suggests that counters are closely related with 
the procedure declarations and this is reflected by the introduction 
of the component L of procedure name/(counter-) variable associations 
ME 
it the foriuias cf the proof system  R . 
Recently, Meyer and Mitchell have given a proof system for total 
correctness properties of a language with nested recursive procedures 
/MeMi83/. Their idea is to extend the assertion language with some 
special formulas that can be used to express the effect of calling a 
given procedure. In this way the introduction of assumption lists is 
not needed: hypotheses about the recursive calls of the procedures 
can be included in the pre-conditions of the formulas. Furthermore, 
the introduction of counters is not needed any longer because of the 
additional power of the assertion language. However, Meyer and 
Mitchell's proof system is not a proof system in the usual style of 
Hoare's logic as presented in for instance /Ap81/, the reason being 
that the assertion language is not a first order language. So we can 
hardly compare our proof system 	with that of /MeMi83/. 
We know of no Hoare-like.proof system for proving total correctness 
of programs involving nested recursive procedures. However there are 
a few papers discussing partial correctness proof systems for such a 
language, for instance /Go75/, /ApdB77/, /Ap78/, /dB79/ and /C179/. 
It might be interesting to note that the proofs of soundness and 
completeness for these proof systems are rather complicated (see for 
instance' /Ap78/) - just as those for the proof system '3 given in 
the sections 5.3 and 5.4. However, in the proof of the completeness 
result in Section 5.4 even further complications, arise because we 
prove total correctness properties (consider for instance the con-
struction of the assumption lists) . 
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PROVING UPPER BOUNDS ON 
6  THE RUN-TIME 
The proof systems developed in the previous three chapters have 
been designed to prove quite general run-time properties, namely 
those, that can be specified by time formulas. The worked examples of 
the three chapters show that, to a large extent, it is possible to 
obtain natural formalisations of the traditional informal analysed. 
However, there are certain details of the informal analyses that are 
not reflected directly in the formal proof. We have already mentioned 
the analysis of the (outer) loop of the bubble sorting algorithm in 
Section 3.5. Another aspect that is worth mentioning is that in the 
informal analyses we study a very special kind of run-time properties, 
namely the order of magnitude of the worst-case time complexity, where-
as we in the formal proofs use the general time formulas to express 
run-time properties. 
In order to narrow the gap between the informal analyses and the 
formal proofs we shall in this chapter consider a special purpose 
proof system for proving upper bounds on the run-time of programs. 
This proof system can he viewed asa step towards the one we really 
want for analysing the order of magnitude of the worst-case time 
complexity of programs. As in the previous chapters we shall be inter-
ested in the soundness and completeness properties of the proof 
system and based on worked examples we shall discuss the pragmatic 
issues. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict our attention to 
the language of while programs. 
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In Section 6.1 we present the proof system L for proving upper 
bounds on the run-time of while programs. As an example of the use 
of the proof system we shall redo the analysis of the bubble sorting 
algorithm in Section 3.5 and we shall point out that we have obtained 
a more natural formalisation of the informal analysis. Finally, in 
Section 6.1 we prove that U can be derived from the previous proof 
system R (Chapter 3) and thereby that '\L is sound. 
The question of completeness of the proof system 'U.. is more compli-
cated and is discussed in the sections 6.2 and 6.3. In Section 6.2 
we show that U. is not complete in the same sense as ' , that is, it is 
not sufficient to assume that we have time formulas for the exact run-
time requirements for each program. However, the result of Section 
6.3 shows that we can impose conditions that will give us a complete-
ness result but, unfortunately, these conditions are rather difficult 
to fulfill 
Section 6.4 contains a worked example. Using the proof system 
we can prove the &(n 2 ) upper bound on Dijkstra's algorithm for finding 
the shortest paths in a graph. This analysis is based on the adjac-
ency matrix representation of a graph. If the adjacency list repre-
sentation is used, then an informal analysis using the so-called 
book-keeping trick gives an &(e+nlog(n)) upper bound and we shall 
in Section 6.4 discuss to what extenQ this analysis can be forinalised 
in U. Finally, Section 6.5 contains some concluding remarks, among 
others, a discussion of how even more natural formalisations of the 
informal analyses can be obtained. 
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.ftJ THE PRQO..LSYSJIEM 
We shall in this section present a proof system iX for proving 
upper bounds on the run-time of while programs. The formulas of this 
proof system will have the form P(c:T)Q/V where P, c, Q and V are as 
in the total correctness proof system9 of Chapter 2 and T is a so-. 
called time term: it is a term of the assertion language with only 
program variables as free variables. The idea is, 
of course, that T is a term for an upper bound on the run-time of c, 
so the formula P<c:T'>Q/V can be thought of as an abbreviation for the 
formula P<c:time'.time+time'T)Q/V of the proof system 	(where time' 
is a variable of sort nat, time4FV(T)otime). 
IMAM M4 
When we constructed the proof systemR for run-time analysis of 
while programs in Chapter 3 we imposed a time expressiveness condition 
on the data type and its computational model in order to ensure that 
we have time formulas for the run-time requirements of the terms and 
boolean expressions of the language. Similarly, we shall now impose a 
condition that will ensure that we have time terms bounding the. run-
time requirements of the terms and boolean expressions. 
Given a data type specified by a set K of sorts and a K-sorted 
signature 	and given a computational model for it the.time term 
expressiveness condition is fulfilled if 
- for each sort k of K there is a term U+(x) with free variable x 
of sort k and such that for any state S 
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- for each 'function, symbol f of arity (k 1 . . .k,k) there is a term 
	
U(x 1 . ..,x) with free variables x 1 ,...,x m 	 —1 
of sorts k ,... 
respectively, and such that for any state s 
U (x,... ,x ) (s) 	f(x (s),...,x (s)) f 1 	m 	 1 	 m 
- for each relation symbol p.of arity k 1 . ..k there is a term 
U (x ,... ,x ) with free variables x ...,x of sorts k ,... ,k 
p1 	m 	 1 	m 	 —1 	—in 




(x ,... ,x ) (s) '. p (x 1 (5) ,... ,x m 
 (s)) 
Note that if the exact time term expressiveness condition introduced 
in Section 3.6 is fulfilled then so is the time term expressiveness 
condition defined above. 
Example 6.1-1: It is straightforward to check that the following data 
types and computational models satisfy the time term expressiveness 
condition: 
- the data type of Peano Arithmetic, and its computational model 
(Example 2.1 -1 and 3. 1 -1) 
- the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and its computational 
model (Example 3.1-2), 
- the data type of one-dimensional arrays and its computational 
model (Example 3.1-3). 
If the time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled we will 
have time terms U(e) and U(b) bounding the run-time required to 
evaluate the term e and the boolean expression b, respectively. The 
time terms are defined by structural induction on the term/boolean 
expression exactly as in Section 3.6 so we omit the details here. 
Corresponding to the lemmas-3.2-1 and 3.6-1 we have 
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1thma 6.1-: If the 4e teriexpréssiveneSSCGldiLt.iOfl holds, f 	the 
data type and its computational model then for every term.e, 
hooiean expreiQn b and state s 
- 
S 	$ 	+ - U (e) (s) (s)+e(s) 
- U(b)(s) 	be (s).  
Here 	is an abbreviation for U(e)+U+(e). 
THE PROOF SYSTEM 
As mentioned the formulas of the proof system k have the form 
P<c:T)Q/V where P, c, Q and V are as in the proof system T (Chapter 
2) and where T is a time term. We say that P(c:T)Q/V is a well-formed 
formula of 'IL if 
- FV(c)cV, 
- FV(P)cV, FV(Q)VuV and FV(T)V. 
The validity of the formula, written P(c:T'>Q/V, is now defined to 
mean that 
for every state s satisfying VP(s) there is a state s' and a 
natural nurber r such that 
<C,S'>-S', 	Q(s,s ' ) and rAT(s). 
Note that if Pc:T)Q/V is a well-formed formula of kk then the formula 
is well-formed (for 'R ). Furthermore, if 
Pc:T)Q/V holds then so does .P(c:3time'.time+timeT>Q/V and vice 
versa. 
To simplify the notation used in the axioms and rules below we 
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shall, given two time terms T 1 and T 2 , write T 1 T 2 as an abbrevii-
tion for the formula time'.T 1 +time'T 2 (time' is a variable of sort 
nat satisfying time'FV(T 1 )UFV(T 2 )). 
Assuming that the time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled; 
(that is, we have the time terms U(e), US(e) and U(b)) we have the 
following axioms and rules in the proof system ii. 
The proof system it 
/ass-2/ 	P(x:e:U5(e))I V-x3 Ax=e/V 
PAh(c :T>Q/V, 	PA'b<c :T'>Q/V 
/IF-'U/ 	
- 1 	 2 
P(IF b THEN c
1
ELSE c 2 :U(b)+T')Q/V 
P<c :T '>P'AQ  /V, P'.(c :T )Q /V, Q ­30 T 
/ 	
11 	1 	 222 	1 	22 
P<c 1 ;c 2 :T 1 + 2)Q 1 Q 2/V 
P(z±1 ),.bc:T')P(z),Q'/Vuzt, P(0)-ib, 
P(z)AbAIvQl 	Q'Q 
P(z)'.-'h --)tJ(b),<T, Q'-T.6?, 	U(b)+T'+T 
/WHILE-IA/ 
z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c:T)Q/V 
where a is a variable of sort nat satisfying zV 




P(c : T>Q/V 
Pc : T>PAQ/V 
We shall write 'UlP<c:T>Q/V if the formula P(c:T>Q/V can be proved 
using the axioms and rules above (and with the constraint that all 
formulas from the assertion language that are used in /;-'U/, /.WHILE-1JJ 
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and /cons-IV must be true and all the formulas of '1k must be well-
formed). 
The axioms and rules of 'I.&are derived from those of 	by restrict- 
ing the time formulas to have the very special form timeT. Assuming. 
that the formulas of the hypotheses of.the rules of'I have this form 
it need not be the case that those of the conclusions have that form. 
Therefore we have added some extra assumptions to the rules that will 
bring the time formulas back to the right form. 
As an example of the use of the proof system \.k we shall consider 
the bubble sorting algorithm of Section 3.5 once more. To a large 
extent' a proof of the formula 
TRUE(bubble sorting:32length(l)length(l)+5>TRUE/V 
in 'U will be a direct reformulation of that inR as presented in 
Section 3.5. Nonetheless, there are some important differences that 
bring the proof in IQ closer to the informal analysis of the algorithm 
(which we also considered in Section 3.5). We shall therefore redo a 
part of the proof in "U. 
Remember that the bubble sorting algorithm basically consists of 
two nested loops. For the body, called outer, of the outer loop we 
can (very much as in Section 3.5) construct a proof of the formula 
P(z+1)Ai=O<outer:3 2 (i_ 1 )+9>P(Z) t%i<i/VUk Z 
in 1k (where P(z) is the formula iz). The next step will then be to 
apply the while rule /WHILE-W but in order to do so we have to find 
time terms T and T such that 
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U ) 	?P(z)Ai=O-'3.<T, 
 
3+(32 (i-i )-9)+,<T 
hold (U( -ii0) can be chosen to he the term 3). A solution is here to 
choose T to be 32ii+3 and 	to be 32i (i-1)-9 so we get a proof of 
]z.P(z)<WHILE -i=O DO outer:32ii+3>TRUE/V. 
The rest of the proof is now essentially as in Section 3.5 and is 
therefore omitted. 
The conditions (1), (2) and (3) above should be compared with 
those obtained in the proof ink where we have to find a time formula 
R such that 
F P( z)'. i=0Atime=3 -" R 
and 
(time=3)®(time 32 (i-1)+3)(D((i(i) R)) -)R 
hold. The conditions of 'U look more like an ordinary recurrence 
relation than those o f3 and it should therefore be easier to apply 
well-known techniques to solve them. As we already mentioned in 
Section 3.5 we can obtain a solution to (1), (2) and (3) by, essen-
tially, using the technique of summing series and we are then very 
close to the informal analysis where we calculate the sum 
length(l) 
1=1 
To further discuss the connections between the proof systems 
and 'U we shall now show that anything provable in 1J.. is also provable 
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in . This will, at the same time, prove that the proof system %k is 
sound. 
Lemma 6.1-2: If the time term expressiveness condition as well as the 
time expressiveness condition is fulfilled for the data type and 
its computational model then for every well-formed formula 
P4c:T>Q/V of 1.& 
ThP(c:T)Q/V implies '1%P<c:timeT>Q/V.  
Proof: First note that the time term expressiveness condition together 
with the time expressiveness condition give that PE5(e)_time.TJS(e) 
and E(b)-4timeU(b) hold (see the lemmas 3.2-1 and 6.1-1) The proof 
of the lemma is by induction on the length of the proof in U. The 
cases, where the last axiom or rule applied is one of /ass-U/, /IF-1.A/, 
/cons-1J/ and /inv -1A/ are straightforward and therefore omitted. The 
cases of /;-1J/ and /WHILE-JA/ are as-follows: 
Case /;-11/: Assume now that we from the proofs 
'UP<c 1 :T1)P'AQ 1 /V, 
UP'(c 2 :T 2'>Q 2/V 
and 
LQ 1 -iT22 
get the proof 
'U-P.<C 1 c 2 :T 1 +T 2)Q 1 Q 2/V. 
The induction hypothesis can be applied to the proofs (1) and (2) and 
gives the proofs 
Rp<c 1 :timeT 1)P".Q 1 /V 
and 
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R).P'(c: time T 2)Q 2/V. 
Using /;-/ we then get the proof 
P(c1 ;c 2 : (timeT 1 )(Q 1 (timeT) ))Q 1 Q 2/V. 
From (3) we get that 
I:Q 1 • (timetT 2 )-V timèT2 
so 
(timeT1 )(Q 1 (timeT2 )) 	timeT1 ± 2 
and then./cons-R/ gives 
c 1 ;c 2 :t'imeT 1 + 2)Q1 Q 2/V 
as required. 	 - 
Case /WHILE-U/: Assume now that we from 
P(z+1),b(c:T')P(z)IQ'/VU(Z), 





we have a proof 
9.L3z.P(z)<WHILE b DO c:T)Q/V. 	- 	- 
The induction hypothesis applied to (1) gives 
RP(z+1),..b<c:timeT'>P(Z)P%Q'/VuZ3. 
From (2) (and E(b)-, timeU(b)) we get 
P(z), -'bI..E(b) - ) timeT. 
From (3) we have 
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Q (timeT) - tinieT 
so using (4) and that E(b)-4time<U(b) we get 
E(b)G(timeT')(Q' (timeT) )--,time CT. 
Now using /WHILE-l?./ we get the required proof of 
I-z.P(z)( WHILE b DO c:timeT)Q/V.  
Using this result together with The Soundness Theorem for ' (Sec-
tion 3.3) we get that the proof system U is sound: 
The Soundness. Theorem forlA 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the time term expressiveness condition as well as the time 
expressiveness condition are fulfilled then for every well-formed 
formula P<c:T>Q/V of 
#IMP< c: T)Q/V implies \P(c:T>Q/V.  
A straightforward and direct proof of this result shows that it is 
not necessary that the time expressiveness condition holds in order 
for the soundness result to -hold. We omit the details. 
62 A NEGATIVL .COPLLtENESSRESULTFOR U 
We have now seen that the proof systemR of Chapter 3 is as power-
ful as U. Of course we cannot expect '1 to be -as powerful as R for 
the simple reason that I allows cne to prove arbitrary, time formulas 
holding for the run-time of a program whereas 'U. is restricted to time 
formulas expressing upper bounds on the run-time. The question we 
can ask is therefore whether results about upper bounds on the run-
time that can be proved in I also can be proved in U. Or, put in 
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another way, is the proof systemA complete in the same sense asl? 
As we shall prove in this section the answer is no 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, we 
shall say that the expressiveness condition forA is fulfilled if' 
- the time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled 
- the expressiveness condition for 	is fulfilled (see Section 3.4). 
The last condition ensures that we have relational formulas Gc1\ 
and time formulas 'Ec'1\ expressing the 'graph and the exact run-time 
requirements, respectively, for each while program c. 
Example 6.2-1: The data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and its 
uniform computational model (Example 3.1-2) satisfy the expressive-
ness condition for U. From Example 6.171 we get that the time term 
expressiveness condition is fulfilled and from Example 3.4-1 we get 
that the expressiveness condition forR is fulfilled as well. 
THE gEaATIVE COMPLETENESS RESULT AND-ITS P&"- 
Using this expressiveness concept we shall prove the following 
result: 
The Negative Completeness Theorem for IA 
There exists a data type with a numerical computational model 
such that the expressiveness condition forIA is fulfilled but 
for some well-formed formula P<c:T'>Q/V of 1i we have 
P<c:T>Q/V but not U-Pc:T)Q/V. 
The proof will be by contradiction. We shall consider the data 
type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and its uniform computational 
Ma 
model (see Example 3.1-2). From Example 6.2-1 wehave that the 
expressiveness condition for & is fulfilled. We shall now prove 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.2-1: Given the data type of Extended Peano Arithmetic and 
its uniform computational model there exists a program and a 
program variable y, yFV() , such that for some constants k and 
k' 
TRUE<:ky+k'>.TRUE/FV(C) 
but the formula is not provable in  
The. program ' will have the form c;c 0 ;c 1 where 
co IF z=O THEN c ELSE z:= z 
r-i.pi 
IF z=1 THEN c ELSE z:z. 
The program c will be constructed below. For the moment it is suffi -
cient to know that c operates as follows on a state 5: 
the value 0 is assigned to all the variables of FV(c) except 
x, and y, 
the value of z (which is either 0 or 1) is computed in such 
a way that the values of x and y are not changed and at most 
y(s)+k time units are used, 
if - less than y(s)+k time units have been used so far then the 
remaining time is spend ma "do nothing" loop such that the 
exact execution time becomes y(s)+k. 
Here k is a constant independent of, the input to the program. 
From B and C it follows that c terminates on any input. Sirrce 
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the values of x and y are not changed by c (confer B) and since the 
values of all other variables do not matter (confer A) we see that 
exactly the same computation will be performed each time c is exe-
cuted in the program c;c 0 ;c 1 and, especially, it will result in the 
same final value of z. This value will be either 0 or 1 (confer B) 
so c is executed exactly two times in c;c 0 ;c 1 . This is illustrated 
on the following figure: 
z=0 	 z=O 	 z=0 
c
Z=1 
H c .H< 
Z=1__ 
Therefore the exact run-time of the program c;c 0 ;c 1 in the state s 
is.2(y(s)+k)+8 (three timb units arerequired for the tests z=0 and 
z=1, respectively, and the assignment z:z requires two time units). 
This proves that the formula 
TRUEc;c 0 c 1 :2(y+k)+8)TRUE/FV(C) 
is a valid formula and then by assumption it is provable in the 
proof system U: 
(1) 	'UJ- TRUE(c;C0 ;c 1 : 2 (y+k)+8')TRUE/FV(C). 
We shall now investigate how this proof might have been obtained 
from proofs of formulas for the subprograms c, c 0 and c 1 . We have 
the following result 
Lemma 6.2-2: If 'th- P(c 1 c 2 :T)Q/V then there are formulas P', P", 
and Q and time terms T 1 , T2 and T 2 such that 
- VP--, P', P-'>T 1 +' 2 T and PQ1 Q 2 -)Q, 
- WP'(c 1 :T 1 )P'Q 1 /V, 	P"<c 2 :T 2 Q 2/V and V Q 1 T22 . 
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The proof of this result is straightforward by induction on the 
length of the proof of P(c 1 c 2 :T)Q/V in 1k. The last rule applied in 
the proof must be one of /;-U/, /cons-1.t/ and /inv-It/ and each of 
these cases are straightforward. We omit the details. 
The proof of (1) has been obtained either by viewing the program 
c;c0 ;c1 as (cc0 )c 1 or as c;(c0 ;c 1 ). The two cases are quite similar 
so let us consider the first. Here Lemma 6.2-2 gives that we have 
formulas P', P i . Q' and Q and time terms T', T 1 and T such that 
tTRUE-)P'jTRUE>T'+T 1 2(Y+k)+8 and TRUEAQ'Q 1 -TRUE, 




Applying Lemma 6.2-2 once more but to the proof of (3) we get that 
there are formulas P, P 0 , Q and 0 and time terms T, T0 and 	such 
that 
P' ­> P, P'-T+T0 T' and 
1bP<c:T)P0 AQ/FV(c), 
WP0 (c 0 :T0'>Q0 /FV(c) 
and 
Q.TI'. 
The Soundness Theorem for ILL gives that the formulas (7), ( 8) and 
(4) are valid. 
We shall now see that the terms T, T0 and T1 must be time terms 
for the exact run-time of c, c 0 and c 1 , respectively. Consider some 
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state s. From (2) and (6) we get that VP(s) holds and the validity 
of. (7) gives that for some s'. and r 
<c,$))s',P0 ,sQ(s,s') and r,'-T(S). 
SinceP0 (s') holds we get from the validity of (8) that for some 
5" and r0 
<c0,s's",Q0(s',s") and r 04T0 (s'). 
From Q(s,s'), Q0 (s',s"), (2) and (6) we get that P 1 (s") holds. 
So from the validity of (4) we get that for some s"' and r 1 
c 1 ,s") s " ',. 	(s ' ' ,s " ') and r 1 T1 (s") 
Since -Q(s,s') we get from (9) that T0 (s')T0 (s). Similarly, from 
Q(s,s'),Q0 (s',s"), (2), (6) and (5) we get T 1 (s")4T 1 (s) so we 
have 
r+r 0 +r 1 4 (T+T0 +T 1 ) (s). 
From (2) and (6) we get that 
- -, 
(T+T0 +T 1 ) (s) 	2 (y(s)+k)+8. 
However, we know from earlier that the exact run-time of c;c 0 ;c 1 
from the state s, that is r+r 0 +r 1 , is equal to 2(y(s)+k)+8. So it 
must be the case that r=T(s) , r 0 ( 0 (s))T0 (s') and r 1 (' 1 (s)=)T1 (s"). 
This proves that the termsT, T 0 and T 1 are terms for the exact 
run-time of the programs c, c 0 and c 1 , respectively. 
The program c will be constructed such that the following addi-
tional condition is fulfilled 
D) there are two different sets of input to c such that on the 
one set z gets the value 0 and on the other set the value I. 
If the state s considered above is such that z(s')O then we will 
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have r 0 =y(s)+k+3 and thereby T 0 (s)=y(S)+k+3. On the other hand, if 
z(s')=1 then T0 (s)=5. The idea is now to make the computation of the 
value of z in c so complicated that the exact run-time of c0 (and 
c 1 ) cannot be expressed as a term. This will give us the required 
contradiction and thereby prove the negative completeness result. 
We shall now describe the computation performed by the program 
c in more detail. The terms of the data type of Extended Peano 
Arithmetic can be coded as 	natural numbers (there are a countable 
number of constant symbols, a countable number of variables and a 
finite number of function symbols). This coding can be chosen such 
that every natural number n can be viewed as a coding of some term 
which we shall denote encode(n) (note the encoding need not be unique). 
We shall now define a function eval with two parameters n and in. 
It will evaluate the termencode(n) in the state s with x(s)=n, 
y(s)=m and x'(s)=O for all other variables x'. It is straightforward 
to verify that eval is . a primitive recursive function (see for 
example /Sh67/). The language of while programs with the data type 
of Extended Peano Arithmetic is powerful enough to compute any 
partial recursive function. This means that there is a program 
eval computing the fUnction eval. Without loss of generality! we can 
assume that the following property holds: 
for any pair (s,s') of states and natural number r• 
r 
<eval,$)-s 
if and only if 
z(s')eval(x(s),y(s)), x(s')=x(s) and y(s')y(s). 
Logically, the program eval performs two main tasks. First it 
encodes the value of the variable x in order to determine the .term. 
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This encoding can be done within a run-time that only depends on 
the initial value of x; especially, it does not depend on the value 
of y. The second task is to evaluate the term. The run-time of this 
process depends only on the structure of the term and not on the 
state in which we evaluate it - remember, 'we consider the uniform 
computational model of the Extended Peano Arithmetic. So especially, 
the run-time of the second task does not depend on the value of y: 
for any three states s, s' and s" and for any three natural 
($) m  numbers m, r and r' , if eva l', s>st and eval,$)-4's" 
then rr'. 
Note the discussion above makes it only plausible that the program 
eval can be constructed such that ($) holds. 'A detailed proof will 
involve the construction of the program. We shall refrain from that. 
In order to construct theprogram c we shall insert statements 
in the program eval that will count the run-time used so far in a 
special variable clock (clockFV(eval)) and stop the execution of 
eval when the value of clock exceeds that of y. This transformation 
of eval is defined structurally as in the table below. We have 
for any state s there exists natural numbers n, r and r' 
and a state s' such that 
($$) 	 eval,s>s' 
if and only if 	' 
>---- 	n 0 	r' 	r' <eval,s s and n>r' 
	
y clock clock 
This means that for sufficient large values of y 	behaves in 
the same way as eval. 
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C 
x:=e 	IF clock(y THEN (x:=e clock:clock+US(e)+9) 
ELSE clock:=clock+7 
IF b 	IF clock<y THEN IF b THEN (clock:=clock+U(b)+9; 
THEN c 1 	 ELSE (clock:=clock+U(b)+9; 
ELSE C 2 	 ELSE clock:=clock+7 
c 1 ;c 2 	;IF clock(y THEN (clock:=clock+7; c 2 ) 
ELSE clock:=clock+7 
WHILE b WHILE bAclock(y DO (clock:c1ock+U(b)+9 	); 
DO c 	clock:clock+U(b)+9 
If initially, the value of the variable clock exceeds that of y 
then the execution of 	will require a constant amount of time, 
only determined by the structure of eval. If the value of clock 
exceeds that of y some time during the execution of eval then we 
can bound the difference between the final value of clock and that 
of y by a constant, k 2 , that only depends on the structure of eval. 
The following table defines the constants k 1 (C) and k 2 (c) for any 
program c: 
C 	 k 2 (c) 
x: =e 	7 
IF b THEN c 1 7 
ELSE C 2 
c 1 ;c 2 
 
lk l (c l )+7 
WHILE b DO cU(b)+9 
k 2 (c) 
(e) +8 
max{U(b)+8+k 1 c 1 ,k 2 c 1 
tJ(b)+8+k 1 (c 2 ) ,k 2 (c 2 ) 
max&k2(c1 )+7,6+k 1 (C 2 ) ,k 2 (c 2 ) 
max4,p(b)+8+k 1 (C) ,k 2 (c)+U(b)4-9 
The program c can now be described as follows: 
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- initialise all the variables of the set. (FV(eval)-x,y)oclOCkJ 
to zero, 
- execute the statement clock:=n where n is two times the number 
of variables in the set (FV(eval)-x,y)UCloCkl plus two, 
- execute the program  
- execute the following piece of program 
IF z=O THEN z:=.O ELSE z:=1; clock:cloCk+9, 
- execute a program that takes time (y+k)-clock where k is the 
constant k 2 (eval)+n+65. 
The last subprogram can be written as a while loop where most of the. 
time is spend, followed by a number of nested conditionals that takes 
care of the remaining "few" time units. The overhead of 65 time 
units is due to that part of the program (and are, of course, subject 
to how it is actually coded). 
It is straightforward to check that the assumptions A, B, C and 
D imposed earlier are indeed fulfilled. 
The proof of the negative completeness result can now be completed 
by a .diagonalisation argument. Let e be the term 
-5) / (y+k-2) 
and let n be a coding of e. Let s be the state with x(s)=n, y(s)=m 
and x'(s)O for x'4{x,yL Here m is a natural number that is large 
enough to ensure that 	behaves as eval (confer the property ($)). 
This means that if <c,$)LsI then 
z(s')O if and only if e(s)=O 
z(s')l.if and only if e(s)>O 
Consider now the program c 0 . From earlier we have 
NM 
fl 
z(s')=O implies €hat '0 (s)=y(s)+k+3 
z(s')l implies that T 0 (s)=5. 
We now see that if e and s are such that e(s)0 then z(s')O and 
thereby T 0 (s)=y(s)+k+3. But then e(s)1 follows from the definition 
of e. On the other hand, if e(s)>O then z(s')=l and thus ' 0 (s)5. 
But then e(s)=O follows from the defiriitionof e. This gives the 
required contradiction and we have proved Lemma 6.2-2 and thereby 
the negative completeness result for 'U-. 
Intuitively, thereason for why 11 is not complete in the same 
sense as' (see Section 6.2) is that the assertion language contains 
too few terms. One could therefore suggest strengthening the 
expressiveness condition so we have time terms for the exact run-
time requirements of every while program. As we shall see in this 
section this is indeed sufficient to give a completeness result 
for 1.1 but unfortunately the assumption is really too strong. 
Given a data type and a numerical computational model for it, we 
say that the strong expressiveness condition forU is fulfilled if 
- the exact time term expressiveness condition is fulfilled, 
- for every while program c there is a relational formula Gt1.c 
with FV(G1[cll)cFV(c)uFV(c) and satisfying that for every pair 
(s,s') of states 
GLc1 (s,s') 
if and only if 
(c,s'>s" for some state s" and natural number r and 
S" F 5' 
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- for every while program c there is a time term ULcwith 
FV(UcB)cFV(c) and satisfying that for every pair (s,r) of 
state and natural number 
(c,s>s' for some state St 
implies 
U[cfl(s)=r. 
The last condition thus says that if.the program c terminates when 
executed from the State s then tJlIcj(s) will be theexact run-time 
of the computation. We shall discuss the fulfillment of this condi-
tion later. 
Note that if the strong expressiveness condition for Ii.. is ful-
filled then so is the expressiveness condition for 1i.: given a 
program c we can define Etch to be the formula (3X'.Gac1)!flUCll' 
(where X is a vector over the variables of FV(c) and X and XI are 
as usual). 
THE.CQUPLF-TENESS RESULT FOR 11 AND ITS, PROOF 
We shall in the following restrict ourselves to the data types 
with minus operators and their numerical computational models with 
subtraction. A data type with a minus operator is a data type whose 
signature contains the function symbol - of arity (natnat,nat). A 
numerical computational model with subtraction is a numerical com-
putational model where the symbol - is interpreted as subtraction 
of natural numbers. Then we have 
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The Completeness Theorem for ')J.. 
Given a data type with a minus operator and given a numerical 
computational. model with subtraction for it, if the strong 
expressiveness condition for tU is fulfilled then for every well-
formed formula P<c:T>Q/V of .0 
P(c:T>Q/V implies 'UIP(c:T)Q/V.  
The proof of this result is by structural induction on the pro-
gram c. The proof is an extension of that proving the completeness 
result for the proof systemT for total correctness in Section 2.4. 
Case x:e: Assume now that 
t'P<x:e:T)Q/V 
and we shall construct a proof of the formula.  in '.t. From /ass-l.(/ 
we get a proof of 
P(x:e:U5 (e) )Ix/v . V4 X1 
As in the corresponding case in the completeness proof for 'r we 
have P PAl V-xAxe-Q and below we shall provethat 
P-U5 (e)T. 
So using first /inv-l[/ and then /cons-11/ we get the required proof 
of the formula of (1). 
To prove (2) assume thatP(s) holds for some state s. From (1) 
we get that for some s' and r 
(x:e,s>s',Q(s,s') anclr4T(s). 
From /ass-?/ and Lemma 3.1-3 we get that rrre(s)+es. But from 
Lemma 6.1-1 we get u(s) = e(s)+e(s) and thereby 
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Case IF b THEN c 1 ELSE C 2 : Assume that 
tPIF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 :T)Q/V 
and we shall: construct-a proof of the formula - in U. Define T' to 
be the time term T-TJ(b). Below we shall prove that the formula 
pAb(c:T')Q/V 
is valid and similarly it can be proved that the formula 
P ivib c: T'>Q/V 
is valid. The induction hypothesis can then be applied and gives 
us proofs of -the two formulas in IL. Using /IF-U/ we then get a proof 
of 
P4IF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2 :U(b)+T')Q/V. 
Since P-U(b)+T'T clearly holds we can apply /cons -W and get a 
proof of the formula of (1) as required. 
To prove that (2) is valid assume that P,.% b(s) holds for some 
state s. From (1) we get that for some s' and r 
(IF b THEN C 1 ELSE c 2 ,s>)s', Q(s,s') and rT(s). 
Then /IF-/ gives that 
r' <c 1 ,s1-s' 
where r=b(s)+r'. From Lemma 6.11 we have U(b) (s)=b(s) so 
.r'(T-U(b))(s) holds and thereby the validity of (2) has been 
proved.  
• Case c 1 ;c 2 : Assume that 
(1) 	P<c1 c 2 :T>Q/V 	• 
holds. We shall construct a proof of the formula in 'U.. As in te 
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completeness proof for T, case C 1 ;c, we define Q 1 1 Q 2 and P' to
XIX 
be the formulas G&clEAIv FVc ) 	
and X'.Gac 21 
(where X, X and X' are "as usual") , respectively. Furthermore, we 
define the time terms T 1 , T 2 and T 2 to be uFjc 1 l!, Uac 2 and T-Uc1 fl 
respectively. A straightforward modification of the proof for the 
similar results in the completeness proof for T, case c 1 c 2 , shows 
that the formulas 
and 
P'<c 2 :T 2'>Q 2/V 
are valid. The induction hypothesis then gives that they are prov -
able in U. Using /inv-U/ we therefore get a proof of the formula 
P(c 1 :T'>P'rP,Q 1 /V. 
Below we shall prove that 
(2) 	PAQ 
so using / ; -U/ we get a proof of 
- 
P<c 1 ;c 2 :T 1 +T 2 ')(PAQ 1 ) Q 2/V. 
As in the completeness proof for '3, case c 1 ;c 2 , we have 
and it is easy to verify that P-2T 1 +T 2 T. So /cons-U/ 
gives us the required proof of the formula - of (1). 
To prove (2) assume that 	(s,s') for" -some pair (s,s') of 
states. From VP(s) and (1) we get that for some r and s" 
r Q(s,s") and rT(s). 
Now /-f/ gives that r=r'+r" for some r' and r" and furthermore 
that for some s 
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cC1,S)b Sd  and 
From tQ 1 (s,s') and the expressiveness assumption we get that 
(c 11 sOis. for some r and s 1l with 
Lemma 3.1-3 gives that ss.' and r'=r. Since ss ' and FV(c 2)V 
we get from Lemma 3.1-2 that for some s 
<c 2 ,s'>s. 
The expressiveness assumption gives that UUc 1 (s)r' and uac 2 fl(s)r 1t . 
Since r=r'+r" and rT(s) we have r"(T -Uac 1 11) (s) and thereby 
(T22) (s,s') . This proves (2).  
Case WHILE b DO C: Assume now that 
(1) 	XWHILE b DO c:T'>Q/V 
and we shall construct a proof of the formula in U. The formulas 
P' (z) , Q' and QU (and the program c') are defined as in the com-
pleteness proof for!, case WHILE b DO c: P'(z) is the pure formula 
I x 
z'.X'.GaWHILE b DO 	Q' is GWHILE b DO cAI V-FV(WHILE b DO c) 
and Q" is b,.GIc'%I V-FV(c)' Furthermore, we define the time terms 
T', 	and T" to be UWHILE b DO cli,  UWHILE b DO c-U(b)-Uc, 
and uflc, respectively. A straightforward modification of the 
proof for the similar result in the completeness proof for T, case 
WHILE b DO c, shows that the formula 
Pt (z+1 ),.,b(c:T">P' (z)QtI/Vz 
is valid and then, by the induction hypothesis, provable in U. Using 
/inv-U./ we then get a proof of 
P 1 (z+1),.b<c:T">P' (z)AP' (z+1 )Ab,,Qht/Vut% z). 
As in the completeness proof for , case WHILE b DO c, we have 
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and fromQ"Q'Q'. it follows that 
Using Lemma 6.1-1 it is straightforward 
to prove that 	 Below we prove that 
P' (z+1 )Ab#Q"-)T' ' I 
and since U(b)+T"+T'T' clearly holft we can apply the rule 
/WHILE-'U/and get a proof of 
z.P'(z)<WHILE b DO c:T'>Q'/V. 
As in the completeness proof for '3, case WHILE b DO c, we have 
p - 3z.P' (z) and PiQ' -4Q. Below we prove that 
k P.- TT 
so by applying the rules /cons-W and /inv-U/ we get the required 
proof of the formula of (1) in 'U.. 
To prove (2) assume that P'(z+1)AbP'"(S,5') for some pair (s,s') 
of states. Since P' (z+1) (s) holds we have for some s" and r that 
<WHILE b DO c l`*s) 4 s" 
and since b(s) holds /WHILE-/ gives that r=b(s)+r'+r and for 
some s 
'I 
(c,s 	s 	and <WHILE b DO c,$) ' - s". 
From Q"(s,s') and the expressiveness assumption we get that 
<C,01~O+s ll for some s with sst and some r. 
Lemma 3.1-3 gives that s=s and r'r. Since S , St and 
FV(WHILE b DO c)cV we get from Lemma 3.1-2 that 
<WHILE b DO c,s'> 	s 
for some sg. The expressiveness assumption gives that 
ULWHILE b DO c(s)b(s)+r'+r", Uac1(s)r' and UWHILE b DO c Ij(st)r. 
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— 
Lemma 6.1-1 gives that U(b) (s)=b (s) and thereby T' (s)T' (s') 
proving that 	(T'(') (s,s') as required.. This proves (2). 
To prove.(3) assume that VP(s) holds for some state S. Then (1) 
gives that for some s' and r 
<WHILE b DO c,$) -)s', JLQ (s,s') and rT(s). 
From the expressiveness assumption we get that r=T' (s) and thereby 
(T'T) (s) . This proves (3). 
	 MA 
This completes the proof of The Completeness Theorem for 
allies 0 11 
We have now seen that the strong expressiveness condition for 'IL 
is sufficient to ensure that 11 is complete. But unfortunately, it 
is rather difficult to fulfill this condition for a data type and 
its computational model. 
Let us first consider the data type of Extended Peano Arith-
metic and its uniform computational model introduced in Example. 
3.1-2. By induction on the structure of the terms of the assertion 
language over this data type it can be proved that any term is 
bounded by a polynomial in the free variables of the terms, for 
instance 3xy+y/x-y/2+33Xy+Y+3. Clearly, there are while pro-
grams that will have for instance exponential time complexity, an 
example is the program that first computes the exponential func-
tion and then in a loop decreases its value by one until it becomes 
zero. For such a program we cannot have a term in the assertion 
language for its exact run-time so the strong expressiveness condi-
tion for 'U cannot be fulfilled. 
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The argument above is a special case of a much more general 
argument showing that it is not sufficient to extend the data type 
of Extended Peano Arithmetic with function symbols for primitive 
recursive functions. Then all terms will represent primitive 
recursive functions but replacing the exponential function in the 
argument above by Ackerman's function-we get a program whose run-
time is not primitive recursive. 
However, we canget an even stronger.  result: 
Lemma 6.3-1: The strong expressiveness condition for It is not fu1-
filled for any extension of the data type of Extended-PeanO 
Arithmetic and its uniform computational model with function 
symbols for (total) recursive functions.  
Proof: The proof of. this lemma rely on the following result 
/Ro67/: 
there exists a partial recursive function f:N-30,1 that 
cannot be extended - to a (total) recursive function, that is, 
for every (total) recursive function g:N-10,1 there is a 
natural number n such that f(n) is defined but f(n)g(n -). 
Any partial recursive function can be computed by a while pro-
gram -so let c be the program computing the function f of ($). With-
out Loss of generallity we can assume that c is such that 
- (c,ss' implies z(s')f(x(s)) and x(s)rx(s'), 
- if c,$)s' <c,s 0'>L ,, 	s and x(s)=x(s 0 ) then rr', 
that is, c returns the value of f on x in z, does not change the 
value of x and the run-time of c only depends on the value of x. 
Assuming that the strong expressiveness condition for 'kk is ful-
filled we get that there is a term utc'1 for the exact run-time of 
the program c' defined by 
c'E c;ccc;IF z=O THEN z:=O ELSE z:0+1, 
that is, if c' terminates then its run-time is given by the term 
uLc'Jj. In any extension of the computational model the test z=O 
will require three time units and the assignments z.:0 and z:0+1 
will require two and four time units, respectively. The program c 
is such that 
14r+5 for some r if f(x(s))0 
(, 4r+7 for some r if f(x(s))1 
The term Uc'j1 will represent a (total) recursive function. The 
function g:N-'>JO,ll defined by 
g(n)((Uflc'11(s') mod 4)-1)/2 	(for any state s) x - 
will then be a (total) recursive function. For any natural number 
n we will have g(n)=f(n). But this is •a contradiction with ($) and 
we have proved the lemma. 
The results of the previous two sections may seem confusing from 
a pragmatic point of view. On the one hand, the result of Section 
6.2' tells us •that we might encounter problems when using the proof 
system 'ft that are due tà a weakness of the proof system. On the 
other hand, the result of Section 6.3 seems to suggest that the 
problems will disappear if we choose a more powerful assertion 
language. $o an interesting question is what these results really 
mean when we are formalising the traditional informal analyses of 
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of algorithms. 
In this section we shall consider Dijkstra's algorithm for solv-
ing the single source shortest path problem /AHtJ82/. Here is given 
• directed graph in which each edge has associated a length being 
• natural number and one of the vertices is specified as the source. 
The problem is now to determine the length of the shortest path 
from the source to every other vertex in the graph where the length 
of a path is the sum of the. lengths of the edges on the path. 
A directed graph can be •represented by an adjacency matrix and 
an informal analysis of Dijkstra's algorithm using this representa-
tion gives an &(n 2 ) bound on the run-time where n is the number, of 
vertices in the graph. Below we shall see that this bound also can 
be proved in the proof system U. 
Alternatively, we can represent the graph by an adjacency list. 
An informal analysis of Dijkstra's algorithm now gives an 
O(e+nlog(n)) bound on the run-time. It seems not to be possible 
to formalise this analysis in the proof system U. The theoretic 
results suggest that we choose a more powerful assertion language 
in order to prove the required upper bound but this seems not to 
give rise to a proper formalisation of the informal analysis. The 
problem is that the informal analysis uses a book-keeping trick 
where the run-time requirement is not counted globally but is 
associated with a number of different accounts reflecting the actual 
data manipulated by the program. It is not surprising thatan analy-
sis using such a trick cannot he formalised properly in a proof 
system as li_where the proofs are bound to follow the syntax of the 
actual programs. 
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Consider now a directed graph G given by a set V of vertices and 
a set E (cVXV) of edges. Let source(G) be a distinguished vertex of 
G and assume that we have a mapping 1 that to each edge of G asso-
ciatesa natural number being its length. Dijkstra's algorithm will 
then find the minimal length of a path from the source vertes to 
any other vertex in the graph. The idea in the algorithm is to con-
struct a set S of vertices whose minimal distance from the source 
vertex is already known. A data structure D will contain information 
about the shortest path from the source vertex to any other vertex 
passing through vertices of S. Using an appropriate data type that 
will be specified below, the algorithm is as follows: 
S:{source(G) nodes  (G) 
D:init(G) 
WHILE -i(card(S)nodes(G)) DO 
(i:min(D,S,G) 
S:Su{iJ; 	 body 
D:upd(D,i,G)) 
This algorithm is a straightforward reformulation of the pseudo-
algorithm that can be found in for instance /AHU82/. The algorithm 
has been reformulated in order to make the syntactic appearence of 
the algorithm independent of the choice of the representation of 
the data structures G, D and S. 
The data type will be an extension of that of Extended Peano 
Arithmetic (Example 3.1-2). In addition to the sort nat we havethe 
four sorts graph, vertex, set-of-vertices and set-of-distances. 
The new. operations are 	 . 
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- source of arity (graph,vertex) 
- mit of arity (graph,set-of-diStaflceS) 
-nodes, edges of arity (graph,nat) 
- edges of arity (graph vertex,nat) 
- 	of arity (vertex nat,set-of-vertices) 
- card of arity (set-of-verticeS,nat) 
- min of arity (set-of-distances vertex graph,vertex) 
- upd of arity (set-of-distances vertex graph,set-of-distances), 
- 	vt.J of arity (set-of-vertices vertex, set-of -vertices). 
The model 7flwe shall consider is an extension of the standard 
model of the Extended Péano Arithmetic (Example 3.1-2). An element 
g of 
'graph 
 is given by a set V HO 1 	 of vertices, a set 
Eq (VgXVg ) of edges and a mapping 1g (:E 9-N) associating lengths 
with the edges. An element v of in 	is a vertex, that is a vertex 
natural number and an element s of 	 will be a set-of-vertices 
finite set of natural numbers. An element d of 70 set-of-distances 
is a set of pairs of the form (v,1) where v and 1 both are natural 
numbers (indeed v will be thought of as a vertex). 
The new symbols of the data type are interpreted as follows 
- soürce(g)0, 
- init(g)4(v19(Ov))I(0v)eE9 I. 
- nodes(g) is the cardinallity of V gi 	- 
- edges(g) is the cardinallity of E 
- edges(g,v) is the cardinallity of the set 1v'(v i v')&EgL 
- vJ is the singleton set 
- card(s) is the cardinallity of the set s, 
- min(d,s,g) is the minimal v such that VV g _5 and for any v', 
if (v,l)d and (v',l')d then 11', 
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(v,l)Ed and 
if (v',l')Ed then l+l(v,v')l' 
u(v',l') (v',l')d and if (v,l)€d and (V,V')EE 
then l+lg (Vv')'l'L 
- SUIVI is the union of s and vJ. 
MOLIHMIJIMITINVIRMAI 
The run-time requirements of the various operations of the data 
type may well depend on the implementation we have in mind. We shall 
here extend the model lfl above to a computational model based upon 
the adjacency matrix representation of a graph. 
An element g of sort graph will be represented by an (n+1)x(n+1) 
matrix M 
g 
 (where Vg=? 0,1 ,... ,n)) such that 
g g[j,j]=4Ii if 
ago 	otherwise 
where oo is a new value (004N) An element v of sort vertex is re-
presented by anatural number. An element s of sort set-of-vertices 
is represented by a bit-vector B S 
 such that 
fi if is 
B Li1= S 	
otherwise 
An element d of sort set-of-distances will be represented by an 
array Ad satisfying 
IWj 
if (i,j)d 
AdL 11 = 
otherwise. 
Given a data type (and model) with one and two dimensional 
arrays we can now construct small while programs implementing the 
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operations of the data type such that the semantic specification 
of the model 'M holds. We shall not go into details - here but merely 
mention that 'each computational model for the "low level" data 
type will define a computational model for. the "high - level" data 
type. 
In order to apply the proof system U successfully we have to 
ensure that the ("high level") data type and its computational 
model satisfy the time term expressiveness condition (confer The 
Soundness Theorem for?).. in Section 6.1). We shall assume that the 
computational model is such that 
U+(x)=O for x having sort nat, graph, vertex, set-of-vertices 
and set-of-distances 
and 
- U 	(G) =0 
source 
- U m. it 
(G)=2nodes(G) 
- U nodes  (G)O. 
- U edges 
 (G) nodes(G) nodes(G) 
- U 	(G,i) =nodes (G), 
edges. 
- u { ( in)n 
- U card (S) =0, 
-'U 
mm 
. (D,S,G)=3 nodes (G), 
- 	 , 
- 	(S,i)=1  
- all the operations of the Extended Peano Arithmetic are free. 
(In fact this computational model ca be obtained from a computational 
model for the "low level" data type where each reference to an array 
element requires one unit of time and all other operations are. free.) 
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We can now prove that the run-time of Dijkstra's algorithm is 
0(n 2 ) where n is the number of vertices in the graph. More precise-
ly, we shall prove that (for Vr{S,G,D,i) 
nodes(G)'1(Dijkstra:k1 nodes(G)nodes(G)+k2TRUE/V 
holds for some constants k and k 2 . 
The invariant, P(z), of the while loop is chosen to be 
(z=nodes(G) -card(S) )snodes(G)1 . 
Using the axiom /ass-l.t/ and the rules /cons-It/ and /inv-U/ we can 
easily construct proofs of the formulas 
P(z+1)A (card (S)r nodes (G))<i:rflin(D,S,.G)3 nodes (G)> 
P (z+1 )' i( nodes (G)AG=GASS/Vu1 z}, 
P( z +1)Ai( nodes (G)(S:SUi1>P(Z)AGGAcard(S) =card  (S)+1/Vtzi 
and 
P(z)(D:=upd(D,i,G) :7nodes(G)) P(z)pS=SsG=G/ViAZ3. 
So using /;-lj/ twice and then /cons4i./ we get a proof of 
(1) 	P( z+1),( car d(S) =nodes (G))<bOdy1 0  *nodes (G) + 1 > 
P (z)AG=G,card(S) =card (S)+1/Vu'4tz).. 
The next step is to apply the rule /WHILE-It/.-we have 
P(0)-'>card(S)nodes(G) 
I P(z),card (5,) =nodes(G)- TRUE 
and 
(G=G*card(S) =card(S) +1) TRUE -*TRUE. 
The term T bounding the run-time of a number of executions of the 
loop body is chosen to be 
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(10 nodes (G) +1) (nodes (G) -card (S) -1) 
Clearly we have 
P(z)A.card(S) =nodes (G) OT, 
(G=GAcard(S) =card (S) +1)-' 
and 
0+(10nodes(G)+1)+TT 
so applying /WHILE-l/ we get a proof of 
z.P(z)<WHILE -i(card(S)nodes(G)) DO body:T)TRIJE/V. 
It is straightforward to construct a proof of the formula 
nodes(G)'ll<S:source(G) nodes(G D: =it ( : fodes> 
3z.P(z),,G=Gcard(S)=1/V 
so using /;-'U/ and /cons-U/ we get a proof of 
nodes (G).i <Dijkstra: 10 nodes (G) nodes (G)>TRUE/V 
as required. 
Let us briefly compare this analysis with the informal one given 
in for instance /AHU82/. Here the (informal) analysis starts by 
observing that the body of the loop is executed n-i times, namely 
once for each vertex of the graph except the source vertex. The run-
time for each execution of the loop is then proved to be (n) (in 
essentially the same way as in the formal proof above). So the 
resulting time requirement of the while loopis &(ñ 2 ). The initial- 
mn-c rif i7hp orocram take time bounded by &(n) so a 
resulting upper bound on &(n 2 ) is obtained. 
The number of times the body of the loop is executed does not 
occur directly in the formal proof above. The formulas (2)', (3) 
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and (4) show that in order to deduce the. 0(n 2 ) bound for the while 
loop in (5) we are calculating a sum of the time requirements. In 
Section 6.5 we shall see how the formal proof can be modified such 
that it better formalises the informal analysis. 
In the case where the graph is spare one will often represent 
it by an adjacency list rather than an adjacency matrix. A graph 
with n vertices and e edges will then be represented by two arrays 
HEAD and EDGE. For each vertex v, HEADv1 will give an index i v 
 to 
the other array EDGE and it will give the number e  of edges start-
ing in v. The entries EDGEIi 1... IEDGEIiv+ev_1•1 will then specify 
the other endpoint and the length of the edge. 
With this representation of the graph the statement D:upd(D,i,G) 
can be preformed in time (edges(G,i)) because we simply have to 
go through the part of the array EDGE that corresponds to the vertex 
1. 
An element of sort set-of-distances, can conviniently be repre-
serited by a priority queue. The statement i:min(D,S,G) can then 
be performed in time &(log(nodes(G))). 
An informal analysis of Dijkstra's algorithm goes now as follows. 
The statements i:min(D,S,G) S:S'Oi are executed once for each 
node of the graph and each time it requires a run-time bounded by 
O(log(nodes(G))) giving a total of (nlog(n)) where n=nodes(G). 
The statement D:upd(D,i,,G) is executed once for each node of G 
but each time it requires a run-time proportional to the number of 
edges starting in that node. So the total run-time will be 
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1 
a vertex edges(G,i)) which is Q(e) where e=edges(G). So the 
run-time of the while loop is &(e+nlog(n)). 
The book-keeping trick used here seems very difficult (if not 
impossible) to formalise in a proof system as II. it is straight-
forward to specify a computational model satisfying the time term 
expressiveness condition of Section 6.1 (however, we shall have to 
extend the data type with the function symbol log of arity (nat,nat) 
and give it the obvious interpretation). For the body of the loop 
we can then formally prove the upper bound 
k 1 (log(nodes(G) )+edges(G,min(D,S,G) ))+k 2 
for some constants k 1 and k 2 . In order to apply the while rule we 
have to findtime terms T and T for the loop such that certain con-
ditions are fulfilled. We can choose T to be 
( flQes (G)_card(S))(k 1 (1Og(flOdes(G)) TfedgeS(G)) 2 ) 
(and ' accordingly) but this will give a proof of an &(n (e+log (n)) 
bound on the run-time rather than an Q(e+nlog(n)) bound. 
However, we can extend the data type with a function symbol 




In the formal proof we can then let T be the term 
(nodes(G)-card(S)) (k 1  log(nodes(G))+k 2 )+edge(G,S) 
and we will get a proof of the upper bound &(e+nlog(n)). But this 
formal analysis can hardly be said to be a formalisation of the 
book-keeping-arguments of the informal analysis. 
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We have in this chapter specialised 'the proof system' of Chapter 
3 to prove upper bounds on the run-time of while programs. The re-
suiting proof system It . is not complete in' the same sense as the 
previous proof systems but it can be proved to be complete, in some 
crude sense. On the other hand the proof system 'thallows even more 
natural formalisations of the informal run-time analyses than the 
previous proof system. 
A number of worked examples have been, developed in order to corn-
pare the informal analyses of the text books with the formal proofs 
that can be obtained using a proof system. In Chapter 1 we listed 
some informal rules for run-time analysis of simple iterative pro-
grams suggested by Aho, Hoperoft and Ullman in /AHU82/. So in. stead 
of doing some further examples we shall now discuss how closely 
these rules have been formalised in the proof systems. 
The interesting rule is, of course, that for the while loop. The 
informal rule of Section 1 . 2 consists in fact of two rules the first 
being that 
the run-time is the sum, over all times round the loop, of 
the time to execute the body and the time for evaluating the 
condition. 
This is, indeed, reflected in the rule /WHILE-If/ of the proof system 
'IL The time term T in that rule stands for the time required for 
executing the body and evaluating the test the remaining number of 
times. The three hypotheses of the rule 





ensure that T counts the sum of the run-times properly. The informal 
analysis of the bubble sorting algorithm of Section 3.5 uses the 
informal rule mentioned above. As the example analysis of Section 
6.1 shows we can give a quite satisfactory formalisation of this 
analysis in the proof system 'U. 
The second part of the informal rule of Section 1.2 for computing 
the run-time requirements of the while loop says that 
often this time is, neglecting constant factors, the product 
of the number of times the loop is executed and the maximal 
run-time for the body. 
This is, in fact, the informal rule used in the informal analysis 
leading to the &(n 2 ) bound on the run-time of Dijkstra's algorithm 
in Section 6.4. As we have noted there the formalisation of the 
analysis in U was not quite satisfactory because of the way the run-
time of the while loop was calculated. 
However, we can easily construct an alternative while rule that 
reflects the ideas of the informal rule above more closely: 
P(z+1),b<c:T)P(z)AQ'/Vu.Z1, P(0)-4'b, 
Q'.-TTAU(b)U(b)AB(B 
/WHILE'---V z.P(z)(WHILE bDO c:B(U(b)+T)+U(b))Q/V 
where z is a variable of sort nat satisfying zV. 
Here B is a term (yielding a value of sort nat) bounding the number 
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of times the body of the loop has to be executed. It is straight-
forward to check that the rule can be derived from the rule /WHILE-1J/ 
in the proof system 1K so the inclusion of /WHILE '-li/ in IJ.. does not 
add any additional power to the proof system from a theoretical 
point of view. 
Pragmatically, we do gain something. The informal analysis of 
Dijkstra's graph algorithm in Section 6.4 leading to the 
bound can now be formalised quite satisfactorily. As in Section 6.4 
we obtain a proof of the formula 
p(z+1)(card(S) =nodes (G))<body:lO nodes  (0)+1> 
P(z)G=G,card(S) =ca rd(S)+1/VutZ. 
The term nodes(G)-card(S) tells how many times the body of the loop 
has to be executed yet. Since 
1G=GAcard (S) =card (5) +1 - (10 nodes(G)+1 =1 0 nodes (0) +1 )t%(O 0)A 
(nodes(G) -card(S) <nodes(G)-card(S)) 
we can apply the rule /WHILE'-U/ and get a proof of 
z.P(z)(WHILE - (card (S) =nodes (G)) DO body: 
(nodes(G) -card(S)) (10 nodes (G) +1 )'> 
TRUE/V. 
The rest of the proof is now as in Section 6.4. 
The conjecture is therefore that by including the rule /WHILE'-I1/ 
in the proof system 'U. we can formalise all the informal analyses of 
programs that are based on the informal rules of Section 1.2 in a 
natural way. 
An example of an informal analysis that does not follow' the in-
formal rules of Section 1.2 is that of Dijkstra's graph algorithm 
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in Section 6.4 leading to the €(e-4-nlog(n)) upper bound. We have 
seen that this result can be proved in the proof system '1 but as 
we remarked in Section 6.4, we have not obtained a natural Eorinaii.-
sation of the book-keeping argument in the informal analysis. The 
idea in the book-keeping argument is to associate run-time proper-
ties with different accounts representing various pieces of data 
manipulated by the algorithm. In itself this idea is very estranged 
from that behind Hoare-like proof systems so it is not surprising 
that the formalisation is unsuccessfully. 
Let us conclude this chapter with a few comments on the complete-
ness results for U. Although The Completeness Theorem for U proved 
in Section 6.3 is positive it is also rather weak. However, in 
practice it seems unlikely that one will encounter problems for that 
reason (at least if one allows reasonable extensions of the data 
type with function symbols). An interesting (and open) problem is 
therefore whether we can obtain a stronger completeness result for 
'1that, at least, captures most of the cases arising in practice. 
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7  CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
The development of the previous chapters shows how Hoare-like 
proof systems for total correctness can be extended to prove run-
time properties of programs. We claim that these proof systems 
allow quite natural formalisations of existing informal analyses 
of algorithms and furthermore they have the desired theoretical 
properties of soundness and completeness (in the sense of Cook). 
More specifically, the main achievements of this thesis are 
We have extended a proof system for total correctness of while 
programs to prove run-time properties as well. The resulting 
proof system, said to be in direct style, is such that 
- it is sound and complete (in the sense of Cook) 
- it allows quite natural formalisations of a large class of 
informal run-time analyses, 
- it does not require the program to be modified by inserting 
explicit operations upon a clock furthermore, it compares 
very well with a method based on such ideas, and 
- a comparison with a couple of other extensions of the total 
correctness proof system to prove run-time properties shows 
that the direct style proof system should be preferred. 
The direct style proof system has been extended to a language 
containing nested declarations of recursive procedures with 
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call-by-value parameters. The resulting proof system is such 
that 
- it is sound and complete (in the sense of Cook), 
- it allows quite natural formalisations of the traditional 
informal analyses and, especially, one can obtain recurrence 
relations in the formal proofs that are rather close to. those 
of the informal analyses, and 
- it specifies indirectly a proof system for total correctness 
of the recursive language; this proof system is sound and com-
plete (in the sense of Cook) and it differs from the existing 
Hoare-like proof systems for total correctness .of recursive 
procedure programs in that it allows nested declarations of 
procedures (and this gives rise to the introduction of a new 
component in the formulas of the proof system). 
3. For the while language we have developed a special purpose proof 
system for proving upper bounds on the run-time. It is such that 
- it is sound but not complete in the same sense as the previous 
proof systems for general run-time properties; however, a 
weak completeness result can be obtained by imposing a rather 
crude expressiveness assumption, and 
- the proof system allows even more natural formalisations of 
a large class of informal run-time analyses; however, there 
are also analyses that seem impossible to formalise in a 
natural way as prOOLS in a bare-like proof system for run-
time analysis • (for instance those using a book-keeping trick) . . 
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The further work can go in at least three main directions. An 
obvious possibility will be to continue the work of the chapters 
3, 4 and 5 by extending the programming language with new constructs. 
In text books such as /AHU82/ one often analyses pseudo programs 
rather than programs in some specific language. In order to formal-
ise these analyses in a convenient way it may be helpful to extend 
the programming language with abstract data types and in this way 
obtain some-of the hierarchical flavour of the informal analyses. 
Much work has already been done in order to obtain proof systems 
for partial and total correctness of programs in various languages, 
for a survey see /Ap81/ and /Ap83/. 
Another direction for further work is concerned with the frame-
work for the development of this thesis. The programming language 
is defined on top of a data type. The meaning of the data type and 
the specification of its run-time-requirements are given by a com-
putational model but it would be interesting to base the develop-
ment on an axiomatic specification of the data type. Some work has 
already been done to combine the axiomatic specification of data 
types with proof systems for partial correctness (see for instance 
/BeTu8l/) and in /AsTu82/ Aseld and Tucker show how an axiomatic 
specification of a data type can be used to access the complexity 
of the data and of the operations of the data type. - 
The third direction for further research is concerned about the 
development of proof systems for proving orders of magnitude on the 
worst-case time complexity of programs and is thus a continuation. 
of the work of Chapter • 6. We can imagine two steps in this develop-
ment: first the proof system for upper bounds in Chapter 6 is modi-
fied to take the size of input into account and thus to prove upper 
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bounds on the worst-case time complexity of programs, and secondly, 
such a proof system is modified to calculate with orders of magni-
tudes. One of the first problems encountered in such a development 
is to get a proper notion of the size of input and, unfortunately, 
there seems not to be any general guidelines neither for how to 
choose a size measure for a given program nor for what the exact 
role of this size measure is during an analysis of the worst-case 
time complexity of the program. When these problems (and others) 
have been solved and a proof system developed we can return to a 
discussion of the theoretical properties of soundness and complet-
ness. The results of Chapter 6 already indicates that it may be 
difficult to obtain a satisfactory completeness result, in fact, 
we have not obtained a satisfactory result for the upper bound 
proof system yet. 
Finally, we shall mention that even more work is waiting in order 
to construct proof systems giving natural formalisations of analyses 
for, for instance, expected time complexity and space complexity of 
algorithms. Since the f1avoof these analyses is rather different 
from that of worst-case time complexity we shall expect that quite 
new ideas will be needed in such a development. 
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The axioms and rules of the proof systemT are given in Section 
3.6 and we shall here sketch a proof of the following result: 
The Completeness Theorem fork 
Given a data-type and a numerical computational model for it, 
if the expressiveness condition for ¶V is fulfilled then for every 
well-formed formula P&R(c'>Q&R'/V of T 
	
1P&R<c)Q&R'/V 	implies T -P&R(c>Q&R'/V.  
Furthermore, we shall prove the following result corresponding 
to Lemma 3.4-1 
Lemma: Given a data type containing Peano Arithmetic and given an 
arithmetical computational model for it, if the exact time term 
expressiveness condition is fulfilled then so is the expressive-
ness condition for  
Proof of the completeness result forT 
The proof of this result is by structural induction on the pro-
gram c. The proof is an extension of that for the Completeness 
Theorem forT given in Section 2.4. 
Case x:=e: We assume that 
(1) 	1P&R<x:e'>Q&R'/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in 	From 
/ass-T/ we get a proof of 
-  5  PR ,e tirne+U(e) <)IAY&Rt/V 
so using /inv-.}/ we get a proof of 
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PP.AR,e time+U(e) <x:=ePI 	x=e&R'/V. 
x time 	 Vjx3 
As in the completeness proof for T, case x:e, we have that 
P,J 	,..xe-'Q and below we shall prove that 
( 	 P)P PAR 	
time+US(e) 
2) R-.  xtime 
so using Icons-TI we obtain the required proof of the formula of 
(1) in'L 
To prove (2) assume that TPAR(s,r) holds. From (1) weget that 
for some s' and r' 
(3) 	(x:=e,s'>s', Q(s,s') and if R(s,r") for some rt' then 
R' (s' , r '+r") 
From /ass-/, Lemma 3.1-3 and Lemma 3.1-1 we get that r'e(s+es 
and Furthermore, Lemma 3.6-1 gives that r'rU 5 (e) (s) so 
from R(s,r) and (3) we get that R'(s,r +US(e)(s)) (remember 
that FV(R')cVtime). But then R,e timeU (e)( ) holds and we 
xtime 
have proved (2).  
Case IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 : Assume that. 
P&R<IF b THEN c ELSE c>Q&R'/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in. Define 
R" to be the formula t ime , t imeU (b) +t ime ,Rt me (that is, time 
R(s,r) holds if and only if R"(s,r+U(b)(s)) does). Below we shall 
prove that the formulas 	 . 	. -. 
P,b&R"(c 1 ) Q&R'/V 
and 
P ,%- b&R"<c)Q&R'/V 
are valid and thereby, using the induction hypothesis, provable in 
3. From /IF--T/.we then get a proof of the formula 
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time+U(b) <IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2>Q&R'/V. 
time 
time+tJ(b) 
It is easy to verify that PAR-R" time 	
so using /cons-/ we 
get the required proof of the formula of (1) in!. 
To prove that the formula (2) is valid assume that PAb(s) holds 
for some s. From (1) we then get that for some s' and r 
(4) 	<IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2 ,s>s' , Q(s,s') and if R(s,r") holds 
for some r•" then R' (s' ,r"+r) holds. 
Since pb(s) holds we get from 	that r=b(s)+r' for some r'• 
and that 
: 1 
Assume now that R"(s,r") holds for some r". This means that 
R(s,r"-U(b) (s)) holds and thereby that R' (s' ,r"-U(b) (s)+r) holds 
(according to (4)). Since U(b) (s)=b(s) (Lemma 3.6-1) and rb(s)+r' 
we get Rt(st,r tI +r) as required. This proves the validity of (2). 
The proof showing that (3) is valid is similar and therefoe 
omitted.  
Case c 1 ;c 2 : Assume that 
(1) 	P&R(c 1 ;c 2'>Q&R'/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in -f. As in the 
completeness proof for T, case c 1 c 2 , we define the formulas Q i r 
and P' to be Gc l I FV t GtCIVFVl and 
(where X', .X and X are "as usual") , respectively. Furthermore, we 
define the time formulas R and R 2 to be WPWc 1 rR 2j and W4c 21 R'L 
respectively. Using the expressiveness assumption for (and the 
lemmas 3.1-3 and 3.1-1) it is straightforward to prove that the 
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two formulas 
P&R 1 (c 1)P'AQ 1 &R 2/V 
and 
P'&R2(c 2'>Q2 &R'/V 
are valid. So the induction hypothesis gives that they are provable 
in 	and using /;-/ we get a proof of 
P&R1 (c 1 c 2 >Q 1 	R'/V.  
As in the completeness proof forT, case c 1 c 2 , we have Q 1 Q 2 - Q. 
Below we prove that 
P,%R4P'sR 1 . 
Using first /inv-/ and then /cons-/ we now get a proof of the 
formula of (1). 
To prove (2) assume that PiR(s,r) holds for some pair (s,r). 
Since VP(s) holds we get from (1) that for some s' and r' 
<c 1 ;c 2 ,$)s', Q(s,s') and if t.R(s,r") for some r" then 
R (s' ,r"+r') 
The semantic rule /-?/ gives that r'r+r 	and that for some s" 
(c 1  s> -1 s" and (c 2 ,s")-2s'. 
Since R(s,r) holds we get from (3) that 'R' (s' ,r+r+r) holds. But 
then the expressiveness condition fort gives that R 2 (s",r+r) 
and then 	(s,r) holds. This proves (2).  
Case WHILE b DO c: Assume that 
(1) 	IP&R4WHILE b DO c>Q&R'/V 
holds and we shall construct a proof of the formula in T. As in the 
completeness proof for 1, case WHILE b DO c, we define P' (z) to be 
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the formula 3z'.3X'.GWHILE b DO c'1 	(where z', X, X, X' and c' 
are as before). The relational formulas 0' and Q" are defined to be 
GILWHILE b DO CJAIVFV(WHILE b DO c) and bAG[clIvFv, respectively. 
Finally, the formula R" is defined to be 
3time'.time=U(b)+time'WPt1WHILE b DO 
c,R' time' 
time 
Below we shall prove that the formula 
P' (z+1 )b&R"(c)P' (z)QhI&RhItme+/VoZ 
time 
is valid, and thereby, using the induction hypothesis,provable in 
. As in the completeness proof forT, case WHILE b DO c, we have 
P' (0)--1b, P'(z)P%tbFJv)Q' and Q"Q'-*Q'. Below we shall prove 
that 
P'(z),%-%b#.R"-R' 
so we can apply the rule /WHILE-/ and get a proof of 
3zp'(z)&R" (wHILE b DO c)Q'&R'/V. 
time 
As in the completeness proof for , case WHILE b DO c, we have that 
P-z.P' (z) and P#Q' -Q. We shall prove that 
PAR --4 PAR" tmTJ 
time 
so applying first /cons -V, then /inv-/ and finally /cons-'/ we 
get the required proof of the formula of (1). 
To prove (2) assume that P' (z+1 ).b(s) hOlds for some s. As in 
the completeness proof for T, case WHILE b DO c, we can prove that 
there is a state s' and a natural number r sush that 
<c,s')s' and 	P'(z),..Q"(s,s'). 
So assume now that .R"(s,r') holds for some r', that is 
WPWHILE b DO c(s,r'-U(b)(s)). According to the expressiveness 
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condition fori this means that for some s' and r tt 
WHILE b DO c,s>is " and R'(s",r'-tJ(b)(s)+r"). 
Since 1,b(s) holds we get from /WHILE-f/ that r"b(s)+r'+r and 
for some s 
(c,$).1's 	and (WHILE b DO c,$)23s". 
From the lemmas 3.1-3 and 3.1-1 we get that ss' and r'=r. The 
expressiveness assumption gives that 
WPEWHILE b DO c,R'j(s,r' -U(b)(s)+r" -r) 
holds. We have U(b)(s)=b(s) (Lemma 3.6 - 1) and FV(WPWHILE b DO c,R'1\) 
Votimeso we get WPtWHILE b DO c,R'(s',r'+r') and thereby 
time 
	(s,r'+r) as required. This proves the validity of (2). 
To prove (3) assume that P' (z)ib#R" (s,r) for some pair (s,r). 
The expressiveness assumption gives that for some s' and r' 
<WHILE bDOc,s'>s' and R'(s',r-U(b)(s)+r'). 
Since -ib(s) holds we get from /WHILE-R/ that ss' and r'=b(s) 
(using Lemma 3.1-3). Lemma 3.6-1 gives that U(b)(s)b(s) so we 
get Rt(s,r) as required. This proves (3). 
To prove (4) assume that P.R(s,r) holds for some pair (s,r). 
From the assumption (1) we then get that for some 5t and r' 
(WHILE b DO c,s>)s', Q(s,s') and if R(s,r") holds for 
some rut then Rt (5t , r tt+ r t) holds. 
Since R(s,r) holds we thus have Rt( s t, r + r t) and the expressiveness 
assumption gives that Rt 1 (st,r) as required. This proves (4). /// 
This completes the proof of The Completeness Theorem for . 
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Proof of the lemma 
We shall prove that the formulas GILc.II and WPc,Rg exist for every 
while program c and time formula R. The formulas GffcQ are constructed 
as in the proof for Lemma 2.4-1 sowe omit the details here. In 
order to construct the formulas WPffc,R we shall construct another 
formula F'ffdU with FV(E'1c1I)cFV(c)UFV(c)Otime,time where time is 
a special variable of sort nat. We shall then define WP[c,RO to be 
	
X'.3time'.E . c X'X time'time 	X'time'
NR - 
X X time time X time 
where X, X and X' are "as usual" and time' is a new variable of 
sort nat. The formulas EcU are defined structurally as follows: 
ELjx:e1 	'
FV(e) -x ,x=e,stimetime+ii(e) 
EIF b THEN c1 ELSE c 2 
time+U(b) 
V-FV(c 	 21 V-FV(C 	time ) 
where V=FV(IF b THEN c 1 ELSE c 2) 
X'time' 	 X' 
EiIc 1 c 2 ! 	3X 1 .3time'.E c1u time NI 
X1 
 X 
c2 tie - 
X time 	V-FV(c 1 ) X 
where V=FV(c 1 ;c 2 ) 
Eli WHILE b DO c 
3n.3Y3y. (e(X, time, n,Y,y)'G(X,time,O ,Y,y)AIbA 
Vi.Vx'.Vtime'.(i<n , O(X',time',i+ 1 ,Y,y) -> 
X" NE 
	-X'X"time"'time" 
Xh1.time".time"'.b #..E .cl1 time  
x ' x l' 	 x ' 
'V-FV(c) 	time"'+U(b) =time'ts 
O(X' ,time" ,i,Y,y) ) 
where V=FV(WHILE b DO c) 
The formula O(X,time,i,Y,y) used above is defined as in the proof 
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of Lemma 3.4-1. We omit the proof showing that the required proper-
ties hold for the formulas WPc,idefined in this way.  
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AU-EEDJI-aL-ERQUS-QE-ERQP-ERTIES OF THE NON - RECURSIVE 
PROCEDURE LANGUAGE. 
The semantics and the run-time requirements of the non-recursive 
procedure language is given by the formal system TM in Section 4.1. 
In that section we also list some properties holding for the 
semantics and run-time requirements of the programs andin this 
appendix we shall sketch the proofs of four of these results. 
The first of the results, Lemma 4.1-3, expresses that we can 
extend the V-part of a formula (V,env)1-<c,5'))s' to specify some 
further program variables: 
Lemma 4.1-3: If (V,env)<c,s>)s' and V'rVø then for some s" 
(VuV' ,env)-(c,s'>-s" where s'Evs' and s",s'.  
In the proof of this result we shall use the following lemma for 
renaming of variables: 
Lemma 4.1-4: Assume that (V,env)<C,S 	*s' and x and y have 
he same sorts and satisfy xV hut'
. 
ut yV. Then for some s' 
(VuyI ,env)<c,s>>s" here 	= 	
,x(s) x(s') 
x 	 5 	
and the two 
proofs in 
fN have the same lengths.  
The third lemma-from Section 4.1 that we shall prove here 
expresses that the procedure language in deterministic: 
Lemma 4.1-5: If (V,env)-c,s>S' and (V,env)%- <c, 5 	s" then s',s" 
and rr'.  
In order to prove this result we shall use a lemma that allows us 
to rename procedures: 
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Lemma 4.1-6: Assume that (V,envW<c,s>s', p€DOM(env) and q4DOM(env). 
Then (V1env q 
	c q  ,s>r 
	 .oN s' and the two proofs in 	have the same 
lengths. 
Below we sketch the proofs of these four lemmas. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1-3 
The proof is by induction on the length of the proof of 
(V,env)%-(c,s'>'s' in P. Only two cases are interesting, namely those 
where either /LET-/ or /CALL.!fN/ is the last rule applied in th 
proof. 
Case /LET9N/: Assume now that we have got a proof of 
$. 	+ 
(V,env)1-(LET x=eIN 	
5.>e (s)+e(s) +r 
from 
(1) 
where y has the same sort as x and satisfies y4V. We have two cases. 
If yV' then V'fl(Vulyflø and the induction hypothesis can be 










e(s) 	/LET-/ gives 5 	. Then for some s" where 5Vuty5 and 
+ 
e(s)+e(s) +r 
(VuV',env)V- (LET x=e IN c, s> 
and clearly we have s"s' and s " ,s. 
In the other case we have y€V'. Let now y' be a variable of the 
same sort as y (and x) satisfying y'VuV'. Let s be the state se(s) y 
y'(s 0 )  
Then s Oy 	
VuiYJ s so using Lemma 4.1-2 we get from (1) 
y'(s0) r 
(VAY1 env)  -(c1s0 	)_)S 
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where 	 Lemma 4.1-4 then givesVUAYJ 
vi 	
cx' 	,s >r-'s 11 (Voy,y'L 	( env )- o 
y(s0 ) y(s) 
where s" 	 . Now yFV(c ' 	)uFV(env ' ). so from 0 Vuy,y 	 x y 
Lemma 4.1-2 we get 
(V%.)jyj env )<c Y ,s 
y , 	x 	0 




we also have env 	env. So (2), really means 
y 
v 	e(s) r 
(Vy'Lenvfl- <c ,s, >-s 1 . 
We have the following calculations s"E s" s' S' 
	
1 	0 	
. We shall now 
apply the inductionhypothesiS to (3) (note the proofs of (1) and 








where s" 	 and SVISI . From /LET-/ we get 2 vy 	 Y 
e(s)+e(s)+r >5  it 
(VuV',  env) -<LET x=e IN c,s> 
We have s(s,)s' and 	so the result follows. 
Case /CALL-
fN  Assume now that we have got a proof of 
e $ (s ) +e ( s ) + +r 
(V,env)<CALL p(e,y) ,s> 
from 
(1) 	(VuxL 	
e(s) env)<cX,T,,s 	> 
where eriv(p)(x',y',c) and x is a variable Qf the same sort as x' 
satisfying x4Vuy'J. The proof is very similar to that above. If 
X+V' we can apply the induction hypothesis to (1) directly and the 
required result follows by appl'ing the rule /CALL-?/. If xLV' we 
shall rename x to x" where x" is avariable of the same sort as x 
(and x') satisfying x"4vov'uky'J and then apply the induction- 
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hypothesis. The proof is very similar to that in the case /LET-f
N 
 
above so we shall omit the details. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1-4 
The proof of this result is by structural induction on the length 
of the proof of (V,env)<c,s s) >!.,i in P . Depending on the last 
axiom or rule applied we have the following cases: 
Case /ass-/: We then have 
(V,env)-<x':e,s e(s) > r 
->s y(s) v 
 
x 	X. 
y(s) + 	 y(s) $ y(s) 	
(s 	) and ve(s 	). We have e ' where r=e (s 	)+e (s)v and 
x x x x 
(e)(s)+e(s)r. If x ' x then (x':e)y:e ' and using /ass-/ 
x 	 x 	x 
we get 
y 	yr V 
L (Vulyenv )t-<Y: =e ,s>- s x x 	y 
The required result follows since 
V 	 v x(s) v 









The result follows since v 
	y(s) v x(s) y(s) 
s Vuy x 	x 	y 
,- 
Case /IF-?/: The proof is straightforward using the induction 
hypothesis so we omit the details. 
Case / ; -f  N /: Assume that we have a proof of 
y(s).r '+i:" 
(V env) - (c 1 c 2 ,s 	, 
from 
y(s) r' 
(1) 	(V,env)-(c ,s lx 
and 
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(V,env)l- (c 2 ,s'>' s". 
The induction hypothesis applied to (1) gives that 
(Vv4y 
where The next step is now to apply Lemma 
Y(S8 ) 
4.1-2 to (2). We have t 	
_ 
Ox 
V so so 
y(s) 
(V,env)F-c 2 ,s 	> 
where 	Since the two proofs have, the same length we can 




t) x(s) x(s  
where 	 . The semantic rule /;-/ now gives 
x 	y 
(Vy,env ' ) F(c 'c 
y5>r-r>5 
Ix 2x 
The following calculations show that s
_ 	11 x(s) x(s") • 
01 




Ox 	y 	vy " x 	y 	V UJyj 
5',
x 	y 
Case /WHILE-/:In the case where the conditional is true we 
proceed essentially as above in the case./;- sN / The case where 
the conditional is false is straightforward. We omit the details. 
Case /LET4N/:Assume now that we have obtained a proof of 
'+r" 




$ y(s) 	y(s) + 
(where r'e (s 	)+e(s 	) ) from 
x x 
(Vuxh,env)..<cX, ' 5 Y(s). v>r, 
x 	x 
where 	() and x" is a variable of the same sort as x' satis- x 	 V 
' y 	v 	
v y(s ,) 
(s). 
fying that x'3V. Assume now that x"y. Then s ,,rs
'. 
 ,, 	 and x x x x x 
since y4vux"} we get from the induction hypothesis that 
(2) 	(Vux" ,y1,env ' )-(c > , 
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v,x(s) x( - ') 
where (using that x(s 11 )x(s)) S'E\, 	, 	 . We have 
e ' (s)=v and (e ' 	
+
)(s)+e ' (s) =r'. We now have three cases: 
X 	 X X 








and from (2) and the semantic rule /LET-/ we get 
x=e ' IN 
We clearly have 	 Si
x(s) x(s')
y 
Case 2: xx' •and yx'. Then (LET x'e IN c) ' LET x'=e ' IN 
andwe have c 	'.c' 	. So from (2) we get, using /LET-/ 
(Vy),env ' )-<LET x'=re '  IN CY,S)_,rSU 
x 	 X 	X. 
and we also have
X(S')  
y 
Case 3: xix' and yx'. Then (LET x'e IN c)LET y'=e ' IN x 	x 	y  
where y' is a variable of the same sort as y satisfying y'4.FV(c)UFV(e). 
We have c x'
u y 	y'y x" and from (2) we get 
X , x y x y'  
(Vuy,env)<IET y'=e ' INc '',ss" 
x 	 x 	y  
X(s) x(s ' ) 
and we also have S" S' 
	
Assume now that x"Ey. Then s y(s) v_ 
	y(s) v v for 
y'4vt.ky 
x 	yvj 5 x 	y'y 
so from (1) and Lemma 4.1-2 we get 
(3) 	(vy,env)-(c ' ,, 5 
y(s) v v >r, 
x 	y ' y 





)v and the proofs of (1) and (3) 
0  
have the same length we get from the induction hypothesis 
(4)
y' 	y(s) v 	r 
y 	x'y ' 5 x 
y(s) v 
where (using that y(s 	,)=y(s) and y(s)Y(s')) 	vy,y' 
,y(s) y(s') Now y' _ 	 )uFV(env and y4FV(c1 	
V 
 ) so we can apply 
y 	y' 	 C yxI 	
',y 	 x y 
Lemma 4.1-2 to (4) and get 
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(5) 	(Voy',env)<C Y 	
y(s) v , 
XI 
i S X 
	y' 
(using yFV(env)uV) where s 	 We now proceed as 
above in 'the case where xy. Note that the proofs of (1) and (5) 
have the same lengths so the induction hypothesis can be applied. 
Case /PROC-/: Assume now that we have a proof of 
(V,env)<PROC p(VAL x',VAR y.') IS c IN c ,s 
y(s)>r 




)'c-(.c ,s >'-, r s' 
x 
where q is a procedure name satisfying qDOM(env). The induction 
hypothesis gives 
(Vuy,env(q=(x1,y',c1))')FKC q x 	2P  
x(s) x(s') 
where ' vy ' x 	y 	. The definition of env(q(x',y',c ))Y 1: X 
is such that we from /PROC-/ get 
(Vuy1,env' 	 1s> )<PROC p(VAL x',VAR y') IS c 1 IN c 2),9s' 
and the result follows. 




( V Ax 	 , ,env)_<cX y" 'S 
 y(s) v 
	
yl 	x 
where env(p)=(x',y',c), x" is a variable of the same sort as X' 
satisfying x"4V, e(s)=v and e(s 	 First 
as 	that x"y. Since s ' 	 ' 1 ,,=s" , 	we get from the induction 
hypothesis that 
x" "y v r' (Vx",y,env')1<c,,
X X 
,5 '))s" 
where (using that x(sV,,)x(s)) 	
,x(s) x(s') We have 
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e ' (s)=v and .(e)(s)+e ' (s) =r ' . We have three cases: 
x I' y " y 
Case 1: xxI,yt. Then env (p)=(x',y',c) and either c,, - 
c 
X11
y 	( if x.y") or c 




y 	Y ) (Vuy ,env )(CALL p(e,y, "  ,s') - s ' 
Case 2: x,y4.jx',y 1 t. Then env ' (p)(x',y',c ' ) and we have either
ly 
(if 	 ) or c x--:-y")	
y x'y" 
  (if xy") and the re- 
sult follows using /CALLfN/. 
XcYcY 
Case 3: xx ' ,y ' 	but y6x' ,.y'1 . Then env x  (p)(x,y ,á,,) 
where x and y are distinct variables of the same sort as x' and 
y', respectively, and x,yFV(env)uFV(c). We now have that either 
x " y h' y 	XYY x" y 	 XYflY 
c '' 	(if x.yIt) and c 	C 	 (if xy") or c 
x ' y ' x 	'y'x xy 	 x'y'x 	x'y'x xy 
in both cases the result follows using /CALL-/. 
In the case where x"Ey we first replace x" by y' in (1) very much 
as in the case /LET-/ and then "we proceed as above. We omit the 
details. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1-5 
We proceed by induction-on the length of the proof of 
(V,env)<c,s'> , s'. The cases where the last axiom or rule of 
fN 
that has been applied is one of /ass-/, 	 ?/, /;-?/ and 
/WHILE-?/ are straightforward and will therefore be omitted. The 
remaining three cases are as follows: 
Case /LET -?/: We have got a proof of 
(V,env)LET x=e IN c,s> (s)+e(s)++r IS 
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from' 
(Vuxh1,  env) I_<cX se(s) 
x 
where x4V. We have a proof of 
(V,env)-(LET x=e IN ,'>-' s" 
in N and it can only be obtained 'by using /LET-/. 'So we will 
have a proof of a formulas of the form 
	
"" 	e(s) r" 
(VOtx' , env) r.(c" ,S, 	> To 
where r1e$(s)+e(S)++rtl. If x '=-x " then the induction hypothesis can 
be applied to (1) and (2) and we get a=r" and s ' Z ,1 .s " and, there -
by e$(s)+e(s)++rr and 
So assume now that xix". We shall then use Lemma 4.1-4 and te- 
e(s) 	
XI(s0) 	 e(s) 
name x" to x' in (2) . Let s 0 be S, . Then s01, 	VkAX1.1  
and Lemma 4.1-2 applied to (2) gives 
of 	
x'(s
r if (Vuxt1,env(cX,S0i, 	°'> 
where Since x'.Vux'1 we can apply Lemma 4.1-4 and get 
x' 	 r" 
(Vux' ,x' ,env 11 )I- <c 	,,,s0) —s 
X11 (s0 	" ) x 
where s" 	 5' 
2Vuix",x" lx" 	
. L emma 4.1-2 can be applied again 
and gives 
(v j 1 x 	,env)_<cX 	e(s) r" 	it  
x 
where s"E. 	s". We can now proceed as above in the case where 
3 Vuix' 2 
x'.x" and since 	we get the required result. 
Case /PROC-/: Assume now that we have got a proof of 
(V,env) - <PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN c 21 s>)S' 
from 




where qDOM(env) and furthermore assume that we have a proofof 
(V,envW<PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS C 1 IN C 2 ,S)E, S". 
This can only be obtained by applying the rule /PROC-f/ to a 
formula of the form 
(2) 	(V,env(q'(x,y,c 1 )))<c 2 , 	" S)'S 
where q'DOM(env). If qq' we can apply the induction hypothesis to 
(1) and (2) and get s'!sh' and rr' as required. 
If qq' then we applyLemma 4.1-6 to (2) and renames q' to q. 
That is, we get 
(V, env (q(x,y,c 1 )),)<c 2 	 " ,,S>5 
and thereby (since q'DOM(env)) 
(V,env(q(x,y,c 1 )))<c 2 ,S) 	" S. 
Then the result follows using the induction hypothesis. 
Case /CALL-/: Assume that we have obtained a proof of 
(V,env)F<CALL p(e,y),s> e (s)+e(s)+r  
from 
y 	e(s) r (VuxJ,env)I_<cX, ,s 
y' x 
where env(p)(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same sort as •x' 
satisfying x4Vu{y'J. We also have a proof of 
(V,env)<CALL p(e,y) 	Sol 
and it can only be obtained by applying /CALL-/ to a proof of 
x" y 	c(s) r" 
(VtAx"Lenv) - (c 	,s , >- s" x' y' x 
where x"4Vuy'and rIe$(s)+e(s)++rI. If x"=-x' then the required 
result follows directly from the induction hypothesis. If x"x' 
3:34 
then we first rename x" in (2) to x' (very similar to the case 
/LET-?/ above) and then apply the induction hypothesis. We omit 
the details as they are a straightforward modification of those 
for the case /LET-?'/ above. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1-6 
The proof is by induction on the length of the proof of 
(V, env) }-(c,$).s' in SN .  Only two cases are interesting, namely 
those where either /PROC-/ or /CALL-?/ is the last rule applied 
in the proof. 
Case /PROC-?/: Assume now that we have got a proof of 
(V,env)-<PrOC p'(VAL x,VARy) IS c 1 IN c 2 ,s'>'s' 
from 
(1) 	(V, env (q(x,y,c 1 )))c 2 , , s ,) S' 
where q' is a procedure name satisfying q'4.DOM(env). We have six 
cases. 
Case 1: pip' and q.q'. The induction hypothesis can be applied 
to (1) since q4DOM(env)u%q'3 and we get 
(V,env(q'(x,y,c )))< qq
,55 , 
1 p 	2p p .  
This means that 
(V, env (q'(x,y,c 1 ) 	 <c 
	,$) s ' 
since q'4DOM(env) and p.DOM(env). Using /PROC-/ we get 
(V,envCl)(PROC p(VAL x,VAR y) IS c q IN c 
ip 	2 
and thereby 




Case 2: p:--p' and q.q'. Let q" be a procedure name satisfying 
q4DOM(env)u41q1J 
. 
Then the induction hypothesis. applied to (1) gives 
a' q" 	r 
(V,env(q'(x,y,C1)),)<c2, q' 
and thereby 
(V,env(q"(x,Yc 1 )))C 2 , ,5)5 ' 
since q'4DOM(env). The rest of the proof is now as in Case 1 above. 
Case 3: pp', p'q and q'q. Since q ~DOM(enOviq'I we can apply 
the induction hypothesis to (1) and get 
•'(V,env(q'(x,y,c )))(c, 
	
1 p 	2p p 
We then. have 
: 
since pq. Using /PROC-/ we get 
(V,env 1)'i-(PROC p' (VAL x,VAR y) IS C 	IN 
and thereby 
(V, env - <(PROC p'(VAL x, VAR y) IS c 1 IN 
p 
as required. 
Case 4: p/p',  p'q and q'.q. We here use the same trick, as in 
Case 2 above and rename q' to q" in (1) where q" is a procedure 
name - satisfying q"4DOM(env)qI. Then we proceed as in Case 3 above. 
We omit the details. 
Case 5: pp', p'Eq and qq'. 'First we apply the induction hypo-
thesis to (1) and get 
,5 > 5 1 
p 	2q  
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q4DO?4(senv))&q') that 
where q" is a procedure name satisfying qt4DOM(eflv)uq,q1 	Then 
/PROC - / gives 
(V,envCl)(PROC q"(VAL x,VAR y) IS c 
qq 
 IN c 
1q 	2qp 
and thereby 
(V, env .. <(PROC q(VAL X, VAR y) IS c 1 IN c 2 ) q p,
5)5 , 
as required. 
Case 6: pip', p - -q and q' 2-q- We use the same trick as in Case 2 




	Assume now that we have got a proof of 
+ 
(V,env)(CALL p'(e,y),s>e(s)+e (s) 
from 
e(s) r (Vx,env)<cX,,,s 	)-'s' 
x 
where env (p')=(x',y',c) and x is a variable of the same sort as x' 
satisfying x4vuy1. Using the induction hypothesis we get from (1) 
that 
x y q e(s) r
env q 
	
,s 	) -.s (Vu 4 4 
We have two cases. If p=-P'  then env(q)(xt,•y1,c) so using /CALL-/ 
we get from (2) 
$ 	+ 
>s I q(e,y) ,> e (s)+e(s) +r 
and thereby 
$ 	+ 
p(,y)),S > ( s)+e(s) +r, 
p 	 p 
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as required. 
If pip" then env (pI)(xv,y1,C) and /CALL-/ applied to (2) 
gives 
$ 	 + 
pI(.e,y),s>e (s)+e(s) 
and thereby 




PPEJI1L1 XcLROQES_QEERQBERTIES OF THE RECURSIVE 
PROCEDURE LANGUAGE 
The semantics and run-time requirements of the recursive proce-
dure language is given by the formal system 
TR
of Section 5.1. In 
the sections 5.3 and 5.4 we use some properties holding for the 
language and we shall, in this appendix sketch the proofs of 'some'of 
them. 
The first of these results allows one to extend the environment 
env of a formula (V,env)t-(c,s's': 
Lemma 5.1-4: If (V,enV)-(c,s> 	S', q4DOM(env) , F,V(c')Vux1 and 
FP(c')cDOM(env)oq then (V,env(q=(x,c')))l(c,s'>,s' where 
d'=d(q=O).  
In the proof of this result we shall use the following lemma 
Lemma 5.1-6: Assume that (V,env)r(c,s'> 	s', pDOM(env), and q4DOM(env). 
Then 	 where d'(p')d(p") for p'DOM(env)-{pJ 
and d'(q)=d(p). Furthermore, the two proofs in 	have the same 
lengths. 
The proof of this result is a straightforward modification of that 
for the similar, result in Section 4.1, Lemma 4.1-6 (the proof is 
given in Appendix B). 
Proof of Lemma 5.1-4 
The proof is by induction on the length of the proof of 
(V,env)Pc,$)s' in ?. Only one case is interesting, namely that 
where /PROC-S
R  is the last rule applied in the proof. The remaining 
cases are straightforward. 
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Case /PROC-/: Assume nOW tha-t w have 4o,t a proof of 
(V,eriv)-(PROC p(VAL x') IS C 1 IN c 21 >s 	S' 
by applying the rule /PROC-/ to a proof of 
(1) 	(V,env(p'=(  W',c 1 )))<c 2 ,s'>,s' 
where p' is a procedure name satisfying p'4DOM(env) and d'(p")=d(p") 
for p" in DOM(env). We can then apply the induction hypothesis to 
in the case where p'q and get 
V 1 ènv (p1= (xI ,c P 	(q= (x', c ' ) ) <c 2 	,Srd, (q-) 
and using /PROC-/ we get the required proof of 
(V,env(q(x,c')))<PROC p(V2\Lx') IS c 1 IN 
where d"(p")(d' (.q0)) (p " ) for p"DOM(env)UqJ. But then d"=d(q=O) 
as required. 
If p'q we shall rename p' to q' where q DOM(env)kq. Lemma 
5.1-6 applied to (1) gives 
' 
(V,env(p(x',c1 p )) 
q'
)( c 2p p' 
where d (p")d' (p" ) for p"DOM(env)-p 	and d (qt)=d'(p'). Since 
p'DOM(env) this means that 
s'. 
The induction hypothesis can now be applied to (2) since the proofs 
of (1,) and (2) have the same lengths. The rest of the proof is as 
in the case p'$q above so we omit the details.  
Furthermore, we shall sketch the proofs of the following results 
allowing us to replace one formal parameter with another one in 
certain situations. 
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Lemma 5.1-7: Assume that a€V-FV(envYliP(CALL p(a),env)) and FV(e)V. 
If (V,env)-<CALL p(a) ,5e> 
	s' then r=a$(se+ass++r1 
$ 	a+ 	
a 
for some r' and (V,env)-KCALL p(e) >e (s)+e(s) +r,, for some 
state s" satisfying s `-'s ' . V-( a} 
and 
Lemma 5.1-8: Assume that aéV-FV(envI FP" (CALL p(e),env))). If 
(V,env)CALL p(e),s>s' then r=e 
$ (s)+e(s) +r' for some r' and 
	
(V,env)<CALL p(a),se(s)) 	
s" for rh,=a$(se+a(Se)+ and 
a 	d 	 a 	a 
for some s" satisfying s" 	s ' . V- a) 
The proof of the first of these results is as follows: 
Proof of Lemma 5.1-7 
Assume that env(p')=(X t ,c). From 
e(s) r 
(V,env)r-<CALL p(a),s 	) -9 s ' a d 
$ 	e(s) 	e(s) + 
and /CALL-/ we get that r=a (S )+a(s 	) +r' for some r' and a a 





where s abbreviates e(s) , x is a variable of the same sort as x' 
0 	 a 
satisfying 4V and d' is the counter d(p=d(p)-1) (note d(p)>O must 
a(s 0 ) 
hold). We have a(s )e(s) so. 	
— 	 es, 
 From the 
0 	 U Ox (Vu'x - a1 x 
assumption aV-FV(envrFP(CALL p(a),env)) and x4V we get 
a4Fv( cx , ) u Fv( envrFPc , ,env )) so Lemma 5.1-2 - gives 
X 	e(s) 
rl 
((Vux)_a1,env)l<c,,S 	> x 
for some s satisfying 	 S i  
( V1) 	
. Using Lemma 5.1-3 we then 
get 
(Vux1 ,env )_(cX , e(s)> ;.->r ' 5 x 
s'. So the semantic rule /CALL-/ for, some s satisfying '2(v 
Xt) 4a3 1 
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gives 
$ 	 + Ne (s)+e(s) +r, 
(V,env)I- CALL p(e) is, 	
. 	 d' 2 
Since SV4.S' 
holds we have completed the proof of the lemma./// 
Proof of Lemma 5.1-8 
A proof of this result can be obtained by essentially reading 
the proof above backwards so we omit the details.  
In Section 5.4 we need a couple of results about transformed 
versions of the programs. As for the definition of the notation we 
refer to Section 5.4. First we have 
Lemma 5.471: If (V 1 ,env)-<c',S'>S' for some program c' and environ-
ment env with z4FV(c')UFV(env) and where z(s).d(p) then for some 
s" and r' (V 1 env(P(xc)))(C' 	 and s"-= 	so, 
z(s't)=z(s) and the two proofs in 	have the same lengths./// 
Proof: The lemma can be proved by induction on the length of proofs 
in - 
 R . The cases where the last axiom or rule applied in the proof 
is one of /asS-
YR  /IF-/, /;-/, /WHILE-i/, /LET/ and 
/PROC-/ are straightforward so we omit the details. Only one case 
is left: 
Case /CALL-/: Assume that we have a proof of 
$ 	+ e (s)+e(s) +r 
p' (e) ,s> d(p=d(p)+1)
SI 




e(s) > r-; S' 
where env(p')(x',c') and y' (V1 ) has the same sort as x'. If pip' 
we can apply the induction hypothesis to (1) and then the required 




So assume that pp'. By assumption we have z (s)4(d(p=d(p)+1)) (p) 
so -Z (s)d(p)+1. Since z4FV(c ' )uFV(env) and 5e(s) 
e(s z (s)-1 	 p 	
x 	 y 	(V1utyU-tz 





where 	 t• Lemma 5.1-3 then gives 
e(s) z (s)-1 
(V1u4YLenv*KcS 	
: 
where s'- 	 s' and z (s')=z (s)-1. Since both Lemma 5.1-2 
2 1 	p 2 	p 
and Lemma 5.1-3 preserve the length of proofs in 	and 
e(s) z (s)-1 
z(s 	 ) ~ d(p) we can apply the induction hypothesis and 
get 
e(s) z (s)-1 	, 
.>r_, 
S: 
for some s' with s' 	 s' and z (s')z .(s)-1. It can be 




where d(p')0 for - p' in DOM(env) and 
Furthermore, Lemma 5.1-2 gives 
r l 
for 	 and we have 
z (s')+l 
0 	p 
The semantic rules 1;-6/ and /IF-/ together with the fact that 
z (s')z () -1yiveS 
p 4 	p 
z (s) 
The semantic rule /CALL-/ now gives 
	
r'" 	 z (s) 
(Vi  env (P(x1c)))<CALL p(e),s> 	d(pd(p)+1)4 z 
z(s). 	
p 
It is. easy to verify that s 	 1 s' and the result follows. 
1 	 /// 
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Finally, we shall prove the following result: 
Lemma 5.4-3: if (V1 ,eflv 1 )-<.C,S)S' for some program with FV(c)f.  
V1 -VAR(L1 ) and ' FP (c)cPROC(L 1 ) then SL d, d(p')O for p4PROC(L1 ) 
I 	 1 
	
and (V1,env)<c,s>)s" for some s" and r' where s" 	-VARL 
1 
Proof: The lemma can be proved by induction on the length of proofs 
in 	The cases where the last axiom or rule applied in the proof 
is one of /ass-/, /IF-./, /;_R/, /WHILE-/ and /LET -?/ are 
straightforward so we omit the details. The remaining two cases are 
handled as follows: 
Case /PROC-/: Assume.that 
(V11 env1 )1<PROC p(VAL x) IS C 1 IN c 21 s) I s' 
is obtained by applying /PROC-/ to a proof of 
(1) 
where 4DOM(env 1.) and d'=d(q=n) for some n If +P(c 2 ) we can 
directly apply the induction hypothesis. Since zV 1 we can apply 
Lemma 5.1-2 and Lemma 5.1-3 to (1) and get 
(V1uz,env 1 (q(x,c 1 )))<c 2 ,S), 5 
for 	 and Zq (5)=fl• Since 	 and 
Zq(5z )d'() we can apply Lemma 5.4-1 and get 
for 	 We have env 1 (q(x ; (c 1 ) q )) 	 Since
ip 
the transformation on proofs performed by the lemmas 5.1-2 and 
5.1-3 and 5.4-1 do not change their length we can apply the induc- 
d', d'(p')O for p'4PROC(L 1 ) 
) 




for. s' 3V1_(VAR(L1)U4Zq1)52• Using first /PRoC-/ and then Lemma 
5.1-2 to remove z  we get 
if 
 (V1 1env)<PROC p(VAL x) IS C1 	 d 
IN cs) 9  ' N
where s., 1s. It is easy , to verify that s V VAR(L S' l s L d 
and d(p')=O for p'4PROC(L1 ). 
Case /CALL-?/: Assume now that we have got a proof of 
+ 
(Vi , env 1 )CALL p(e) 	
e(s)+e(s) +r 
S> 	 d(p=d'(p)+l) 
so 
from 
(V1Oy,env )-<c Y s e(s) 
i  
where env(p)=(x,c) and y (V1 ) has the same sort as x. We must have 
z(s))O since otherwise the program c ' would loop. So there will 
be states s and s 2 
 such that 
(V 'y),env )<z :z 	e(s).>ri 
1 	1 —p----p— y 	d1 I 
(V1u&y},env 1)(c,5 1 )2> s 2 
and 
(V1uY1env 1 )t(z:Z+ 1  ,s 2)3> S' 
for some r 1 ,r 21 r 3 ,d 1 ,d 2 and d3 . This follows from the semantic rules 
/IF-f/ and /;-f/. From (2) it can be proved that 5 1 Vuy1 
e(s) z (s) -1  
5 . 	 and d1 (p')=O'for p'.DOM(env) (using Lemma 5.1-9 stating 
that the language is deterministic). Similarly we get from (4) that 
z (s')-1 
and d3 (p')=O for p'eDOM(env). Using Lemma 5.1-2 we 
get from(3) that 
e(s) z.(s)-1 
(V1u y) ,env 1* (cs',s 
p z (s')-1 
where s 	st 	. 	and using that d=d 3 must. hold. The induc- 
2 V1u4y) 	Z e(s) z (s) - 1 
tion hypothesis can now be applied and we get s 	
p 	. d, 
y z L 
p 
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where s (v)VAR(L)S• Using first the semantic rule /CALL-/ 
z (s)-1.. 
then Lemma 5.1-2 with S p 	- 	s and finally Lemma 5.1-3 z V1-z 
p p 
(to add z again) we get 
e ()+e(s)+ 
(V11 env)IKCALL p(e),s> 	 +r 2d(d+ _S 
where sE It is straightforward to verify that S>L d(p=d(p)+1). 
1-A 
Z  
p 	 1 
and SV VAR(L)5 	
This completes the proof of the lemma.  
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